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1 L.C. Smith Featherweight Field Grade Sidelock Double Shotgun
serial #FW188777, 16 ga, 26” armor steel barrels choked improved
modified and full with bright near excellent bores, the left barrel showing
one or two very shallow and tiny subtle dents. The barrels retain about
95% original blue that shows some overall toning to a mild gray-brown
patina under bright light, some sparse freckling and light handling marks.
The action and lockplates retain about 92% lovely vibrant
case-hardened colors with loss due to some muting to pewter along the
edges and bottom metal, and some overall mild brown oxidation
speckling. The triggerguard retains a similar amount of original bright
blue showing some mild flaking and all markings remain intact and
strong. The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend
remain in very fine condition retaining most of their original finish
showing some scattered light dings and handling marks, and a few tiny
slivers or flakes around the upper tang that are unobtrusive. The original
hard rubber pistolgrip cap and grooved buttplate are intact, the buttplate
with a few small chips around the edges. Length-of-pull is 14 1/8” with
drops of 1 1/2” and 2 3/4”. Shotgun is equipped with automatic safety,
extractors and large brass bead front sight with smaller mid-bead.
Lock-up is solid on-face and the action seems to function well
mechanically. A fine Field Grade that appears to have seen little actual
use. (13B10636-52) {C&R} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

2 William Cashmore Boxlock Double Ejectorgun with Kirkwood Bros.
Marking
serial #17780, 12 ga (2 3/4”), 28” barrels choked improved cylinder and
full with bright very fine bores showing some sparsely scattered small
areas of minor oxidation staining and the right barrel with one very tiny
ding visible about mid-bore. Shotgun is Birmingham nitro proofed for 1
1/4 oz load. The barrels retain about 97% original blue showing some
sparsely scattered minor freckles and light handling marks, toning
overall to a pleasant plum-brown patina under bright light. The solid
barrel rib shows “WM CASHMORE BIRMINGHAM” markings and
“MADE FOR KIRKWOOD BROS BOSTON MASS.” The action retains
about 92% vibrant case-hardened colors showing some mild muting
along the bottom edges and sparse freckling, the bottom metal and top
lever retaining much of their original bright blue. The action is
extensively embellished with very fine quality English foliate scrollwork
with areas of the scrollwork nicely overlapping and intertwining
throughout. The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and splinter
forend with push button release remain in very good to perhaps very
good plus condition showing perhaps a bit of older added finish and the
buttstock with a thin grain crack along the right side grip, tiny sliver
behind the upper tang and a couple of very thin cracks forming on either
side of the lower tang. There are the expected scattered light dings and
handling marks and the diamond point checkering with mullered borders
shows light wear overall. There is an un-engraved silver monogram
shield along the toe line and the grooved horn buttplate shows light
insect damage overall. Length-of-pull is 14 3/8” with drops of 1 3/4” and
2 1/2”. Lock-up is by dual under-bites and Greener crossbolt and is tight
on-face. Shotgun features automatic safety, small ivory mid bead and
larger silver front bead and the action seems to function well
mechanically with strong ejectors. Weight is just shy of 7 lbs. 5 oz. A
quality British double retailed by the well-known Kirkwood firm of Boston.
(13C10636-101) {C&R} (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

3 Webley & Scott Model 700 Boxlock Double Ejectorgun
serial #132121, 12 ga. (2 3/4”), 28” barrels choked improved cylinder
and full with bright excellent bores. The barrels of this nice circa
1962-made shotgun retain about 98% excellent quality rust blue,
purportedly restored by Holland & Holland, showing just a hint of subtle
thinning under bright light. The action retains about 95% lovely vibrant
case-hardened colors muting to a smooth pewter along the edges and
retaining a healthy amount of protective lacquer. The bottom metal,
triggerguard and top lever retain about 98% excellent restored bright
blue while many of the screw heads and the safety lever show nice fire
blue. The action is embellished with fine quality crisp English scrollwork
throughout. The checkered rounded pistolgrip walnut buttstock and
splinter forend with push-button release remain in very fine condition
showing somewhat thinning oil finish along the sides of the butt, a few
scattered light dings and handling marks. The checkering shows some
lightly chipped points and wear and there is a small neatly repaired
minor crack behind the upper tang. There is an un-engraved silver
monogram plate along the toe line and length-of-pull to the grooved butt
is 14 5/8” with drops of about 1 5/8” and 2 1/4”. The shotgun features
automatic safety and single silver bead front sight, lock-up is by dual
under-bites and exhibits just the slightest hint of side-to-side play with
the lever resting a hair right of center. The action otherwise seems to
function well mechanically with strong ejectors. Weight is 6 lbs. 4 oz.
(13B10636-28) {C&R} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

4 Parker Trojan Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #229280, 16 ga (2 3/4”) on a No. 1 frame. 28” Trojan steel barrels
choked improved modified and full with bright very fine bores showing a
couple of tiny shallow dents, one a bit more moderate in the left barrel
about 9” back from the muzzle. The barrels of this shotgun retain about
95% original blue showing some scattered light handling marks, a few
errant freckles and some small areas thinning to gray-brown patina
under bright light. The action retains about 90% fading original
case-hardened colors still quite vibrant and taking on a nice
slivery-smoky gray tone. The triggerguard retains about 98% original
blue showing a little faint freckling and one small scuff. The checkered
pistolgrip walnut buttstock and splinter forend remain in very good plus
condition retaining a healthy amount of older added varnish that shows
some wear along the butt, the expected scattered light dings, handling
marks and one tiny flake at the right edge tip of forend. The checkering
shows light wear remaining mostly intact and length-of-pull to the
vintage Hawkins ventilated red rubber pad is 14 1/8” with drops of 2”
and 3”. Barrels are solid on-face with top lever right of center and the
action seems to function well mechanically. A nice Trojan that has seen
light careful use. (13A10636-67) {C&R} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

5 Winchester Model 1886 Lightweight Takedown Rifle
Description Update 08/15/2022:Rifle likely went back to the factory for
33 WCF barrel fitting sometime between 1902-1905, as it still does not
show the factory WP proof marks.serial #91266, 33 WCF, 24” tapered
round barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing a hint of faint
frosting in some of the grooves and otherwise crisp rifling. The barrel
and magazine of this 1894-made rifle retain about 95% original blue with
most of the loss due to some sparsely scattered areas of light oxidation
speckling, minor handling marks and one small but moderate ding on
the right side about 1 3/4” back from the muzzle. The rear sight and
magazine takedown lever retain most of their original bright blue and the
barrel markings remain strong. The action retains about 80% plus
original bright blue with scattered flaking to pleasant gray-brown patina,
some areas of old light oxidation and handling marks. The action shows
the familiar Winchester striations and also, again, a handful of moderate
but small dings along the top edge of the right side. The bolt retains
about 98% lovely original bright blue, the hammer shows vibrant colors
throughout while the lever retains generous vibrant colors with some
remnants of protective lacquer toning to a silvery case-hardened patina
and showing some light oxidation speckling. The loading gate and
trigger retain some good fire blue and all markings remain strong. The
plain walnut stocks remain in very good plus condition retaining a
healthy amount of original varnish that shows some more moderate
flaking along the buttstock along with the expected scattered light dings,
handling marks and a few abrasions at the toe. The original hard rubber
buttplate shows a corresponding small chip at the toe and is otherwise
intact. The rifle is sighted with standard sporting rear sight, Lyman No. 4
ivory hunting front sight and the action seems to function well
mechanically. While this rifle was apparently banged around a little bit, it
nevertheless remains a very attractive example with strong original finish
and appears to have seen little actual use. (13C10630-1) {ANTIQUE}
(3500/5000)
Est. 3,500 - 5,000

6 Colt Service Model Ace Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #SM26474, .22 LR, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. This late
1970s pistol remains in excellent condition showing light use. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish showing limited edge
wear, mostly at the muzzle and two small spots on the right side of the
slide toward the muzzle and scattered light handling marks. The
checkered walnut factory grips with gold medallions rate excellent, the
grip screws are thinning to pewter. This Service Model Ace features a
Patridge front sight, Colt Accro rear sight and the remainder are typical
Government Model features. No magazine is provided, the barrel
bushing has been replaced with an unmarked fitted match style bushing,
and the pistol functions mechanically. An excellent candidate as a
training pistol, target gun, or a fine addition to your Colt collection.
(8A10718-43) {MODERN} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

7 Colt Government Model Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #92863B70, .45 ACP, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. This
1981-manufactured Series ’70 pistol remains in excellent condition with
about 99% original blue finish exhibiting perhaps a few minor handling
marks. The checkered walnut factory grips with gold Rampant Colt
medallions rate excellent. This fine gun functions mechanically and
showcases all the standard features found on a commercial Government
Model. The pistol includes a single commercial Colt marked
seven-round magazine. The Series ’70 pistol have garnered
considerable collector interest over the last few years and this one is a
fine example of the genre. (8A10718-38) {MODERN} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
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8 Colt Combat Commander Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #A80BS18345, .45 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
serial number on this Series ’70 gun is interesting, with an “A” added
after the serial number was initially stamped, before the gun was
finished, done by Colt when there was a duplicate serial number. This
1982-manufactured pistol remains in excellent condition with about 98%
original blue finish showing a very small spot of oxidized pinprick pitting
on the right front section of the slide along with a few minor handling
marks. The checkered walnut factory grips with gold Rampant Colt
medallions rate excellent. This fine gun functions mechanically and
showcases all the standard features found on the Commander Models.
The pistol includes a single commercial Colt marked seven-round
magazine. An excellent example of the Combat Commander.
(8A10718-45) {MODERN} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

9 Colt Combat Commander Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #70BS58151, .38 Super Auto, 4 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore.
This late 1970s-manufactured pistol (1977) remains in excellent
condition with about 97-98% original blue finish showing light high edge
wear mostly toward the muzzle area of the slide and frame, in addition to
handling marks. The checkered walnut factory grips with gold Rampant
Colt medallions rate excellent. This gun functions mechanically and has
all the standard features found on the early Commander Models. The
pistol includes a single commercial Colt marked nine-round magazine.
This gun has seen light use and remains a viable collectible, fine
self-defense firearm, or shooter. (8A10718-44) {MODERN} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

10 Winchester Pre-War Model 70 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #15618, 220 Swift, 26” barrel with a bright very fine bore showing
a little frosting and perhaps very mild oxidation in the grooves with
otherwise crisp rifling throughout. The barreled action of this 1938-made
rifle retains about 95% original blue with most of the loss due to some
scattered light handling marks, mild thinning under bright light and a
streak of subtle wear along the bottom of the barrel. The bolt handle,
extractor and other small parts retain about 96% original blue with some
thinning to gray along the knob while the body remains mostly bright
showing a little minor gray speckling and operational wear, it is properly
electro-penciled matching the receiver. The bottom metal shows a bit
more wear as is typical retaining about 80% original bright blue flaking to
a pleasant mottled gray-brown patina, while the original checkered steel
buttplate is toning to mild gray. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock
remains in very good plus condition retaining a healthy amount of
original finish showing some overall light dings and handling marks to be
expected, and the right side butt with a couple more noticeable
scratches. The checkering shows light wear and the left side butt shows
an area of rather subtle but attractive grain figure. The rear sight dovetail
shows a few light dings and is blanked and the front sight is a tall brass
bead missing the hood. The action has three drilled and tapped holes on
the rear ring and just the base hardware of a Lyman 48 receiver sight.
The action seems to function well mechanically. A very nice early Model
70 in this classic high velocity cartridge. (13B10636-25) {C&R}  
(2000/2500)
Est. 2,000 - 2,500

11 Sako Pre-Vixen Bolt Action Rifle
serial #8637, 222 Rem, 23 1/2" barrel with a bright, excellent bore. The
metal surfaces on this vintage Riihimaki-made rifle retain about 97-98%
original blue that is lightly toning to plum and has some light handling
and impact marks, and some light edge wear. The bolt body remains
mostly bright with some areas of light oil staining. The underside of the
bolt handle is electric pencil numbered to the receiver and the knob is
fading more to gray. The checkered walnut stock rates very good and
has some light dings and handling marks along with moderate to heavy
finish loss and some minor crazing or solvent staining on the left side.
The stock features a left side cheekrest and has a hard rubber gripcap
and buttplate and is equipped with swivels. The front sight blade has
been removed, there is no rear sight present, but mounted to the
grooved receiver is a Lyman All-American 10X riflescope. The scope
features an adjustable objective and has a crosshair reticle with very
good optics. The lenses appear to have a light “halo” around their outer
edges, but the image is still clear in center. A single, detachable box
magazine is included. A lovey example of these classic, lighter-weight
action rifles. (4A10584-5) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

12 Smith & Wesson K-22 Outdoorsman Hand Ejector Revolver
serial #653141, .22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. This lovely
Outdoorsman maintains wonderful condition showing only light use. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue showing light wear at the
muzzle and a few insignificant handling marks. The service style
hammer and trigger retain beautiful swirls of case-hardened colors with
light operational marks. Commensurate with the condition of this gun,
the diamond checkered walnut factory grips featuring silver S&W
medallions rate excellent and are numbered to the gun. All the
appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun, timing and lockup
are as good as the day it left the factory, it features a silver bead Call
front sight, and black blade adjustable rear sight. An excellent example
of a 1st Model K-22 revolver showing minimal use and fine care over the
years. (8A10574-107) {C&R}   (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

13 Smith & Wesson British Contract .455 Mk II Hand Ejector Revolver
serial #52112, .455 Webley, 6 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This
lovely gun has factory refurbish marks on the barrel and cylinder, and a
factory rework date of October 1979 on the grip frame. This Great War
veteran has been returned to its original glory and retains about 99%
factory reapplied blue showing the occasional old pit under the new
finish and only a faint turn ring on the cylinder. The case-hardened
colors on the service trigger and hammer are fading with the strongest
swirls found on the hammer, the lanyard loop has toned to dark gray.
The replacement diamond checkered walnut factory grips feature gold
S&W medallions and rate about very good showing general light
diamond point wear and scattered light handling marks. The refurbish
has softened a few of the factory markings, British proofs, and military
acceptance marks but all rate crisp to strong. This beautifully restored
revolver functions mechanically with correct timing and lockup, and all
the appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun, the first digit in
the serial number on the face of the cylinder is defaced. This gun
remains a fine example of the MK II. (8A10574-164) {C&R}  
(1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

14 Colt Woodsman Match Target Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #174434-S, .22 LR, 6” heavy barrel with full underlug featuring a
bright excellent bore. If you are looking for a delightful Match Target for
your collection this one should fill the requirement nicely. The metal
surfaces of this third series 1957 gun retain about 99% original blue
finish with a small scratch by the left side of the muzzle. The checkered
thumb rest factory synthetic grips rate excellent and feature a single
Rampant Colt monogram on the right panel with deep black even color.
This pistol features a Patridge front sight, Colt Accro adjustable rear
sight, manual thumb safety, and functions mechanically. This lovely
example includes the original factory two-piece woodgrain box that is
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, single ten-round
magazine, test target numbered to the gun, manual, and paperwork.
The box rates about very good to excellent showing light edge and
corner wear, fading, small tear on the right front corner of the box, and
few other storage marks. The provided paperwork rates excellent.
Overall, an extremely well cared for Match Target. (8B10574-173) {C&R}
(1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

15 Colt Python Double Action Revolver
serial #K48579, .357 Magnum, 4” full lug ventilated rib barrel with an
excellent bore. This lovely 1981-manufactured revolver remains in
wonderful condition showing little use. The metal surfaces retain about
99% original Royal Coltguard Electroless nickel showing only a faint
turnring. The service trigger and wide target hammer rate excellent with
bright nickel plate. The checkered rubber factory Presentation grips by
Pachmayr feature gold Rampant Colt medallions and rate excellent. This
revolver features a serrated red insert front sight, white outline Colt
Accro rear sight, crisp action, and it correctly times and locks up and
includes the original manual. A very desirable example of these highly
popular and collectible revolvers showing little if any use. (8B10694-1)
{MODERN}   (3500/5500)
Est. 3,500 - 5,500
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16 Scarce Bulgarian Model 1908 Luger Pistol by DWM
serial #731, 9mm, 4” barrel with a fair-good bore showing light pitting
and oxidation its full length and somewhat worn but good rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this desirable 1908 contract pistol
retain generous remnants of arsenal blue throughout the protected,
areas mostly toning to a mix of deep gray and gray-brown patina, with
scattered spots of old light pitting and handling marks. The small parts
show fading straw color toning to pewter and the markings otherwise
remain completely intact and strong, the middle toggle piece showing
proper Bulgarian royal crest and DWM monogram atop the receiver. The
right side of the receiver shows correct Bulgarian lion proof mark while
both the safety and loaded chamber indicator markings are in Bulgarian
and the lanyard ring remains affixed at the heel. The left grip is walnut
while the right is beech and both appear to be unmarked on their
interiors remaining in good condition, showing moderate smoothing and
light handling marks otherwise retaining nice fit. The sideplate is a later
replacement that has been numbered to the gun, the ejector shows a
German imperial proof mark, the grooved firing pin is an unmarked
replacement and its retainer shows a later German Waffenamt. The sear
bar has been arsenal-renumbered to match and the remaining
numbered parts are all matching. One mismatched wood base
magazine numbered “8676o” is included and the action seems to
function well mechanically. Please also see the Bulgarian holster
available in the Timed Auction. A solid respectable example from this
low-production and much sought after contract. (13B10656-13) {C&R}
(2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

17 Dutch Model 1906 Luger Pistol by DWM
serial #2203, 9mm, 4” barrel with a good bore showing fine oxidation
and light frosting in the grooves with otherwise strong rifling throughout.
The metal surfaces of this scarce contract Luger retain about 90% older
arsenal refurbished rust blue showing some high edge wear, areas
toning to gray-brown patina and some overall light pitting beneath the
finish to be expected of these well-traveled and used pistols. The small
parts retain fading remnants of straw color while the sear spring shows
good fire blue. All markings remain intact and strong showing DWM
monogram along the middle toggle piece, Dutch “(Crown) / W” inspector
stamp on the left receiver, “RUST” safety marking and “GELADEN”
loaded chamber indicator on both sides of the extractor. The left side
frame has a brass plate affixed with infantry unit marking “2-Inf. II / 7”
and the top of the barrel shows small “1926” date. The checkered walnut
grips are stamp-numbered to the gun and remain in very good condition
having darkened from the years and showing a few lightly chipped
points and minor handling marks. All of the serialized parts are matching
including the un-grooved firing pin, a few of the smaller components
perhaps arsenal-renumbered during refurbishment. One un-numbered
magazine with Parkerized body and aluminum base is included along
with an original brown leather flap holster that rates about good, it
appears to have seen various modifications as it is devoid of any
accessory pouches and the bottom plug has been lost to the years.
There is scattered mild crackling, light staining and the stitching
otherwise remains mostly intact. The pistol seems to function well
mechanically. These pistols generally saw hard service in the Dutch
East Indies and this pistol remains a very nice example for the martial or
Luger collector. (13B10656-12) {C&R} (1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

18 Swiss Model 1929 Luger Pistol by Bern
serial #60347, 30 Luger, 4 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 94% original blue with most of
the loss due to scattered high edge wear, mild thinning and the grip
safety toning to gray. All markings remain intact and strong showing “P”
privatization stamp on the left side receiver and a very discreet “CKC”
import mark along the forward edges of the frame. The dark brown
checkered Bakelite grips remain in near excellent condition, the left
panel closer to very fine showing a few lightly chipped points and minor
dings. The rear sight notch has been opened up slightly and the front
sight has been replaced with a wider blade, likely in Switzerland. The
serialized parts are matching, one proper Swiss magazine is included
and the action seems to function well mechanically. A fine example of
these later production simplified models. (13A10656-16) {C&R}  
(1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

19 Portuguese Model 1906 Luger Pistol by DWM
serial #112, 30 Luger, 4 3/4” barrel with a mostly bright very good plus
bore showing some scattered fine oxidation in the grooves and
otherwise strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol
retain about 90% plus original blue showing scattered high edge wear
and areas toning to mild gray-brown patina under bright light along with
a little sparse freckling along the barrel and gripstraps. The small parts
retain rich straw color throughout with some thinning along the trigger
and magazine release, while the sear spring and toggle pins show nice
fire blue. All markings remain intact and strong showing nice “(Crown) /
M2” Royal Cypher above the chamber and DWM monogram on the
middle toggle piece. The checkered walnut grips remain in very good
plus condition showing some scattered light chipped points and handling
marks, both fit very nicely with the left panel showing a penciled number
“941” and the right panel is un-numbered. The remaining serialized parts
are matching, one un-numbered bright-bodied wood base magazine is
included and the action seems to function well mechanically. A fine
Portuguese contract Luger. (13B10656-21) {C&R} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

20 Fine Krieghoff Trumpf Primus Dural Drilling Cased with 410 Bore and 22
Magnum Inserts
serial #62573, 12 ga (2 3/4”) over 7x57mmR, 25” Bohler Antinit barrels,
the shotgun barrels professionally modified to accept Briley screw-in
chokes, all barrels with otherwise bright excellent bores. The barrels of
this attractive November 1962 proof-dated drilling retain about 97%
original blue showing just some mild silvering at the muzzles, a few
small scuffs mostly along the left shotgun barrel and the blue taking on a
deep plum tone under bright light. The duralumin alloy action and
sideplates rate excellent showing just a few scattered light handling
marks mostly along the edges of the fences and water table that are
really very small and minor, some of the screw heads also show some
light slot wear. The action is extensively embellished in full coverage
with lovely foliate scrollwork and punch-dot shading and finely detailed
large forest game scenes showing three bounding hare on the right side
and a buck, doe and pheasant on the left. The bottom metal is neatly
engraved “KRIEGHOFF-DRILLING / TRUMPF-PRIMUS-DURAL”. The
top lever and rifle barrel selector retain about 98% original bright blue
and also show fine foliate engraving and the horn triggerguard is
completely intact and uncracked showing just some light handling
marks. The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend
remain in very good plus to very fine condition showing somewhat worn
oil finish overall with some scattered light dings, handling marks and
some very thin shallow scratches along the sides of the butt that are
unobtrusive. The skip-line checkering shows light honest wear and the
butt exhibits some subtle attractive tiger stripe grain figure throughout.
The hard rubber pistolgrip cap and grooved buttplate are intact showing
mild wear, there is a left-side European cheekpiece and fine
nickel-plated cartridge trap along the toe line showing flowing foliate
embellishments and space for three centerfire rifle cartridges and two 22
rimfire cartridges. Length-of-pull is 14 1/2” with drops of about 1 7/8” and
3” and weight without the scope attached, but with the 410 inserts, is a
little over 7 1/2 lbs. The drilling is equipped with sling swivel studs,
German claw mount bases, German silver cocking indicator pins,
Greener safety and set trigger for the rifle barrel. The rifle sight
automatically flips up when selected and the front sight is a fine silver
bead with larger flip-up duralumin bead for the shotgun. Lock-up is by
dual under-bites with greener crossbolt and side-clips and is solid
on-face with the lever resting about dead center. The action seems to
function well mechanically. The arm includes a nice quality commercial
leather-bound luggage case with green baize interior that remains in
very good plus condition showing some scattered light scuffs and
handling marks. Included are a Zeiss Diavari-Z 1.5-6x42 riflescope with
proper claw mounts, German reticle and very good plus optics that are
just slightly discolored; the exterior shows some light scratches, signs of
mounting and a dent on one of the knob covers. The included
Krieghoff-made 22 Magnum rifle insert is numbered “29345” with a 8
5/8” barrel and a bright excellent bore, it retains about 95% original blue
showing some light edge wear and silvering. Also included are one 410
choke wrench, one 12 ga choke wrench, the following 12 ga Briley
choke tubes: two skeet lead, one improved modified lead, one full lead
and one extra full lead, and the following 410 choke tubes: two skeet,
one improved modified and two extra full. A wonderful and extremely
versatile Krieghoff Trumpf Primus drilling. (13E10726-1) {C&R}
(5000/7000)
Est. 5,000 - 7,000
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21 Krieghoff Waldschutz Super Drilling
serial #57557, 16 ga (2 3/4”) over 7x57R, 25 1/2”
Rochling-Gewehrlauf-Edelstahl barrels choked cylinder and improved
cylinder with bright excellent bores, the rifle barrel also bright and
excellent with crisp rifling. The barrels of this October 1957 proof-dated
drilling retain about 95% original blue with most of the loss due to some
sparsely scattered light oxidation speckles and some thinning under
bright light. The action is a handsome smooth silvery gray
case-hardened patina, the triggers remain bright and the triggerguard,
top lever and other small parts retain about 97% bright blue. The action
is extensively embellished with fine quality crisp foliate scrollwork and
border engraving. The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut buttstock and
forend remain in very good plus condition showing an older added
reddish brown finish that shows some areas of mild flaking or thinning
along with a couple of very tiny hairline cracks forming at the upper tang,
some scattered light dings and handling marks. There is a cartridge trap
along the toe line for four rifle cartridges, its cover toned to plum-brown
patina. Length-of-pull to the Pachmayr solid red rubber pad is 15 3/8”
with drops of 1 5/8” and 2 1/2”. The arm features double triggers with
front rifle set, extractors, European sling swivels, German silver cocking
indicator pins, non-automatic safeties, side clips and lock-up with dual
under-bites and Greener crossbolt. Lock-up is solid on-face, the action
seems to function well mechanically and the arm is sighted with a small
u-notch rear that flips up when the rifle barrel is selected and plain blade
front sight. Weight is just shy of 7 1/2 lbs. A fine Krieghoff in a nice
chambering combination. (13C10636-75) {C&R}   (2500/3500)
Est. 2,500 - 3,500

22 Winchester Model 1892 Lever Action Rifle
serial #347997, 44 WCF, 24” round barrel with full magazine and a
bright very fine bore showing a few small areas of old minor pitting that
are very small, most noticeable at the muzzle. The barrel of this
1906-made rifle has mostly toned to a medium gray-brown patina
retaining strong original blue along the wood line and showing a little bit
of scattered pinprick pitting and a ding at the right edge of the muzzle
that does not impinge upon the bore. The magazine retains about 80%
original blue with the balance similar to the barrel, the arm is stamped
with period London proof marks and also shows a small Century import
mark along the right side barrel. The action retains about 50% original
bright blue flaking to gray-brown and showing some scattered oxidation
staining and fine scratches along the sides, the hammer and lever show
hints of case-hardened colors in the protected areas and the loading
gate shows nice fire blue. The plain walnut stocks remain in about very
good plus condition showing perhaps some older added finish with
overall light dings, handling marks and a couple tiny chips at the heel of
the shotgun butt. The rifle is sighted with Winchester’s express rear
sight, silver bead front sight, and the action seems to function well
mechanically. An honest 1892 that will probably be a fine shooter.
(13A10574-22) {C&R} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

23 Winchester Special Order Model 1894 Takedown Rifle
serial #379105, 30 WCF, 26” octagon barrel with a partially bright very
good bore showing some pinprick pitting and oxidation in the grooves
with otherwise strong rifling throughout. The barrel and magazine of this
1907-made rifle retain about 90% original blue showing some overall
thinning and toning to gray-brown under bright light along the barrel,
scattered light handling marks and a few small areas of old light pitting.
The action retains about 70% original bright blue flaking to gray-brown
overall showing some scattered light dings and old oxidation staining,
the screw holes with some circumferential wear. The bolt retains about
94% original bright blue and the loading gate retains nice brilliant fire
blue. The lever and hammer retain some smoky case-hardening with
hints of good colors in the protected areas muting to a mild gray-brown
patina. All markings remain intact and strong and there are two
additional drilled and tapped holes along the upper tang beneath the
sight. The walnut stocks appear to be Winchester’s nicer, but not quite
deluxe, grade of wood often seen on takedown guns exhibiting some
areas of handsome grain figure particularly along the right side butt and
forend. The stocks remain in very good plus condition retaining
generous original varnish showing some scattered light dings and
handling marks, the forend with a very tiny repaired chip at the front left
corner. The rifle is sighted with a Lyman aperture tang sight that has
been cleaned to gunmetal gray, combination two-leaf rear sight and
Beach-style combination front. The magazine hanger is somewhat loose
in its dovetail and it seems the hammer notch may have been worked on
in the past as the top surface of the hammer bears on the bolt when the
action is cycling and the trigger pull is somewhat stiff but the action is
otherwise serviceable. A solid 1894 takedown with some strong
condition and rather nice wood. (13A10574-28) {C&R} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

24 Winchester Model 1895 Lever Action Rifle
serial #33190, 30-40 Krag, 28” round barrel with a mostly bright very fine
bore showing some fine oxidation or frosting in the grooves and
otherwise crisp rifling throughout. The barrel of this very handsome
1901-made rifle retains about 95% original blue with most of the loss
due to some even thinning and toning to a mild gray-brown patina under
bright light, some sparse freckling and light handling marks. The action
retains about 92% original bright blue showing some scattered light
handling marks and flaking to a pleasant gray-brown patina, the flaking
a bit more evident along the upper tang and lever. The magazine retains
about 90% original blue with thinning and light operational wear while
the bolt retains about 97% original bright blue and the extractor and
magazine follower show lovely fire blue. The lever link and hammer
show strong case-hardened colors, muting to a smoky gray along the
hammer, the smooth steel shotgun buttplate shows remnants of bright
blue and all markings remain intact and strong. The smooth walnut
buttstock and schnabel forend with ebony tip insert remain in very good
plus to very fine condition, the buttstock perhaps with a little bit of older
added finish showing some scattered light dings and handling marks
otherwise retaining excellent fit throughout. The rifle is sighted with a
nice condition “Climbin’ Lyman” No. 21 rear sight, small ivory bead front
sight and the rear sight dovetail neatly blanked. The action seems to
function well mechanically. A very attractive 1895 for the Winchester
collector. (13B10574-41) {C&R} (2000/2500)
Est. 2,000 - 2,500

25 Scarce U.S. Model 1892 Krag Bolt Action Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #20345, 30-40 Krag, 30” barrel with an about good bore showing
light pitting and oxidation throughout the rifling. The barrel, bands and
triggerguard of this 1894-dated Type II rifle are toning to a dark gray
patina with scattered spots of old light oxidation and light handling
marks, along with remnants of original blue along the wood line and in
the protected areas. The receiver retains about 85% original
oil-quenched blackened finish while the sideplate and loading gate are a
mottled smoky case-hardened patina with spots of light oxidation
staining. The bolt is also toning to gray and is properly without a
hold-open pin on the extractor as the receiver is unnotched. The Model
1892 Type II walnut buttstock and Type I handguard rate about fine with
a hairline crack behind the upper tang and a couple more by the tang of
the buttplate and the expected overall handling marks from military
service. The stock features strong markings including an 1895-dated
boxed inspection cartouche and circled “P” firing proof. The Type II
cleaning rod and original sights are intact, an excellent condition brown
leather sling with brass double hook is included which is clearly stamped
“ROCK ISLAND / ARSENAL / W.T.G.” and shows some overall minor
crazing, and the action appears to function well mechanically. While not
specifically listed by serial number, this rifle falls withing the range
provided by SRS of rifles issued to Company C of the 2nd U.S.
Volunteer Engineers in 1898. A wonderful example of these desirable
rifles which is completely in its original configuration. (23B10483-273)
{ANTIQUE} [Perry White Collection] (3000/4000)
Est. 3,000 - 4,000

26 Fabulous U.S. Model 1884 Trapdoor Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #459220, 45-70 Govt., 32 5/8” barrel with a pristine bore. This
lovely example remains in truly wonderful condition with the metal
surfaces retaining about 98% original blue, oil-quenched blackened
finishes and vibrant case-hardened colors with the only apologies some
minor wear to gray on the toe and heel of the buttplate, a 1” scratch on
the top of the barrel midway between the bands, a spot of wear on the
hammer screw head toning to gray, and some light silvering at the
muzzle. All metal markings are correct and crisp. The American black
walnut stock rates very fine to near excellent with a strong original oil
finish and a few scattered light dents and handling marks from long term
storage. All stock markings are crisp including the 1889-dated inspection
cartouche, circled “P” firing proof and “M” inspection mark. The original
sights and cleaning rod are intact and the action of this excellent
condition Model 1884 Trapdoor appears to function well mechanically.
This is the perfect opportunity for the advanced Springfield collector as
this example would be very difficult to improve upon. (23B10615-9)
{ANTIQUE} (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000
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27 Scarce U.S. Model 1880 Trapdoor Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #156957, 45-70 Govt., 32 5/8” barrel with a mostly bright about
very good bore showing scattered patches of light pitting and oxidation.
Approximately 1,014 Model 1880 Trapdoor rifles were produced for field
evaluations to determine the suitability of an integral ramrod bayonet
rather than a separate socket bayonet and scabbard. It was hoped this
new rifle would reduce the individual soldier’s burden by 10 oz. while
saving the government $0.92 each as no scabbard would be necessary.
The metal surfaces have aged to an overall light-moderately oxidized
brown patina with pinprick pitting throughout and remnants of original
blue in a few protected areas, while the rear of the receiver is a smoky
case-hardened patina and the underside of the breechblock retains
vibrant case-hardened colors. “U.S. / SPRINGFIELD” on the lockplate is
partially obscured while all other markings are clear. The American black
walnut rates about fine as lightly cleaned with a touch of added finish, an
unobtrusive sliver missing from the right wood line beneath the upper
band spring and a few scattered light handling marks. The faint
remnants of an 1881-dated inspection cartouche and circled “P” firing
proof remain visible. The original sights are intact, the ramrod bayonet
locks up tightly in both positions and the action remains strong and
crisp. By the middle of 1882 reports from the field indicated that the
slight movement of the ramrod bayonet during firing caused the rifles to
be inaccurate and that soldiers could not fix or unfix the bayonets while
moving. Thus, these experimental rifles were withdrawn from service
and the program dropped, making them today both scarce and
highly-collectable. (23A10460-15) {ANTIQUE} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

28 Very Fine U.S. Model 1863 Type I Percussion Rifle-Musket by
Remington
.58 cal., 40” barrel with a pristine bore. The barrel, bands, triggerguard
and buttplate of this lovely rifle-musket are mostly bright showing some
evidence of a previous cleaning with some scattered areas of softened
pinprick pitting and scattered spots and speckles of light oxidation. The
lockplate and hammer retain vibrant case-hardened colors which fade to
gray toward the nose of the hammer with some spots of light oxidation.
All metal markings are crisp with a characteristic large font “1865” on the
top of the breech, “V / P / (Eagle Head)” on the left quarter-flat and
“G.M.” inspection mark on the left flat of the breech, while the lockplate
is also dated 1865 behind the hammer, and features a Federal Eagle
over “U.S.” ahead of the hammer, and “REMINGTON’S / ILION, N.Y.” is
below the unique bolster. The American black walnut stock rates fine
with sharp edges to the stock flats, a small moderate dent on the right
side of the ramrod channel behind the upper band and a few other
scattered minor handling marks from the years. The stock features
wonderful crisp markings including “B A / 2284” on the right side of the
buttstock and two boxed inspection cartouches and small “G.P”
inspection mark on the left stock flat. The original sights are intact, a
correct cupped tulip-head ramrod with threaded end is included and the
action is strong and crisp. A total of 40,000 Model 1863 rifle-muskets
were delivered by Remington during the closing years of the Civil War.
(23C10615-5) {ANTIQUE}   (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

29 Smith & Wesson No. 2 Old Model Army Revolver
serial #13799, .32 RF, 6” octagon barrel showing a bright bore with
scattered light pitting and oxidation stains. This three-patent date No. 2
Army remains in excellent condition. The metal surfaces retain perhaps
92% original dark blue finish, the backstrap is toning to pewter, with
generally light scattered edge wear, limited oxidation stains, and
handling marks. The trigger, barrel latch, ejector, and most of the
hammer have toned to gray with a few strong swirls of case-hardened
colors still on the hammer. The smooth rosewood factory grips are
numbered to the gun and rate about very good showing light wear,
flaking finish, and a pair of very small chips in the center edge of the
right panels butt, and third larger chip on the heel. All the appropriate
parts are assembly numbered to the gun, barrel to frame fit is tight, it
has a crisp action, timing and lockup are excellent, and it features the
later three pin topstrap. An excellent example of a No. 2. (8A10704-3)
{ANTIQUE}   (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

30 Attractive U.S. Colt Single Action Army Cavalry Model Revolver
serial #31873, 45 Colt, 7 1/2” barrel with a bright very fine bore showing
some scattered small spots of pinprick pitting and oxidation with
otherwise crisp rifling. The barrel, cylinder and ejector rod housing of this
1876-made revolver are mostly toning to a deep gray-brown patina
showing some overall old oxidation and scattered pinprick pitting,
retaining streaks of original bright blue in the cylinder flutes and some
generous bright blue along the ejector rod housing flats and protected
areas of the barrel. The backstrap and triggerguard are similar retaining
stronger bright blue throughout and the frame is a mix of plum-brown
and smoky gray with some old oxidation overall and some patches of
lovely vibrant colors in the protected areas, the hammer as well with
generous vibrant colors. Some of the screw heads show mild slot wear
and most of them otherwise retain strong brilliant fire blue. All markings
remain completely intact and strong, the single line barrel address
flanked by hyphens, crisp “U.S.” on the left side frame and Cleveland’s
“J.T.C.” inspector marks on bottom frame, underside barrel and on
cylinder. The hammer recess shows small “H” stamp and there are
appropriate small “P” stamps on the cylinder and barrel. The smooth
walnut grip is ink-numbered matching the revolver along the back inlet
and remains in near excellent condition showing some very light dings
mostly along the bottom edges and base retaining otherwise superb fit.
Grip markings are very fine showing an excellent “1876” date on the left
side over “DAL” cartouche, “JTC” cartouche on right side and smaller
“J.T.C.” stamp on right base. The proper bullseye ejector rod is intact
and all of the serialized parts are matching. The action will require some
mechanical attention as the full cock notch was obviously recut at some
point and does not hold as far back as it should; the other notches are
not present, but it otherwise times and locks up well. While possibly
having suffered a bit from some poor storage over the last 146 years,
this revolver remains a very handsome and correct example with strong
condition and generous original finish. A fine revolver for the Colt or U.S.
martial collector. (13E10730-11) {ANTIQUE} (5000/7000)
Est. 5,000 - 7,000

31 Colt New Service Double Action Revolver
serial #336749, 44-40, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This is a
rather interesting 1933-made revolver, the barrel of which is an earlier
production component, no doubt a “parts cleanup” that is finished in the
earlier bright blue while the cylinder and frame are the typical 1930s-40s
era duller blue finish. The barrel retains about 95% original bright blue
with most of the loss due to silvering from muzzle and holster wear
along with a few minor handling marks. The frame and cylinder retain
about 97-98% original blue showing some faint thinning along the
backstrap and very mild operational wear. The polished sides of the
hammer remain brilliant and the ejector rod head retains bold
case-hardened colors. All markings are crisp and clear, the barrel with
last patent date of 1905 and showing model and cartridge designation
on the left side. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in
excellent condition showing a few scattered light dings; their internal
scratched numbers have been removed though their fit is excellent. The
action seems to function well mechanically with solid timing and lock-up.
A very handsome New Service in the desirable shorter barreled 44-40
configuration. (13B10729-56) {C&R} (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

32 Winchester Model 1886 Lever Action Rifle
serial #97486, 40-82 WCF, 26” octagon barrel with full magazine and a
mostly bright very good plus bore showing some scattered mild frosting,
a few small areas of minor oxidation and otherwise strong rifling
throughout. The barrel and magazine of this 1895-made rifle retain
perhaps 60% original blue appearing strong under ambient light,
thinning and toning to plum-brown patina, and showing some patches of
old oxidation and light pitting mostly scattered along the right side. There
are a few small dings along the left side magazine tube nearer the tip
that are relatively minor. The action shows generous silvery
case-hardened patina throughout with strong smoky colors and some
overall toning to mild gray-brown. There are a few small peculiar areas
along the bottom metal and edges of the lever that show metal erosion
perhaps from some sort of contaminant but they are rather shallow and
unobtrusive. The bolt retains about 90% slightly thinning original bright
blue, the loading gate shows streaks of fading fire blue and all markings
remain intact and strong. The plain walnut shotgun buttstock and forend
remain in about very good plus condition showing mostly worn finish, the
expected scattered light dings and handling marks. Stock fit remains
quite nice overall and the forend shows areas of attractive grain figure
throughout. The rifle is sighted with sporting rear sight and an antique
replacement medium silver blade front sight and the action seems to
function well mechanically. A handsome 1886 rifle. (13C10574-14)
{ANTIQUE} (2500/3500)
Est. 2,500 - 3,500
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33 Winchester Model 1873 First Model Lever Action Rifle
serial #13473, 44 WCF, 24” octagon barrel with full magazine and a
good bore showing light pitting and oxidation throughout and otherwise
strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1876-made rifle have toned to a
medium gunmetal and mild gray-brown patina showing some scattered
old light pitting and handling marks from the years. The cartridge lifter is
a nice ocher patina and the loading gate actually retains much of its
lovely fire blue. All markings remain intact and strong, the sliding dust
cover shows proper checkered “thumb print” and the lever catch shows
what appears to be an antique modification with two small wings brazed
on to aid in manipulation. The plain walnut stocks remain in very good
plus condition showing mostly worn finish with the expected scattered
light dings and handling marks. The stocks otherwise maintain an
attractive appearance overall and their fit is excellent. The rifle is
equipped with special order factory set trigger, standard sporting rear
sight and German silver blade front. The head of the small trigger
adjustment screw has broken off but the set otherwise remains
functional and the action seems to function well mechanically. A four
piece steel cleaning rod remains housed in the butt trap. A solid First
Model with honest character. (13B10574-3) {ANTIQUE} (1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

34 Winchester Model 1873 Saddle Ring Carbine
serial #444513B, 38 WCF, 20” barrel with full magazine and a fair bore
showing old pitting and oxidation throughout with evident rifling. The
metal surfaces of this 1893-made carbine have mostly toned to a deep
gray and plum-brown patina with some scattered areas of older cleaned
light pitting, some smoothed-over dings and handling marks, some of
the plum-brown areas perhaps remnants of an older reapplied finish.
The cartridge lifter has been cleaned to goldenrod and no longer has
any visible marking while the remaining markings have softened
somewhat and are otherwise legible. The plain walnut stocks remain in
about good condition as cleaned and refinished, the buttstock with
streaks of heavy brown finish and showing a number of thin cracks at
the tangs, heel, and a few at the forend tip. The saddle ring is intact and
the arm is sighted with standard carbine rear and a period modified
blade front that has a small piece of silver inserted. The action seems to
function well mechanically. (13A10574-7) {ANTIQUE} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

35 Lovely Diminutive VL&D Belgian Smallbore Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #4159, 410 bore (2 1/2”), 26” barrels choked full in both, with
bright excellent bores. This is a very lovely little shotgun and appears
very much to have seen no use over the years and while otherwise
unmarked, appears very much to be a Francotte. The barrels retain all of
their original rust blue finish with Von Lengerke and Detmold New York
markings left and right, lovely matted rib and ivory front bead. The
diminutive frame retains all of its original color case-hardening and
shows light borderline engraving with “Made In Belgium” on the belly,
floral engraving around the plate screws. Top lever, safety and long tang
triggerguard retain all of their original blue and “S” is inlaid in gold, the
triggers with some lovely pale fire blue. The checkered round knob
pistolgrip European walnut buttstock and splinter style forend rate
excellent with a rich russet tone and sharp checkering, likely having
added finish years ago. The length of pull to the grooved horn buttplate
is 14 1/2” with drops of 1 3/8” and 2 1/4”. Lockup is tight on-face with
dual underbites and Greener crossbolt and the arm functions well
mechanically. Weighing in at just under 4 1/2 pounds this is a handy,
fast-swinging little smallbore double. (3C10742-3) {C&R} (3000/5000)
Est. 3,000 - 5,000

36 British Sidelock Double Ejectorgun by William Evans
serial #18397, 20 ga (2 3/4”), 26” barrels choked improved cylinder and
modified with mostly bright very fine bores, no doubt lightly honed
throughout the years showing some scattered remnants of very fine
pinprick pitting. This handsome shotgun shows later London nitro proofs
for 2 3/4” shells, 7/8 ounce 3 1/4 tons. The barrels retain about 92% nice
quality restored blacking with areas thinning to a medium gray patina
showing some evident cleaning striations along the sides and scattered
areas of partially smoothed-over light pitting beneath the finish. The
plain barrel rib shows softened but legible maker markings with 67A St.
James St. London address. The lockplates and action show generous
smoky case-hardening throughout toning to a pleasant silvery
case-hardened patina, some wisps of colors in the very protected areas.
There are a few patches of old pitting along the bottom metal, left
lockplate and triggerguard, many of the screw heads retain strong fire
blue and both lockplates are maker marked. The arm is extensively
embellished with fine quality tight British scrollwork and geometric
borders. The checkered straight grip walnut buttstock and splinter forend
remain in about very good plus condition as lightly cleaned long ago
having darkened from the years and the checkering showing moderate
wear overall. There is a small drying crack at the left side toe along with
a few scattered light dings and handling marks. Stock fit at the hardware
is quite good and the dropper points are strong, the checkering along
the butt also with moderate wear and there is a un-engraved German
silver monogram plate along the toe line. The stock is significantly
cast-on almost quasi-crossover, length-of-pull is 15” with drops of about
1 1/2” and 2 1/2”. Lock-up is by dual under-bites and doll’s head
extension with hidden third fastener and is tight, perhaps showing the
faintest sliver of light at the right breech and the top lever rests slightly
left-of-center. The shotgun is sighted with a single silver bead, features
automatic safety and the action seems to function well mechanically with
strong ejectors. Barrel measurements show minimum thicknesses of
about 0.024” in the right and 0.025” in the left and shotgun weight is 5
lbs. 7 oz. A quality and likely very usable British smallbore ejectorgun.
(13B10636-70) {C&R} (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

37 Excellent Browning Superposed Lightning Over Under Shotgun
serial #P33PM1452, 20 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrels choked modified
and full with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces of this
Belgian-produced 1980-vintage shotgun retain about 99% original blue
and the mechanical single selective trigger retains all its original
gold-coloring. The frame, top lever and triggerguard features Grade I
loose foliate scroll engraving. The attractive checkered walnut round
knob pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent with a couple scattered
very light and unobtrusive handling marks with the buttstock providing a
14 1/4” length of pull. The barrels are numbered to the frame, the
ejectors are robust, the barrels lock up tightly and on-face with the top
lever right of center and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10636-7) {MODERN} (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

38 Browning Citori Gran Lightning Over Under Shotgun
serial #23588MY131, 16 ga., 28” ventilated rib Invector-choke barrels
with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original
blue with the lower left edge of the frame thinning to gray patina,
speckles of loss toning to gray on the edges and rear of the triggerguard
and a few light handling marks. The single selective trigger retains
nearly all its original gold coloring and the frame is adorned with crisp
standard scroll engraving. The checkered Grade III walnut round knob
pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good to very good plus with
some scattered light scratches and handing marks, primarily on the left
side of the buttstock, which one would associate with a carried field gun
and wonderful feather crotch figure seen in both pieces of wood. The
safety is non-automatic, the ejectors are robust and the barrels lock up
tightly and on-face with the top lever right of center. Included is the
original box and manual with the following two Invector choke tubes:
improved cylinder, modified. The action appears to function well
mechanically. (23B10636-43) {MODERN} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000
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39 Excellent Winchester Model 70 Classic Super Express Magnum Bolt
Action Rifle
serial #G279183, 375 H&H Magnum, 24” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with a couple
tiny scratches on the bow of the triggerguard and a couple small spots
of wear on the side of the extractor while the body of the machine turned
bolt is bright and properly serialized to the receiver. All markings are
crisp with the magnum cross bolts adorned with rosettes and the
floorplate is stamped with a gold-filled “SUPER EXPRESS”. The
handsome checkered walnut Monte Carlo capped pistolgrip stock with
left side cheekpiece rates excellent with a few scattered light and
unobtrusive handling marks. The sights have been removed and their
holes filled with filler screws and mounted to the receiver is a one-piece
base and pair of 1” rings ready for your choice of quality scope. The
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A10527-3) {MODERN}
(1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

40 Handsome Dietrich Apel Custom Dakota 76 Sporting Rifle
serial #1-DLJ, 7mm-08, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces on this lovely left-hand rifle retain 98% beautiful maker satin
blue, the bottom metal showing a bit of light edge wear with some light
oxidation staining around the rear sight base. The bolt body and
extractor are beautifully engine turned, the bolt showing only some light
operational wear. The handle is flawlessly engraved with five checkered
teardrop panels and a dual five-point star engraved on the face of the
knob itself. The rifle is stocked full-length Mannlicher style with a classic
comb in a nice piece of Turkish walnut. The stock itself rates very fine to
near excellent showing only a few very light handling marks consistent
with careful use afield. As-expected from Mr. Apel, the work is flawlessly
executed and features rounded right side shadowline cheekpiece with
Talley-style screwless swivel bases and lovely checkered panels at the
grip, the forearm with a wraparound pattern, each with nice mullered
borders. There is a blued steel skeleton pistolgrip cap with checkered
center and the length of pull to the blued steel skeleton buttplate with
checkered center is 13 3/4”. The rifle features a very handsome banded
sporting front ramp with hand matted nonreflective rear surface and a
tritium bead (no longer glows), the ramp will accept a detachable hood
which is not present. The rear sight base features a single standing
express sight regulated for 100 yards with a gold index line and the top
of the barrel just ahead of the base is very neatly engraved “Dietrich
Apel-Meriden NH”. The receiver is currently mounted with EAW quick
detach bases, no rings are present. An absolutely top-of-the-line rifle in
a light-recoiling, very effective chambering, from this world-renown and
very well-respected master of his craft. (3C10649-1) {MODERN}
(4000/6000)
Est. 4,000 - 6,000

41 Cooper Arms Model 57-M Left Hand Bolt Action Rifle with Leupold
Scope
serial #258L, 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this extremely accurate rifle retain about 98% original blue
with a touch of light operational wear on the bolt handle, light thinning to
gray on the left side edge of the metal gripcap, and a few tiny speckles
of light oxidation staining. The body of the bolt is bright and the
underside of the bolt handle is properly-numbered to the receiver. The
handsome checkered AA Claro walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent
with a couple small and unobtrusive handling marks on the top of the
wrist and the checkering is very crisp. The Pachmayr basketweave rifle
pad provides a 13 3/4” length of pull, one factory 5-round magazine is
included and the action appears to function well mechanically. Mounted
to the receiver is a Leupold Vari-X III 2 1/2-8x36 rifle scope with
Leupold-Dot reticle and bright excellent optics retaining about 98-99%
original black anodized finish with a touch of high edge silvering. Also
included is a Cooper Arms test target numbered to the gun showing an
incredible 5-shot group through one hole demonstrating the inherent
accuracy of this very high-quality rifle. (23B10691-7) {MODERN}
(1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

42 Early Weatherby Left Hand FN Mauser Action Sporting Rifle
serial #235, 270 Weatherby Mag, 26 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This fabulous early left-handed FN Mauser action was no doubt
assembled by the likes of Roy Weatherby and Leonard mews in 1950.
The barreled action retains about 98% plus original high-gloss blue, with
the bolt body and extractor remaining bright showing only a couple very
small freckles of oxidation staining on the extractor. The stock is curly
maple with the signature Monte Carlo and deep flared right-side
cheekpiece, rating excellent and is unblemished with a satin in-the-wood
type of finish. There is a contrasting ebony forend tip with the
rearward-radiating angular inlays and the now-famous pistolgrip cap,
this example of ebony, with diamond rosewood inlay. There are angular
ebony and rosewood inlays at the left side of butt, mid-stock left and
right, and rosewood triangles at the grip, with light incise-carved open
wide scroll accenting at grip and forearm. The length of pull to the
“Weatherbys/Tomorrow’s Rifle Today” recoil pad is 13 5/8”. Left of action
features the Weatherby Southgate California address with left of barrel
caliber marked; the FN action is dated 1950 beneath the wood line and
the arm functions perfectly. There is a very tiny drying crack at the right
side junction of forend tip and stock, a smaller one on the left, but these
are missed at first glance and barely noticeable. A fabulous early
left-handed FN Mauser action doubtless rifle built by the man whose
name it wears. (3B9949-69) {C&R} [Dr. James D. Morgan Collection]
(1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

43 Early Weatherby Left Hand FN Mauser Action Sporting Rifle
serial #840, 300 Weatherby Mag., 26” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces on this rare variation action retain about 97 to 98%
original factory polish blue showing a bit of fading or a light handling
mark here or there. The bolt body remains mostly bright showing much
of its original engine turning but also with remnants of light oxidation
staining and some light pinprick pinning. The rifle is stocked Monte Carlo
style in a nice piece of Claro walnut with checkered panels at pistolgrip
and forearm, black plastic forend tip with white spacer and ebony
pistolgrip cap with white maple inlay. Stock rates excellent with only very
light handling marks here or there which are very superficial, it has the
flared right side cheekpiece and white line “Weatherbys Tomorrow’s
Rifle Today” ventilated recoil pad; there is the very faintest whisper of a
crack beginning at the rear of the tang, it seems stable. The length of
pull to the adjustable Jaeger trigger is 13 5/8”. The rifle is sighted with a
Weatherby variable 2 3/4-10X scope with rare Weatherby circled dot
above single post reticle and slightly cloudy optics, the objective lens
showing dust or perhaps flaking within, it is still serviceable overall. This
example features the left-side rotating bolt stop giving the action a very
“1903 Springfield” look on the left of the rear ring. The FN action is dated
1951 below the wood line, the serial number indicating 1952
manufacture. A very attractive early Weatherby, no doubt worked upon
by Roy himself, with a very seldom-seen variation bolt stop. (3B9949-39)
{C&R} [Dr. James D. Morgan Collection] (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

44 Scarce Mathieu Weatherby Left Hand Bolt Action Rifle
serial #L225/1421, 300 Weatherby Mag., 24” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The barreled action retains about 95% original blue, the
loss is due to some even fading with muzzle and high edge wear. The
bolt body remains mostly bright with some light operational wear and
two areas where oxidation has left pitting near the handle, concealed
beneath the rear ring when the bolt is in the gun; there is no discernible
number on the bolt. The bottom metal shows quite a bit more wear and
is an even mix of a pewter gray patina and fading original blue with light
handling marks. The checkered walnut Monte Carlo stock rates very fine
and is the reddish-russet tone seen on some of these early rifles, with
overall very light craquelure in the finish. The rifle of course features the
signature Weatherby forend tip and gripcap with white line spacers and
Weatherby’s Tomorrows Rifle Today recoil pad. The rifle is sighted with
a Williams streamline front ramp with a Sheard style bead and a
Williams foolproof receiver sight on the rear ring, the stock very neatly
inletted to accommodate it. The Mathieu Arms Co. marking is on the
right of the receiver from Bud Mathieu who provided these true left-hand
actions to Weatherby between 1955 in 1959, an estimated 185 or fewer
were made, making this a scarce opportunity for the dedicated
Weatherby collector. (3A9949-41) {C&R} [Dr. James D. Morgan
Collection] (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800
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45 Lovely Fullstock Flintlock Longrifle by Harlan Howe
.45 cal., 42” octagon barrel with a bright excellent, likely unfired, bore.
This is a stunning modern rifle built in the Golden Age style by custom
rifle maker Harlan G Howe. The barrel retains all of its original
maker-applied Browning with a light engraved band at the muzzle,
matching at breech, and his name inlaid in silver just to the rear of the
rear sight. There is a simple serrated brass front blade and flat top
square notch rear in place. The lock features a rebated tail, faceted pan
with bridled frizzen and graceful swan neck cock. Much of the furniture is
brass including the nosecap, three thimbles, tailpipe and faceted dual
dovetail wide bow triggerguard with floral engraving on the bow. There is
a slightly ornate sideplate, faceted buttplate and toeplate, with a very
nice four-piece pierced floral head patchbox with bottom release. There
are four silver wedge escutcheons on each side of the forearm which
have toned to a deep blue-gray, with a small decorative flourish ahead
of each stock flat, a heart at the rear of each and a star-shaped inlay on
the cheekrest. Indeed all of the flowers on the pierced patchbox are
silver as well with two more silver flowers along the toeline. The stock
rates excellent to as-new and is a stunning grade of curly and shellflame
maple its full length. There are light incise-carved grooves on both sides
of the ramrod channel and flanking the toeline with a slightly fancy
checkered flourish to the rear of the tailpipe with a small silver heart
inlaid. The square-bottom cheekrest has a fancy scroll flourish at its rear
with a small accent ahead. The lock is double-acting and the arm is
equipped with double set triggers and seems to function properly
mechanically; we did have one failure to “catch” at full cock but it seems
to be functioning fine at this juncture. An absolutely lovely and ornate
flintlock rifle from this gifted maker, more commonly known for his
vintage sporting rifles, this is a very rare opportunity for the
contemporary longrifle collector. (3C10699-1) {ANTIQUE} (2500/4000)
Est. 2,500 - 4,000

46 Fine Fullstock Flintlock Longrifle by Harlan Howe
.45 cal., 40 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent, likely unfired bore. This
fine rifle is a close twin of its more ornate brother in the previous lot. The
barrel retains nearly all of its original maker-applied plum brown,
showing perhaps a bit of wear, with simple serrated brass front blade,
flat top square notch rear and simple geometric bands of engraving at
both breech and muzzle with “Harlan G Howe” inlaid in silver on the top
flat. The HW Robbins lock features a faceted pan, bridled frizzen and
swan neck cock and is a similar warm plum; it is 1974 dated on its
interior. The brass hardware includes a simple nosecap, three faceted
ramrod thimbles and tailpipe, faceted dual dovetail extension
triggerguard with light floral engraving on the bow, faceted buttplate and
simple lightly engraved toeplate. The sideplate is geometric with very
light engraving and there is a four-piece pierced brass patchbox with
bottom release. The stock rates excellent with light incise carved
grooves on both sides of the ramrod channel and flanking the toeline, a
checkered carved flourish to the rear of the tailpipe, dropper points at
the rears of the stock flats, square bottom cheekpiece with light
scalloping beneath and a lovely carved flourish at its rear showing nice
fiddleback figure in the maple nearly its full length. The arm is equipped
with an ornate single trigger and the lock functions very well. Seldom do
any of Howe’s primitive rifles come up for sale, this example very
pleasing and certainly could be taken afield and used as its maker
intended. (3B10699-2) {ANTIQUE} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

47 Smith & Wesson Model 29-2 Double Action Revolver
serial #N647646, .44 Magnum, 4” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
This late 1970s manufactured revolver remains in great condition and
shows very little use over the years. The metal surfaces retain about
99% original blue and shows only minor edge wear and a light turn ring
on the recessed cylinder. The .500” target hammer and smooth combat
trigger retain rich swirls of case-hardened colors showing light
operational wear. The checkered goncalo alves target stocks with silver
S&W medallions remain in magnificent condition and feature an
extractor relief cut. This revolver features a red ramp front sight, white
outline micro adjustable rear sight, with timing and lock up as good as
the day it left Springfield. The revolver includes a factory Luan
presentation case with the standard S&W cleaning kit displayed inside.
The exterior of the case rates about very good to excellent with a few
dings and scratches, the interior remains in very good to excellent
condition showing light wear in the outline for the revolver, and the
flocking remains about excellent overall. An excellent find for the Smith
& Wesson collector and revolver enthusiasts alike. (8A10718-56)
{MODERN}   (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

48 Smith & Wesson Model 57 Double Action Revolver
serial #S249616, .41 Magnum, 4” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
This lovely mid-1960s manufactured revolver shows very light use and
maintains wonderful condition retaining about 99% original blue, the only
notable wear is a light turn ring on the recessed cylinder. The .500”
target hammer and .500” target trigger retain bold case-hardened colors
with minor operational wear. This is one of the early .41 Magnums that
were equipped with beautiful diamond checkered goncalo alves “coke
bottle” target grips with the extractor relief cut, they remain in excellent
condition. The revolver features a red insert front sight, white outline
micro adjustable rear sight, and correctly times and locks up. The
revolver includes a factory Luan presentation case with the standard
S&W cleaning kit displayed inside. The case rates about good to very
good, the wooden surfaces of the cover have light to sometimes
moderate scratches and dents, the interior is dark blue velvet lined and
remains in excellent condition. An excellent example of an early .41
Magnum Target revolver with the very desirable “coke bottle” style grips.
(8A10718-57) {C&R}   (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

49 Smith & Wesson Model 29-2 Double Action Revolver
serial #S253753, .44 Magnum, 6 1/2” pinned barrel with an excellent
bore. This lovely mid-1960s manufactured revolver remains in wonderful
condition and shows little if any use over the years. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% original blue showing only a light turn ring on the
recessed cylinder. The .500” target hammer and .500” target trigger
retain beautiful swirls of case-hardened colors showing minor
operational wear. The grips are a beautiful set of period diamond
checkered “coke bottle” goncalo alves target stocks with silver S&W
medallions that remain in beautiful condition, and they feature the
extractor relief cut. This revolver features a red ramp front sight, white
outline micro adjustable rear sight, plus timing and lock up are excellent.
This is an excellent example of the famed “.44 Magnum” revolver with
highly desirable “coke bottle” grips. (8A10718-14) {C&R}   (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

50 Greifelt & Co. Scalloped Boxlock Over Under Double Rifle
serial #37605, 8x57JR, 25 1/4” barrels showing bright about excellent
bores, with a few spots of very lightly scattered pitting in the grooves
here and there. This is a rugged German double rifle with Frederick Lex
Heidelberger retailer marking on the rib. The barrels retain perhaps
90-92% original fading gray-blue with some toning to pewter at the
muzzles and even fading on the side ribs. There is light oak leaf
engraving at the breech flares and barrels feature dual underbites with
Kersten crossbolt locking. The frame is a very pleasing silvery pewter
color and shows bold wild boar and dog game scenes right with hart and
hind left, all amidst a woodland backdrop and with oakleaf engraving
continuing up the frame bolsters. The top lever has intertwined initials
which appear to be “WB” and there is a nice horn triggerguard with long
tang which reaches to the hard rubber pistolgrip cap. The checkered
English or French walnut buttstock rates very fine to near excellent
showing very few dings or light handling marks from the years. It may
well have been refinished many years ago, although very lightly so, the
checkering very neatly chased and each of the stock flats with a small
diamond-shaped bone inlay at rear. There is a rounded left side
shadowline cheekpiece and the length of pull to the grooved horn
Greifelt trademark buttplate is 13 3/4”. The splinter forend and both
upper forend panels are similar, the checkering again very professionally
chased. There is a nice matted rib with silver bead front sight and single
standing v-notch rear and the rib has been fitted with dual claw
quick-detached mounts, the bases very nicely oakleaf engraved. The
Kahles Helia Super scope with heavy three post and crosshair German
reticle rates excellent with clear optics. The faces of the triggers are very
nicely checkered, the front being a single set, and there are dial-style
cocking indicators left and right with the safety non-automatic. Lockup
remains tight and the arm seems to function properly mechanically. The
underside of the lower barrel shows proof in March 1940 and is marked
“8x57R”, the bores measuring at .318” diameter. (3B10655-3) {C&R}
(4000/6000)
Est. 4,000 - 6,000
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51 Merkel Model 200E Over Under Shotgun
serial #61991, 16 ga, 26” Bohlerstahl barrels choked cylinder and full
with bright excellent bores. The barrels of this handsome February 1965
proof-dated shotgun retain about 97% original blue showing some
sparsely scattered light handling marks, most noticeably some small thin
scratches a few inches back from the muzzles, and some subtle fading
under bright light. The action retains about 90% somewhat muted
case-hardened colors taking on a smoky tone but still with generous
vibrant areas throughout, the bottom metal taking on a nice silvery
case-hardened patina. The top lever retains about 95% original blue and
the triggerguard about 90% flaking to mild gray. The action is
embellished with light geometric bordering and typical good quality
foliate scrollwork throughout and all markings are crisp and clear. The
checkered round knob pistolgrip walnut buttstock and paneled forend
remain in very good plus to very fine condition perhaps showing a little
older added finish with some overall light dings and handling marks, the
checkering with light wear. The monogram plate along the toe line is
engraved with the initials “RCC” and the barrel lug shows “1Q” first
quality for export mark. Length-of-pull from the articulated front trigger to
the solid red rubber Old English pad is 14 1/4” with drops of 1 7/8” and 2
3/4”. The shotgun features cocking indicator pins, non-automatic safety,
and is sighted with a small silver mid-bead and large brass-capped
celluloid front bead. Weight is 6 lbs. 4 oz., lock-up is solid and the action
seems to function well mechanically with strong ejectors. (13B10698-2)
{C&R} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

52 Merkel Model 200E Over Under Shotgun
serial #32969, 12 ga, 30” Bohlerstahl barrels choked a tight full in both
with bright excellent bores. The barrels of this handsome July 1950
proof-dated shotgun retain about 98% original blue showing a few
sparsely scattered minor handling marks and a couple of errant tiny
oxidation freckles. A previous owner has lightly scratched his name
along the left side barrel beneath the forend and his initials beneath the
top lever. The left side upper barrel is neatly engraved with the retailer
markings of Douchane Roche of Montreal. The action retains a similar
amount of lovely vibrant case-hardened colors retaining most of its
protective lacquer, showing just a few minor handling marks along the
high edges and minor brown speckling along the bottom metal. The
triggerguard and top lever retain about 96% original bright blue while the
safety and cocking indicator pin escutcheons show pale fire blue. The
action is embellished with the typical factory light foliate scrollwork and
maker markings along the bottom. The checkered pistolgrip walnut
buttstock and paneled forend remain in very good plus to perhaps very
fine condition showing somewhat worn oil finish and most of the wear
along the right side butt that shows some scattered thin scratches and a
couple moderate dents. The checkering remains mostly strong and
length-of-pull to the fine grooved horn buttplate is 14 3/8” with drops of
about 1 1/2” and 2 5/8”. Shotgun features non-automatic safety and
articulated front trigger, there is a small ivory mid-bead and sadly the
front bead has broken off. Lock-up is solid on-face with top lever about
dead center and the action seems to function well mechanically with
strong ejectors. Weight is 7 lbs. 5 oz. A fine early post-war Merkel.
(13B10636-59) {C&R} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

53 SKB Model 600 Over Under Shotgun
serial #S6613327, 410 Bore, 28” ventilated rib barrels choked modified
and full, with bright excellent bores showing only some stubborn wad
residue a few inches from the chambers. The barrels retain about 99%
original blue with a small spot of freckling on the underside of the bottom
barrel, about 2” from the muzzle, and the breech is toning lightly plum
under direct light. The silver-plated frame, triggerguard, and lever are in
very good plus to near excellent condition with some light wear on the
triggerguard tang and lever, and the frame shows the beginnings of nice
silver tarnish in the factory foliate engraving; the trigger retains nearly all
its gold finish. The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut stock and forend
are in near excellent condition with a few minor dings and light handling
marks, and the oval monogram plate on the toeline remains
unengraved. The shotgun locks up tight with the lever coming to rest
right of center and features a single selective trigger, nonautomatic
safety, ejectors, and is sighted with a fiber optic front sight and a small
steel bead mid rib, and appears to function well mechanically. An
attractive Japanese-made small bore over under. (14A10726-18)
{MODERN} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

54 Franchi Destino Scalloped Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #2006-P00810B, 20 ga, 26” screw-choked barrels with bright
excellent bores. The barrels retain about 99% original blue and the satin
finish nickel frame is in very good plus to near excellent condition with a
few very small spots of gray freckling on the forend iron, grasping area,
and lever, and very light gray freckling on the long tang triggerguard
bow. The frame and associated parts are nicely decorated with
flourishes of foliate scroll engraving, the left and right sides showing
game scenes of gold inlaid woodcock and quail, and the underside
shows the gold inlaid Franchi logo, the frame signed “inc. Ri. Pa” near
the triggerguard; the triggerguard tang is marked “1 of 250” in gold. The
checkered straight grip walnut stock and splinter-style forend are in
excellent condition with a few minor handling marks, and show some
attractive grain figure, an engraved 1/2” diamond-shaped inlay in the
forend, and an unengraved monogram plate on the toeline. The shotgun
locks up tight with the lever coming to rest just right of center and
features an automatic safety, single selective trigger, extractors, an
about 14 1/2” length of pull with drops of about 1 3/8” and 2 1/8”, and is
sighted with a lone steel bead. Included is the original cardboard box,
end labeled and numbered to the gun, and five choke tubes, detailed as
follows: cylinder, improved cylinder, modified, improved modified, and
full. A fine example of these limited production sporting guns.
(14B10636-55) {MODERN} (1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

55 Rare Stevens Favorite Ladies Model 21 Single Shot Rifle
serial #257, 22 LR, 24” part round part octagon barrel with an excellent
bore. The barrel retains about 85% original thinning blue finish toning to
a plum patina, primarily nearer the breech, with light muzzle wear and
light scratches mid-way down the round section. The frame a pleasing
smooth plum with a few light splashes of color case-hardening around
the hammer, beneath the lever and some smoky case-hardening around
a few of the screws. The hammer and breechblock retain nice original
pale blue, fading on the trigger, with a few very light pinprick pits on the
lever. The checkered pistolgrip English walnut buttstock has a nice
perch belly and some lovely shimmering fiddleback grain and fancy
checkering pattern. It rates near excellent as lightly re-varnished years
ago, showing nice age craquelure showing scattered very light handling
marks or scratches from the years with a tiny chip at the pistolgrip which
is unobtrusive. The original Stevens curved hard rubber buttplate is
quite exquisite showing a molded stags head with the Stevens name
and address draped in a riband, it rates excellent with only the lightest
wear and finish on the edges. The checkered Schnabel-tipped forend
rates about excellent as lightly re-varnished with nice grain figure
beneath. Numbers on barrel, forearm, buttstock and buttplate all match
the frame. The gun is sighted with a Lyman No.5 Beach combination
front sight, Lyman No.6 two-leaf folding rear and an unmarked Stevens
No.102 graduated tang mounted Vernier peepsight. A scarce Ladies
Model No. 21 rifle. (3A10678-4) {C&R} (2000/2500)
Est. 2,000 - 2,500

56 Frank Wesson Fourth Type Two-Trigger Sporting Rifle
serial #3972, 44 RF/CF, 30” octagon barrel with a mostly bright about
very good bore showing some scattered patches of old oxidation and
light pitting with otherwise strong rifling throughout. The barrel of this rifle
is a relatively even mix of original blue and mild gray-brown patina
showing some scattered light handling marks and some thin scratches
and small areas of old light pitting on the flats nearer the breech. The
frame is similar showing generous original blue along the sides and
protected areas with scattered light pitting mostly along the left side. The
hammer retains strong vibrant case-hardened colors while the barrel link
and tang sight parts show a healthy amount of brilliant fire blue. The
barrel address and patent date along the left side hammer remain intact
and strong. The smooth walnut buttstock remains in very fine condition
retaining strong antique varnish showing some scattered light dings and
handling marks. This rifle has the two-position adjustable firing pin
system secured by a pair of screws on the hammer body and it is
sighted with a full compliment of factory sights including the folding
lollipop tang sight, combination rear sight with ladder, thin v-notch and
semi-buckhorn v-notch, and target globe front sight with fine bead on
post (the front sight is a little loose in its dovetail). Barrel lock-up is solid
and the action seems to function well mechanically. Formerly of the
Frank Pellett collection, this rifle is pictured on page 98 of Frank Wesson
Gunmaker Vol. 3. (13A10729-23) {ANTIQUE} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
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57 Scarce & Very Fine British Lee-Enfield MKI Bolt Action Rifle by LSA
serial #1742, 303 British, 30 1/4” barrel with a bright near excellent bore
showing a little mild frosting in the grooves and otherwise crisp rifling.
This is a lovely 1896-dated rifle, the barrel retaining about 60% original
blue, appearing stronger under ambient light, and fading to a mild gray
patina under bright light also with some scattered light freckling and
silvering nearer the muzzle. The rear barrel band is a relatively even mix
of original bright blue and mild gray patina while the front band retains
about 90% nice original bright blue. The action and dust cover also
retain about 90-92% original blue with mild thinning to a pleasant
gray-brown patina under bright light. The bolt knob is toning to a smooth
gray while the safety and magazine cutoff retain a healthy amount of
original black enamel finish. All markings remain intact and strong, the
top barrel shank showing proper “E” stamp. The smooth walnut stocks
and short handguard remain in very fine to near excellent condition
retaining most of their original oil finish showing just the expected
scattered light dings and handling marks. The buttstock retains lovely
crisp markings showing Canadian “M&D” stamp over an official
cancellation mark and very nice “LONDON” roundel over “I. / 1”. The
brass buttplate is a nice ocher patina, the heel is stamped “11 / 1 / 310”
and an original oiler remains housed in the trap. The included original
magazine is no longer chained to the gun, though the link is still present
and the bolt is mismatched numbered “2365” but it is a correct original
bolt. The barrel and rear sight are matching the receiver and all proper
hardware is intact including the magazine cutoff, volley sights and
clearing rod. The swivels are intact with an additional arsenal-added
swivel ahead of the magazine. The action seems to function well
mechanically and a khaki web sling is also included. This is a wonderful
example for the advanced British or Commonwealth martial collector.
(13C10672-7) {ANTIQUE} (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

58 Attractive Mauser Model S Magazine Sporting Rifle
serial #79339, 8x57J, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This is an
attractive Mauser Model S in the factory No. 210 pattern, the barreled
action retaining about 96% original blue showing some sparsely
scattered very mild oxidation speckling and some minor thinning to
gray-brown under bright light with the receiver ring nicely matted. The
bolt retains about 94-95% original blue with mild operational wear and
some light oxidation along the knob while the bottom metal is a relatively
even mix of original blue and deep gray-brown patina. The bolt release
and rear sight parts retain generous bright fire blue throughout and the
action raceway remains mostly bright. The arm shows German “(Crown)
/ U / B” proofs, the left barrel shank also with a “8,0N” marking and the
underside of the shank with a series of numeral stamps “7,85.8,10.310.”
and bore gauge “156.14”. Strangely the bolt is mismatched numbered
“9147” but it is the exact style the rifle ought to have and indeed shows
corresponding “(Crown) / U / B” proofs. The checkered capped pistolgrip
walnut Mannlicher stock with schnabel tip and fish lip ahead of the
forend checkering remains in very good plus to very fine condition
retaining strong oil finish showing some scattered light dings, handling
marks and some lightly chipped points along the checkering. There
appears to be a little spot of added finish near the front swivel and there
is also a very tiny tight drying crack forming at the upper tang but these
are relatively minor and unobtrusive. The wood shows some subtle but
very attractive tiger striping throughout the butt and the steel pistolgrip
cap retains most of its rust blue. The stock also features the familiar
European left-side cheekpiece and is period import-marked
“GERMANY” on the right side butt, the rifle very likely a pre-war import.
The grooved horn buttplate showing a few deep holes from insect
damage but otherwise rates very good and is embossed with a “MW”
monogram, naturally “Mauser Werke”. Length-of-pull is 14 3/8” and the
rifle is equipped with double set triggers, European sling swivels and
lever release forend. The rear sight is a standing 100 meter u-notch with
folding 200 and 300 leaves and the front is a silver bead on matted
ramp, grooved for a hood that has been lost to the years. The action
seems to function well mechanically. This is a very handsome German
sporting rifle in classic old world form. (13B10660-5) {C&R} (2500/4000)
Est. 2,500 - 4,000

59 Sako Finnbear Safari Bolt Action Rifle
serial #561513, 375 H&H, 24 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
This lovely rifle with AIV action appears very nearly as-new and shows
perhaps a very tiny blemish in the bluing here or there which one must
really search for to notice, with a tiny rub mark on the bolt knob; the bolt
body remains bright with only very light operational wear. The checkered
American walnut stock rates excellent with only a few very sparsely
scattered, very tiny dings here or there from careful use afield. It
features checkered panels front and rear with a nice thumbprint panel
atop the wrist, flared left side shadowline cheekpiece, contrasting
rosewood forend tip and a blued steel pistolgrip cap. The rifle is factory
fitted with dual magnum crossbolts and quick detachable swivel studs,
the front being a barrel band style. There is a banded sporting ramp gold
bead front sight in place with a two leaf express rear atop the factory
quarter rib, one standing, one folding. Currently mounted by a set of
30mm Sako rings is a very nice Leupold LPS 1.5-6 x 42 telescopic sight
with bright excellent optics and duplex reticle. The scope itself rates
excellent with a couple very superficial ring marks. A very handsome
and very versatile magnum rifle with a perfect scope pairing.
(3A10527-1) {MODERN} (2500/3500)
Est. 2,500 - 3,500

60 Arrieta Model 874 Sidelock Double Ejectorgun
serial #34147, 12 ga., 28” barrels choked improved cylinder in both and
so-marked on their undersides, showing bright as-new bores. The
barrels retain 98% plus original blue showing scattered light scratches or
very superficial handling marks here and there, with a lovely
hand-matted concave rib its full-length and G&H marked on the
undersides beneath the forend. The 874 Model features fine gold wire
inlay over the periphery of nearly all its surfaces, including the breeches
of the barrels. The frame and lockplates retain a similar amount of
original satin blue, also with some very superficial handling marks, again
most of which do not breech the blue, the exposed ends of the internal
lock pins polished brightly. Otherwise engraved and inlaid identically to
all Model 874’s, this example also has “Lewis S. White” inlaid in gold on
the left lockplate with “LSW” initials inlaid along the toeline. The
beautifully figured French walnut stock is straight grip English-style and
rates excellent with only very light handling marks from careful use
afield, with a 14 1/2” length of pull from the skip line checkered butt to
the articulated front trigger; drops are 1 9/16” and 2 1/2”. The splinter
forend with Anson-Deely release is similar, its metal hardware also with
gold line inlay. The arm locks up tightly, is an assisted opener, with
robust ejectors and seems to function properly. Oddly the lockplate’s
screw is a non-Arrieta replacement and is a bit undersized at the left
lock, it seems to function properly however as everything works
as-designed. Gun comes in a brass corner leather luggage case with
green baize interior with spare firing pins and main springs, a set of
nickeled snap caps and a leather hand protector from Holland &
Holland. A very handsome “funeral grade” Arrieta shotgun awaiting its
return to the field. (3B10574-183) {MODERN} (4000/6000)
Est. 4,000 - 6,000

61 J.P. Sauer & Son Royal Grade Scalloped Boxlock Double Ejectorgun
serial #404301, 16 ga. (2 3/4”), 27 5/8” Special-Gewehr-Lauf-Stahl
barrels choked full in both with bright excellent bores. The barrels of this
handsome 1951 proof-dated shotgun retain about 97% original blue
showing some sparsely scattered speckles of mild oxidation staining and
some faint subtle thinning under bright light. The action retains about
95% vibrant original case-hardened colors showing just some very mild
muting to pewter along the high edges and scattered mild flaking of the
protective lacquer. The top lever and triggerguard retain a similar
amount of original bright blue showing some mild flaking and the action
is embellished with tasteful light scroll and bordering. The checkered
capped pistolgrip walnut buttstock and splinter forend with lever release
remain in very fine condition showing a very tiny insignificant drying
crack forming at the upper tang, a few sparse light dings and handling
marks. The stock retains nice edges along the left-side European
cheekpiece and stock flats and a piece of walnut has been added to the
butt now providing a 15” length-of-pull to the original hard rubber
buttplate. Drops are 1 5/8” and 2 3/4” and the arm features solid matted
barrel rib, European sling swivels, automatic safety, cocking indicator
pins, single brass bead front sight, side clips and lock-up by dual
under-lugs with Greener crossbolt. Lock-up is tight on-face with the top
lever resting about center and the action seems to function well
mechanically with strong ejectors; weight is about 6 lbs. 6 oz. A very
attractive East German Sauer ejectorgun. (13B10636-97) {C&R}
(1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800
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62 L.C. Smith Featherweight Specialty Grade Sidelock Ejectorgun
serial #FWE29760, 20 ga, 26” nitro steel barrels choked improved
modified and tight full with bright very fine bores showing a few small
areas of very light oxidation and a number of very small dents along
both barrels, most of which appear to have been raised; there is also a
very small dent at the muzzle of the right barrel that has left it very
slightly out-of-round. The barrels of this circa 1920-made shotgun retain
perhaps 60-70% original blue appearing stronger under ambient light
with overall thinning and toning to a mild gray-brown patina along with
some scattered very light oxidation staining and a few pinprick pits. The
action and lockplates have toned to an attractive silvery gray
case-hardened patina showing some scattered mild oxidation speckling
and nice smoky colors throughout, some very protected areas with
vibrant wisps. The factory embellishments remains crisp throughout with
nice quality foliate scrollwork and the standard specialty grade game
scenes of a duck in flight on the right lockplate and quail on the left. The
checkered capped pistolgrip deluxe walnut buttstock and forend with
ebony tip insert remain in about very good plus condition showing a little
bit of older period added finish and the expected scattered light dings
and handling marks. The buttstock shows a small repaired flake behind
the upper tang and a few scattered thin cracks behind the lockplates
and where the stock meets the action and there is some very light
chipping at the forend tip. The buttstock exhibits some lovely
feathercrotch grain figure throughout and the hard rubber pistolgrip cap
and grooved buttplate are intact showing light wear. Length-of-pull is 14”
with drops of 1 5/8” and 3” and the shotgun is equipped with automatic
safety, small ivory mid-bead and larger ivory front bead. Lock-up is solid
on-face with the top lever right of center, the left ejector will require
mechanical attention as its arm has broken off though the action
otherwise seems to function well mechanically with strong right ejector.
Weight is about 6 lbs. even. This is an attractive smallbore Specialty
Grade that just needs a little bit of work; an estimated 1,100 in 20 ga
were manufactured. (13C10635-15) {C&R} (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

63 As-New Webley & Scott Model 712 Boxlock Double Ejectorgun Part of a
Consecutively Numbered Pair
serial #G00287A, 12 ga., 28” barrels choked modified and improved
modified with bright excellent bores. This handsome Italian-produced
shotgun remains in as-new condition and features a lovely
case-hardened frame adorned with laser-engraved tight foliate scroll
with a gold colored “WEBLEY & SCOTT” on both sides. The European
walnut English-style buttstock and splinter forend feature sharp
checkering and the walnut buttplate features the Webley & Scott
“winged clay” logo and provides a 14 5/8” length of pull with drops of 1
1/2” and 2 1/2”. The shotgun features a single selective trigger, robust
ejectors and the action appears to function well mechanically. Included
is the original padded plastic hard case, manual, barrel and buttstock
sleeves and the factory shipping box. This lovely shotgun is
consecutively-numbered with the next lot. (23B10636-53) {MODERN}  
(1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

64 Excellent Webley & Scott Model 712 Boxlock Double Ejectorgun Part of
a Consecutively Numbered Pair
serial #G00288A, 12 ga., 28” barrels choked modified and improved
modified with bright excellent bores. The barrels, triggerguard and top
lever retain 99% original blue with a few tiny dings on the right edge of
the barrel rib only worth mentioning due to the like-new condition of this
lovely shotgun. The frame retains all its case-hardened colors and
features the Webley & Scott name in gold on both sides and tight
laser-engraved foliate scroll throughout. The checkered walnut splinter
forend rates as-new while the English-style buttstock rates excellent plus
with a fine scratch on the right side of the comb. The elegant walnut
buttplate with Webley & Scott “winged clay” logo provides a 14 5/8”
length of pull to the single selective trigger with drops of 1 9/16” and 2
5/8”. The ejectors are robust, the barrel is sighted with a silver bead and
the action appears to function well mechanically. This fine shotgun is
consecutively-numbered with the previous lot. (23B10636-54)
{MODERN} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

65 Very Fine Winchester Model 61 In Original Box
serial #151238, 22 S,L or LR, 24” round barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This is a lovely 61 which appears to have seen little or no use and
just a bit of poor storage. The metal surfaces retain 98% plus original
blue showing remnants of some very light surface oxidation on the
receiver and a tiny bit of rub wear from the box along the sharp edges at
the front of the receiver as well, a bit more surface oxidation on the
triggerplate. The bolt remains brightly polished. The smooth walnut
pistolgrip buttstock rates very fine with light dings and handling marks, a
bit of a box scuffing on the flatter edges right at the buttplate and some
flaking finish along the toeline. The grooved flat bottom forend is similar
showing perhaps a bit more wear with finish loss and some minor
scratches along the rear of the flat bottom. The gun functions perfectly
mechanically and comes in its original picture box numbered to the gun
with cardboard inserts. The picture box itself has a very fine depiction on
the front, as well as an old mathematical problem written in pencil. There
is a crease across the lid and both ends of the boxes show remnants of
tape residue. The label end does show some flaking of the label with the
serial number only partially visible but “1512xx” is visible and it would
appear as though the last number was indeed an 8, all four corners
have separated and the lower portion of the box shows tape repairs on
all corners as well; the original owners manual is included within. A very
fine to excellent Model 61 overall. (3A10736-9) {C&R} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

66 Winchester Model 62A Slide Action Rifle
serial #382362, 22 S, L, LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue with a couple small spots
of light pitting along the barrel and some scattered speckles of light
oxidation and a few light handling marks. All metal markings are crisp
and the smooth walnut straight grip stock and grooved forend rate very
good plus with a couple spots of finish wear on the buttstock and some
scattered light handling marks from the years. The original sights are
intact and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10593-94) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

67 Scarce Winchester Model 63 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #33882A, 22 LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1939-production rifle retain about 95% original blue
which is lightly thinning to blue-gray patina on the forend cap under
bright direct light along with some light silvering at the muzzle, a small
spot of loss toning to gray on the underside of the barrel and a few
scattered spots of light oxidation and light handling marks. The smooth
buttplate retains about 97% added blue with some pinprick pitting
beneath the finish. All metal markings are clear and correct. The smooth
walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good plus to near excellent
with a touch of added finish, “L.P.” has been written in small circular
indentations on the left side of the buttstock, a fine grain crack in the left
side of the forend at the receiver and a few light handling marks. The
original sights are intact and the action of this scarce Model 63 with
desirable 20” barrel appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10483-25) {C&R} [Perry White Collection] (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

68 Winchester Model 63 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #62668A, 22 LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1947-vintage rifle retain about 98% original blue with
some scattered speckles of light oxidation, some very fine scratches on
the top of the receiver and some light handing marks along the barrel.
All metal markings are crisp. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock and
forend rate near excellent with a couple short hairline cracks at the heel
by the buttplate and a few light handling marks. The original sights are
intact and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10483-24) {C&R} [Perry White Collection] (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900
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69 Ameria San Giorgio Sideplated Boxlock Over Under Shotgun
serial #02811, 410 Bore, 28” ventilated rib barrels choked cylinder in
both with bright excellent bores. The barrels, forend iron, triggerguard,
and lever retain about 98% original blue finish with a spot of light
thinning visible under direct light on the left and right sides of the breech,
light silvering on the tip of the lever, and a few minor handling marks.
The coin-finished frame rates excellent and is nicely decorated with
hand engraved foliate scroll and floral motifs, and the trigger retains
nearly all its gold finish. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and
forend are in excellent condition with a few light handling marks, the
ventilated recoil pad lightly proud at the heel and showing light drying
cracks and small chipping at the heel and toe, and features a rosewood
gripcap with a white diamond inlay and robust checkering. The shotgun
locks up tight with the lever coming to rest at center and features a
single selective trigger, nonautomatic safety, robust ejectors, and a 14
1/4” length of pull. Shotgun is sighted with a red fiber optic front and a
small steel bead mid rib, and appears to function well mechanically. This
is a very high quality piece. San Giorgio was a small boutique father/son
maker in the Val Trompia region of Italy, obviously capable of very high
quality work. (14A10615-8) {MODERN} (1500/2500)
Est. 1,500 - 2,500

70 Handsome Simson Sideplated Two Barrel Set Over Under Shotgun
serial #240769, 12 ga., both 28” solid rib Spezial Gewehr Laufstahl hard
chrome barrels, one set choked a light full in both, the other about
improved modified and a tight full, all with bright excellent mirror-like
bores. The barrels retain about 95-97% original blue, the loss is due
really to even fading with just a bit of muzzle wear; each showing
perhaps a tiny handling mark here or there. Both ribs are maker marked
and there are wedges of excellent quality scroll at the breeches, the
underlug of each barrel engraved “1” and “2” in turn. The frame and
sideplates are a lovely silvery-pewter with bold oakleaf engraving on the
bolsters and at front of frame with a bellowing hart and two hind on the
left, a gunning dog with the four pheasants right, and two flying ducks on
the belly of the frame. The top lever retains most of its original blue with
some very good slightly fading blue on the bow of the triggerguard which
features engraved quail. The checkered capped pistolgrip English
walnut buttstock rates very fine to excellent with some lovely grain
figure, left side rounded shadowline cheekpiece, pinched comb and a
horn pistolgrip cap. The splinter forend is similar showing perhaps a bit
more wear, it and the butt with very nice skip-line checkering, the
uncheckered forend panels affixed to each set of barrels rate near
excellent. The length of pull to the 1” ventilated recoil pad is 14 1/2”. The
arm locks up tightly on-face with dual underlugs and Kersten crossbolts,
the safety is non-automatic, there are dual pin style cocking indicators.
All of the screw heads remain registered and unmaligned, proved in
October 1965 and with 2 3/4” chambers, this is a rugged and very
handsome East German shotgun. (3C10636-89) {C&R}   (4000/6000)
Est. 4,000 - 6,000

71 Attractive Belgian Sideplated Double Ejectorgun by Francotte
serial #19930, 12 ga (2 1/2”), 29 13/16” damascus barrels choked full
with bright very fine bores showing a few scattered tiny dents mostly in
the left bore, the barrels also possibly shortened very slightly during the
period of use, based on the chokes probably from 30”. Based on the
antique Belgian proof mark, serial number and style this appears to be a
“medium grade” made around 1892 and shows Von Lengerke &
Detmold New York retailer markings. The barrels of this Deeley patent
gun retain about 70% thinning original plum-brown finish toning to a
smooth pewter gunmetal and showing some scattered light handling
marks with strong swirling damascus patterns throughout. The action
and sideplates show wisps of vibrant case-hardened colors in the
protected areas with the balance a handsome mix of smoky
case-hardening and silvery patina. The bottom metal, triggerguard and
top lever all retain generous original bright blue while the faces of the
triggers and push button forend release show pale fire blue. The fences
show bold acanthus leaves in relief while the balance is engraved with
excellent quality fine filigree scroll. The sideplates are both maker
marked, with “LONDON”. The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and
splinter forend remain in very fine to near excellent condition showing a
little bit of period added finish, darkening a bit along the bottom of the
pistolgrip and forend, showing just some sparsely scattered tiny dings
and minor handling marks, the diamond point checkering with some light
wear. The stock shows some subtle attractive dark line grain figure and
length-of-pull to the nice checkered horn buttplate is 13 7/8” with drops
of 1 1/2” and 2 1/2”. Lock-up is by dual under-bites and Greener
crossbolt with side-clips and is solid on-face with the lever resting about
dead center. Weight is 7 lbs. and the action seems to function well
mechanically with strong ejectors. A handsome Francotte ejectorgun.
(13C10735-3) {ANTIQUE}   (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

72 Belgian Double Hammergun by Francotte
serial #85602, 12 ga (2 3/4”), 29 5/8” Siemens-Martin steel barrels
choked full with bright bores showing some scattered very small dents
and the right barrel with a slight bulge about 1” back from the muzzle.
The barrels retain about 95% original blue showing some scattered light
handling marks, tiny dings and a little minor pinprick pitting near the
muzzles. There are two small filler screws along the underside barrel rib,
likely some swivel hardware that was removed, barrels are neatly maker
marked and the breeches show fine quality foliate scroll. The action and
lockplates retain a similar amount of lovely vibrant case-hardened colors
showing some subtle muting along the high edges and generous
protective lacquer. The top lever retains strong bright blue while the
triggerguard has mostly flaked to pewter gunmetal. The action is
embellished with fine quality tight foliate scrollwork throughout and the
fences are percussion-styled with swirling faux cap deflectors housing
the large-headed firing pins. One of the hammer screws appears to be a
replacement but this is relatively unobtrusive. The checkered straight
grip walnut buttstock and splinter forend with push button release
remain in very fine to near excellent condition as lightly cleaned and
nicely refinished, showing a few tiny filler repairs to a sliver at the upper
tang and tip of the forend, otherwise with just some scattered minor
handling marks and strong checkering. The buttstock exhibits wonderful
feathercrotch grain figure throughout. Length-of-pull to the generous
solid black rubber pad is 14 7/8” with drops of 1 5/8” and 2 1/2”. Lock-up
is by dual under-bites and Greener crossbolt with side-clips and is solid
on-face with the top lever about dead center. The rebounding hammers
are slightly out of time and otherwise seem to function well mechanically
and weight is 6 lbs. 11 oz. (13B10735-6) {C&R} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

73 Original System Tell Falling Block Target Pistol by Buchel
serial #2157, 22 RF, 13 7/8” Bohler Stahl octagon barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The barrel of this attractive target pistol retains about
97% original rust blue with most of the loss due to a few sparsely
scattered small spots of minor oxidation and a few other light handling
marks. The top flat is neatly matted and the front sight blade retains nice
fire blue. The action retains a similar amount of lovely vibrant
case-hardened colors with some mild muting and freckling along the
backstrap and triggerguard, the left side frame also with a thin scratch
from the disassembly lever. The rear sight also shows some lovely
brilliant fire blue with a little mild oxidation and the disassembly lever
shows nice straw color. The action is embellished with typical fine foliate
scroll and filigree engraving throughout. The checkered walnut grip and
schnabel forend remain in very fine to near excellent condition showing
a few scattered tiny dings and light handling marks. The grip features a
fluted horn grip cap, palm swell and generous rest on the right side and
generous thumb rest on the left side with large neatly added flare. The
action is opened with the familiar backstrap lever. The pistol is sighted
with adjustable fine u-notch rear with adjustment key present and plain
medium blade front and the action with adjustable double set triggers
seems to function well mechanically. A very fine example of these
distinctive German target pistols. (13A10706-6) {C&R} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

74 Original System Kommer Falling Block Target Pistol by Meister
serial #5350, 22 RF, 12 7/8” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel of this fine target pistol retains about 95% original blue with
most of the loss due to some scattered small spots of oxidation and
staining along the edges and some very mild thinning. The top barrel flat
is neatly matted and the front sight retains strong bright fire blue with a
few spots of light oxidation along the sides. The action retains about
98% lovely vibrant case-hardened colors retaining strong protective
lacquer with just a few small areas of subtle muting and some mild
freckling along the gripstraps. The action is embellished with typical fine
foliate scroll and filigree engraving throughout and the trigger and its set
lever show rich straw color. The checkered walnut grip and schnabel
forend remain in very good plus to fine condition showing mostly worn
finish and some evidence of slight modifications to some of the
contours, along with a few minor handling marks. The grip features a
horn grip cap, palm swell, height adjustable rest and trigger finger
groove on the right side and generous thumb rest on the left side with
neatly added tall flare. The action is opened by pulling down the
triggerguard. The pistol is sighted with adjustable fine u-notch rear sight
and fine silver bead on post front with large protective ears and the
action seems to function well mechanically. The key for adjusting the
height of the hand rest is included. A lovely vintage German target
pistol. (13A10706-5) {C&R}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
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75 Westley Richards Scalloped Boxlock Double Ejectorgun with Extra
Barrels
serial #15643, 12 ga (2 1/2”), 30” Whitworth compressed fluid steel
chopper lump barrels numbered to the gun choked cylinder and
improved modified and 30” Whitworth compressed fluid steel barrels
numbered “15754” choked full in both. The matching barrels show
mostly bright very good plus to very fine bores showing some areas of
old light pitting nearer the muzzles while the second set of barrels are
also mostly bright and about very good with a bit more noticeable pitting
nearer the muzzles and the chambers also showing some patches of
moderate pitting. Both sets of barrels retain about 98% excellent quality
restored blacking, the crisp markings with 178 New Bond St. London
address and Whitworth steel likely also refreshed a bit, and the
breeches of both with excellent quality foliate scroll embellishments.
There is one small scuff on the right barrel of the mismatched set, the rib
along the original set of barrels is smooth while the other set shows nice
matting. The action is a pewter gunmetal patina with some scattered
areas of cleaned light pitting, a bit more noticeable in some areas along
the right side and bottom metal. The nicely chiseled fences feature
lovely foliate scroll and the action is embellished with the finest quality
English scrollwork that remains quite strong throughout, some endearing
bird scenes on either side, bounding hare on the triggerguard and dog
on the bottom metal; these game scenes somewhat softened but mostly
visible. The straight grip English walnut buttstock and splinter forend
with lever release and horn tip insert remain in very fine condition as
lightly cleaned and carefully refinished, the forend showing a small
repaired crack at the rear and otherwise just some scattered light
handling marks. Length-of-pull to the solid red rubber pad is 14 1/2” with
drops of 1 5/16” and 2 1/4” and weight is 6 lbs. 8 oz. Lock-up is by dual
under-bites with hidden third fastener in the doll’s head extension and is
solid on-face with both sets of barrels. Minimum wall thicknesses in the
matching barrels are about 0.015” right and 0.019” left, and in the
mismatched set about 0.019” right and 0.20” left. The shotgun features
automatic safety and Westley Richard’s single selective trigger and the
action seems to function well mechanically with strong ejectors. A more
modern leather and green canvas covered luggage case with a Westley
Richards label is included showing some light scuffs and mild wear. An
attractive Westley Richards ejector gun made circa 1897-98.
(13C10735-1) {ANTIQUE} (3000/4000)
Est. 3,000 - 4,000

76 Smith & Wesson Model 57 Double Action Revolver
serial #N671690, .41 Magnum, 6” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
This nice late-1970s manufactured revolver shows very light use and
maintains wonderful condition exhibiting about 99% original blue the
only noteworthy wear is a light turn ring to the recessed cylinder. The
.500” target hammer and .500” target trigger retain beautiful
case-hardened colors with minor operational wear. The checkered
goncalo alves factory target grips rate about excellent and feature an
extractor relief cut and silver S&W medallions. The revolver features a
red insert front sight, white outline micro adjustable rear sight, and it
times and locks up as good as the day it left the factory. The revolver
includes a factory Luan presentation case with the standard S&W
cleaning kit displayed inside. The exterior of the case rates about very
good, the wooden surfaces of the cover have scratches and dents, the
interior rates poor as all the flocking on the moulded inner tray has
flaked off. A fine addition for the collector or a great shooter for the .41
Magnum aficionado. (8A10718-59) {MODERN}   (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

77 Smith & Wesson Model 29-2 Double Action Revolver
serial #N311261, .44 Magnum, 6 1/2” pinned barrel with an excellent
bore. This mid-1970s manufactured revolver remains in superb condition
and shows very little use over the years. The metal surfaces retain about
99% original blue with a light turn ring on the recessed cylinder and a
few minor handling marks. The .500” target hammer and .500” target
trigger retain beautiful case-hardened colors with minor operational
wear. The checkered goncalo alves target stocks with silver S&W
medallions remain in magnificent condition and feature silver S&W
medallions and extractor relief cut. This revolver features a red ramp
front sight, white outline micro adjustable rear sight, with excellent timing
and lock up. The revolver includes a factory Luan presentation case with
the standard S&W cleaning kit displayed inside, plus a manual and
paperwork. The exterior of the case rates about very good to excellent
with scattered light dings and scratches, the interior remains in about
very good condition showing light wear in the outline for the revolver, a
hole where the rear sight rubs on the moulded interior, and the flocking
remains about very good overall. A very nice addition to your revolver
collection or the hunter looking for a classic .44 Magnum. (8A10718-60)
{MODERN}   (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

78 Smith & Wesson Model 27-2 Double Action Revolver
serial #N610509, .357 Magnum, 5” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
This late-1970s manufactured 357 Magnum revolver remains in
magnificent condition showing very little or no use since it left the factory
and features the desirable 5” barrel. The revolver retains about 98-99%
original blue showing a light turn ring and one very small spot of oxidized
pitting on the left side of the frame at the edge of the grips horns at the
triggerguard bow junction. This spot is small and partially covered by the
grip and would not be mentioned if not for the overall superb condition of
the gun. The .500” target hammer and .500” target trigger feature
splendid swirls of bright case-hardened colors. The checkered goncalo
alves factory target grips feature silver S&W medallions and extractor
relief cut they rate excellent showing a small flake of finish on the butt of
the left panel. This revolver features a Baughman ramp front sight, black
blade micro adjustable rear sight, and functions as good as the day it left
the factory. The revolver includes a factory Luan presentation case with
the standard S&W cleaning kit displayed inside, plus a manual and
paperwork. The exterior of the case rates about very good to excellent
with scattered light dings and scratches, the interior remains in about
very good condition showing light wear in the outline where the revolver
rests, and strong flocking overall. The 5” barrel gives the big N-frame the
best balance, look, and feel, it is a favorite with collectors and shooters
alike. (8A10718-58) {MODERN}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

79 Smith & Wesson Model 27-2 Double Action Revolver
serial #N12823, .357 Magnum, 3 1/2” pinned barrel with an excellent
bore. This 1969-1972 manufactured revolver remains in excellent
condition showing only light honest use. The revolver retains about 99%
original blue showing a light turn ring on the recessed cylinder and a few
very minor handling marks. The service hammer and service trigger
show stunning case-hardened colors with minor operational wear. The
checkered walnut factory Magna grips feature silver S&W medallions,
they are numbered to the gun, and rate excellent. This revolver features
a Baughman ramp front sight, black blade micro adjustable rear sight,
and functions as good as the day it left the Springfield. Includes the
original factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the
gun, cleaning rod with bore mop, manual, and paperwork. The 3 1/2”
and 5” barrels garner the most interest from collectors and shooters.
(8A10718-40) {MODERN}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

80 As-New Blaser F3 Super Sport Over Under Competition Shotgun
serial #FR005643, 12 ga., 32” adjustable ventilated rib Briley
Spectrum-choke barrels with pristine bores. This gorgeous competition
shotgun appears to be in as-new condition and has seen little if any use.
The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue while the trigger retains
all its original silver coloring. The highly-figured deluxe European walnut
Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock with right hand palm swell and adjustable
comb, and the schnabel-tipped forend rate as-new with the factory
KickEez recoil pad providing a 14 1/2” length of pull with drops of 1 3/4”
and 2 5/8” and zero cast. The mechanical single selective trigger is fully
adjustable including for length of pull, the safety is non-automatic, the
barrels feature a balancing system in which the included weights can
increase the heft of the barrel by up to six pounds, the rib may be raised
or lowered making it perfect for Trap and is sighted with a white bead at
the muzzle and a silver bead mid-rib. Included are the following seven
Briley extended Spectrum choke tubes in a factory plastic case: (2) full,
improved modified, modified, light modified, improved cylinder, skeet.
Also included is the padded factory lockable hard case, choke wrench,
T-handle adjustment tools and Wiha hex screwdriver, forend and
buttstock sleeves, safety lock-out set screw with instructions, Blaser
Teflon Weapon-Grease, manual and paperwork, Blaser-marked silicone
cloth and two Griffin & Howe 12 ga. aluminum snap caps. A very
high-quality and versatile shotgun purpose-built for competition.
(23B10637-11) {MODERN} (6000/8000)
Est. 6,000 - 8,000
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81 Ncp Products Mach One Single Barrel Trap Shotgun
serial #102, 12 ga., 33” adjustable high ventilated rib screw-choke barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains about 98% original matte
black finish with some high edge wear mostly along the rib checkering
and a few light handling marks. The triggerguard, trigger and opening
lever retain 99% their black anodized and gold-colored finishes
respectively with just a hint of operational silvering on the opening lever.
The stainless steel receiver rates excellent with a few very light handling
marks and features gold-filled maker and model markings. The furniture
on this shotgun is of a very fine shell flame and stump-wood maple; the
fleur-de-lis checkered Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock with substantial right
hand palm swell and adjustable comb and semi-beavertail forend rate
excellent with a few scattered light handling marks. The Kick-Eez recoil
pad provides a 14” length of pull and the shotgun features a green fiber
optic bead at the muzzle and a silver bead mid-rib, the barrel locks up
tightly and on-face and the action appears to function well mechanically.
Included is a very nice green felt-padded aluminum Americase with
lockable hasps and keys containing a choke wrench, velvet barrel and
action sleeves, tool, Tri-Flow lubricant, a number of washers, screws
and small tools and the following three Briley chokes: improved
modified, improved modified, light full. A superb custom shotgun in
excellent condition. (23C10699-27) {MODERN} (3000/4000)
Est. 3,000 - 4,000

82 Ljutic Mono-Gun Single Barrel Trap Shotgun
serial #1482, 12 ga, 34” ventilated rib ported barrel choked improved
modified with three concentric light rings at the muzzle from apparent
choke work in an otherwise bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 98-99% matte blue finish with a few scattered specks of
light oxidation staining and some minor handling marks, the raised
forward half of the frame showing an attractive polished blue. The
checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in very good plus
condition with a lightly repaired about 1/2” crack behind the triggerguard,
two circular 5/16” plugs on the underside of the forend, a professionally
spliced 3” gripcap, a spot of added finish on the forend tip, and a few
light handling marks. The stock features a Morgan-style adjustable
buttplate with Decelerator buttpad, giving an about 14 3/8” length of pull,
and an adjustable comb showing a light blonde tone. The barrel and
forend appear to be assembly number matching to the shotgun. The
shotgun locks up tight, features an extractor, is sighted with a bead front
and small white bead mid rib, and appears to function well mechanically.
A solid example of these custom trap shotguns. (14A10453-56)
{MODERN} [Sherwood "Skip" Chapman Collection] (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

83 As-New Fabarm XLR5 Velocity LR Semi-Auto Competition Shotgun
serial #FA024617, 12 ga., 30” Tribore HP long ventilated rib Exis
HP-choke barrel with a bright excellent bore. This high-performance
competition-centric shotgun is in as-new-in-case condition. It boasts a
myriad of features to both custom-fit the gun to the shooter and to
ensure that shooter stands on the winners’ podium. Customization
begins with the checkered walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock with slight
right hand palm swell and adjustable comb and shim system for fine
tuning the drop, deviation and cast while the trigger is adjustable for
length of pull. The shotgun also features a balancing system with three
included weights which screw into the front of the magazine cap to alter
the weight up to 4 1/2 oz. The Tribore HP barrel is proofed to 1630 BAR
enabling the use of steel shot through its improved modified and full Exis
HP choke tubes which are included along with Exis HP modified,
improved cylinder and skeet tubes. The ventilated rib runs all the way to
the rear of the receiver for increased sight radius, the charging handle is
extended, the barrel is sighted with a white bead at the muzzle and
silver bead mid-rib and the action appears to function well mechanically.
Included is the factory abs plastic hard case with two optional lockable
clasps, adjustment tools, serialized 1630 BAR certificate, shims, manual
and paperwork. (23AB10727-1) {MODERN} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

84 Browning Citori Skeet Over Under Shotgun
serial #08793PT1E3, 28 ga, 26” ventilated rib barrels choked skeet in
both with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain about 97%
original blue with light wear on high edges and contact points, and a
very minor handling mark or two; the trigger retains about 80% gold
finish with light high edge wear. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock
and forend are in near excellent condition with a light ding on the left
side of the forend, a few flattened points of checkering on the forend,
and some scattered minor handling marks. The frame is decorated with
the standard Browning Grade I foliate scroll engraving, the belly marked
“BROWING / Citori”, and the barrels and forend are numbered to the
shotgun. The shotgun locks up tight with the lever coming to rest just
right of center and features a nonautomatic safety, single selective
trigger, ejectors, is sighted with dual white beads, and appears to
function well mechanically. A fine 1986-dated Browning shotgun for the
skeet shooter. (14A10615-10) {MODERN} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

85 Scarce Winchester Pre ’64 Model 70 Bolt Action Carbine
serial #29706, 7mm Mauser, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel of this pre-war carbine retains about 70% original blue strongest
toward the breech and gradually thinning to gray patina ahead of the
forend, with some minor silvering at the muzzle and scattered light
handing marks from the years, along with strong original blue around the
integral front sight ramp. The receiver has aged to a dark gray patina
with an area of lighter gray on the left side of the rear ring and the
matting on the top remains crisp. The bottom metal retains about 85%
original blue with light wear and high edge silvering, with some very light
handling marks. The bolt sleeve retains nearly all its original blue while
the bolt handle is toning to gray and the body of the bolt is bright, and
while very faint, is properly serialized to the receiver. There is a “K” in an
oval on the underside of the knob and an identical marking on the
extension of the triggerguard with a semi-circular light scratch on the top
of the knob. The barrel and proof marks are crisp with the caliber
properly denoted with “7 M/M”, the underside identically marked and
dated “38”. The checkered walnut stock rates about very good plus with
scattered light dings and handling marks from the field, the checkered
steel plate fading to gray at heel and toe. The hooded front sight is
intact, the No. 22 semi-buckhorn rear with long step elevator is present,
missing its tiny elevation screw and the action of this handy carbine
appears to function well mechanically. The 7mm Mauser is the second
least common chambering for Model 70 carbines making this example
very collectible. (23B10724-7) {C&R} (4000/6000)
Est. 4,000 - 6,000

86 Winchester Pre ’64 Model 70 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #19654, 257 Roberts, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1939-vintage rifle retain about 90% original blue
with wear to gray patina on the bolt knob, triggerguard, widows peak
buttplate and around the muzzle, some light thinning on the floorplate
and scattered light handling marks from the field. The body of the bolt is
bright and properly-numbered to the receiver. The checkered walnut
pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with some scattered light handling
marks. The front sight is intact, the rear is a Lyman 16B folding leaf, the
rear receiver ring has two added drilled and tapped holes with filler
screws and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10724-6) {C&R} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

87 Winchester Pre ’64 Model 70 Super Grade Bolt Action Rifle
serial #25383, 30 Govt. ’06, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this handsome 1940-production Super Grade retain
about 93-95% original blue with some light wear toning to gray on the
bolt knob, around the rear sight base and in a couple areas on the
barrel, some mild flaking to gray patina around the forward floorplate
screw, a few tiny impact marks around the rear sight and overall light
handling marks from the years. The body of the bolt is bright and while
very faint, it is properly-numbered to the rifle. The walnut capped
pistolgrip Super Grade stock with wrap around diamond checkering,
early European style left side cheekpiece, recessed swivel bases and
contrasting ebony forend tip showing a thin gap in its fit to the forend on
the right side, rates very good plus to perhaps near excellent with a tiny
and easily-missed repaired chip to the left of the widows peak of the
buttplate, a tiny ding on the point-of-comb and a few scattered light
handlings marks. The floorplate is likely a replacement as it is not
marked “SUPER GRADE”, there a few light handing marks in the hard
rubber gripcap and a pair of Super Grade swivels are included. The
hooded gold-beaded blade front sight is intact, the rear has been
blanked, mounted to the receiver is a Lyman 48WH sight missing its
bridge, there is an added drilled and tapped hole with filler screw on the
rear bridge and the action of this desirable rifle appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10724-65) {C&R} (1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200
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88 Custom Winchester Pre ‘64 Model 70 Super Grade Bolt Action Rifle
serial #137825, 30-06, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This is a
very handsome 1950-made rifle in a handsome and finely-made custom
stock; disassembly sadly does not reveal any obvious stock maker
markings but they obviously knew their trade. The rifle retains about
97% original blue showing just a few sparsely scattered small areas of
mild oxidation mostly nearer the muzzle and along the edges of the
triggerguard, a few other scattered light handling marks also present.
The bolt body remains mostly bright and brilliant showing some mild
operational wear and is scratch-numbered matching and all other
markings remain intact and strong showing “SUPER GRADE” stamped
along the floorplate. The pistolgrip walnut stock shows fine fleur-de-lis
checkering, prominent schnabel tip and wide Oberndorf-like side panels.
There is also a generous left-side shadowline cheekpiece and the
pistolgrip cap is inlaid with gold initials “M D”. There are sling swivel
studs present and the butt is fitted with a black basketweave Pachmayr
rubber pad. The stock rates excellent showing just a couple of sparsely
scattered light handling marks exhibiting some nice straight dark line
grain figure; it is secured with replacement hex head action screws.
Length-of-pull is rather short at about 13 5/8” with short drops as well of
about 1 1/4” and 1 1/2”. There are currently no provisions for a rear
sight, the dovetail having been blanked, the front sight base is Redfield
brass bead missing its hood and the action seems to function well
mechanically. A very attractive rifle that just needs a set of quality bases
and optics. (13C10726-4) {C&R} (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

89 Aya Sidelock Double Ejectorgun
serial #353302, 12 ga, 25” barrels choked improved cylinder and
modified with bright excellent bores showing only a few spots of light
oxidation in the right chamber. The barrels retain about 98-99% original
blue finish toning lightly to gray in spots with silvering at the muzzle, a
series of tiny nicks along the underside of the barrels, and some
scattered light handling marks; the long tang triggerguard retains about
75% original blue with light wear which gets more moderate at the front
of the triggerguard bow. The coin-finished frame is in near excellent
condition with a few easily missed spots of light oxidation staining and is
engraved with an interesting Spanish floral motif covering 99% of the
frame, the belly also marked “AGUIRRE Y ARANZABAL” in riband, and
the cocking indicators inlaid with gold. The straight grip walnut stock and
splinter-style forend are in very good plus condition with a few small
linear impact marks on the left side of the butt, a few scattered minor
handling marks, and some light dings at the heel of the checkered butt;
the oval monogram plate on the toeline remains unengraved. The
maker’s mark on the barrel remains clear, and the lightly matted tapered
rib is marked “(AYA)” at the base and highlighted in gold. The shotgun
locks up tight with the lever coming to rest just a hair left of center and
features double triggers, an automatic safety, robust ejectors, an about
14 3/4” length of pull with drops of about 1 1/2” and 2 1/4”, and is
sighted with a lone steel bead; the shotgun appears to function well
mechanically. A lovely Spanish sidelock double appearing closest to a
No. 53, only without the hand detachable locks. (14C10636-34) {C&R}
(2000/4000)
Est. 2,000 - 4,000

90 Aya No. 1 Sidelock Double Ejectorgun
serial # 506388, 12 ga, 28” barrels choked improved cylinder and
improved modified with bright excellent bores and some stubborn wad
residue. The barrels retain about 98-99% original blue with a touch of
silvering at the muzzle, some scattered freckles, and a minor handling
mark or two. The frame is in excellent condition retaining 99% vibrant
casehardened color showing bright sidelock pins and is thoroughly
decorated with Purdey-style rose and foliate scroll engraving. The
checkered straight grip walnut stock and splinter-style forend are in very
good plus to near excellent condition with a few very small and easily
missed spots of finish flaking, a light ding or two on the heel of the
checkered butt, and some minor handling marks scattered about. The
barrel address and import mark on the left barrel remain crisp, and the
barrels and forend are numbered to the shotgun. The shotgun locks up
tightly with the lever coming to rest at center and features double
triggers, an automatic safety, robust ejectors, dial-style cocking
indicators, an about 14 3/4” length of pull with drops of about 1 1/2” and
2 5/16”, and is sighted with dual steel beads. A fine Spanish-made
double. (14B10636-36) {MODERN}   (3000/5000)
Est. 3,000 - 5,000

91 Smith & Wesson 38/44 Outdoorsman Hand Ejector Revolver
serial #S85907, .38 Special, 6 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This
early 1950s gun remains in excellent condition showing light honest use
over the years. The gun retains about 96-97% original blue showing
scattered edge wear notably at the muzzle and flutes of the cylinder,
and light handling marks. The service trigger and hammer retain bold
case-hardened colors with limited areas toning to gray along with
operational wear. The diamond checkered goncalo alves factory target
grips feature silver S&W medallions and extractor cut out and rate about
very good to excellent as very lightly cleaned with later added varnish.
The butt of the right panel below the backstrap has a very small, tiny
chip missing with a second very thin sliver missing on the left panel on
the backstrap that is hardly noticeable. The front sight blade has been
altered from the original Patridge to a shorter, rounded top, smooth,
semi-ramp configuration; the rear sight is a black blade micrometer
adjustable, it functions mechanically, all the appropriate parts are
correctly numbered to the gun, and the timing and lockup are as good
as the day it left Springfield. A good upstart collectible that can stand
some shooting. The careful handloader should have some fun
duplicating the 38/44 S&W Special loads of yesteryear. (8A10675-6)
{C&R} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

92 Smith & Wesson .357 Magnum Hand Ejector Revolver
serial #S173135, 357 Magnum, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. This
fine five-screw pre-model 27 Hand Ejector retains excellent condition
overall with about 97% original finish present. There is an area on the
left side of the muzzle that is blend of worn finish and lightly cleaned fine
oxidation, in addition to scattered faint high edge wear, a few handling
marks, and a few stray light freckles. The smooth .400” semi-target
trigger and .400” semi-target hammer retain bold case-hardened colors
with operational wear. The grips are diamond checkered walnut factory
“coke bottle” grips that rate very good to excellent as modified and
feature an extractor cut. The butt-section of both panels have been
lightly contoured and rounded for better purchase, there is a tiny shallow
chip missing on the rear horn of right grip, a second one on the left
panel where it contacts the backstrap, and a few handling marks. This
gun features a Baughman ramp front sight, black blade micro adjustable
rear sight, and retains excellent timing and lockup. An excellent example
of a well-cared-for Hand Ejector showing honest use. (8A10718-41)
{C&R}   (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

93 Smith & Wesson Model 27-2 Double Action Revolver
serial #N177408, 357 Magnum, 3 1/2” pinned barrel with an excellent
bore. This 1973 manufactured revolver remains in lovely condition
showing only light use. The revolver retains about 99% original blue
displaying a light turn ring on the recessed cylinder, limited very light
edge wear, and a few negligible handling marks. The service hammer
and trigger retain bold case-hardened colors with light operational wear,
although the upper portion of the triggers sides show light tool marks
and polishing. The checkered goncalo alves factory target grips feature
silver S&W medallions, extractor cut, and they rate about excellent
showing very light handling marks, mostly on the butt. This revolver
features a Baughman ramp front sight, black blade micro adjustable rear
sight, functions mechanically, and has correct timing and lockup. This
barrel length is a favorite of shooters and collectors alike. (8A10718-20)
{MODERN} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

94 Colt Python Double Action Revolver
serial #18761, .357 Magnum, 4” full lug ventilated rib barrel with an
excellent bore. This fine 1961-manufactured revolver shows honest use
and remains in excellent condition. The revolver retains about 96-97%
original blue finish, there is light high edge and contact point wear with a
few light handling marks. The service trigger and spur of the target
hammer retain full blue with bright sides on the hammer showing a few
minor stains. The second type checkered factory walnut grips with gold
Rampant Colt medallions rate excellent showing minor handling marks.
This early Python features a serrated ramp front sight, Colt Accro rear
sight, functions mechanically with correct timing and lockup, although
single action timing will need attention in the future. This lovely gun can
stand the occasional range trip and still grace a Colt collection.
(8A10724-20) {C&R} (2000/4000)
Est. 2,000 - 4,000
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95 Early Colt Python Double Action Revolver
serial #6215, .357 Magnum, 6” full lug ventilated rib barrel with an
excellent bore. This 1958-manufactured revolver has seen honest use
over the years but has been well maintained. The gun retains about
93% original Colt Royal blue showing wear on the edges and contact
points with a tiny spot of pinprick pitting on the frame. The bulk of loss is
the right side of the barrel lug and there are a few very light handling
marks. The service trigger has nearly full blue finish, the face starting to
wear to pewter, and the target hammer shows light wear on the spur,
the bright sides displaying operational wear and minor staining. Those
wonderful early fully checkered walnut factory grips with silver Rampant
Colt medallions remain in very good to excellent condition showing light
diamond point compression and a few handling marks. The front sight
has a later added serrated red ramp insert, the rear sight is a black
blade Colt Accro, and the gun functions mechanically with correct timing
and lock up. A very good example of a third-year production Python.
(8A10574-194) {C&R}   (2500/4000)
Est. 2,500 - 4,000

96 Weatherby Mark V Lazermark Left Hand Bolt Action Rifle
serial #H209559, 340 Weatherby magnum, 26” ported barrel with an
excellent bore showing some very minor frosting toward the muzzle. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with some very fine oxidation in
the barrel ports. The fluted bolt remains bright and is numbered to the
receiver on the underside of the bolt handle. The carved American
walnut monte carlo stock with right-side cheekpiece remains in excellent
condition with only a few light marks from the years. The stock features
pattern #16 carving along with a rosewood tip and white diamond inlay
gripcap. Mounted atop the receiver is a Weatherby supreme 3-9x44
scope with duplex reticle and clear optics. An excellent “lefty” Weatherby
in a hard-hitting caliber. (59949-21) {MODERN} [Dr. James D. Morgan
Collection] (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

97 Rare Weatherby Mark V DGR Left Hand Bolt Action Rifle of Col. Craig
Boddington
serial #SB065127, 375 Weatherby Magnum, 24” barrel with an excellent
bore. This rifle is the first left-hand dangerous game rifle ever produced
by Weatherby, a certificate of authenticity detailing the configuration is
included. The rifle was created for famed big game hunter, journalist and
retired Marine Craig Boddington in April of 2001, a letter from Mr.
Boddington detailing a safari and several game animals taken with this
rifle is also included. The metal surfaces retain 99% original matte black
oxide with some scattered light signs of handling, the bolt body and
follower show a crisp damascened pattern and the underside of the
checkered bolt handle is electro-penciled with a faint “127”. The
floorplate is inscribed to Mr. Boddington from the Los Angeles chapter of
the Safari Club International, his letter mentions that this was a later
addition to this gun and that he felt that it should stay with this rifle. The
hand-laminated Kevlar fiber composite Monte Carlo stock with right-side
cheekpiece is excellent and the action has been mounted to an
aluminum bedding plate inside the stock for strength and durability. In
typical Safari configuration, the rifle is sighted with a shallow V
adjustable rear sight and a hooded brass bead front. A very rare
opportunity to own a first-of-its-kind Weatherby owned and field-proven
by this well-respected big-game hunter and journalist. (22C9949-130)
{MODERN} [Dr. James D. Morgan Collection] (2000/4000)
Est. 2,000 - 4,000

98 Weatherby Mark V Outfitter Left Hand Bolt Action Rifle
serial #SB067683, 7mm Weatherby Magnum, 26” fluted threaded barrel
with Accubrake and a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
99% plus original armor black Cerakote finish. The high desert camo
Monte Carlo stock remains in excellent condition and features a right
side cheekpiece. The bolt is unnumbered and retains all its matte gray
finish. A set of two-piece vertical split rings are included. A virtually
as-new Mark V Outfitter rifle. (5B9949-51) {MODERN} [Dr. James D.
Morgan Collection]  (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

99 Excellent Weatherby Crown Custom Mark V Left Hand Bolt Action Rifle
serial #39591, 300 Weatherby Magnum, 24” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this West German rifle retain 99%
original high-polish blue. The receiver has toned to deep plum and the
fluted bolt body and follower have a lovely bright damascened finish.
The floorplate and triggerguard show lovely scroll engraving with a
raised gold-plated sheep on the center of the floorplate. The checkered
Monte Carlo walnut stock features a right-side cheekpiece, rosewood
forend tip, white diamond inlay grip cap, pattern #3 checkering and
pattern #15 contrasting inlays on the left-side of the buttstock, sides and
bottom of the forend. The stock remains in near excellent condition with
a few flakes and cracks in the gloss finish around the tangs. The bolt is
matching the receiver and mounted atop the receiver is a Redfield
3X-9X with duplex reticle and clear optics. A handsome 1963
manufactured Mark V rifle. (5C9949-36) {C&R} [Dr. James D. Morgan
Collection]  (2500/4000)
Est. 2,500 - 4,000

100 U.S. M1 Carbine by Inland Division
serial #883446, 30 Carbine, 18” 10-43 dated inland division barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% gray-toned
parkerized finish with light wear on high edges and contact points,
thinning and toning brown on the operating slide, and a few light
handling marks; the bolt retains strong blue finish with light operational
wear. The high-wood oval-cut stock and 2-rivet handguard are in very
good plus condition with a light rub mark from sling attachment on the
forend, scattered light dings and handling marks, and some added finish
on the wrist, and the stock is marked with a faded ordnance wheel on
the right side of the butt, “oi” within the sling cut, and a clear circled “p”
proof on the underside of the pistolgrip; the underside of the handguard
is “hi” marked. The receiver and barrel markings remain clear and
legible, the left side of the receiver “sg” marked below the woodline, and
the small parts are all marked for inland except for the operating slide,
which is quality hardware marked. The carbine retains many early
features including the type i barrel band, flat bolt, two position “l”
aperture rear sight, and push-button safety; the carbine appears to
function well mechanically. Included with the carbine is a canvas sling
and oiler, and a 5-round magazine. A fine example of the M1 carbine,
without the later changes to its configuration. (14B10665-3) {C&R}  
(2000/2500)
Est. 2,000 - 2,500

101 U.S. M1 Carbine by Inland Division
serial #6784961, 30 Carbine, 18” 11-44 dated Inland Division barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% arsenal
gray-green parkerized finish with light wear on high edges and contact
points, a few hints of oxidation staining, and some light handling marks.
The low-wood oval-cut walnut stock and 2-rivet handguard are in near
excellent condition as lightly cleaned with a light abrasion on the inside
of the pistolgrip and some scattered light handling marks. The inside of
the pistolgrip is stamped with a bold “P”, a light “RA-P marked on the
bottom of the pistolgrip and a light Ordnance Wheel on the right side of
the stock, and the original stock maker’s mark in the sling cut is light and
appears to read “JL-B”. The receiver and barrel markings remain clear
and easily legible, and the marked small parts are a mix of
manufacturers. The carbine features a rotary safety, Type III barrel band
with bayonet lug, milled adjustable rear sight, and later round-bodied
bolt; the carbine appears to function well mechanically. Included is a
single “K.I.” marked 15-round magazine showing light operational and
handling wear, and spots of old oxidation. A fine arsenal refurbished M1
Carbine for the martial collector. (14A10640-1) {C&R} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

102 U.S. M1 Garand Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #6089892, 30-06, 24” 4-56 dated Springfield Armory barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% arsenal
parkerized finish toned to a darker green, with some light wear on high
edges and contact points, light oxidation staining on the operating rod,
and scattered freckling. The pistolgrip walnut stock and handguards are
in excellent condition as lightly cleaned and with perhaps a little added
oil finish, showing only a few minor handling marks; the stock is marked
only with a clear circled “P” proof inside the pistolgrip. The receiver and
barrel markings remain crisp and all marked parts are correctly of post
WWII Springfield Armory manufacture. The rifle retains the standard
open sights and features T105 rear sight drums, a stamped
triggerguard, and 2-slot gas cylinder screw. A fine M1 rifle, made near
the end of production in 1957. (14A10593-1) {C&R} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
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103 U.S. M1 Garand Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #89777, 30-06, 24” 4-45 dated Springfield Armory barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 60% black
parkerized finish with the forward two thirds of the receiver and the
operating rod toned to brown, light wear on high edges and contact
points, and the gas cylinder lock has worn to a pewter patina with light
finish loss on the gas cylinder. The pistolgrip walnut stock and
handguards are in very good condition with a lightly repaired crack in the
rear of the forward handguard, showing two pins on each side, a spot on
the handguard and the left side of the stock cleaned and devoid of
finish, and a few scattered light handling marks; the stock is unmarked.
The receiver and barrel markings remain clear and easily legible, and
the marked parts are primarily SA-marked with the milled triggerguard
being “W.R.A.” marked. The rifle retains the standard open sights, the
front sight showing the more prominently flared “wings” of a Winchester
produced front sight, and the rifle features lock-bar rear sight drums and
a 2-slot gas cylinder screw. An arsenal refurbished M1 rifle,
manufactured in 1940. (14A10593-123) {C&R} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

104 Fulton Armory M1 Carbine
serial #C01201, 30 Carbine, 18 6-52 dated Springfield Armory barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99%
maker applied parkerized finish with hints of silvering on high edges and
scattered spots of previous light pitting beneath the finish. The
contemporary high-wood oval-cut walnut stock and 2-rivet handguard
are in near excellent condition with only a very small chip at the right
side of the recoil plate, and the stock is unmarked. The receiver
markings are crisp and the small parts are from a variety of original
contractors. The carbine features a Type III barrel band with bayonet
lug, flat bolt, a milled adjustable rear sight, rotary safety, and appears to
function well mechanically. No magazine is present. A fine
modern-production carbine using a variety of milsurp parts.
(14A10666-6) {MODERN} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

105 Polytech Model AK-47/S Legend Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #P47-01180, 7.62x39mm, 16 1/4” chrome-lined barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this KFS-imported carbine retain
about 65-70% original blue primarily on the receiver and rear sight base
with the balance toning to a lightly-oxidized gray patina with overall
pinprick-light pitting and the bolt and bolt carrier are mostly bright with
some scattered small areas of cleaned light oxidation. All metal
markings remain clear; the dust cover is not numbered and all the
correct parts are serialized to the barrel trunnion which shows the “386”
in an oval factory code. The Asian hardwood furniture rates very good
plus with a tight 1 1/2” crack in the right side rear of the lower
handguard. No magazine is included but they are readily available, a
rubber recoil pad has been added to the buttstock which holds a
cleaning kit within its trap, the original sights, thread protector and
cleaning rod are intact and the action appears to function well
mechanically. Polytech Legend carbines are prized amongst AK
aficionados as they are of very high quality and are of limited number as
they have long since been banned from importation. (23B10647-33)
{MODERN} (1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

106 As-New Romarm-Cugir Model PSL 54 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #S-7504-20 ROA, 7.62x54R, 26 1/2” chrome-lined barrel including
muzzle device with a bright excellent bore. This 2020-production
Century Arms-imported rifle is in new-in-box condition retaining all its
original finish and the European hardwood furniture rates excellent with
a few light storage marks. All the correct parts are serialized to the barrel
trunnion and the action appears to function well mechanically. This
desirable designated marksman’s rifle includes a new-in-box PO 4x24
optic with integral side rail mount, a removable rubber eye cup, objective
lens cover, manual and woodland camouflage pattern scope cover but
no battery is included so the functionality of the illuminate reticle has not
been tested. Also included is one steel 10-round magazine, manual and
paperwork and the original box. An excellent example of these
interesting rifles which is sure to get a lot of attention at the range.
Please see the additional PSL 54 magazines available in the timed
auction. (23A10551-115) {MODERN} (1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

107 Colt Pre-Ban AR-15 9mm Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #TA02603, 9mm, 16” chrome-lined barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this desirable model R6450 carbine retain
about 98% original gray Parkerized and anodized finishes with a few
scattered spots of light oxidation staining, a few light handling marks and
a couple small spots of added black enamel over the staked spanner
nut. The A2 pistolgrip rates very good with an area of wear on the upper
right side while the composite handguards with heat shields and
synthetic CAR-15 style buttstock rate excellent. The carbine features a
two-position receiver extension, A1 flash hider, bayonet lug, A1 sights
and one factory 20-round magazine is included. The action appears to
function well mechanically. (23B10551-109) {MODERN}   (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

108 Colt Pre-Ban Sporter Match Hbar AR-15 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #MH020411, 5.56 NATO, 20” chrome-lined HBAR profile 1:7” twist
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98%
original gray Parkerized and anodized finishes with a few scattered light
handling marks and spots of light high edge silvering. The black
composite handguards with aluminum heat shields and A2 pistolgrip and
buttstock rate near excellent with a small scuff on the right side leading
edge of the lower handguard and some scattered light handling marks.
The rifle features a Colt-marked bolt, bolt carrier and sear block, a
shaved bayonet lug, A2 flash hider, standard charging handle and one
Colt 20-round magazine is included. The action of this collectable
pre-ban Colt AR-15 appears to function well mechanically.
(23B10551-120) {MODERN}   (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

109 Colt SP1 AR-15 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #SP167719, 223 Rem, 20” chrome-lined barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1982-production rifle retain
about 98-99% original gray Parkerized and anodized finishes with a
touch of high edge silvering, some fine speckles of light oxidation
staining on the dust cover and a few light handling marks. The Type 3
pistolgrip, Type 2 buttstock and Type 3 handguards rate near excellent
with a few tiny and unobtrusive chips around the ventilation holes on the
handguards and some overall scattered light handling marks. This
“Variant K” rifle has all the correct later parts and includes a steel
cleaning rod and Adventure Line 20-round aluminum magazine. The
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A10551-104)
{MODERN} (1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

110 Colt Pre-Ban AR-15 A2 Sporter II Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #SP330725, 5.56 NATO, 20” chrome-lined government-profile
barrel with a 1:7” twist and a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 97% original gray Parkerized and anodized finishes with
some overall scattered light handling marks, a couple speckles of light
oxidation in the slots of the A2 flash hider and some light high edge
silvering. The A2 handguards, pistolgrip and buttstock rate near
excellent with a few scattered light handling marks. The rifle features a
Colt bolt and bolt carrier, bayonet lug, and an A1 carry handle sight. One
Adventure Line 20-round aluminum magazine and the action appears to
function well mechanically. (23A10551-118) (MODERN} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

111 IMI Uzi Model B Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #SA40098, 9mm, 16 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this Action Arms-imported carbine retain about
95-97% original Parkerized and black enamel finishes with some overall
light high edge and operational silvering and a few scattered light
handing marks. The black composite pistolgrip and forend rate about
excellent. All metal markings are clear, the barrel is serialized to the
receiver and “MARTIN” is stamped on the underside of the receiver
behind the grip. The original sights are intact, the folding stock locks up
tightly in both positions, one IMI 32-round magazine is included and the
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A10551-122)
{MODERN} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000
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112 Custom Springfield Armory Inc M1A Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #069420, 308 Win, 22” stainless steel Krieger barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with only a
few specks of an unknown clear lacquer, the remaining metal surfaces
retain about 99% original parkerized finish with only some light
operational wear and light to perhaps more moderate droplets of the
same clear lacquer on the gas cylinder, barrel band, front sight, and
added muzzle brake. The commercial pistolgrip laminate hardwood
stock and handguard are in near excellent condition showing only a very
light abrasion on the right side of the butt, the action is glass bedded,
and the steel stock liner in the magazine well shows evidence of light
grinding for fitment; a lightly double struck “(double chevron) / S.A.A.”
boxed cartouche next to a light DoD acceptance stamp. The rifle is
sighted with a “NM062” marked front sight and NM-marked rear sight
with “520” marked aperture hood, features NM-marked rear sight drums
and a 2-stage trigger, and appears to function well mechanically. A fine
M1A, closely following the desirable Super Match configuration.
(14A10651-35) {MODERN} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

113 Custom Springfield Armory M1 Garand Rifle
serial #4220972, 308 Win, 24” stainless steel Krieger barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with a light
handling mark or two, and the remaining metal surfaces retain about
98% arsenal-quality reapplied parkerized finish with some light wear on
high edges and contact points, and a few scattered spots of previous
light pitting beneath the finish; the gas cylinder and gas cylinder lock
show light wear to the black enamel finish. The commercial laminated
hardwood stock is in very good plus condition with a small crack forming
at the left rear corner of the receiver and some scattered light handling
marks. The stock is marked with a boxed “(double chevron) / SAA”
cartouche next to an Ordnance Wheel and the action, trigger housing,
stock ferrule, lower band, and barrel are glass bedded to the stock and
handguard. The receiver markings remain clear and the marked parts
are from a mix of manufacturers. The rifle features a “NM062” front
sight, NM-marked rear sight assembly with aperture hood, an added
metal spacer to the magazine, and the previous user added white
witness marks for the windage and elevation zero. The rifle appears to
function well mechanically. A fine custom M1 rifle, ready to be used at
your next match. (14B10651-16) {C&R} (1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

114 U.S. M1 Garand Mk 2 Mod 1 Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #1004824, 7.62mm NATO, 24” 10-65 dated barrel with a bright
near excellent bore with a few scattered pinprick pits but strong rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces retain about 96% arsenal parkerized
finish with light wear on high edges and contact points, light toning to
brown at the points of wear, scattered light handling marks, and some
previous light pitting beneath the finish. The pistolgrip walnut stock is in
very good plus to near excellent condition as lightly cleaned and with a
high gloss finish, a few light dings, and some minor handling marks, the
steel buttplate lightly proud in spots; the stock is unmarked. The receiver
and trigger housing are glass bedded in the stock, and the lower band is
fixed to the forward handguard. The receiver markings remain clear and
easily legible, the barrel shows the expected Springfield Armory
markings as well as a larger “7.62 MM”, and the small parts are from
multiple contractors. The rifle features a National Match operating rod
and NM-marked aperture rear sight, with “520” aperture hood, and the
remnants of witness marks are painted on the windage adjustments; no
spacer is present in the magazine. In 1965 and 1966, Springfield Armory
produced 7.62mm barrels to convert Navy M1s, this example appearing
to have later been used in rifle matches. (14B10651-20) {C&R}
(1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

115 U.S. M1A1 Paratrooper Carbine by Inland Division
serial #7008496, 30 Carbine, 18” Inland Division barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% arsenal parkerized
finish with some light operational wear, light oxidation staining on the
wire stock, and a few minor handling marks. The low-wood pistolgrip
walnut stock and 2-rivet handguard are in very good to very good plus
condition with an arsenal quality repaired 4” crack on the left side of the
forend showing three added brass pins, a shallow flake on the forward
edge of the pistolgrip, and some scattered light dings and handling
marks. The left side of the stock is marked with a partially boxed “RIA /
EB” cartouche above the pistolgrip, the pistolgrip is marked with a clear
circled “P” proof on the left side and “OI” on the underside beneath the
stock hardware, the faint remnants of an additional circled “P” are
present at the rear of the stock, the stock is stamp-numbered “35” on the
right side and “3526” on the belly, and the buttplate shows the correct
cast-in drawing numbers; the interior of the stock is correctly “OI”
marked and the replacement handguard is ”PU” marked. The receiver
markings remain crisp and clear, the receiver ring showing the expected
hand-stamped model number of these late production M1s, the barrel is
not dated but the markings remain crisp, and the small parts are from a
mix of contractors. The carbine features a Type III barrel band with
bayonet lug, flat bolt, button safety, and a stamped adjustable rear sight.
The carbine appears to function well mechanically, no magazine is
present, and included are a reproduction canvas carry bag and sling. A
solid arsenal-rebuilt example of the paratrooper carbine. (14B10704-6)
{C&R} (2500/3500)
Est. 2,500 - 3,500

116 Strong Firearms Company Breechloading Signal Cannon
10 ga., 12 1/2” barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The brass furniture on
this lovely example is an ocher patina overall, the capsquares showing
evidence of a one-time lacquer which has flaked. All of the hardware
indeed appears to be present and the carriage remains tight. This
example features the pivoting breechblock and likely would function
once the release on the bottom of the cascabel is given some attention,
as there is no way to attach the lanyard cord. The mahogany carriage
remains very fine overall with nearly all of what appears to be its original
varnish and showing some light ingrained soiling from the years which
would be easy to clean. The brass tube as well shows a couple of light
dings or impact marks here and there, a couple more prominent on the
breech, however the Strong Firearms Company marking is still visible. It
would appear as though the lanyard actuating eyelet on the bed of the
carriage was moved rearward twice, as there are two vacant holes
ahead of it, the elevation mechanism works properly. The overall length
from the muzzle face to the rear of the carriage is about 16”. A nice
example in a very manageable size that likely could be easily restored to
full function. (3B9670-613) {Non-Gun} [David & Lore Squier Collection]
(2000/4000)
Est. 2,000 - 4,000

117 Strong Firearms Company Field-Style Salute Cannon
12 ga., 9 1/2” barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The brass barrel and
breechblock are a dull goldenrod and ocher patina, with a bit of smoky
residue at the muzzle. The iron field carriage shows strong original black
enamel, flaking in spots with the iron surfaces beneath a soft plum
patina. This example features a left-pivoting breechblock once the
cascabel is drawn rearward and is striker-hit utilizing a pivoting iron
hammer mounted on the elevation mechanism beneath, which hits the
firing pin which is encased in the cascabel. Currently the firing pin does
not move but would likely be an easy fix, as well the extractor on the
cascabel will need a bit of attention as its nose is no longer present (it
would engage the rim of the shotgun shell) there is a more
modern-made breech locking pin attached, and it is likely that the
cannon could be readily restored to full function very easily. The Strong
Firearms Company marking atop the breech area is still present and
readable. A very nice example in an easy-to-find blank chambering, in
the seldom-seen field configuration. (3B9670-19) {Non-Gun} [David &
Lore Squier Collection] (2000/4000)
Est. 2,000 - 4,000
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118 Desirable Smith & Wesson .357 Magnum Hand Ejector Revolver
serial #S140255, .357 Magnum, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
This beautiful Pre-Model 27 five-screw revolver remains in wonderful
condition, the metal surfaces retaining about 99% original nickel plate
showing only scattered very light handling marks. The service trigger
and .500” target hammer retain beautiful swirls of case-hardened colors
showing light operational wear. The smooth goncalo alves factory target
grips with silver S&W medallions rate very good showing scattered light
flaking of the varnish and handling marks. This beautiful gun features a
blue finish Baughman ramp front sight, black blade micro adjustable rear
sight, recessed cylinder, and all appropriate parts are correctly
numbered to the gun. This big N-frame functions mechanically and
retains correct timing and lockup. The .357 Magnum Hand Ejectors elicit
strong collector interest with the short barrel and particularly with nickel
plate, especially guns with high condition such as this one.
(8B9100-455) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

119 Smith & Wesson .357 Magnum Hand Ejector Revolver
serial #S125878, .357 Magnum, 8 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore.
This mid-1950’s five-screw revolver remains in grand condition, the
metal surfaces retaining about 99% original blue finish showing a few
minor handling marks, the turn ring on the recessed cylinder is faint
showing very light use. The service trigger and hammer retain beautiful
case-hardened colors with minor operational wear. The checkered
walnut factory grips rate very good to fine with light handling marks, a
small chip and added brass “bearbutt”. This fine gun features a Patridge
front sight, black blade adjustable rear sight, and functions as good as
the day it left the factory. The condition of this gun indicates it saw little if
any use over the years. This is a superb addition for any N-frame or
general Smith & Wesson collection. Revolver enthusiast will love this
gun for range or field use. (8A9100-1248) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection] (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

120 Winchester Special Order Model 1886 Deluxe Lightweight Takedown
Rifle
serial #131502, 45-70, 24” nickel steel round barrel with half magazine
and a partially bright very good bore showing some light pitting and
oxidation throughout the grooves with otherwise strong rifling. The barrel
of this 1903-made rifle is a mix of original blue and mottled gray-brown
patina showing a few patches of old light pitting mostly in between the
front sight and barrel address while the end of the magazine retains
about 90% original blue. The action retains about 85% original bright
blue flaking to a nice plum-brown along the bottom metal and high
edges along with some scattered light handling marks. There is a small
area of light pitting along the upper tang and the bolt retains about 90%
original bright blue. The hammer and sides of the lever retain some
strong vibrant case-hardened colors, the lever muting somewhat along
the bottom and showing some mild oxidation speckling. All markings
remain intact and strong. The checkered capped pistolgrip deluxe
walnut buttstock and forend remain in very good plus condition showing
somewhat worn finish overall with the expected scattered light dings and
handling marks. The butt and forend both show handsome grain figure
throughout and there are eight neat grooves added behind the pistolgrip.
The hard rubber shotgun buttplate and pistolgrip cap are intact showing
some light scuffs and handling marks. Strangely, the stock is
mismatched showing assembly number “732” while the lower tang
shows “431 XX”. The stock fit is really very nice and you would think it
the original stock otherwise. The rifle is sighted with a No. 21 “Climbing
Lyman”, No. 6 folding combination rear sight and No. 4 ivory bead front
sight. The action seems to function well mechanically. A handsome
deluxe takedown rifle in a desirable chambering that can probably still
be enjoyed at the range or in the woods. (13C10483-83) {C&R} [Perry
White Collection] (4000/5000)
Est. 4,000 - 5,000

121 Winchester Model 1873 Lever Action Rifle
serial #223017, 38 WCF, 24” octagon barrel with full magazine and a
mostly bright very good bore showing some scattered small areas of
light oxidation and pinprick pitting with otherwise strong rifling
throughout. The barrel and magazine of this 1887-made rifle have
mostly toned to a pleasant deep plum-brown patina showing a little old
mild oxidation speckling, a few small dings and some fading streaks of
original blue in the protected areas. The action is a mix of nice silvery
case-hardened patina and mild gray-brown, again with some old
oxidation speckling scattered about and retaining some generous
vibrant case-hardened colors in the protected areas. The hammer
likewise retains some good colors, the trigger retains some good blue
and the edges of the loading gate show streaks of bright fire blue. All
markings remain intact and strong and the plain walnut stocks remain in
very good plus condition retaining some generous original finish and
maintaining a nice honest appearance with just the overall dings and
handling marks to be expected, retaining excellent fit. The rifle is sighted
with standard sporting rear sight and small German silver blade front
and is equipped with factory single set trigger. The action will require
some mechanical attention however as the trigger set is not functional
and the hammer will also drop from full cock is the action is cycled
quickly. It seems to function normally when cycled slowly. A respectable
1873 with a rather nice appearance. (13B10574-5) {ANTIQUE}
(1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

122 Winchester Model 1876 Lever Action Rifle
serial #39283, 40-60, 28” round barrel with full magazine and a partially
bright about good bore showing some scattered mild oxidation and light
pitting with otherwise strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this
1883-made rifle have mostly toned to a mix of pewter gunmetal and
plum-brown patina showing scattered old light pitting, oxidation staining
and the expected handling marks from the years. A few protected areas
along the action retain a few flakes of original bright blue and the
cartridge lifter is a mild goldenrod patina. All markings remain intact and
mostly strong including the cartridge marking on the lifter, some of the
screws show slot wear and the small screw on the dust cover is a more
modern replacement. The plain walnut stocks remain in very good
condition showing mostly worn finish, the forend with a couple of old
abrasions along the edges and the buttstock with the expected scattered
light dings and handling marks. The rifle is sighted with standard 1876
rear sight and a silver blade front that appears to have been fashioned
from an old coin. The action is smooth and seems to function well
mechanically. A very good honest ’76 with a lot of character.
(13B10702-1) {ANTIQUE} (1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

123 Fine Winchester Model 1885 Low Wall Rifle
serial #73939, 25-20 Single Shot, 28” octagon No. 2 weight barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The barrel of this handsome 1895-made rifle
retains about 92% original blue showing sharp edge wear, scattered
light handling marks and small areas toning to pewter gunmetal. The
action retains about 96% original bright blue showing some scattered
light handling marks and a little mild flaking to pleasant gray-brown
patina. The hammer, breechblock and lever all show generous smoky
case-hardening, the colors vibrant throughout the internal protected
areas. All markings are intact and crisp and the action and barrel show
Winchester factory “WP” proofs, the arm apparently having made a trip
back to the factory post-1905. The smooth walnut buttstock and
schnabel forend with ebony tip insert remain in very fine condition
retaining about 92% original varnish that shows a bit more wear along
the forend and some scattered light dings and mild handling marks;
there is one tiny drying crack forming at the upper tang that is
unobtrusive and the crescent buttplate is a nice smoky case-hardened
patina. The rear sight dovetail has been neatly blanked and the rifle is
sighted with a Lyman No. 52 tang sight and Beach combination front
and the action seems to function well mechanically. A very handsome
low wall rifle. (13C10648-30) {ANTIQUE} (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000
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124 Attractive Winchester Model 1892 Lever Action Rifle
serial #168425, 32 WCF, 24” octagon barrel with full magazine and a
mostly bright very fine bore showing a few small areas of light pitting
scattered about and otherwise crisp rifling. The barrel of this handsome
1901-made rifle retains about 96% original blue showing some scattered
thin scratches and handling marks with some small areas toning to a
mild gray-brown patina under bright light. The magazine shows a bit
more thinning and toning to smooth gray-brown overall retaining
perhaps 90% blue, and the nosecap and hanger retain about 95%
original bright blue. The action retains about 95% original bright blue
that shows some fine freckling and flaking under bright light to a medium
plum-brown patina and some other light handling marks, the bolt with
97% bright blue and the extractor, trigger and loading gate showing
attractive brilliant fire blue. The hammer, lever and crescent buttplate
show generous vibrant case-hardened colors with areas along the lever
and buttplate muting to a fine smoky gray, and the lever showing some
scattered mild oxidation. There are two added drilled and tapped holes
along the rear left side action. The smooth walnut stocks remain in very
good plus to very fine condition retaining about 90% original varnish that
shows some thinning along the forend, along with some overall light
dings and handling marks. The stocks show nice raised grain throughout
and their fit is excellent. The rifle is sighted with standard sporting rear
sight and small German silver blade front and the action seems to
function well mechanically. A fine 1892 for the Winchester collector.
(13C10483-191) {C&R} [Perry White Collection] (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

125 Custom Freddy Brunner Sako Safari Grade Sporting Rifle
serial #540964, 300 Win Mag, 26” custom sporter contour stainless
barrel with a bright excellent bore. This lovely A III action rifle features a
rich satin finish on the blued receiver and the stainless barrel with blued
accents on the barrel mountings. The bolt retains its original blue with
light operational wear on the polished body, showing one or two light
flakes of surface oxidation. The bottom metal shows a nice
post-engraving refinish, the floorplate with excellent quality open flowing
scroll with a wonderful grizzly bear head inlaid in gold, all engraved by
gifted master engraver Gino Cargnel. The rifle is stocked in a very nice
grade of French walnut with beautiful contrasting chocolate mineral lines
giving a very Circassian-type of effect, also with beautiful fiddleback,
feathercrotch and mottled stump figure along the comb’s left side. The
stock itself rates excellent with perhaps a very minor handling mark here
or there and a thin drying check through the highly figured wood along
the right pistolgrip which is masked by the checkering. The stock
features a flared left side cheekpiece with flawlessly executed
borderless checkered panels at pistolgrip and forearm and a length of
pull of 13 3/4” from the Canjar single set trigger to the 1” Pachmayr pad
(currently the Canjar trigger does not “set” but is likely merely an
adjustment). There is a hard rubber pistolgrip cap with a German silver
insert and Q.D. swivel stud along the toeline with a blued swivel band
ahead of the forend. The rifle is sighted with a very nice blued
sourdough blade banded sporting front ramp and a nice hand-matted
blued quarter rib at rear with a three-leaf, two folding, one standing,
express sight. The arm features rifle style Mag-na-porting at the muzzle.
A very handsome Brunner custom in a very capable and versatile
chambering. (3B10650-22) {MODERN}   (3000/5000)
Est. 3,000 - 5,000

126 Custom Freddy Brunner Winchester Model 70 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #399666, 7mm Wby. Mag., 26 1/4” custom medium sporter weight
barrel with a bright excellent bore. This Pre ‘64 model 70 has been
custom barreled by Freddy Brunner with some nice custom metalwork.
The barreled action retains 99% plus excellent quality satin blue finish
with the left side of the receiver showing neatly filled holes, where there
was a G&H scope mount installed, the bottom metal showing satin blue
on triggerguard and floorplate with the front extension a black enamel
paint. The factory Super Grade-style stock has been neatly refinished by
Brunner with the checkering neatly chased, the Winchester hard rubber
pistolgrip cap in place, the forend tip with a bit of flaking and with Q.D.
swivel studs in the Super Grade swivel bases. The length of pull to the
checkered steel Winchester buttplate is 13 5/8” and the bolt is pre-war
style numbered to an earlier gun. The arm is sighted with a custom
banded hooded front ramp with brass bead sight and a nice three-leaf
rear atop a custom matted quarter rib. The bolt release head has been
enlarged and very neatly metal checkered for ease of release and dual
claw mounts have been fitted atop the receiver (the original serial
number has been stamped on the right of the receiver just beneath the
scope base as it covers the original factory marking). Currently mounted
is a Weaver K2.5 scope with crosshair reticle and very good serviceable
optics. “Custom Built by F Brunner” is neatly engraved on the barrel as
is the caliber marking. (3A10650-26) {MODERN} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

127 Custom Freddy Brunner Winchester Model 70 Bolt Action Sporting Rifle
serial #86597, 458 Win Mag, 25” custom barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% plus beautiful low luster blue, the
bolt with some very light operational wear, properly numbered on its
underside to the receiver. The original factory stock appears to have
been very neatly refinished years ago and retains its hard rubber
Winchester pistolgrip cap and now has super grade-style swivels
installed as well as a magnum crossbolt. The length of pull to the solid
Winchester rubber recoil pad is 13 3/4”. The stock itself rates excellent
showing a minor handling mark here or there and the very beginning of
a very slight wisp of a crack at the rear of the action, it was likely
arrested as a bit of bedding compound is visible beneath the tang here.
The custom barrel is neatly engraved “Custom Built by F Brunner” and
features a small expansion chamber with recoil reducing cuts at the
muzzle. The rifle features a banded sporting ramp front sight with a
sourdough style blade and removable hood with a custom hand-matted
quarter rib at rear with two standing, one folding, express sights with
silver index lines. Mounted by Recknagel G9 rotary locking quick-detach
mounts is a Weaver V4.5, 1 1/2 - 4 1/2X scope with duplex reticle and
excellent optics, the ocular lens being a bit flaky on the interior which
does not affect the scope function at all. The factory bottom metal has
been replaced with a very nice one-piece Blackburn hinged floorplate
magazine box assembly, it shows a couple minor flakes of surface
oxidation which are unobtrusive. The arm seems to function well and the
bolt release head has been slightly enlarged and neatly metal checkered
for ease of use. A very handsome and very usable rifle in a very
well-respected dangerous game chambering. (3A10650-14) {MODERN}
(1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

128 Winchester Pre ’64 Model 70 Target Bolt Action Rifle
serial #88752, 220 Swift, 26” barrel with a bright near excellent bore
showing a few streaks of faint frosting and crisp rifling throughout. The
metal surfaces of this 1948-made rifle retain about 95% original matte
blue showing some scattered light handling marks and some small
areas of subtle thinning to mild gray-brown patina under bright light. The
bolt knob is thinning to gray while the body is mostly bright showing
some mild operational wear and the bottom metal and other small parts
retain about 95% original bright blue with some evident thinning along
the triggerguard. All markings remain intact and strong and the bold
body is appropriately electro-pencil-numbered to the gun. The smooth
pistolgrip walnut marksman stock remains in about very good plus
condition retaining much of its original varnish that shows some
scattered mild flaking and an area of loss behind the upper tang from
some sort of solvent with the expected scattered light dings and
handling marks. There are a few small dents with some filler along the
right side butt and a lengthy but thin and shallow old scratch along the
left side butt. The sling swivels and black plastic hand stop are intact,
both barrel dovetails have blanks and there are target blocks on the
barrel and rear receiver ring, the block on the receiver is in-the-white. A
solid 220 Swift target rifle. (13A10724-27) {C&R} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

129 Excellent Winchester Pre ’64 Model 70 Varmint Bolt Action Rifle
serial #467521, 243 Win, 26” medium heavy-profile barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1960-vintage varmint rifle
retain about 97% original blue with a small spot of pinprick pitting toning
to gray on the bow of the triggerguard, a spot of wear toning to gray on
the extractor and a couple small spots of lighter contaminant staining
which are unobtrusive and some scattered light handling marks along
the barrel. The body of the bolt is bright and all metal markings are very
crisp with the bolt properly-numbered to the rifle. The checkered walnut
Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with a few scattered
light handling marks and a few compressed points in the checkering.
There is some very light wear around the perimeter of the checkered
hard rubber buttplate. The factory target blocks are intact with both
showing wear and clamping marks along the right edges from previous
mounting and the action of this uncommon rifle appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10724-28) {C&R} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000
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130 Krieghoff Teck Over Under Double Ejector Rifle Two Barrel Set
serial #69345, 375 H&H & 7x57R, 25” Bohler Spezial steel barrels in
both, all with bright excellent bores. Each set of barrels retains about
98% original blue, the loss due primarily to just a bit of fading, the
magnum barrels with no side ribs, the 7mm barrels with more
conventional side ribs present; both feature light scroll engraving on the
flared bolsters near the breeches. The frame and aluminum triggerplate
are a silvery coin finish showing overall Germanic flowing scroll with fine
background stippling, the right flat with a walking bear, the left with a
large bull moose, both amidst a woodland scene. The top lever and
triggerguard are engraved as well and retain nearly all of their original
blue. The checkered capped pistolgrip European walnut buttstock and
forend rate very fine to excellent showing old crackling in the finish
throughout, with sparse very light handling marks here and there and
some crackling in the finish to the rear of the tang. Both feature skip-line
checkering, the butt showing a 14 1/4” length of pull to the old English
pad. The rifle features double triggers, the front a single set,
non-automatic safety, pin-style cocking indicators and ejectors. Both are
sighted with a sourdough style front sight, single standing express rear
and both quarter ribs are fitted with dual claw scope bases. Provided
with the rifle is a Carl Zeiss Diavari-D 1.5-6X telescopic sight with three
post reticle and bright excellent optics, which interchanges between the
two barrels. The scope itself rates very fine showing some light handling
marks or flaking of the finish, the adjustment ring however will not rotate.
The gun locks up tightly on-face with dual underbites and Greener
crossbolt and seems to function well mechanically with the top lever a bit
sluggish, no doubt due to hardened oil. A quality-made and very
versatile double rifle with its combination of dangerous game and big
game chamberings. (3B9100-919) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection] (4000/6000)
Est. 4,000 - 6,000

131 F. W. Heym Boxlock Over Under Double Rifle
serial #47381AH, 270 Win, 23 3/4” Krupp Special Laufstahl barrels with
bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 98 to near 99% original rust
blue with just a bit of muzzle wear and a tiny handling mark or two. The
coin-finished action and aluminum triggerplate are brilliant and rate
excellent and feature light open flowing foliate Germanic scroll with a
bellowing hart right and a rehbock left. The checkered capped pistolgrip
European walnut buttstock and splinter style forend both rate excellent
with perhaps a very tiny handling mark here or there. They feature lovely
skip-line checkered panels, the butt with a rounded left side shadowline
cheekpiece, pinched comb, black pistolgrip cap and 14 1/4” length of
pull to the 1/2” basketweave rifle pad. The rifle is sighted with a brass
bead front atop a hand matted rib with a single standing leaf rear and
Warne quick detach double lever rings mounting a Pecar 4 x 81 scope
with post and crosshair reticle and bright excellent optics, the scope
rating excellent overall. The rifle features double triggers, the front a
single set, non-automatic safety, pin style cocking indicators and locks
up tight on face with dual underbites and Kersten crossbolts,
mechanically seems to operate properly. A very nice over under double
rifle-scope combination for virtually all of your North American game.
(3A9100-884) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(2000/4000)
Est. 2,000 - 4,000

132 Desirable Smith & Wesson Model 41 Semi-Auto Target Pistol
serial #A118063, .22 LR, 5” lightweight barrel with an excellent bore.
This early 1970’s pistol has several desirable features and remains in
wonderful condition overall. The metal surfaces retain about 99%
original blue with a few minor handling marks. The checkered goncalo
alves factory grips feature dual thumb/finger rest and remain in superb
condition. This gun features the desirable 5” lightweight barrel, serrated
ramp front sight, black blade adjustable rear sight, it is equipped with a
cocking indicator, and functions mechanically. The pistol includes a
single ten-round factory marked magazine. A very nice collectible and
should make a great shooter or field gun. (8A9100-1086) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]  (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

133 Rare Smith & Wesson Model 19-3 Round Butt Double Action Revolver
serial #14K6898, .357 Magnum, 4” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
Combat Magnum revolvers with a round butt were produced by Smith &
Wesson to fulfill specific agency request the most notable was the
1965/66 orders for the Office of Naval Intelligence, Naval Investigative
Services which were also issued to the F.B.I. with another order for the
U.S. Department of State in 1988. This gun bears no markings and the
serial number indicates it was manufactured in 1977 probably before the
change over to the 19-4 model. This gun is a rare configuration with
excellent condition. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue
with a few light scratches on the recessed cylinder, one very small
abrasion on the butt, and other scattered handling marks. The smooth
.400” semi-target trigger and standard .385” hammer retain bold
case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The un-numbered
checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate
excellent displaying a few inconsequential handling marks. This gun
features a Baughman ramp front sight, white outline micro adjustable
rear sight, and it functions as good as the day it left Springfield. One can
only speculate as to this rare guns origins it could be a leftover frame,
special order, small agency order, or any other number of
circumstances. A factory letter may help solve these mysteries and add
to the enjoyment of owning this delightful find. (8A9100-258) {MODERN}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]  (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

134 Smith & Wesson .38/.44 Outdoorsman Hand Ejector Revolver
serial #S97777, .38 Special, 6 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This
lovely Outdoorsman shows minimal use since it left the factory in the
early 1950’s. They tended to be well-used and are not often found in
such fine condition. The metal surfaces of this five-screw revolver retain
about 99% original blue showing limited minor edge wear, and a few
handling marks. The .500” target hammer and .500” target trigger retain
fabulous swirls of case-hardened colors. The diamond checkered walnut
factory Magna grips with silver S&W medallions are numbered to the
gun and rate excellent. All appropriate parts are correctly numbered to
the gun, and it features a Patridge front sight, white outline micro
adjustable rear sight, and it functions mechanically with good timing and
lockup. The .38/.44 Heavy Duty Special load was the precursor to the
famed .357 Magnum, no “Smith” collection is complete without one and
revolver enthusiasts love to experiment with the heavy .38 Special
loads. (8A9100-958) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

135 Parker Reproduction DHE Grade Boxlock Double Ejectorgun
serial #28-02330, 28 ga on a 00 frame, 26” barrels choked improved
cylinder and modified with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain
about 98-99% original blue finish toning lightly to gray with a small
abrasion on the underside of the rib, about 3” from the muzzle, the long
tang triggerguard toned lightly to brown when viewed under direct light.
The boxlock frame and forend iron are in excellent condition retaining
vibrant casehardened color with the right side toning somewhat to straw
and a spot on the upper tang beneath the lever wearing lightly to a
silvery patina. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and splinter-style
forend are in excellent condition with perhaps a minor handling mark or
two and some specks of old freckling on the heel of the skeletonized
buttplate. The oval monogram plate on the toeline remains unengraved
and the length of pull to the single selective trigger is about 14” with
drops of about 1 1/2” and 2 1/4”. The engraving on the metal surfaces
remains crisp throughout and is a faithful reproduction of Parker’s DHE
patterns, and the barrels and forend are numbered to the gun. The
shotgun locks up tight with the lever coming to rest at center and
features an automatic safety, robust ejectors, and a lone brass bead
sight; the shotgun appears to function well mechanically. Included is a
tan leather luggage-style case, the interior lined with green felt, in
excellent condition with a “PARKER REPRODUCTION / WINCHESTER”
label on the underside of the lid and two keys for the lock. An attractive
small bore Parker Reproduction. (14C10628-2) {MODERN} (4000/6000)
Est. 4,000 - 6,000
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136 Parker Reproduction DHE Grade Boxlock Double Ejectorgun
serial #20-02024, 20 ga on a 0 frame, 26” barrels choked improved
cylinder and modified with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain
about 98% evenly thinning original blue toning very lightly to brown
when viewed under direct light but appearing strong under ambient light,
and a touch of silvering at the muzzles. The boxlock frame and forend
iron are in near excellent condition retaining vibrant casehardened color,
the belly and part of the sides toning strongly to straw, the area around
the trigger and safety worn to a silvery casehardened patina, and a
touch of light wear on the bottom right edge of the frame. The nicely
figured checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and splinter-style forend are in
excellent condition with a tiny filler-repaired chip on the left side of the
upper tang, some light freckling at the heel of the skeletonized buttplate,
and some easily missed minor handling marks on the toeline. The oval
monogram plate on the toeline remains unengraved and the length of
pull to the single selective trigger is about 14 1/2” with drops of about 1
1/2” and 2 1/4”. The engraving on the metal surfaces remains crisp
throughout and is a faithful reproduction of Parker’s DHE patterns, and
the barrels and forend are numbered to the shotgun. The shotgun locks
up tight with the lever coming to rest right of center and features an
automatic safety, robust ejectors, and a lone brass bead sight; the
shotgun appears to function well mechanically. Included is a tan leather
luggage-style case, the interior lined with green felt, in excellent
condition with a “PARKER REPRODUCTION / WINCHESTER” label on
the underside of the lid and a key for the lock. A lovely reproduction of
Parker’s desirable shotguns. (14B10628-3) {MODERN}   (3000/5000)
Est. 3,000 - 5,000

137 Handsome Parker VH Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #172176, 16 ga. (2 9/16”) on a O frame, 26” Vulcan steel barrels
choked improved cylinder and full showing bright excellent bores, each
with the slight remnants of a light ding which was very nicely raised in
each. The barrels retain perhaps 90% fading original gray blue with
toning to pewter at muzzles and ahead of the forend, showing the
requisite light scratches or handling marks that come from a field-used
arm. The frame shows some very nice original color case-hardening,
perhaps 97%, toning to pewter only on the sharp edges and edges of
the fences, again with a sparse handling mark here or there which are
unobtrusive. The light borderline engraving and Parker Brothers name
remain crisp with fading blue on the bow of the guard, pewter in the
grasping area. The checkered capped pistolgrip American walnut
buttstock rates very good to perhaps near fine, showing much original
varnish, the left side with a bit more flaking and a few more scratches
however; the splinter style forend is similar with a slightly more moderate
divot from the left side of the forend just above the checkering. The
length of pull to the checkered hard rubber dogs head buttplate is 14
3/8” showing drops of 1 1/2” and 2 3/16”. Lockup remains tight on-face
with the top lever still to the right of center. Features automatic safety,
double triggers and extractors, the breech face still showing some strong
remnants of its original milling marks. A handsome 16 on a diminutive
frame which appears as though it was carried far more than it was
actually used, doubtless with many years of life afield left while still
maintaining investment potential with the nice case colors. (3B10678-6)
{C&R} (2500/4000)
Est. 2,500 - 4,000

138 Rare Parker PHE Grade Boxlock Double Ejectorgun
serial #208194, 20 ga. on a petite 0 frame, 26” Parker steel barrels
choked modified and full, with bright excellent bores. This is a very rare
little PHE, purportedly just over 70 such guns were made by Parker. The
barrels retain about 98% of what is likely restored blue, it is wonderfully
done and there is no evidence of prior oxidation or pitting beneath the
finish, toning somewhat to plum in areas. The small engraved wedges at
the breech still prominent and not washed out, the lug is bright with the
barrel flats blued, the muzzles bright as well with the vertical factory
machining still visible in spots at the breeches. The frame and forend
metal are a tarnished pewter patina, showing some light oxidation
staining on the belly of the frame at the carry point. The P-grade loose
scroll and borderline engraving still remains crisp and all of the screws
remain registered. The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut buttstock
rates perhaps very good with much original varnish but overall light
dings and handling marks from field use, the checkering worn somewhat
smooth and the stocks cheeks softening somewhat. The splinter forend
is similar showing a bit more finish loss and checkering wear. The length
of pull to the dog’s head buttplate is 14 1/4” with drops of 1 5/8” and 2
5/8”. The gun locks up tightly on face for the most part, the very thinnest
whisper of light can be seen at the right tube, and the gun seems to
function well mechanically with robust ejectors. A rare little P-grade
ejectorgun that one needn’t be afraid to take afield in pursuit of dove,
quail and woodcock. (3B10749-1) {C&R} (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

139 A.H. Fox Sterlingworth Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #259137, 20 ga. (2 1/2”), 26” Sterlingworth fluid compressed
barrels choked improved cylinder and modified with very good bores
which show some light pitting primarily in their second half nearer the
muzzles. The barrels are an overall plum-pewter patina with remnants of
some minor oxidation staining in the area above the forend. The frame
is an overall tarnished pewter and a silvery patina with some sparse
remnants of very light oxidation staining. The checkered capped
pistolgrip American walnut buttstock rates very good as lightly refinished
many years ago, the checkering now very bold and coarse and not quite
“pointed-up” by the checkerer, a rather large pistolgrip cap has been
added as well. The splinter forend is similar with the same very bold
coarse checkering pattern. The length of pull to the grooved hard rubber
buttplate is 14 1/4” with drops of 1 3/4” and 3”. Lockup is tight on-face
with the top lever still right of center and the arm features double
triggers, extractors and automatic safety and seems to function well. A
handy smallbore Fox that would be wonderful over a brace of good
dogs. (3A10636-73) {C&R} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

140 German Boxlock Double Rifle by H. Barella of Berlin & Suhl
serial #12137, 9.3x74R, 24 1/2" Krupp Guss Stahl barrels with bright
excellent bores. The barrels retain 97% of an excellent quality rust blue
finish and were proofed in October 1925. The action retains a pleasing
mix of faded original color case-hardened finish which has toned to a
silvery-gray and pewter patina, with vivid colors in protected areas. The
frame has nice floral scroll and border engraving in about 75% coverage
and top of opening lever has gold inlaid intertwined initials "JS". The
checkered round knob pistolgrip buttstock and beavertail forend are
nicely figured walnut and rate excellent with 95% finish remaining with
lovely borderless fleur-de-lis checkering, the stock’s cheeks fully
checkered as well. The stocks are excellent quality later replacements,
the buttstock features a nice rounded cheekpiece, the forend has a
rather flat bottom, they are of excellent quality, fit and finish, the butt with
a 14 1/2" length of pull over solid red rubber pad. The arm features a
scalloped boxlock action, sideclips, pin-style cocking indicators, dual
single set triggers and non-automatic safety. The gun is sighted with
German silver bead front sight atop a nicely matted rib and single fixed
standing express rear with quick detachable claw bases mounted on the
raised rear rib. These are fitted with 30mm rings which mount a Schmidt
& Bender Biebertal Wetzlar 1 1/4 - 4X variable scope with duplex reticle.
The scope rates excellent with virtually all of its original finish and crisp
optics. The arm seems to function properly mechanically however the
pin-style cocking indicators need a bit of help to drop upon firing, no
doubt they are gummed up with hardened oil, and the very slightest
vertical play is noted when the arm is assembled yet it appears on face,
lock up with dual underbites and Greener crossbolt. Overall a very fine
German double rifle in a very well regarded chambering, with factory
ammunition readily available from Hornady. (3B9100-1344) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]  (3500/5000)
Est. 3,500 - 5,000

141 Fine Ugartechea Sidelock Over Under Shotgun
serial #35638, 12 ga., 28” barrels choked a tight modified and a light full,
with bright excellent bores. A very handsome shotgun with ornate
engraving, the barrels retain about 95-97% original blue, the loss due
truly to even fading, with a bit of muzzle wear. The rib is neatly matted
its full length and there are sprays of open scroll on the barrel flares and
at the breech, perhaps with a minor handling mark here or there and a
tiny spot of pitting at left rib near muzzle. The frame and lockplates have
complete coverage tight scroll of excellent quality which continues onto
the top lever and the bow of the long tang triggerguard. The seven pin
lockplates feature dial-style cocking indicators. The checkered straight
grip English walnut buttstock, splinter style forend and both forend
panels rate very good to fine showing the expected light scratches or
handling marks that come from a field-used arm. The checkering is very
fine and has nice mullered borders and there are dropper points at the
rear of each stock flat. The length of pull to the 1” ventilated recoil pad
from the front articulated trigger is 15”. Featuring an automatic safety,
the gun locks up tightly with dual underbites and Kersten crossbolts and
operates properly with robust ejectors. There is a tiny crack at the right
rear of the forearm just at the iron, it does not flex and is of no
consequence. A very handsome and very rugged Spanish over under.
(3C10655-2) {C&R}   (2500/4000)
Est. 2,500 - 4,000
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142 Winchester Model 42 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #78965, 410 bore, 26” plain barrel choked full with a bright
excellent bore. This fine shotgun remains in lovely condition retaining
perhaps 98% original blue, showing just a bit of light muzzle wear and a
small patch of zigzag scratches just to the rear of the magazine tube
hanger, with perhaps a very minor handling mark here or there. The bolt
and carrier remain bright showing some hardened oil and with light
operational wear. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and flatbottom
grooved forend rate very fine with the expected light scratches and
handling marks that come from use afield. The barrel mounts solidly to
the receiver and the action seems to function properly. A handsome
Model 42 that will perform as well afield as it will as an investment.
(3A10636-21) {C&R} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

143 Smith & Wesson Elite Gold Grade I Boxlock Double Ejectorgun
serial #UCA2054, 20 ga. (3”), 28” barrels choked roughly improved
cylinder and modified, with bright as-new bores. This lovely arm appears
to have seen no use and appears as-new overall. Barrels are a
purple-tone gloss blue with Bradley front and brass midrib beads, the
barrel flats very nicely engine turned. The scalloped boxlock frame and
forend metal retains all of their vibrant color case-hardening with original
blue on top lever, safety and long tang triggerguard. The frame shows
nice scattered sprays of simple scroll with “Elite” in riband on its
underside and the S&W logo on the pivot portion of the top lever. The
straight grip Turkish walnut buttstock and splinter style forend rate
excellent as-new with a gloss finish and flawlessly executed borderless
checkered panels. The length of pull to the checkered butt is 15” with
drops of 1 1/2” and 2 1/4”. The gun locks up tightly with immaculate
breech faces and as-mentioned appears very much as-new, unfired and
operates properly mechanically. Features double triggers, non-automatic
safety and ejectors. Weighing in at just under 6 1/2 pounds this would
be a fine gun for the October fields. (3A10636-23) {MODERN}
(1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

144 A.H. Fox Sterlingworth Two Gauge-Set Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #355461, 20 ga., 28” barrels with Briley S-13 XV thinwall choke
system and bright excellent bores showing lengthened forcing cones
and 16 ga. 26” barrels, with Briley S-17 XV thinwall chokes showing
lengthened forcing cones and bright excellent bores. The 20 ga. set of
barrels comes with an improved cylinder and a modified tube, the 16 ga.
set comes with one improved cylinder, the other will not readily remove
but seems to be roughly about the same in diameter. The 20 ga. barrels
are numbered in a slightly more modern font than the 16 ga. barrels,
16’s being original to the gun, the 20s fit extremely well. Both sets of
tubes retain perhaps 30% later and original blue, showing a good deal of
wear to pewter in the areas above the forends, the original set showing
some scattered remnants of light pitting here and there and a few spots
where oxidation was removed. The frame is a pleasing smoky pewter
patina with remnants of some light oxidation staining, a bit of light pitting
on the edges of the fences and at the carry point of the frame. The
checkered American walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates excellent and is a
very well-made later replacement with a Pachmayr Decellerator pad
giving a length of pull of the 15” with drops of 1 1/2” and 2 3/4”. Both
forends appear to have been Savage Utica made and rate very good
with sharp restored checkering and light dings and handling marks here
and there. The gun locks up Fox-tight with both sets of barrels on-face
and the top lever just right of center. Features extractors, double triggers
and non-automatic safety. A versatile and handsome little Sterlingworth
for close cover and misty fall mornings. (3A10636-90) {C&R}
(1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

145 Fine Gastinne Renette Boxlock Double Ejector Rifle
serial #3462, 9x57R, 23 3/4” barrels showing bright excellent bores. This
is a handsome “funeral grade” double rifle. The barrels retain perhaps
95% fading original blue, toned primarily to a plum, with some scattered
light surface oxidation and an area of lightly cleaned oxidation which has
left some pinprick pits on the left barrel in the area of the rear sight. The
boxlock frame is a plum patina with nicely chiseled-in-relief oak leaves
on the fences and very light borderline and geometric engraving, the
sharp edges toned to pewter. The straight grip checkered French walnut
stock rates excellent as refinished many years ago showing some lovely
grain figure and an inlaid “2” in gold near the heel. The length of pull to
the leather covered recoil pad is 14 1/8” with drops of 1 3/4” and 2 3/8”.
The splinter forend is identical to the buttstock right down to the gold
inlaid “2” and shows a very nicely spliced-in repair at the left rear top
edge. Sighted with a simple brass blade front sight mounted on a lovely
hand-matted rib and a later-added three leaf express rear with one
standing, two folding, and the rib neatly fitted with Warne-style quick
detach scope ring bases. Features non-automatic safety, double triggers
and ejectors, the gun seems to function well mechanically for the most
part, when the right ejector trips by itself, it will occasionally trip the left
as well. A quality-made double rifle for virtually all of your North
American game needs. (3B9100-1012) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection] (3500/5000)
Est. 3,500 - 5,000

146 Parker PH Grade Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #213979, 16 ga. (2 9/16”), 26” Parker steel barrels choked
modified and full with bright about excellent bores, showing some scant
remnants of some very light oxidation staining or perhaps light pinprick
pitting, it is very sparse. The barrels retain about 90-92% original blue,
the loss is due to even fading to plum under bright light, also with the
expected overall extremely light handling marks, with some speckles of
oxidation or very light pinprick pits here and there one must really search
for. The P-engraved No. 1 frame retains perhaps 20% original color
case-hardening, primarily beneath the fences and around the
triggerguard root, the belly a silvery case-hardened patina, with some
sparsely scattered oxidation staining. The checkered capped pistolgrip
American walnut buttstock rates very good, now devoid of varnish,
showing a few light dings and handling marks here and there with good
checkering and the stock cheeks a bit softened. The length of pull to the
checkered hard rubber dogs head buttplate is 14 1/8” with drops of 1
3/4” and 2 7/8”. There is a tiny chip missing at the toe of the buttplate,
the stock’s toe showing a very neatly spliced-in 1” repair, the grain being
in-painted very nicely to camouflage the repair. The splinter style forend
is a similar, the checkering showing a bit more wear. The barrels lock up
tightly on face with the top lever just right of center and the gun seems
to function well mechanically, the forend having a tiny bit of play. A
handsome PH grade that likely could do excellent service upland over a
pair of good dogs. (3A10499-4) {C&R} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

147 Browning FN High-Power Safari Grade Bolt Action Rifle
serial #5L 31316, 308 Norma Mag, 24 1/4” barrel, 26 1/4 overall length
including the installed muzzlebrake, and showing a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue and anodized finishes with
the bright-polished races and follower remaining brilliant. The bolt as
well remains bright with a couple small freckles of oxidation on the long
extractor and a prominent scratch atop the bolt shroud. The muzzle
shows a cold blued area where the original front sight ramp was
removed to accommodate the muzzlebrake. The bottom metal shows
the simple geometric engraving common to this model with some light
scratches and handling marks and a small halo around the
circumference of the rear action screw. The checkered walnut Monte
Carlo stock rates very good to perhaps fine with only light dings and
handling marks sparsely scattered, with one notable exception being a
chip out of the edge of the flared cheekpiece. It is such that it could be
sanded out and spot-refinished by someone who knew their business,
there are two very tiny cracks in the finish to the rear of the tang, they
appear to be in the finish only. The factory Browning recoil pad is in
place and there is a one-piece Redfield base with 1” rings installed on
the receiver. The rear base screw is missing and the ring screws all
show some slot damage, however this is a very scarce chambering and
big medicine for anything on the North American continent.
(3A10636-24) {MODERN} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800
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148 Scarce Mathieu Weatherby Left Hand Bolt Action Rifle
serial #L127/1070, 257 Weatherby Mag, 24” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The barreled action retains 92-95% original blue,
showing rub wear near the muzzle with a number of small scratches and
handling marks, a handful of small areas of pinprick pitting on the barrel
above the forearm and some light high edge and contact point wear.
The bolt body is mostly bright showing operational wear, also with some
scattered speckles of oxidation staining as well, it is numbered to the
gun at the root of the bolt handle. The bottom metal shows more loss
retaining perhaps 90% original blue, with the bulk of the wear on the
floorplate, also with scattered light oxidation. The checkered walnut
Monte Carlo stock is the reddish-russet tone seen on these early rifles
and rates very good to perhaps fine with overall very light dings and
handling marks from use afield, a few on the left side checkered panel at
forearm which are a bit more moderate. The rifle features Weatherby’s
signature rosewood forend tip and gripcap with white line spacers and
Weatherby’s Tomorrows Rifle Today recoil pad. The arm comes with a
pair of steel two-piece Redfield-style bases mounted to the receiver and
seems to operate properly mechanically. While clearly one of the rare
Bud Mathieu actions, the right side of the receiver is not Mathieu
marked. A scarce early left-handed Weatherby in a great chambering
that one needn’t be afraid to take afield. (3A9949-65) {C&R} [Dr. James
D. Morgan Collection] (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

149 Early Weatherby Left Hand FN Mauser Action Sporting Rifle
serial #3752, 300 Weatherby Mag., 24” barrel with a bright about
excellent bore which shows just the lightest scattered oxidation. The
barreled action retains about 95% original Weatherby blue, showing
some light fading, the expected scattered handling marks that come
from a field-used arm and some wear at the muzzle. The bottom metal is
worn a bit more showing perhaps 90% original blue with a
between-the-wars-era German engraved sporting scene floorplate with
wide open foliate German scroll and a bellowing hart, it being a gray
patina. The walnut Monte Carlo style stock has the very red-russet hue
Weatherby finish and features contrasting rosewood forend tip with
white line spacer and a checkered plastic gripcap. There is a right side
flared cheekpiece and both grip and forearm are carved in the factory
No. 11 pattern. There is a single ebony and maple inlay on the left of
butt and a small diamond-shaped gold monogram plate inset in the
underside of the forearm with the letters “DHM” engraved, this
surrounded by an ebony inlay. The stock itself rates about excellent with
the expected very light dings and handling marks here and there from
the years. The rifle has what appear very much to be factory open sights
installed in the form of a Williams guide front with brass bead and a
soldered boss at rear with a folding leaf Marbles style semi buckhorn
sight. The left side action shows filler screws from what was likely a
Griffin & Howe-style scope base which is no longer present, the stock in
this area shows some synthetic filler where the mount was once inletted,
it is unobtrusive. The length of pull to the 1” ventilated Pachmayr recoil
pad is 14”. The underside of the action is dated 1953 and the serial
number would suggest 1956 production. (3A9949-66) {C&R} [Dr. James
D. Morgan Collection] (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

150 German Navy 1914 Variation Luger Pistol by DWM
serial #3171, 9mm, 6” barrel with a mostly bright very good plus bore
showing a little oxidation speckling or frosting and otherwise strong
rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1917-dated pistol retain
about 85% original blue showing areas thinning to gray-brown patina
and most of the loss due to some overall light oxidation, a few small
patches along the edges more moderate and the sideplate with a bit of
old pitting. The small parts retain some generous straw color while the
sear spring and edges of the grip screws show hints of fire blue. All
markings remain intact and strong showing proper 1917 dates along the
left side front sight base, frame rail and receiver ring, DWM monogram
on the middle toggle piece and “(Crown) / M" naval inspector stamps.
There is also a small period “GERMANY” import mark on the left side
receiver impinging slightly on one of the navy stamps. The checkered
walnut grips remain in very fine condition showing a few lightly chipped
points and minor handling marks. The left panel is numbered “80” and
the right is un-numbered though both fit very nicely. The un-grooved
firing pin and rear toggle pin are un-numbered and the remaining
serialized parts are matching. The pistol includes a blue-bodied
magazine with a replacement concentric circle wooden base that shows
light chips and a repaired full-length crack with illegible number. The
action seems to function well mechanically. An honest and solid
example of the desirable German Navy Luger. (13B10656-14) {C&R}  
(2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

151 Excellent Swiss Model 1906 Luger Pistol by Bern
serial #28364, 30 Luger, 4 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 97% original blue showing just
some very mild high edge and operational wear along with some
sparsely scattered light handling marks. The small parts retain lovely
rich straw color throughout with just a little mild silvering, the grip screws
show fading fire blue while the color on the sear spring and front sight
blade remains brilliant. All markings are intact and strong showing “P”
privatization stamp along the left side receiver and the checkered walnut
grips with distinctive smooth edges are stamp-numbered to the gun and
remain in excellent condition showing just a couple lightly chipped
points. Grip fit is excellent, the numbered parts are matching and the
action seems to function well mechanically. The pistol includes an
original Swiss muzzle cover and an un-numbered bright-bodied wood
base magazine. A lovely Swiss Luger pistol. (13B10656-15) {C&R}  
(1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

152 DWM Model 1920 Commercial Luger Pistol
serial #4234p, 30 Luger, 3 7/8” barrel with an about very good bore
showing some fine pitting and frosting in the grooves with otherwise
good rifling. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 90-92%
original blue showing some light high edge wear and thinning to mild
gray patina along the barrel and gripstraps. There are a few scattered
minor freckles and an area of small dings or tool marks atop the blank
chamber that are mostly unobtrusive. The small parts retain strong straw
color thinning somewhat to pewter along the trigger and edges while the
sear spring and toggle pin show lovely brilliant fire blue. All markings
remain intact and strong with small period “GERMANY” import mark
along the right side receiver. The checkered walnut grips are
un-numbered and remain in very good plus condition showing some
evident smoothing of the points overall and light handling marks. The
remaining numbered parts are matching and the action seems to
function well mechanically. One un-numbered bright-bodied wood base
magazine is included showing mostly worn nickel finish along the body
along with an unmarked Luger tool. A nice 1920 Commercial pistol.
(13A10666-18) {C&R}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

153 German Lp.08 Artillery Luger Pistol by Erfurt
serial #396a, 9mm, 8” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing a
few tiny errant freckles mostly nearer the muzzle and otherwise crisp
rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1914-dated pistol retain
about 95% reapplied high polish commercial blue showing scattered
light pitting beneath the finish and light handling marks, the blue taking
on a deep plum tone under bright light. The ejector and safety tab have
been polished bright and a few of the markings show slightly softened
edges but mostly remain completely intact and unmolested. The
checkered walnut grips are stamp-numbered to the gun and remain in
very good plus condition showing some scattered lightly chipped points
and minor dings, otherwise retaining nice fit. The pistol is equipped with
the fine tune adjustable sights and all of the serialized parts are
matching including the sight components; the rear sight blade does
appear to be slightly bent but it is relatively unobtrusive. One
bright-bodied magazine with a replacement brown plastic base is
included and the action seems to function well mechanically. A very
good example piece of an early artillery Luger pistol with a really nice
bore. (13B10656-8) {C&R}   (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

154 Reproduction German Luger Trommel Magazine and Loader
This is a quality reproduction set of a scarce German magazine kit, the
magazine retaining about 97% original blue showing a little bit of
silvering and operational wear along the stem and top edges. The
magazine duplicates the markings of the originals with cartridge
numbering 12, 17, 22, 27 and 32 along with facsimile “B / N” Bing
manufacturer markings. The reproduction loading tool retains about 98%
black enamel paint finish showing some light flaking and operational
wear along the edges. Finally included is a reproduction manual
detailing the use of the drum magazine with the LP.08 pistol.
(13A10656-17,18) (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
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155 E.J. Churchill Boxlock Double Ejectorgun
serial #4748, 20 ga (2 1/2”), 25” barrels choked improved cylinder and
full with bright very fine bores, the left barrel with some areas of light
pitting nearer the muzzle. This attractive and rather spartan Churchill
shows Birmingham nitro proofs for 2 1/2” shells, 7/8 ounce load. The
barrels retain about 90% original blue showing some scattered small
spots of light oxidation freckling, minor handling marks and thinning to a
pleasant gray-brown patina under bright light. The solid barrel rib retains
crisp maker markings “E. J. CHURCHILL. ORANGE ST. GUN WORKS.
LEICESTER SQUARE. LONDON” and one of the barrel lugs shows a
small American import mark from Duffy’s of Maryland. The action retains
about 90-92% vibrant original case-hardened colors muting slightly
along the edges along with some mild gray-brown speckling, the bottom
action plate with strong bright blue and the triggerguard mostly flaked to
silver pewter patina. Many of the screw heads retains brilliant fire blue
and the action is just very lightly embellished with some simple foliate
bordering, hinge point floral motif and “SAFE” inlaid in silver at the upper
tang. The checkered straight grip walnut buttstock and splinter forend
remain in very fine condition retaining strong flat point diamond
checkering with nice mullered borders showing some scattered light
dings, handling marks and one small abrasion in the checkering behind
the lower tang. There is an un-engraved silver monogram plate along
the toe line and length-of-pull to the grooved butt is 14 1/8” with drops of
about 1 5/8” and 2” and slight cast-off. The left side of the stock has also
been very nicely and subtly relieved where the cheek rests. Lock-up is
by dual under-bites and is tight on-face with top lever resting at about
center and no wall thicknesses noted below about 0.034”. Weight is
about 5 lbs. 2 1/2 oz., sighted with single brass bead and the action
seems to function well mechanically with strong ejectors. Included is a
correct “VC” leatherbound case with previous owner’s embossed initials
“J.S.P.” rating very fine showing some light flaking and scuffs along the
interior and maroon baize lining. Maker markings within the case, are a
pair of pinned-on plastic plates with black-printed information and the
case holds a pair of Churchill snap caps and two-piece rosewood
cleaning rod. This is a very svelte and quick-handling Churchill that
points nicely and is surprisingly utilitarian in its nature. (13B10636-1)
{C&R} (2500/3500)
Est. 2,500 - 3,500

156 Parker VHE Double Ejectorgun with Anton Sodia Barrels
serial #214991, 16 ga (2 3/4”) on a No. 1 frame, 28” fine Austrian
replacement Bohler Blitz Stahl barrels choked a tight full in both with
bright near excellent bores showing some scattered stubborn fouling.
This is a very interesting Parker that has spent some time and seen
some quality work in Austria, both the water table and the barrels
showing 1953 Austrian proof date. The barrels retain about 92% original
blue showing some scattered mild oxidation speckling, light handling
marks and areas toning to a pleasant plum-brown patina under bright
light. The rear edge of the barrels is engraved with a nice little foliate
border motif and the tops of the barrels are neatly marked
“Anton-Sodia-Ferlach” and “Made in Austria”. The action retains a
similar amount of strong original case-hardened colors that show some
light handling marks and muting to smooth gray, the bottom metal
naturally showing some more moderate muting and silvering, along with
some mild oxidation staining and the triggerguard mostly toned to
pewter. The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut buttstock and splinter
forend remain in very good plus condition showing a bit of older added
finish, scattered light dings and a very small hairline crack at the rear
edge of the forend and right of the upper tang, both very minor. The
checkering shows light wear overall and the right side of the butt exhibits
some attractive subtle grain figure. The original hard rubber pistolgrip
cap is intact and rates very fine, there is a German silver monogram
shield along the toe line and the butt is fitted with a Pachmayr red
ventilated rubber pad that provides a 14 1/2” length-of-pull. Drops are 1
5/8” and 2 5/8” and weight is 7 lbs. 4 oz. Equipped with automatic safety
and large silver bead front sight, lock-up is solid on-face with the top
lever right of center. The forend is a little stiff to remove and install and
the barrels have been numbered to the gun. The action seems to
function well mechanically with strong ejectors. Equipped with fine
barrels from the renowned Sodia gunmaking family, this attractive
Parker will probably be a lovely choice for the fall bird season.
(13B10636-5) {C&R} (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

157 Attractive L.C. Smith Featherweight Trap Grade Sidelock Double
Ejectorgun
serial #FWE25704, 12 ga, 28” crown steel barrels choked modified and
full with bright very fine bores showing a couple of very shallow tiny
dents, one more noticeable partially raised dent in the right barrel about
10 1/2” back from the muzzle. The barrels of this handsome shotgun
retain about 90% original blue appearing stronger under ambient light
with some overall thinning and toning to a deep plum-brown patina
under bright light along with some scattered light handling marks. The
action and lockplates retain nearly 95% lovely vibrant case-hardened
colors showing some muting to a smoky silvery patina along the fences
and bottom metal, and the triggerguard retains about 92% original bright
blue. The factory embellishments remain strong and crisp throughout
showing tasteful foliate motifs, hunter and game bird scene on the right
plate and trap shooting scene on the left. The checkered capped
pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend with hard rubber tip insert remain
in about very good condition showing some areas of crazing and slightly
bubbling varnish along the buttstock, some scattered light dings and
handling marks. There are a few small thin cracks around the tangs, a
small chip forming behind the upper tang, and a number of small chips
and flakes along the edges of the buttstock where it meets the frame
and sides of the triggerguard. The hard rubber pistolgrip cap is in very
fine condition and the grooved buttplate shows a shallow chip at the toe.
The buttstock does show some rather nice grain figure along either side
at the toe. Length-of-pull is 13 7/8” with drops of 1 3/4” and 2 7/8” and
weight is 6 lbs. 12 oz. The shotgun is equipped with non-automatic
safety, brass bead front sight and Hunter One Trigger. Lock-up is solid
on-face and the action seems to function well mechanically with strong
ejectors. A very handsome trap grade with strong condition.
(13C10574-78) {C&R} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

158 Belgian Heavy Magnum Boxlock Double Ejectorgun by Manufacture
Liegeoise
serial #69758, 10 ga (3 1/2”), 32” ventilated rib barrels choked full with
bright excellent bores showing a little stubborn fouling. The barrels of
this imposing 1956 date-coded shotgun retain about 97% original blue
showing some scattered light handling marks and one small area of light
pitting and oxidation at the breech of the right barrel. The barrels show
neat hand-engraved maker markings along the left side and “3 1/2”
GAUGE MAGNUM” on the right. The scalloped action retains about 97%
excellent vibrant case-hardened colors, the loss again just due to a spot
on the right fence that shows some old light pitting and oxidation. The
fences are embellished with very nice deep foliate motifs while the
balance of the action shows excellent quality filigree scroll and floral
bouquets. The triggerguard, top lever and safety retain about 90%
original bright blue with some flaking along the triggerguard and the top
lever inlaid with maker’s “ML” initials. The checkered capped pistolgrip
walnut buttstock and beavertail forend with push button release remain
in very fine condition retaining most of their original varnish showing just
a few scattered light dings and handling marks along with two tiny holes
on the right side butt where it appears some sort of tag or plaque was
tacked-in. The smooth horn pistolgrip cap remains in very fine condition
and length-of-pull to the generous grooved solid red rubber pad is about
14 3/4” with drops of 1 5/8” and 2 5/8”. The sturdy action locks up by
dual under-bites, Greener crossbolt with side-clips and one final hidden
fastener behind the crossbolt. Lock-up is solid on-face and the arm is
equipped with European sling swivels, brass bead front sight and
automatic safety. The action seems to function well mechanically with
robust ejectors and weight is 10 lbs. A very fine and interesting Belgian
long range magnum that appears to be excellent quality. (13C10636-42)
{C&R} (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000
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159 L.C. Smith Specialty Grade Long Range Sidelock Double Ejectorgun
serial #RE65751, 12 ga (3”), 32” nitro steel barrels choked full, the left
bore bright and excellent and the right bright and near excellent showing
a raised dent about 6 1/2” back from the muzzle. The barrels of this
1924-made shotgun retain about 90% original blue showing some even
overall fading to mild gray-brown patina and a few scattered light dings.
The barrel markings are intact and strong and the solid matted rib has a
small decorative strip of silver inlaid at the rear. The action and
lockplates retain generous case-hardened colors throughout, quite
vibrant in the protected areas, mostly toning to an attractive bright silvery
case-hardened patina with just a little scattered mild oxidation staining
and an area of light dings at the bottom left edge of the frame. The
triggerguard has mostly flaked to pewter showing some streaks of
original bright blue. The extensive wide foliate scroll embellishments
remain completely intact and crisp, the right lockplate with a lovely
detailed duck game scene and the left with a pair of quail. The
underside barrel lug shows prominent “LONG RANGE” marking. The
checkered straight grip walnut buttstock and wide beavertail forend
remain in about very good condition showing a bit of added heavy finish,
scattered light dings and a shallow 3/8” chip at the right tip of the forend.
There are a number of thin cracks behind the lockplates and around the
upper tang, the most noticeable a 2 1/2” u-shaped crack from the upper
tang to the right lockplate that is partially repaired with some evident
filler. The checkering is rather soft and the sides of the butt exhibit some
lovely grain figure. The vintage ventilated red rubber White Line pad has
hardened and cracked from the years and is not quite perfectly fitted.
Length-of-pull is 14 1/8” with drops of 1 5/8” and 2”. Lock-up is solid
on-face with top lever resting about dead center, weight is 8 lbs. 12 oz,
and the shotgun features automatic safety, Hunter One Trigger, and
small ivory mid-bead sight with larger front bead. The action seems to
function well mechanically with strong ejectors. A solid heavy duck gun
from L.C. Smith, this configuration rather scarce and desirable.
(13C10636-4) {C&R} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

160 Merkel 220E Double Ejector Rifle
serial #550309, 9.3x74R, 23 1/2” Spezial Gewehr Laufstahl barrels with
bright excellent, no doubt unfired, bores. This beautiful German double
rifle appears as-new, unfired. Barrels retain all of their original rust blue
while the frame and forend metal have all of their original vibrant color
case-hardening. The checkered capped pistolgrip European walnut
stock features a Germanic hogback comb, rounded left side cheekpiece,
pistolgrip cap and a 14 1/2” length of pull to the front single set trigger,
showing lovely grain figure in both butt and forend. The arm locks up
as-new with dual underbites and Greener crossbolt, being somewhat
sluggish as nothing has yet “worn in”. Rifle features double triggers,
ejectors, pin-style cocking indicators and automatic safety. The rifle is
sighted with a sourdough style front blade and single square-notch
standing express rear and seems to function perfectly mechanically.
(3B9100-899) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(3000/5000)
Est. 3,000 - 5,000

161 Winchester Model 1886 Saddle Ring Carbine
serial #124131, 45-70, 22” round barrel with full magazine and an about
good bore showing light pitting and oxidation throughout the grooves
and otherwise good rifling. The barrel and magazine of this 1901-made
carbine retain perhaps 40% original blue, strongest along the magazine
and protected edges of the barrel, with the balance toned to a pleasant
deep gray-brown patina along with some scattered light handling marks
and thin striations along the length of the barrel. The action is mostly a
mix of gunmetal and mild gray-brown patina, showing some sparsely
scattered pinprick pitting and some prominent striations with subtle hints
of silvery case-hardened patina in the protected areas. The edges of the
bolt show some streaks of bright blue and all original markings remain
intact and strong. The smooth walnut stocks remain in very good
condition showing some older added finish and overall darkening from
the years with some scattered light dings and handling marks. The arm
is sighted with standard carbine rear sight and small German silver bead
front sight, the saddle ring is intact and the action seems to function well
mechanically. A solid 1886 carbine with a lot of character that will
probably still spin a bullet quite well with the right loads. (13B10574-15)
{C&R} (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

162 Winchester Model 1886 Lever Action Rifle
serial #143222, 33 WCF, 24” round barrel with full magazine and a
mostly bright about very good plus bore showing some light oxidation in
the grooves and a few small areas of light pitting a few inches back from
the muzzle, otherwise with strong rifling throughout. This 1907-made
rifle has been expertly restored with fine blue and superb case-hardened
colors. The barrel and magazine retain about 98-99% quality polished
blue showing just a few tiny scratches and mild handling marks. The
action retains a similar amount of wonderful case-hardened colors that
are primarily an attractive mix of dark blue hues, a little bit of mottled
muting evident along the top of the action. The bolt, crescent buttplate
and remaining small parts likewise retain about 98% polished blue, a
little minor wear evident along the buttplate. The original markings
remain unmolested and completely intact and strong. The smooth
walnut stocks remain in very good plus condition as very lightly cleaned
long ago showing some minor darkening around the tangs, tiny hairline
crack forming at the upper tang and the expected scattered light dings
retaining nice fit overall and a vacant swivel stud hole along the toe line.
The rifle is sighted with flattop sporting rear, Lyman ivory bead front
sight and is equipped with close coupled double set triggers that remain
functional. A very fine rifle that has seen an excellent restoration with
lovely colors. (13C10703-11) {C&R} (2000/2500)
Est. 2,000 - 2,500

163 Winchester Model 1894 Lever Action Rifle
serial #455005, 38-55, 26” round barrel with full magazine and a partially
bright about very good bore showing some scattered light pitting and old
oxidation with otherwise strong rifling throughout. This 1910-made rifle
has been very nicely restored, the barrels and magazine retaining about
98% quality rust blue finish that shows some subtle thin gray streaks.
The action retains about 99% nice polished blue showing just some
scattered remnants of very light pitting beneath the finish. The lever,
hammer, nosecap and crescent buttplate show 98% wonderful vibrant
case-hardened colors with just a few small areas of subtle muting to a
pleasant smoky gray. All markings remain intact and strong and the
smooth walnut stocks remain in very fine condition as lightly cleaned
and refinished, showing a couple small repaired very thin hairline cracks
along the buttstock, and some old filler repairs to some imperfections in
the wood. Stock fit is otherwise very nice and the rifle is sighted with a
later Lyman tang sight with medium aperture disc, standard sporting rear
sight and small German silver blade front. The action seems to function
well mechanically. A lovely rifle that has seen an excellent quality
restoration. (13B10742-4) {C&R} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

164 Winchester Model 64 Deluxe Lever Action Rifle
serial #1316096, 30 WCF, 24” round barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel and magazine of this 1942-made “deer rifle” retain about 96%
original blue showing some scattered light handling marks and some
subtle thinning and toning to pleasant gray-brown patina under bright
light. The action retains about 95-96% original blue showing some mild
edge wear, bottom metal toning slightly to gray and a few tiny thin
scratches or handling marks. The bolt, loading gate and hammer show
99% original blue while the lever shows the expected flaking to smooth
gray-brown patina along the outside. All markings remain intact and
crisp. The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend
remain in very good plus condition as lightly cleaned with a little added
oil finish, otherwise showing a few minor dings and light handling marks.
The upper tang is a little proud of the wood and there are only remnants
of the checkering, the hard rubber pistolgrip cap and checkered steel
buttplate are intact. The rifle is sighted with standard sporting rear sight,
silver bead front with hood and the action seems to function well
mechanically. An attractive example that appears to have seen only light
use. (13B10574-38) {C&R} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

165 Excellent C. Sharps Arms Model 1875 Sporting Rifle
serial #75-3216, 45 2 1/10 (45-70), 26” No. 1 weight octagon barrel with
a bright excellent bore. This is a lovely rifle fired a handful of times by
the consignor, the barrel retaining about 99% original rust blue and
marked in classic style with the iconic “OLD RELIABLE”. The action also
retains about 99% wonderful vibrant and rich case-hardened colors, the
breechblock taking on a pleasant straw tone. The Vernier-style tang
sight screws show a little slot wear but it is very unobtrusive and the
sight itself and the checkered steel buttplate show fine case-hardened
colors. The smooth straight grip walnut buttstock and schnabel forend
remain in excellent condition showing just a couple of tiny dings or
handling marks near the toe. There is a little subtle shimmering grain
figure near the toe on the left side and the rifle is sighted with the
aforementioned tang sight, full buckhorn rear with flip-up ladder and
target globe front with plain medium bead on post. This is a superb
quality rifle from the craftsman of the modern C. Sharps company in Big
Timber, Montana. (13B10745-1) {MODERN}   (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000
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166 Winchester Model 1876 Saddle Ring Carbine
serial #15713, 45-60, 22” round barrel with a moderately oxidized bore
showing pitting and faint evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this
second model 1881-made carbine have mostly toned to a mix of
gunmetal and plum-brown patina showing scattered old dings, some
areas of oxidation and old light pitting. The cartridge lifter is a pale ocher
patina showing some scattered old dings and a faded but mostly legible
cartridge marking and there is a very old brazed repair at the rear lever
loop. Most of the screw heads show some slot wear and the remaining
markings remain completely intact and quite strong. The smooth walnut
buttstock and full-length forend remain in fair-good condition as cleaned
long ago showing numerous thin lengthy cracks around the tang and
along the wrist and sides of the butt, smoothed-over thin sliver along the
right edge forend and the overall expected dings from the years. Metal is
a little proud in some areas and the stocks have some slight play. The
proper carbine rear sight is present though it is bent slightly and loose in
its dovetail and the front sight is the standard plain blade. The dust
cover is rather loose, the saddle ring hardware is intact and the action is
a little sluggish but otherwise seems to function well mechanically. A
good example of these desirable carbines that has plenty of character.
(13B10574-10) {ANTIQUE} (2000/2500)
Est. 2,000 - 2,500

167 Stunning Winchester Model 70 Featherweight “Ultra Grade” 1 of 1000
Bolt Action Rifle
serial #UG621, 270 Win, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% plus original blue with gold bands at
the muzzle and gold border around the floorplate and on the receiver
with “1 of 1000” in gold on the right side of the barrel near the breech.
The receiver, triggerguard, bolt knob and floorplate have been
extensively engraved with an intricate, tight floral scroll by Bottega C.
Giovanelli, the floorplate with bighorn sheep’s head vignette, the
engraving signed atop the rear receiver ring. The bolt and follower have
been engine turned and are bright showing little if any use; the bolt is
serialized to the receiver. The checkered deluxe walnut capped
pistolgrip stock with schnabel-style tip rates excellent with a few
scattered very light handling marks and crisp checkering along with
lovely grain figure throughout. The action of this gorgeous rifle appears
to function well mechanically. (23D10726-5) {C&R} (2000/2500)
Est. 2,000 - 2,500

168 Rare U.S. Model 1830 Cadet Musket Percussion-Converted by Philo S.
Newton
serial #146, .57 cal., 40” barrel with a very fine bore. The Model 1830
Cadet musket was the first purpose-built arm for West Point and the
various other military academies. According to Moller on page 474 of
American Military Shoulder Arms Vol. 2, only 153 muskets were made
with 40” barrels while 154 were produced with 36” barrels. This fine
example was nicely-converted to percussion using the drum and nipple
method by Philo S. Newton of Hartford, CT who, according to Stockel,
was active from 1842-1879. The metal surfaces are toning to a gray
patina with scattered spots of old light oxidation primarily on the
triggerguard and buttplate, along with a few areas of tiny impact marks
along the barrel. The remnant of the original brass pan and front sight
blade have aged to a warm mustard patina. The lockplate retains about
90% original case-hardening with the colors remaining mostly vibrant,
darkening somewhat but still very attractive overall, while the hammer is
of excellent quality with fine foliate embellishments and dolphin head
nose; no doubt the work of Mr. Newton. The small lock parts retain
vibrant fire blue along with clear matching assembly marks while the
drum features finely reeded edges. All the various metal markings are
crisp with the lockplate properly stamped “SPRING / FIELD / 1830”
behind the hammer and with a Federal Eagle over “US” ahead while the
barrel tang is also dated 1830. The left side of the breech features a
bold raised “P” in sunken oval cartouche with scalloped edges along
with “(eagle head) / V” and finally the serial number. “CAY” is stamped
on the triggerguard extension and “P.S.NEWTON” is clearly marked on
the top of the breech and on the center of the sideplate. The American
black walnut stock rates near fine with a light added coat of finish over
the typical scattered dings and light handling marks along with a few
abrasions on the edges of the ramrod channel. There is a bold “MT” in
block letters stamped behind the triggerguard and the stock is otherwise
unmarked. The sling swivels and trumpet-head ramrod with threaded
end are included and the action is robust and crisp. A very fine example
of these desirable cadet muskets, the first of their kind with a total of 307
ever produced. (23C10716-2) {ANTIQUE} (2500/3500)
Est. 2,500 - 3,500

169 U.S. Model 1898 Krag Bolt Action Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #366560, 30-40 Krag, 30” barrel with a bright about excellent
bore. The barrel, bands, buttplate and triggerguard have aged to a dark
gray patina with softened pinprick pitting all over the barrel, scattered
light handling marks and remnants of original blue in the protected areas
of the rear band and triggerguard. The receiver and loading gate area
also toning to gray with some evidence of an old light cleaning on the
receiver though the markings remain clear and the sideplate is a smokey
oil-quenched patina. The bolt remains mostly bright with some spots of
light staining on the knob and the extractor displays a modest amount of
original fire blue. The American black walnut stock and handguard rate
about very good plus with a tiny chip on the underside of the forend near
the stacking swivel, a neatly repaired chip between the bolt cutout and
the magazine, which is only noticeable under close scrutiny, a smoothed
over 1 1/2” bruise above the left side of the triggerguard and the
expected scattered dings and light handling marks from service. The
stock features a 1900-dated inspection cartouche, circled “P” firing proof
and small “8” inspection mark. The rifle features a Model 1896 rear
sight, blade front sight and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10648-50) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

170 U.S. Model 1866 Second Model Allin Conversion Rifle by Springfield
Armory
50-70, shortened 32 1/2” barrel with bright about fine bore. This rifle has
been modified to its current configuration by rudimentarily shortening the
barrel along with shortening the forend and moving the forend cap,
barrel band spring and upper band rearward. The metal surfaces are
toning to a dull gray patina with overall scattered spots of softened
pinprick-light pitting and old light oxidation and a small area of tool
marks on the right side of the barrel behind the front sight. The
breechblock is a smoky case-hardened patina and the lockplate,
hammer and thumbpiece retain about 85-90% of a period added blue
with some light wear to gray and spots of light oxidation. All markings
are correct and clear with the lockplate dated 1864 and the breechblock
1866 and the tang of the buttplate is stamped “151”. The American black
walnut stock rates about very good with the previously mentioned
alterations, a 1 1/2” chip missing above the lockplate, a repaired chip at
the toe, a couple small but moderate dents on the left stock flat and the
typical overall dings and handling marks. There is the faint remnant of
what appears to be “114451” on the left side of the buttstock and the
stock is otherwise unmarked. The sling swivels and sights are intact, a
button-head ramrod with swelled shank from a later model of Trapdoor
rifle is included and the action is strong and crisp. (23A10648-58)
{ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

171 Excellent Winchester Model 12 Limited Edition Grade IV Slide Action
Shotgun
serial #WMT0958, 20 ga., 26” ventilated rib barrel choked improved
cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this lovely
Miroku-produced shotgun retain about 99% original blue with a tiny spot
of loss toning to gray on the left side of the barrel and the bolt is bright.
The receiver features simple gold-filled borders and game scenes with
two dogs on point on the left and ducks taking flight on the right. The
checkered select walnut capped pistolgrip stock and forend rate as-new
with the buttstock displaying particularly attractive grain figure. The
barrel is sighted with a white bead, the original box and manual are
included and the action appears to function well mechanically. Only
1000 of these fine shotguns were produced between 1993-1995.
(23B10636-6) {MODERN} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

172 Browning Model 12 Limited Edition Grade V Slide Action Shotgun
serial #03396PN932, 20 ga., 26” ventilated rib barrel choked modified
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this lovely
Miroku-produced shotgun retain 99% plus original blue with a very tiny
ding on the left edge of the barrel rib and a touch of operational silvering
on the action bar and magazine tube. The right side of the receiver is
adorned with an etched and gold-plated wetlands scene featuring four
flying ducks and the left displays an upland scene of a pair of hunting
dogs and a ruffed grouse; each scene bordered by foliate scroll. The
bolt and carrier are bright with a couple tiny spots of light oxidation
staining on the front of the carrier. The Grade V 22
lines-per-inch-checkered walnut capped pistolgrip stock rates very fine
with a 1” hairline crack in the let side of the grip at the receiver and a
faint handling mark or two in the gloss finish while the forend rates
excellent. The barrel is sighted with a silver bead and the action appears
to function well mechanically. Only 4,000 of these guns were produced
in 1988. (23B10681-2) {MODERN} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800
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173 Winchester Model 101 XTR Waterfowl Over Under Shotgun Two Barrel
Set
serial #K470962E, 12 ga., 32” ventilated rib WinChoke barrels and
shortened 24 1/2” ventilated rib unchoked barrels all with bright excellent
bores. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with a few
scattered spots of light oxidation on the shorter barrels and a few light
handing marks on the longer barrels. All metal markings are crisp with
both sets of barrels numbered to the frame which features engraved
wetlands scenes flanked by wedges of loose foliate scroll on each side.
The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good
plus with a few scattered light scratches and handling marks primarily on
the buttstock. The bead is missing from the longer barrels at the muzzle
and the white mid-rib bead is intact, both beads are intact on the
shortened barrels. The shotgun features a single selective trigger,
non-automatic safety with selector and robust ejectors, the action
appears to function well mechanically and the following WinChoke
choke tubes are included: modified and full. Also included is a
Winchester black leatherette luggage-style case with red felt interior.
(23A10636-44) {MODERN} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

174 Excellent Winchester Model 70 Classic Super Express Magnum Bolt
Action Rifle
serial #G301625, 458 Win Magnum, 22” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this attractive rifle retain about 99% original
blue and the machine-turned bolt is bright and properly numbered to the
receiver. All metal markings are crisp, the floorplate is stamped with a
gold-colored “SUPER EXPRESS” and the magnum cross bolts are
adorned with rosettes. The checkered walnut Monte Carlo capped
pistolgrip stock with left side cheekpiece rates very good plus to near
excellent with a fine 1 3/8” scratch behind the grip checkering on the left
side of the stock, a tiny chip in the finish on the left side of the heel and
perhaps a light handling mark or two. The factory sights are intact and
the action appears to function well mechanically. (23A10527-5)
{MODERN} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

175 Attractive German Doppelbuchsdrilling by J.P. Sauer & Son
serial #27427, 8x57JR over 16 ga (2 1/2”), 25” Krupp Flussstahl barrels
with bright excellent bores, the shotgun choked a tight full. The barrels
of this handsome double rifle combination gun retain about 96% original
blue showing some scattered light handling marks, a few tiny dings and
errant freckling. The nicely matted solid rib is maker marked “J.P.
SAUER & SON SUHL”, the spelling likely indicating the arm was
intended for export, also showing some lovely geometric and foliate
embellishments at the edges of the breech. The action retains about
97% fine original case-hardened colors that remain mostly vibrant with
some subtle muting to a smoky patina and silvering along the high
edges, the top lever and safety retaining a similar amount of bright blue.
There is no apparent date code on the underside barrels but the quality
is obviously pre-war. The action is extensively embellished fine
banknote filigree and small floral bouquets and is very gracefully shaped
with attractive sculpted fluting below the fences, fine matting atop the
action and the fences themselves with chiseled oak leaf and acorn
motifs. The horn triggerguard features a subtle fish lip and thin steel
reinforcement strap along the forward bow and remains in very fine
condition showing some scattered mild handling marks. The checkered
round knob pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend remain in very good
plus condition showing overall finish wear and the expected scattered
light dings and handling marks, the fine diamond point checkering also
with overall wear. The buttstock shows subtle attractive grain figure
throughout with a nice little inlaid ebony diamond behind each stock flat,
slight swell at the base of the pistolgrip and typical European left-side
cheekpiece. The basketweave horn buttplate is intact showing a little
moderate scuffing along the heel, length-of-pull is 13 13/16” with drops
of about 1 5/8” and 2 5/8”. The arm features European sling swivels,
double set triggers, tang selector, cocking indicator pins, Greener safety,
standing v-notch rear sight with one extra flip-up leaf and a silver bead
front sight. Lock-up is by dual under-bites with Greener crossbolt and
sideclips and is tight on-face with top lever resting about dead center.
The action seems to function well mechanically and weight is 7 lbs. 14
oz. A very fine quality doppelbuchsdrilling from J.P. Sauer.
(13C9100-851) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(4000/5000)
Est. 4,000 - 5,000

176 Ruger Red Label Over Under Smallbore Shotgun Set
serial #420-00202, 28 ga, 28” ventilated rib screw-choked barrels with
bright excellent bores and 28” Ruger factory .410 conversion tube set.
The barrels, triggerguard, and top lever retain about 98-99% original
blue with a few light handling marks a few inches from the muzzle and
the breech area toning lightly to plum, and the bright finished stainless
steel frame is in excellent condition. The checkered pistolgrip walnut
stock and forend are in near excellent condition with a miniscule shallow
flake on the left side of the stock flat and one or two minor handling
marks, the stock showing some attractive grain figure on the butt. The
shotgun locks up tightly with the lever coming to rest at center and
features an automatic safety, single selective trigger, robust ejectors,
and is sighted with a lone brass bead. Included with the shotgun are 5
choke tubes: two skeet, one full, one improved cylinder, and one
modified, a choke wrench, and the manual; the .410 tubes are: skeet
and skeet. A quite attractive smallbore over under shotgun.
(14A10666-3) {MODERN} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

177 Remington Model 32TC Over Under Trap Shotgun
serial #2079, 12 ga, 30” Simmons ventilated rib barrels choked modified
and improved modified with very good plus bores with scattered light pits
closer to the chambers, primarily in the top bore, and some stubborn
wad residue. The barrels retain about 98% professionally reapplied blue
with streaks of very light thinning and a few previous pinprick pits
beneath the finish, and the frame retains about 75% original blue with
light wear on the belly and thinning on the sides, oxidized pinprick pitting
beneath the lever, and scattered freckling and light oxidation staining.
The custom fleur-de-lis checkered pistolgrip walnut stock is in about very
good condition with two lightly repaired cracks at the tip of the comb and
rear of the triggerguard, measuring about 2 1/2” and about 3/4”
respectively, a few light handling marks, and an added finish; the forend
is in near excellent condition with a few minor handling marks and some
light fabric patterning in the finish. The stock flats show relief engraved
fleur-de-lis with checkering in the relieved areas, a second pair of
fleurs-de-lis on the wrists with scalloped borders to the checkering on
the wrist, an elongated ebony gripcap with an antique bone inlay, and a
not-yet fit Decelerator recoil pad giving an about 14 1/4” length of pull.
The sides of the expected factory engraved hunting dogs, the maker
and model markings on the belly are softened but legible, and the
barrels and forend are numbered to the gun. The rib shows a slight
amount of vertical play, but no lateral movement is present. The shotgun
locks up tightly with the lever coming to rest at center and features an
automatic safety, single selective trigger, ejectors, and is sighted with a
bead front sight and smaller white bead midrib. A solid trap shotgun
made in 1933. (14A10453-2) {C&R} [Sherwood "Skip" Chapman
Collection]  (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

178 Browning Superposed Lightning Over Under Shotgun
serial #53744V8, 20 ga, 26” ventilated rib barrels choked improved
cylinder and modified with bright excellent bores showing a few streaks
of stubborn wad residue. The metal surfaces of this Belgian-made
shotgun retain about 98-99% original blue with very light thinning at the
carry point, primarily on the forend iron, and the trigger retains nearly all
its gold finish. The checkered round-knob pistolgrip walnut stock and
forend are in very good plus to near excellent condition with a few light
dings on the comb and wrist, two easily missed light runs in the finish on
the butt likely due to exposure to an unknown chemical, and a minor
handling mark or two on the forend; the stock is fit with a ventilated
White Line recoil pad, giving an about 14 3/8” length of pull, and no
evidence of salt wood is present. The frame is nicely decorated with
Browning Grade I foliate scroll engraving, the belly of the frame marked
“Lightning” above the Browning name and bust, the barrel markings
remain clear and legible, and the barrels and forend are numbered to
the gun. The shotgun locks up tight with the lever coming to rest just
right of center and features a single selective trigger, nonautomatic
safety, ejectors, and is sighted with a lone steel bead; shotgun appears
to function well mechanically. An attractive 1968-dated Superposed
Lightning in a desirable chambering. (14A10636-83) {C&R} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800
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179 Gil & Cia. Armas Laga Sidelock Double Ejectorgun
serial #28-03-018-03, 20 ga, 30” barrels choked improved cylinder and
full, with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain about 99% original
blue toning lightly to brown in spots with a tiny ding on the edge of the
matted rib and a minor handling mark or two. The color casehardened
frame is in excellent condition retaining vibrant case colors toning lightly
to straw at the rear of the lockplates, the lockplate pin heads remaining
bright, and the frame, triggerguard, and lever are decorated with flowing
scroll and foliate engraving. The checkered straight grip walnut stock
and splinter-style forend are in very good plus condition with a few light
abrasions on the right side of the butt around the toeline, the stock
shows the beginning of some attractive grain figure on the left side, and
features a checkered butt. The barrels are finely marked “Gil & Cia Fca.
de Armas” and “Eibar Spain” in script on top, and the forend and barrels
are numbered to the shotgun. The shotgun locks up tight with the lever
coming to rest right of center and features an automatic safety, double
triggers, robust ejectors, cocking indicators, a 14 3/8” length of pull with
drops of about 1 3/8” and 2 3/8”, and is sighted with a lone brass bead;
the shotgun appears to function well mechanically. Included is a Lewis
Drake leather shotgun case, lined with faux wool, in excellent condition.
A lovely Spanish 20 ga side by side shotgun that should perform as well
as it looks. (14B10651-27) {MODERN}   (2000/2500)
Est. 2,000 - 2,500

180 Custom Engraved Colt Single Action Army Revolver
serial #51903, .38-40 W.C.F., 5 1/2” Colt barrel with a partially oxidized
and pitted bore. This 1879-manufactured Colt started life as a Frontier
Six-Shooter but had a new barrel and cylinder installed chambered in
the current cartridge and had Cattle Brand engraving added by an
unidentified artisan. The engraving is in the Cole Agee-style showing a
combination of loose scroll, and silver inlayed cattle brands all
highlighted with fields of heavy pin dot shading. The silver inlays all
show light to moderate tarnish feature a wide variety of cattle brands
meticulously displayed on the revolver that probably hold a special
relevance to the original owner who commissioned the work. The metal
surfaces retain about 96% reapplied blue finish most of the loss in the
flutes, all showing varying degrees of brown tone in addition to,
scattered old pitting under the new finish, and slight thinning on the heel
and frontstrap. The replacement grips are unmarked stag with finely
polished sides showing a small wedge of bark on the top of the right
panel and three smaller areas of bark on the left, they rate excellent
overall. The triggerguard strap and backstrap are numbered to the
frame, the gun has a crisp action, showing correct timing and lockup.
The bullseye ejection rod is still present on this black powder frame gun.
This would be a great addition for the Colt collector or Western
aficionado. (8B10674-1) {ANTIQUE}   (2000/4000)
Est. 2,000 - 4,000

181 Scarce Randall Service Model Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #RF0006427C 9mm, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. Randall
Firearms remained in business for just shy of two years, during that time
they offered an impressive array of 1911 variants. This fine pistol is one
of the lower mid-range in production guns with only 301 produced. This
gun has seen little use and the matte and satin stainless steel surfaces
remain in excellent condition with a few minor handling marks. The
checkered walnut factory grips rate about excellent showing a few
scattered tiny dings on the diamond points. In the vernacular of Randall
Firearms this is model code A112, which designates a right-handed
Service Model pistol, rounded slide, fixed sights, and 9mm chambering.
It includes features found on a typical Model 1911A1 except for the full
length guide rod, overtravel stop on the short trigger, and improved
higher visibility sights. The right side of the slide under the ejection port
is marked “SERVICE MODEL”, with the company address on the left
side. It includes the original factory box that is correctly end labeled and
numbered to the gun, a single factory marked nine-round magazine,
sample of RIG stainless steel lubricant (unopened), sample of Break
Free lubricant (unopened), and paperwork. The box rates about very
good showing light edge wear from storage and handling marks. Randall
Firearms have been developing a following in the collecting community
especially for excellent condition low number production pistols like this
one. (8A10675-1) {MODERN} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

182 Colt Frontier Six-Shooter Single Action Revolver
serial #64888, .44-40 W.C.F., 4 3/4” barrel with a moderately frosted
bore showing a few scattered areas of oxidation and pitting. This
1881-manufactured revolver has spent many hours in holster, the metal
surfaces have toned to pewter with very light oxidation stains on the
barrel, frame, and butt in addition to handling marks, and fine pitting.
Although the hammer is mostly devoid of any case-hardened colors a
small patch of strong color remains at the base between the backstrap
ears. The replacement one-piece walnut grips rate about very good with
handling marks, a few dings, and wood is proud of the metal along the
frontstrap and butt with the opposite effect along the backstrap. The
action remains crisp with proper timing and lockup. The barrel, cylinder
and loading gate are correctly numbered to the gun, the front markings
on the barrel are almost non-existent save for the very end of the barrel
address, and the three patent dates on the frame are moderate with
strong “44” on the barrel and triggerguard bow. The front sight is a
period replacement dovetailed brass blade with bead, the rear notch in
the topstrap remains unaltered. This gun shows honest use over the
years with a little frontier gunsmithing and remains a fine collectible
example. (8A10712-3) {ANTIQUE}   (2000/2500)
Est. 2,000 - 2,500

183 Colt Third Generation Frontier Six Shooter Revolver
serial #SA67558, .44-40 W.C.F., 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.
This lovely “Third Genny” left the factory in 1984 and appears to be
unfired. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish
showing very light circumferential lines on the cylinder around the
cylinder stop notches. The frame has beautiful swirls of case-hardened
colors. The “COLT FRONTIER SIX SHOOTER” and barrel address have
been high lighted with white grease pencil and contrast nicely with the
deep blue black color of the finish. The grips are smooth factory ivory
with gold Rampant Colt medallions in a mild toffee color, the right panel
shows some grain, and both rate excellent overall. The toe of the left
panel shows a small factory defect caused by a wayward cut during
shaping of the panel, it appears as a tiny chip off the left toe. This gun
has a few desirable features including a black powder frame, bullseye
ejector rod head, and a crisp action that properly times and locks up.
Overall, a beautiful example of the Frontier Six Shooter. (8B10704-1)
{MODERN}   (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

184 Rohrbaugh R9 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #R4776, 9mm, 2 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This lovely
pocket pistol has seen light use and remains in excellent condition. The
stainless steel surfaces of the slide rate about excellent with a few minor
handling marks on the high edges, the frame retains 99% plus original
black anodized finish. Currently the pistol sports a set of replacement VZ
G-10 gray-green colored grips in excellent condition. The original factory
carbon fiber grips with logo are provided with original screws and they
rate about very good showing scattered light handling marks. This gun
features a set of fixed sights, double action only mechanism, bobbed
hammer, and very smooth double action pull. It includes a factory hard
case, a pair of six-round factory magazines, spare outer recoil spring,
unidentified spare spring, manual, and paperwork. A very lightweight
pistol with adequate power for personal defense or concealed carry.
(8A10711-1) {MODERN} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

185 Smith & Wesson Model 27-2 Double Action Revolver
serial #N636926, .357 Magnum, 5” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
This late-1970s manufactured revolver showcases the desirable 5”
barrel and remains in superb condition showing very little or no use
since it left the factory. The revolver retains about 99% original blue
showing a light turn ring and a few very minor handling marks on the
recessed cylinder. The .500” target hammer and .500” target trigger
show magnificent case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The
checkered goncalo alves factory target grips feature silver S&W
medallions and extractor relief cut, and they rate excellent. This revolver
features a Baughman ramp front sight, black blade micro adjustable rear
sight, and functions as good as the day it left the factory. The revolver
includes a factory Luan presentation case with the standard S&W
cleaning kit displayed inside, manual and paperwork. The exterior of the
case rates about very good to excellent with scattered light storage
marks, the interior remains in about excellent condition showing light
wear in the outline where the revolver rests, and strong flocking overall.
The 5” barrel Model 27s remain a favorite of collectors and shooters.
(8A10718-61) {MODERN}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
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186 Smith & Wesson Model 657-4 Mountain Gun Double Action Revolver
serial #CCW3247, .41 Magnum, 4” tapered barrel with an excellent bore.
This lovely Mountain Gun shows light use and remains in excellent
condition. The stainless steel surfaces rate excellent showing a few
minor handling marks. The smooth M.I.M.’s combat trigger and .400”
M.I.M.’s semi-target hammer retains strong case-hardened colors. The
pebble grain finger groove Hogue Monogrip with S&W monogram rates
excellent. This revolver features a Baughman ramp front sight, black
blade adjustable rear sight, crisp action, and correct timing and lockup.
The revolver includes the factory hard case that is correctly end labeled
and numbered to the gun, trigger lock with a pair of keys, manual, and
paperwork. The limited number of these guns made make them
attractive to collectors, the trim configuration and powerful cartridge
endear them to bear country hikers and explorers. (8A10718-25)
{MODERN}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

187 Weatherby Mark V Deluxe Left Hand Bolt Action Rifle
serial #P23596, 460 Weatherby Magnum, 26” ported barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this Custom Shop made rifle
retain 99% plus original blue with perhaps a minute storage mark here
or there, the floorplate is marked “WEATHERBY CUSTOM” surrounded
by light floral scroll. The bolt body and follower have a bright jeweled
finish, the bolt is numbered “23596” on the underside of the checkered
knob handle. The diamond checkered Monte Carlo Claro walnut stock
remains in near excellent condition with a repaired circular crack in the
left side of the wrist that shows a neat plug repair at the beginning of the
checkering and a small thin crack in the right side of the wrist between
the triggerguard and checkering. The stock features a right-side
cheekpiece and a rosewood forend tip and white diamond inlay gripcap.
The hooded ramp front sight and folding leaf rear sight remain in place.
A nice Mark V Deluxe in a big potent cartridge which would be perfect
medicine for any dangerous game hunt. (5C9949-8) {MODERN} [Dr.
James D. Morgan Collection] (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

188 Rare Weatherby High Power Mathieu Left Hand Bolt Action Rifle
serial #L247/1276, 270 Weatherby Magnum, 24” barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original high-polish blue, the
floorplate has been marked “MRM” and the bell-shaped bolt knob is
one-panel checkered. The bolt body and follower remain mostly-bright
with underside marked “L247”. The high-gloss glass-bedded Claro
walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock is near excellent with a barely-visible
1/2” hairline crack behind the top tang and a nice replacement rosewood
grip cap. This is a unique stock, the wood figure is fantastic with pattern
#27 ebony, birch and rosewood inlays and a rosewood forend tip. Bud
Mathieu provided just 185 “true” left-hand receivers to Roy Weatherby
between 1955-59; this is a rare and very attractive one-of-a-kind
Weatherby. (22C9949-105) {C&R} [Dr. James D. Morgan Collection] 
(2500/4000)
Est. 2,500 - 4,000

189 Stunning Weatherby Crown Custom Mark V Left Hand Bolt Action Rifle
serial #24322, 300 Weatherby Magnum, 24” barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original high-polish blue, the
receiver, bolt and floorplate have all drifted to plum and factory markings
are crisp. The underside of the smooth-knob bolt handle is
correctly-marked “4322” and the follower and fluted bolt body are bright
with a tight engine-turned pattern and no operational wear to speak of.
The floorplate and triggerguard are engraved with crisp flowing scroll,
the former further-embellished with a very well-done in-relief gold
white-tail buck game scene. The skip-line checkered mesquite Monte
Carlo stock with right-side cheekpiece and rosewood grip cap and
forend tip is excellent, the only anomalies being some slight shrinkage of
the ebony spacers from the years leaving the varnish in those areas
slightly-flaky and a factory repair to an imperfection at the front stud
most likely a knot. The wood is fantastic with an excellent high-gloss
finish, pattern #10 rosewood, maple and dark walnut inlays on the flats
and belly along with a pattern #30 running gazelle inlay on the left-side
butt. A stunning 1960-manufactured West German Crown Custom right
at home in the field or in your high-end gun collection, or both.
(22D9949-40) {C&R} [Dr. James D. Morgan Collection]  (3000/5000)
Est. 3,000 - 5,000

190 Weatherby Custom Crown Mark V Left Hand Bolt Action Rifle
serial #P46735, 7mm Weatherby Magnum, 22” professionally shortened
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this South Gate
made rifle retain about 98% original blue with some specks of light
oxidation and wear at the muzzle and light scope base marks atop the
receiver. The receiver and bolt shroud are toning to plum and there is
light cold blue applied to the face of the muzzle. The floorplate shows an
inlaid gold-plated bear surrounded by flowing scroll, also present on the
triggerguard. The grooved bolt body has a nicely jeweled finish, and the
bolt is numbered “46735” under the handle. The Monte Carlo super
fancy walnut stock remains in excellent condition with only a couple
minor marks and blemishes. The stock features a right-side cheekpiece,
Pattern #16 oak leaf and acorn carving, rosewood tip and white diamond
inlay grip cap and pattern 7C inlay with gold monogram diamond marked
“LKH” on the bottom of the forend. The rifle is sighted with a gold bead
streamline ramp front sight and folding leaf rear sight. A handsome Mark
V rifle. (5C9949-47) {MODERN} [Dr. James D. Morgan Collection]  
(1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

191 Remington Model 32TC Target Over-Under Shotgun
serial #1023, 12 ga, 30” ventilated rib barrels with bright, excellent bores
that are choked full in both. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98%
factory blue that is toning to a warm brown with light wear on the high
edges and contact points, and some fine specks of surface oxidation on
the frame. The sides of the frame are factory engraved with a setter on
the right and a pointer on the left, retriever with duck on the belly, and
simple line engraving on the bolt faces. The two-line barrel address and
remaining factory markings remain crisp, the forend and barrel are
numbered to the gun. The barrel connecting lug is dated “ED” indicating
manufacture in October of 1932, the first year of production for the
Model 32’s. There is an additional date code “DA” indicating that the
shotgun returned to the factory for service at a later time. The checkered
walnut forend and capped pistolgrip walnut stock remain in very good
condition with some light dings and handling marks, some light flattening
to the checkering, and some areas of light to minor flaking and clouding
to the professionally applied finish. There is a small hairline crack on the
left side of the forearm at its base and the buttstock is fitted with a 5/8”
solid rubber Larry Del Greco & Son recoil pad giving an about 13 7/8”
length of pull. Features include a single selective trigger, selectable
automatic safety, ejectors, and dual silver bead sights. The shotgun
locks up tightly with the lever coming to rest just left of center, and the
shotgun appears to function well mechanically. An attractive Remington
Model 32 that will still serve well at the trap range. (4A10453-12) {C&R}
[Sherwood “Skip” Chapman Collection]  (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

192 Winchester Model 70 Classic Super Express Bolt Action Rifle
serial #G279546, 416 Rem Mag, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The blued and matte surfaces of this New Haven Ct. manufactured rifle
retain about 98% deep polished blue with a bit of oxidation staining on
the triggerguard and the faint outline of previously installed scope bases
on the matte finish receiver rings. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock
rates excellent with a few small handling dings on the top of the comb
and behind the bolt handle cutout. The stock features an attractive satin
oil finish, raised cheekpiece and engraved stock bolts. An excellent
condition Classic Super Express rifle, introduced in 1994 featuring
pre-64 controlled round feeding, ready for any dangerous game Safari.
(25A10527-4) {MODERN} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

193 Merkel 147E Boxlock Double Ejectorgun
serial #464150, 12 ga. (3”), 26” Spezial Gewehr Laufstahl barrels
choked improved cylinder and modified with bright excellent bores. This
is a very fine 1992-made German double ejectorgun, the barrels
retaining about 99% original blue with a nice matted concave rib, with a
very tiny flake of oxidation here or there at left of muzzle. The
coin-finished frame has sideclips and heavy bolsters and shows game
scene engraving left and right with open flowing scroll and geometric
decoration on the balance, the Suhl blacksmith at his forge on the belly
of the frame. There are pheasants on the right and waterfowl on the left,
both amidst an appropriate woodland scene, the frame rating excellent
overall with just a bit of light toning to a tarnished pewter at the carry
point on the belly. The checkered capped pistolgrip French walnut
buttstock rates excellent to very nearly as new showing only a couple
extremely minor handling or rack marks with very crisp checkering; the
splinter style forend is identical in condition. Length of pull to the
checkered hard rubber buttplate is 14 5/8” with drops of 1 5/8” and 2
7/8”. The arm locks up tight on-face and still shows original factory
grease around its lugs and around the ejectors. Features automatic
safety, double triggers, pin-style cocking indicators and ejectors, with
dual underbites and Greener crossbolt. A fine 147E that appears to
have seen little or no use and was carried a bit. Importer marked.
(3B10636-74) {MODERN}   (3000/5000)
Est. 3,000 - 5,000
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194 Merkel Model 202 Over Under Double Rifle
serial #20120, 7x65R, 25 1/2” Bohler special steel barrels with bright
excellent bores. The barrels retain about 97% original blue, the loss due
to some even fading and very light muzzle wear with very light border
engraving at the flared bolsters at rear. The frame retains perhaps 40%
smoky color case-hardening, the belly toned to more of a pewter tone
and showing sparse light open scroll and floral engraving with geometric
bordering. The checkered capped pistolgrip European walnut stock,
forend and barrel panels all rate excellent as very nicely refinished some
time ago. The stock features a flared left side cheekpiece, blued steel
pistolgrip cap and a neat little chin strap to the rear of the grip. The
length of pull to the old English pad is 14”. The rifle features pin style
cocking indicators, double triggers, the front a single set, nonautomatic
safety and extractors. Lockup seems tight on face with Greener
crossbolt and the arm seems to function properly, the lower extractor
with a spring-loaded plunger for better rim engagement. Sighted with a
sourdough style front and simple u-notch standing rear on the quarter rib
along with quick detach dual claw bases which mount a nice Schmidt &
Bender 6x42 scope with heavy German crosshair reticle and bright
excellent optics. Scope itself rates very fine with some very light
handling marks present. A fine quality double rifle in a versatile
chambering, very popular in Europe for big game including Deer,
Moose, Bear, and Wild Boar, loaded ammunition is available from Sellier
and Bellot, Lapua and others. (3A9100-769) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection] (3000/5000)
Est. 3,000 - 5,000

195 Unmarked German Büchsflintendrilling Boxlock Combination Gun
serial #401266, 16 Ga x 8x57JR, 26 1/2” Krupp Flusstahl barrels, the 16
ga. choked full, all with bright about excellent bores which may show
some very light frosting scattered about here or there. This is a very
interesting gun in a very unusual configuration with shotgun barrel right,
rifle barrel left and rifle barrel under. The barrels retain about 97% fading
original blue which is toning primarily to plum and wearing to pewter in
the area of the breeches, with perhaps a light handling mark here or
there, a small ding on the left tube beneath the word “Stahl”. The
scalloped boxlock frame is now a dull pewter patina and shows the
expected overall German oakleaf engraving with two running hare left
and a doe and fawn right. There are large frame bolsters beneath the
fences, which feature sideclips as well, the breech faces show disc
strikers with engine turning on the standing breech and flats, with
vertical machining on the breeches of the barrels. The checkered round
knob pistolgrip European walnut buttstock rates fine, now devoid of
varnish, showing what appears to be oxidation staining leaching in at the
heel of the butt. The checkering is rather nice and there is a chinstrap to
its rear and a rounded left side shadowline cheekpiece; the splinter
forend rates very good showing a bit more wear. The length of pull to
the grooved horn buttplate is 14 1/4”, that plate appearing to be a
replacement as it is slightly undersized. The gun features double
triggers, the front a single set, left-side mounted manual safety lever,
pin-style cocking indicators and top-of-tang mounted lower barrel
selector, which will select the lower rifle barrel, the rear trigger firing the
left rifle barrel. The gun has dual underbites and Greener crossbolt and
exhibits the tiniest amount of lateral play in the barrels, but lockup
seems tight and the gun seems to function properly mechanically. There
is a simple bead style front sight and automatic up-folding rear when the
tang lever is actuated for the rifle barrel, with a dual claw bases fitted but
no rings present. A very quality-made arm in its day, proofed in 1928,
strangely unmarked, in a nice and no doubt very usable configuration,
smallbore 8 mm rimmed can still be had commercially. (3B9100-846)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (2500/4000)
Est. 2,500 - 4,000

196 L.C. Smith Field Grade Sidelock Double Shotgun
serial #FW128827, 16 ga., (2 9/16”), 28” armor steel barrels choked a
tight full in both, with bright excellent bores. This is a rather nice shotgun
remaining in very very fine condition. The barrels retain about 97 to
perhaps 98% original blue, the loss is due primarily to even fading and a
bit of muzzle wear, showing a very sparse and very light handling mark
here and there sprinkled about the surface. The frame and lockplates
retain a similar amount of original vibrant color case-hardening, toning
on the sharp edges and contact points with the tiniest bit of oxidation or
light freckling on the edges of the fences. The checkered capped
pistolgrip American walnut buttstock rates very fine showing some light
scattered dings and handling marks from the years and some case
impressions left and right no doubt where a solvent or perhaps a damp
gun case affected the finish. The splinter forend rates fine showing
perhaps a few more handling marks and worn finish with some bruises
in the checkering. The length of pull to the grooved hard rubber buttplate
is 14” showing drops of 1 1/2” and 2 5/8”. The gun locks up tight on-face
with the top lever just right of center. Features double triggers, automatic
safety, and extractors, the arm seems to function well mechanically. A
handsome smaller bore Field Grade that will continue to improve in
value as the years pass, showing some very lovely color
case-hardening. (3B10636-99) {C&R} (1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

197 Lovely Unmarked German Bockbuchsflinte Over Under Combination
Gun
16 ga. x 9.3x72R, 27” barrels with bright excellent bores, the shotgun
barrel choked about modified. The barrels retain perhaps 80% fading
original blue, the loss is due to even toning over all, now more of a plum
patina. The barrel bolsters at rear show some small wedges of tight
scroll engraving of nice quality. The scalloped boxlock frame has
interesting teardrops chiseled on the bolsters and actually retains some
nice color case-hardening, perhaps 70%. It shows very nice quality tight
flowing scroll, geometric bordering and a nice depiction right of a
bellowing hart and hind and two gunning dogs on point on left. The
quality of the engraving is actually excellent and it is a shame the arm is
not signed. The checkered pistolgrip European walnut stock rates
excellent as refinished many years ago, the checkering likely nicely
chased at that time, showing only scattered minor handling marks here
and there. It features a rounded left side cheekpiece, horn pistolgrip cap
and a four place cartridge trap along the toeline. The splinter style
forend is similar showing perhaps a few more handling marks and
scratches. The length of pull to the 1/2” rifle pad is 14”. The arm features
a nice horn triggerguard, double triggers, the front a single set, pin-style
cocking indicators, non-automatic safety and extractors. The gun locks
up tight on-face with dual underbites and Greener style crossbolt. A fine
Bockbuchsflinte proofed in 1925. (3B9100-1336) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

198 Parker Trojan Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #228333, 20 ga. (2 5/8”), on a petite 0 frame, 25” professionally
shortened Trojan steel barrels, unchoked, showing bright about
excellent bores, the left tube with a couple very slight dings about
halfway down its length. The barrels retain 98% excellent quality
restored blue. The frame and top lever retain a similar amount of a
vibrant restored color case-hardening with excellent restored blue on the
triggerguard. The checkered capped pistolgrip American walnut
buttstock rates excellent as very neatly refinished with nicely chased
checkering and a shield -shaped monogram plate along the toeline; the
splinter forend is identical with a few minor scratches. The length of pull
to the 1” ventilated recoil pad is 14 1/2” showing drops of 1 1/2” and 2
3/4”. The gun seems to lock up tightly with the top lever still right of
center however it is very slightly off-face with light visible between the
standing breech of the breech faces. Features double triggers,
extractors and automatic safety, the gun seems to function well, the
barrels do touch at the muzzles and one piece of solder filler has come
out, but it is of no consequence. Likely a handy close-cover smallbore
once a professional competent gunsmith has a look at the breeches.
(3A10636-37) {MODERN} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800
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199 A.H. Fox Sterlingworth Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #256178, 20 ga., (2 1/2”), 26” Sterlingworth fluid compressed
barrels choked a tight modified and a tight full, showing bright very fine
bores which show some very sparse remnants of some light oxidation,
the right tube showing an old raised ding or two. The barrels are a dark
gray-blue toning to plum with worn spots of pewter at the muzzles and at
the carry point above the forend with the expected light freckle of rust or
handling mark here or there that come from the years. There is a white
mid-rib bead however the front bead is missing and the rib seems to be
loose for about 5”. The frame is a tarnished pewter and a silvery
case-hardened patina with some oxidation staining here and there and a
handful of light pinprick pits. The triggers are lightly oxidized as well and
a few of the screw slots show some damage. The smooth walnut
capped pistolgrip stock rates very good as refinished years ago, the
checkering removed and the wood a bit under the metal. This was done
some time ago as the antique varnish is now crackling and crazing in
spots. The length of pull to the grooved hard rubber buttplate is 14 1/4”
with drops of 1 3/4” and 3 5/8”. The splinter forend is now devoid of
varnish with its checkering worn to flat-top, the metal proud of the wood
as well. Features automatic safety, double triggers and extractors, the
gun seems to function properly mechanically however the top lever does
not stay to the right with the barrels open. The gun is indeed tight
on-face with the top lever right of center. (3A10636-69) {C&R}
(1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

200 Attractive Contemporary Swivel Breech Flintlock Double Rifle by
Leonard Day
serial #145, .52 cal, 32” octagon barrels with bright near excellent bores
showing crisp rifling. The metal surfaces of this handsome double swivel
rifle retain about 97% original plum-brown finish showing a few light
handling marks and some subtle thinning. The screw heads show nice
pale fire blue and the arm is equipped with screw-in steel vent liners,
bridled frizzens and simple lockplate with step at rear. The center of the
lockplate is stamped in block letters “L. DAY” and the balance of the
hardware is brass consisting of dual ramrod thimbles with long tailpipe,
single spur triggerguard, buttplate with multi-faceted heel and lightly
embellished toe plate, patchbox with simple but endearing snake motif
and “Don’t Tread On Me” in script, teardrop lock escutcheon and three
forend screw escutcheons. The brass has taken on an attractive mellow
ocher patina overall. The hardwood stock and forend side panels have a
pale greenish stain and remain in excellent condition showing a few
sparsely scattered minor handling marks. There is a nice scant
squared-off cheekpiece on the left side butt that has a small inlaid
German silver starburst and the wood shows some nice tiger stripe grain
figure. The original brass-tipped ramrod is intact and the rifle is sighted
with fine square notch rear sights and generous brass blade front sights.
The barrels swivel smoothly and the lock seems to function well
mechanically. A fine quality swivel breech rifle from this well-respected
Massachusetts gunmaker, who sadly left us in 2020. (13B10672-5)
{ANTIQUE} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

201 Fine Contemporary Dutch-Style Club Butt Flintlock Fowler by Larry
Cruise
20 bore, 48” part round part octagon barrel with turned medial at the
point of transition and a bright excellent bore. This is a handsome long
fowler in the classic Dutch trade style , the in-the-white surfaces in very
fine condition mellowing out to a mild pewter gunmetal tone showing a
little minor staining and speckling scattered about and the top flat neatly
maker-marked in script “L Cruise”. The lockplate is of typical simple
construction fitted with a graceful cock, unbridled frizzen and frizzen
spring with simple pointed extension. The graceful smooth walnut full
stock remains in near excellent condition showing some scattered tiny
dings along the underside forend and a few other light handling marks
along the sides of the butt. Stock features deep comb flutes, heavy
brass buttplate, quatrefoil lock escutcheons and three nicely turned
brass ramrod thimbles. A simple hickory ramrod is present and the rifle
is sighted with a heart-shaped brass blade front sight and simple square
notch rear. According to the consignor’s notes, he contacted the original
owner who commissioned this arm from Mr. Cruise, the barrel is from
maker Ed Rayl and the lock an early Ketland style from Jim Chambers.
The lock is crisp and seems to function well mechanically and overall
length is 63 5/8”. A fine gun, elegant in its simplicity, from this quality
Nebraska maker. (13B10672-3) {ANTIQUE} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

202 Lovely Contemporary German-Style Smoothbore Flintlock Jaeger “Rifle”
by Leonard Day
.54 cal, 26” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this nicely crafted jaeger gun retain about 95-96% original
plum-brown finish thinning to pewter along the buttplate and some of the
high edges, the center of the lockplate with a small spot of old minor
oxidation staining. The top flat is neatly engraved in script “Made by
Leonard Day” and the arm is equipped with a quality lock from R.E.
David & Co. featuring slightly banana-shaped lockplate and spartan
hardware with unbridled frizzen. All fittings are browned with nicely
turned ramrod thimble and tailpipe, generous spur triggerguard, robust
buttplate with small toe plate and flat solid lockplate. The maple stock
remains in very fine to near excellent condition showing some scattered
very small dings and minor handling marks, mostly along the sides of
the butt and toe line. The stock features dropper points, small flourish
ahead of the point of comb and simple line border along the flat toe line;
the wood exhibits lovely tiger stripe grain figure throughout and there is
a handsome nicely fitted sliding wooden patchbox cover. The original
ramrod is present and the arm is sighted with a fancy square-notch rear
sight and low profile brass blade front. The lock is dual acting and
features double set triggers, the firing trigger with a slight decorative curl
and the rear set trigger of flat horizontal style. The lock seems to
function well mechanically. A fine gun from this quality maker.
(13B10672-6) {ANTIQUE}   (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

203 Winchester Model 1895 Lever Action Rifle
serial #46254, 30-03, 24” round barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel of this 1904-made rifle retains about 95% original blue showing
some scattered light handling marks and some thinning to mild
gray-brown patina under bright light. There are a few more noticeable
small dings nearer the muzzle that are mostly unobtrusive. The action
retains about 90% thinning original bright blue flaking lightly to a
pleasant gray-brown patina and showing some scattered light handling
marks and small oxidation speckles. The bottom of the magazine is
toning to pewter and the bolt retains about 96% original bright blue. The
hammer and lever link show generous smoky case-hardened colors and
all markings remain intact and strong. The smooth walnut buttstock and
schnabel forend with ebony tip insert remain in about very good plus
condition, the buttstock with generous original varnish and showing a
thin 1” chip at the right edge where the stock meets the frame, the
forend with a bit more finish wear and the expected overall light dings
and handling marks. The crescent buttplate shows some good smoky
case-hardening and the rear sight dovetail has been neatly blanked. The
rifle is sighted with an excellent condition No. 21 “Climbing Lyman”
receiver sight and Sheard gold bead front and the action seems to
function well mechanically. A nice example in the short-lived 30-03
cartridge. (13B10483-120) {C&R} [Perry White Collection] (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

204 Winchester Model 1885 Low Wall Rifle
serial #95717, 25-20 Single Shot, 26” round No. 1 weight barrel with a
bright very good plus bore showing some very fine frosting in some of
the grooves and otherwise strong rifling throughout. The barrel of this
1903-made rifle retains about 95% original blue showing some scattered
light handling marks and small areas toning to mild gray-brown patina.
The action retains perhaps 80% original blue that shows some moderate
flaking to a nice gray-brown patina along the sides along with some light
handling marks and some of the screw holes with light circumferential
wear. The hammer, breechblock and lever show generous vibrant
case-hardened colors throughout with some muting and freckles along
the bottom of the lever. Part of the barrel address is covered by a target
block and the remaining markings are otherwise intact and strong. The
smooth walnut buttstock and schnabel forend with ebony tip insert
remain in very good plus condition retaining most of their original finish
with some scattered light dings and handling marks, there appears to be
a very thin drying crack left of the upper tang but it is very minor and
unobtrusive. Stock fit is excellent and the crescent buttplate shows
some good smoky colors. The rear sight dovetail is blanked and there is
a pair of added target blocks along the barrel and small German silver
blade front sight that shows some light dings around the dovetail. The
Lyman tang sight is secured via one extra added screw hole. The rifle is
equipped with factory single set trigger and the action seems to function
well mechanically. (13B10724-99) {C&R}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
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205 Winchester Model 1892 Saddle Ring Carbine with Texas Cattle Brands
serial #872478, 44 WCF, 20” round barrel with full magazine and a
partially bright about good bore showing scattered light pitting and
oxidation with strong rifling. This interesting 1919-made carbine shows
three cattle brands “PL” on the left side rear forend, butt and right side
wrist which has been tentatively identified to Pedro Lerma per a printout
of an old brand index, who was a deputy sheriff and cattle rancher in
Brownsville, TX. The barrel and magazine show generous original blue
in the protected areas toning to a mix of gunmetal and plum-brown
patina with a few light dings and fine pinprick pitting scattered about.
The action is a pewter gunmetal patina showing some scattered
remnants of oxidation staining and the remaining action parts retain
strong original blue. All markings remain completely intact and legible.
The plain gumwood stocks remain in very good condition as lightly
cleaned long ago showing a bit of older added finish, a few small minor
drying cracks here and there and light dings. The brand along the right
side wrist has softened somewhat while those on the left side remain
strong. Also deeply struck behind the lower tang in non-serifed font is
“D274D”. Equipped with standard carbine sights and intact saddle ring,
the action seems to function well mechanically. An interesting example
with a lot of character. (13B10704-4) {C&R} (2500/4000)
Est. 2,500 - 4,000

206 Winchester Model 1894 Lever Action Rifle
serial #318601, 32 Winchester Special, 26” round barrel with full
magazine and a bright very fine bore showing a hint of mild frosting in
the grooves and strong rifling throughout. The barrel and magazine of
this 1906-made rifle retain nearly 90% original blue showing some
scattered light handling marks and specks of old oxidation. There is a
spot on the left side muzzle and a thin streak along the left side barrel
across its full length that has toned to gray, the finish loss evidently due
to some sort of solvent. The action retains a similar amount of original
bright blue flaking to gray-brown and showing some mild oxidation
speckling with the left side edges showing loss toning to gray from the
same old solvent. The hammer and lever show good smoky
case-hardened colors throughout toning to a muted gray and the loading
gate retains generous brilliant fire blue. The smooth walnut stocks
remain in about very good plus condition retaining generous thinning
original varnish, scattered light dings and handling marks. The crescent
buttplate shows a few areas of light pitting along the edges with good
smoky case-hardening and stock fit is very nice. The rifle is sighted with
Winchester’s 32 Special rear sight and Beach-style combination front
which has lost its ivory bead and the action seems to function well
mechanically. (13B10483-10) {C&R} [Perry White Collection]
(1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

207 Albert Welke Scalloped Boxlock Drilling
serial #65956, 16 ga (2 1/2”) by 8x57JR, 27” Krupp Flussstahl barrels
choked a tight full in both with partially bright about very good bores
showing some stubborn fouling and a little bit of fine pitting in the right
barrel, the rifle barrel similar showing frosting in the grooves and strong
rifling. The barrels of this October 1925 proof-dated Berlin drilling retain
about 95% reapplied polished immersion blue showing some scattered
light oxidation speckling and handling marks. The barrels show some
light geometric embellishments along the breeches and are
maker-marked. The action is quite nice retaining about 95% vibrant
original case-hardened colors with a little bit of muting along the high
edges and some oxidation speckling mostly along the top and upper
tang. The fences and sides of the action show graceful sculpted lines
with fine matting along the top and extensive fine filigree
embellishments, the left side action with a nice elk game scene and the
right side with a buck and doe. The top lever shows flaking fire blue and
the triggers fading straw color while the horn triggerguard shows one
tiny hairline crack near the front screw, otherwise in very fine condition.
The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend remain in
very good plus condition showing some scattered light dings and
handling marks, the forend with a bit more wear overall. The horn
pistolgrip cap is intact and the grooved horn buttplate shows some
scattered insect damage a bit more noticeable at the toe. There is a
German silver shield set into the right side butt engraved with the initials
“TW”, European cheekpiece on the left side and four-cartridge trap
along the toe line with cover nicely engraved with a small duck game
scene. Length-of-pull is 13 1/2” with drops of about 1 5/8” and 2 3/4”.
Drilling features European sling swivels and German claw mount bases
with flip-up fine u-notch rifle rear sight and silver bead front, Greener
safety and pin cocking indicators. Lock-up is by dual under-bites with
Greener crossbolt and sideclips. There is some noticeable side-to-side
play and the action will require some mechanical attention as the right
shotgun striker does not cock and the front set trigger does not set. The
other two barrels seem to function normally. (13C9100-870) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

208 Emil Kerner, Sr. Scalloped Boxlock Drilling
serial #19151, 16 ga (2 1/2”) by 8x57JR, 23 5/8” Krupp Laufstahl barrels
choked cylinder and improved modified with partially bright about very
good bores showing some scattered stubborn fouling and some areas of
light pitting mostly in the left bore. The rifle bore is very good with
scattered light pitting, frosting and otherwise strong rifling. The barrels of
this drilling appear to have been neatly shortened during the period of
use and retain about 70% original blue with moderate thinning and
toning to pewter gunmetal patina along the sides near the breeches also
with some sparsely scattered mild oxidation staining. There is a pair of
little vignettes atop the barrels near the breeches with a doe’s head on
the left and dog’s head on the right and the solid matted rib is
maker-marked “EMIL KERNER SENIOR, SUHL”, the underside barrels
also show British proof marks and the date code appears to be May
1938. The action is mostly a pewter gunmetal and silvery case-hardened
patina and is extensively embellished with tight foliate scrollwork and
fine filigree, the top nicely matted and with detailed deer game scenes
left and right. The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut buttstock and
forend remain in very good condition showing mostly worn finish and the
expected overall light dings and handling marks. A checkered wooden
butt has been neatly added, likely in England, providing a 14 3/8”
length-of-pull with drops of about 1 3/4” and 3”. The horn triggerguard
and fluted pistolgrip cap remain in fine condition, the triggerguard with a
thin smoothed-over sliver along the right edge and there is a
four-cartridge trap along the toe line with nice foliate engraved cover.
Drilling features European sling swivels, Greener safety, pin cocking
indicators and German claw mount bases with flip-up wide notch rifle
rear sight, another apparently auxiliary rear sight ahead of the automatic
rifle sight and silver bead front. The Greener safety tab has been
replaced with a horn-like extension for easier manipulation. Lock-up is
by dual under-bites with Greener crossbolt and sideclips and remains
solid and the action with set rifle trigger seems to function well
mechanically. Included is a period Zeiss Zielvier scope serial #42244
with German style reticle and somewhat cloudy discolored optics, the
scope body retaining about 65-70% original blue toning to gray-brown. A
very respectable drilling that apparently spent some time in England.
(13B9100-892) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

209 Custom Sharps Borchardt Model 1878 Sporting Rifle
serial #17343, 219 Zipper Improved, 26” replacement heavy round
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel of this rifle retains about
90% original blue showing some scattered areas thinning to gray with
some overall fine oxidation speckling and light flaking. The action retains
about 85% original smoky case-hardened colors showing vibrant wisps
throughout and some scattered gray-brown oxidation staining with an
area of old light pitting on the right side. The trigger and lever show
remnants of a straw-colored finish while the breechblock retains about
97% original blue. The original markings along the left side action
remain crisp and clear. The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and
schnabel forend are original hardware and remain in very good plus
condition retaining about 90% antique varnish that shows some fine
craquelure with the expected scattered light dings and handling marks,
one tiny minor crack at the right side where the buttstock meets the
frame. The buttplate is schuetzen style showing thinning nickel finish
and the rear forend screw is missing, the stocks otherwise retaining very
nice fit throughout. There are no provisions for iron sights and the barrel
shows four drilled and tapped holes for mounting target bases along
with a rectangular cutout that shows some dressing marks at the upper
tang. The action seems to function well mechanically. An attractive
custom Sharps Borchardt in a high velocity vintage wildcat cartridge.
(13B10699-23) {ANTIQUE} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800
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210 Winchester Model 1886 Saddle Ring Carbine
serial #110432, 45-70, 22” round barrel with full magazine and a partially
bright good bore showing a few patches of light pitting and overall light
oxidation and frosting with otherwise strong rifling. The barrel and
magazine of this 1896-made carbine retain about 40% original blue,
strongest along the magazine and the more protected areas with the
balance thinning and toning to a mild gray-brown patina, showing some
scattered very mild oxidation staining and handling marks. The action
retains generous silvery case-hardened patina throughout mixing with
some old oxidation staining and areas of gray-brown patina. There are a
few small spots of light pitting along the left rear corner also showing
good vibrant colors around the saddle ring. The lever is similar and the
bolt retains about 90% original bright blue. The barrel bands and carbine
buttplate have mostly toned to a mix of mild gray-brown and pewter
gunmetal patina and all markings remain intact and strong. The smooth
walnut stocks remain in very good plus condition as lightly cleaned long
ago and showing a little added oil finish along with the expected
scattered light dings and handling marks. There is one tiny minor drying
crack at the upper tang and a small filled hole along the toe line. There
are two added drilled and tapped holes at the left rear corner of the
action and the arm is sighted with standard carbine rear sight and a
replacement white bead front. The action seems to function well
mechanically. A very respectable example in a desirable configuration.
(13B10483-84) {ANTIQUE} [Perry White Collection] (3000/4000)
Est. 3,000 - 4,000

211 German Scalloped Doppelbuchsdrilling by Heinrich Leue
serial #9389, 8mm Rimmed over 16 ga (2 1/2”), 25 5/8” Krupp Flussstahl
barrels with mostly bright very good bores showing some light frosting
and small areas of pitting in the grooves and otherwise strong rifling, the
shotgun bore similar, choked a tight full with a very tiny dent at the
underside muzzle leaving it ever so slightly out-of-round. The rifle
barrels are chambered for an unknown cartridge with grooves
measuring about .318” and the rim cutout indicating a very wide and
thick-rimmed cartridge, the rim cutout diameter measuring about .591”
and the barrels showing only the old style bore measurement “172/28”.
The barrels retain about 60-70% original blue appearing stronger under
ambient light thinning and toning to a deep plum-brown patina overall
with a little sparse pinprick pitting and freckling. The action shows an old
lacquer finish with green ink trompe-l’oeil and some overall light pitting
beneath and flakes of silvery case-hardening lurking about. The action is
embellished with typical fine filigree scroll and shows fine matting along
the top. The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend
with scant schnabel remain in about very good plus condition as lightly
cleaned and refinished long ago, the forend with a thin 2” crack at the
left tip and the stock with a few very small thin drying cracks where it
meets the frame. There are some expected scattered light dings and
handling marks, the checkering perhaps refreshed, and the butt showing
some nice grain figure. There is a nice little arrow-shaped horn inlay
behind the right stock flat, the left-side inlay having been lost and
replaced with some synthetic filler. The steel pistolgrip cap shows nice
geometric bordering and a German silver plate with the initials “JH” and
there is a four-cartridge trap along the toe line with nice foliate
engraving. Stock features typical left-side European cheekpiece and
length-of-pull to the checkered horn buttplate is 13 3/4” with drops of
about 1 3/4” and 2 5/8”. The arm features European sling swivels,
double set triggers, tang selector, cocking indicator pins, Greener safety
and German claw mount bases. The standing rear sight is a rather
peculiar skeletonized wide semi-buckhorn, some of its fine edges with
slight dents or bends, along with a more traditional flip-up v-notch leaf
and the front bead sight shows a moderate dent along its back edge that
has crushed the bead. Lock-up is by dual under-bites with Greener
crossbolt and lock-up shows a hint of side-to-side play with the barrels
very slightly off-face. The rear trigger currently does not set and the
action otherwise seems to function well mechanically. (13B9100-880)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

212 Winchester Model 1886 Lightweight Lever Action Rifle
serial #147320A, 33 WCF, 24” tapered round barrel with half magazine
and a mostly bright very fine bore showing some mild frosting and strong
rifling throughout. The barrel and magazine of this circa
1908/1909-made rifle retain about 90% plus original blue with most of
the loss due to some thinning along the sides of the barrel to mild gray
patina, a few tiny scuffs and minor dings mostly ahead of the forend.
The action retains a similar amount of original bright blue with the
bottom metal mostly flaked to pewter gunmetal patina, silvering along
the high edges and some scattered light handling marks; the sides show
some subtle hints of Winchester striations. The hammer and lever show
some nice smoky case-hardened patina and the bolt retains about 99%
original bright blue. The smooth walnut stocks remain in about very fine
condition showing a little bit of older added finish and some scattered
light dings and handling marks. The hard rubber shotgun buttplate
shows a small shallow chip at the toe, the rear sight dovetail has been
blanked and the rifle is sighted with Lyman tang peep sight and No. 4
ivory bead hunting front sight. The action seems to function well
mechanically. (13B10483-188) {C&R} [Perry White Collection]
(1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

213 Winchester Special Order Model 1894 Lever Action Rifle
serial #43545, 38-55, 28” octagon barrel with full magazine and a bright
very fine bore showing a little bit of mild oxidation and perhaps a couple
tiny pinprick pits otherwise with strong rifling throughout. This
1898-made rifle is equipped with special order extra length barrel and is
in otherwise standard configuration. The barrel and magazine retain
perhaps 70% original blue thinning overall to a mild gray-brown patina
with scattered tiny dings, light handling marks and one 1 3/4” area of
some old light pitting on the left side. The action retains a similar amount
of original bright blue thinning to gray with scattered thin scratches,
handling marks and a few areas of cleaned fine pitting on the right side.
The hammer and lever show generous smoky case-hardened colors
throughout, the lever with stronger lovely vibrant colors while the edges
of the loading gate show nice brilliant fire blue. Some of the action screw
heads and holes show tool marks and all factory markings remain intact
and strong. The smooth walnut stocks remain in very good plus
condition retaining some streaks of original varnish along the sides of
the butt and showing some scattered mild abrasions and overall
handling marks to be expected. The crescent buttplate is mostly a
silvery pewter case-hardened patina and the rifle is sighted with
standard sporting rear sight and small German silver blade front. The
action seems to function well mechanically. A very respectable antique
1894 rifle. (13B10483-130) {ANTIQUE} [Perry White Collection]
(1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

214 Winchester Model 1873 Lever Action Rifle
serial #446335, 44 WCF, 24” octagon barrel with full magazine and a
partially bright about good bore showing some overall light pitting and
oxidation with generally good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of
this 1893-made rifle have mostly toned to a deep gray and plum-brown
patina showing scattered old light pitting, small dings and oxidation
staining. The action retains a few flakes of original bright blue scattered
about the protected areas, the cartridge lifter is a deep ocher patina with
strong marking and the edges of the loading gate show some generous
fire blue. The sideplate screw hole and slot show some old tool marks
and the factory markings remain intact and mostly strong. The left
sideplate shows some faded old scratched markings from the period of
use that are rather difficult to discern but appear to be a name and date.
The smooth walnut stocks remain in about very good condition having
darkened from the years showing a flaking older added varnish, overall
light dings and handling marks otherwise retaining excellent fit. There is
a 2” pendulum-shaped brass decoration nailed onto the left side butt
that shows some flaking nickel finish and the rifle is sighted with
standard sporting rear sight and small German silver blade front. This
rifle has a lot of character and may still spin a bullet with the right loads.
(13A10528-5) {ANTIQUE} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
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215 August Jung Scalloped Boxlock Drilling
serial #58, 16 ga (2 3/4”) by 8x57JR, 25 5/8” Krupp Flussstahl barrels
choked full with bright very fine bores showing a few errant freckles and
a handful of small dents scattered about, the rifle barrel near excellent
with crisp rifling. The chambers on this example appear to have been
lengthened to 2 3/4” and while there is no obvious date code visible,
based on other examples this is likely a very early post-war to early
1920’s made drilling. The barrels retain about 92% original blue showing
some scattered light scuffs and handling marks with some areas
thinning to a mild gray patina under bright light. The action has mostly
toned to a pleasant gray and silvery case-hardened patina and is
embellished in near full coverage with wide foliate motifs, floral bouquets
along the fences and punch-dot shading. There are nice little game
scenes left and right with a bellowing bull elk and cow left and pair of
rummaging boar right, also with a couple of smaller birds ahead of these
scenes. The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend
remain in about very good condition as cleaned and refinished with a
semi-gloss varnish showing a couple of thin drying cracks where the
buttstock meets the frame and at the upper tang that are very minor,
some mild flaking of the varnish and light handling marks. The buttstock
shows a somewhat rudimentarily stippled diamond ahead of the
pistolgrip checkering on either side and otherwise shows some lovely
feathercrotch grain figure throughout. The fluted hard rubber pistolgrip
cap and grooved buttplate are intact, there is a left-side European
cheekpiece and four-cartridge trap along the toe line that shows some
light floral embellishments. Length-of-pull is 14” with drops of about 1
1/2” and 2 3/8”. The arm features European sling swivels, double
triggers with rifle set, tang selector that flips up rifle u-notch sight, silver
bead front sight, cocking indicator pins and Greener safety. Lock-up is
by dual under-bites with Greener crossbolt and sideclips and is tight
on-face with top lever resting about dead center. The arm is also
equipped with German claw mount bases offset to the right, the rear
catch hardware is missing its retainer screw but the other parts are
included. The action seems to function well mechanically.
(13B9100-868) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

216 German P.08 Luger S/42 Pistol by Mauser
serial #6549o, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright very fine bore showing some
mild frosting and crisp rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1939-dated
pistol retain about 90% original blue showing some overall mild thinning
under bright light and scattered light handling marks, the gripstraps
toning to a smooth gray patina. The receiver, extractor and ejector are
taking on a slight deep plum tone under bright light as is commonly
seen. All markings remain intact and strong showing “(Eagle) / 63”
Waffenamts and droop wing eagle firing proofs. The checkered walnut
grips remain in about very good plus condition showing some overall
lightly chipped and compressed points. The grips are un-numbered and
their fit remains excellent. The remaining serialized parts are matching
including the grooved firing pin, the action seems to function well
mechanically and one blue-bodied black Bakelite base fxo-coded
magazine is included that shows some small chips and a crack along
the base. A nice S/42 Luger for the martial collector. (13A9100-1119)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

217 German P.08 Luger S/42 Pistol by Mauser
serial #192g, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright very fine bore showing a little
mild frosting and otherwise crisp rifling. The metal surfaces of this
1936-dated pistol retain about 90% original blue showing some overall
mild thinning under bright light, scattered handling marks and a few
oxidation speckles mostly along the top receiver and toggle. The small
parts retain lovely rich straw colors throughout showing some mild
thinning to pewter along the edges while the toggle pins, sear spring and
right grip screw retain a healthy amount of brilliant fire blue. The left grip
screw is a bit dull and probably a later replacement. All markings remain
intact and strong showing “(Eagle) / 63” Waffenamts and droop wing
eagle firing proofs. The checkered walnut grips remain in very good plus
condition showing some scattered lightly chipped and compressed
points and the left panel with a small repaired chip below the safety. The
grips are un-numbered and their fit remains excellent. The remaining
serialized parts are matching including the grooved firing pin and the
action seems to function well mechanically. One blue-bodied aluminum
base magazine numbered “2769f” with “(Eagle) / 63” Waffenamt is
included, it shows a small dent along the forward body and some dings
along the base. An attractive 1936 pistol with some nice original finish.
(13B9100-995) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

218 U.S. Model 1911 Semi-Auto Pistol by Colt
serial #471947, .45 ACP, 5” Colt barrel with a very good bore showing
light frosting throughout. This late war pistol has been lightly polished
and refinished. The metal surfaces show about 98% later applied blue
finish, the front strap showing slight thinning to pewter, diminishing finish
on the backstrap, high edge wear, and handling marks. The double
diamond checkered walnut factory grips rate very good to excellent
showing scattered light diamond point compression and handling marks.
This gun appears to function mechanically, has parts appropriate for the
period of manufacture, and retains very strong markings including the
“[eagle] / S12” acceptance mark. The pistol includes a single unmarked
all-blue seven-round magazine. An excellent example of a refurbished
1911 for the upstart collector or history buff. (8A10663-1) {C&R}
(1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

219 U.S. Model 1911 Semi-Auto Pistol by Colt
serial #34107, .45 ACP, 5” replacement Harrington & Richardson barrel
with an excellent bore. This 1913-manufactured pistol has been
refinished with beautiful professional applied Parkerized finish, the slide
is a later 1911A1 Colt replacement. The metal surfaces show about 98%
later applied finish showing a few minor handling marks and the only
real loss is to operational wear on the bottom of the slide. The grips are
a beautiful set of commercial double diamond checkered walnut grips
with a few minor handling marks. The pistol appears to have correct
parts for period of manufacture except as noted previously, it appears to
function mechanically, and the markings remain strong overall although
Major Walter G. Penfield’s inspection stamp is soft but visible. The pistol
includes a single Risdon Mfg. Co. marked seven-round magazine that
was refinished. An excellent example of an early Model 1911 nicely
refurbished to excellent arsenal quality. (8A10666-17) {C&R}
(1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

220 Colt Third Generation Single Action Army Convertible Revolver
serial #94029SA, .45 Colt / .45 ACP, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.
This lovely 1978-manufactured revolver has been fitted with a pair of
charming ivory grips. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue
finish showing light high edge wear, and handling marks. The spare
cylinder retains 99% plus blue and shows very little use if at all. The
frame retains beautiful swirls of case-hardened colors. The trigger and
hammer spur retain full blue finish with bright sides on the hammer. The
beautiful set of smooth ivory stocks are an even cream color highlighted
by faint even streaks of coffee that remain in excellent condition. The
revolver functions mechanically with correct timing and lockup for both
cylinders. The spare 45 ACP cylinder is not numbered and remains in
grand condition. A beautiful example showing light use, the ivory grips
adding a touch of panache, the spare cylinder lends versatility and
value. (8A9100-1121) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]  (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

221 Winchester Model 54 Super Grade Bolt Action Rifle
serial #43819A, 30-06, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barreled action of this 1935-vintage Super Grade retains about 98-99%
original blue with a few scattered light handling marks and a few freckles
of light oxidation. The bottom metal has been cleaned to bright showing
a few spots of light oxidation staining and the widows peak buttplate is
toning to gray. The body of the bolt remains bright and is
properly-numbered to the receiver and the bolt handle is toning to a dark
blue-gray patina. All metal markings are crisp with the floorplate
stamped “-SUPER GRADE-”. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip
stock with left side cheekpiece and Bakelite forend tip rates about
excellent with a few scattered light handling marks from the years. The
hood is missing from the front sight which is otherwise intact, the rear
sight is a folding leaf and mounted to the receiver is a Lyman 48W
missing its aperture. Included is a pair of Super Grade quick detach
swivels and a 1” brown leather sling with brass double hook in very good
plus condition for its age with some light crazing near the brass hook
with shows some light verdigris. The action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10483-13) {C&R} [Perry White Collection]
(2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000
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222 Browning Citori Sporter Ultra Plus Over Under Shotgun
serial #10050NVD13, 12ga., 32” ported ventilated rib Invector
Plus-choked barrels with bright excellent bores with a minute ding in the
underside of the lower barrel about 15” from the muzzle. The barrels of
this excellent condition shotgun retain 99% original blue while the
balance of metal surfaces retain 99% original gray finish with a few
scattered light handing marks overall. The trigger retains most of its
original gold-coloring with some light silvering on the left edge. The
frame features simple gold borders with “Sporter Ultra” on the left and
right sides along with “Ultra Plus” on the underside. The checkered
walnut pistolgrip stock and schnabel-tipped forend rate about excellent
with a short hairline crack to the left of the upper tang and a few
scattered light handling marks. The Decelerator pad provides a 14 1/4”
length of pull with drops of 1 3/8” and 2 1/8”. The single selective trigger
is adjustable for length of pull, the safety is non-automatic, the ejectors
are robust, the barrels are sighted with dual ivory beads and lock up
tightly and on-face and the action appears to function well mechanically.
Included is a Browning choke wrench and the following Invector Plus
choke tubes: full, improved modified, modified, improved cylinder, skeet.
(23A10691-5) {MODERN} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

223 Winchester Model 1894 Lever Action Short Rifle
serial #330558, 38-55, 20” round barrel with full magazine and a bright
fine bore showing some very light pitting in the otherwise strong rifling.
The barrel and magazine tube of this 1906-production short rifle retain
about 90% original blue with some minor silvering around the muzzle
and magazine cap, light wear to gray on the top of the breech and
overall light handling marks, particularly along the magazine tube, which
are toning to a gray patina. The balance of metal surfaces have aged to
gray with the familiar Winchester striations on the sides of the receiver
along with scattered spots of light oxidation and generous remnants of
original blue on the “Climbing Lyman” rear sight. All metal markings are
correct and crisp. The smooth walnut buttstock with crescent buttplate
and forend rate very good with a coat of added finish which is worn in a
few areas along with overall dings and handling marks from the field.
The front sight is an ivory-beaded blade, the rear sight has been
blanked, the previously-mentioned “Climbing Lyman” sight is mounted to
the receiver and the action appears to function well mechanically. The
included factory letter indicates that this rifle shipped from the factory on
August 1, 1907 in its current configuration. (23B10483-131) {C&R}
[Perry White Collection] (1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

224 Winchester Model 1894 Lever Action Rifle
serial #291636, 38-55, 26” round barrel with full magazine and a bright
excellent bore. The barrel and magazine of this 1905-vintage rifle retain
about 95% original blue with a thin streak of loss on the top of the
breech, light silvering at the muzzle and an about 1 1/2” area on the
right side of the muzzle toning to gray patina with fine speckles of light
oxidation staining and light handling marks. The lever is toning to a
pewter-gray case-hardened patina with some remnants of
case-hardened colors on the left side while the crescent buttplate is
toning to gray. The balance of metal surfaces retain about 85-90%
original blue with the high edges and carry point of the receiver toning to
gray and overall light handing marks. All metal markings are correct and
crisp. The smooth walnut stocks rate near excellent with a light coat of
added finish and a few scattered very light handling marks. The rifle is
sighted with a white beaded blade front and Lyman 66A receiver sight
which is missing its aperture and the original rear sight has been filled
with a slot blank. The upper tang screw shows light slot wear and the
action appears to function well mechanically. (23B10483-51) {C&R}
[Perry White Collection] (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

225 Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Rifle
serial #919702, 32-40, 26” octagon barrel with full magazine and a
bright excellent bore. The barrel, magazine tube and forend cap retain
about 87-90% original blue with light flaking to pleasant gray patina on
the forend cap, steaks of wear toning to gray along the magazine and
overall scattered light handling marks and a few spots of light oxidation.
The remaining metal surfaces retain about 65% original blue which is
strongest on the loading gate, hammer, around the stock and in the
protected areas, with the balance of the receiver and buttplate toning to
a blend of light and dark gray patina with spots wear, light handling
marks and speckles of light oxidation. The barrel address and proof
marks are very crisp. The smooth walnut stocks rate about very good as
lightly cleaned with a coat of added finish, a tiny filled repair behind the
lower tang and overall light handling marks. Both upper tang screws are
ill-fitting replacements, the barrel is sighted with a Beach combination
front and sporting rear and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23B10483-52) {C&R} [Perry White Collection]
(1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

226 Winchester Model 1885 High Wall Rifle
serial #111627, 32-40, 30” octagon No. 3 barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel retains about 93-95% original blue with light high edge
and muzzle silvering, a few light dings and handling marks, numerous
fine speckles of pinprick pitting concentrated around the breech and left
side of the muzzle, and some scattered tiny spots of light oxidation. The
balance of metal surfaces display a smoky-gray patina with a small area
of fine cleaning striations on the right side of the action and some
scattered spots of light oxidation. The proof mark on the top of the frame
is slightly softened and all metal markings are otherwise crisp. The
smooth walnut stocks rate about very good plus with a coat of added
finish, a dent on the underside of the schnabel forend with ebony insert,
a slim 3/8” chip on the left side of the upper tang, areas of darker
contaminant staining primarily along the toeline of the crescent buttstock
and some overall light handling marks. The barrel features a Lyman
windgauge target front sight and Lyman tang sight with aperture disc
while the rear sight dovetail has been filled with a slot blank and the
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A10648-36) {C&R}
(1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

227 Winchester Model 1885 High Wall Rifle
serial #37148, 38-55, 30” octagon No. 3 barrel with a bright about very
good plus bore showing fine pitting throughout the strong rifling. The
barrel is toning to a plum-brown patina with the typical light high edge
and muzzle silvering, a few scattered small dings along the edges,
scattered spots of light oxidation and remnant streaks of original blue
throughout. The remaining metal surfaces have aged to gray-brown
patina with speckles of light oxidation staining and generous remnants
of original vibrant case-hardened colors in the protected areas and
strong colors remaining on the interior surfaces of the action. All metal
markings are clear. The smooth walnut stocks rate about very good plus
as perhaps very lightly cleaned with a touch of added finish, which is
worn along the schnabel forend and wrist, a very tiny chip to the left and
right of the upper tang and overall scattered light handling marks. The
rifle features a set trigger, the original sights are intact, a Lyman
aperture sight is mounted to the tang and the action appears to function
well mechanically. (23A10574-11) {ANTIQUE} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

228 Rare Winchester Model 61 Pre-War Slide Action Rifle
serial #35683, 22 Short, 24” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel and magazine retain about 80% original pre-war rust blue
toning to brown, bulk of the loss due to forearm wear on the barrel and
magazine tube and thin silvering along the edges. The action retains
about 90% original blue with pinprick flaking and thin wear along the
edges. The left side of the barrel is marked “22 SHORT” along with the
other standard markings. The smooth pistolgrip walnut buttstock and
small 11-groove forend remain in very good plus condition with light
dents, handling marks and minor flaking along the checkered steel
buttplate. The triggerguard matches the frame and the rifle is sighted
with standard open sights. A solid very good plus early octagon barrel
Model 61 in seldom encountered chambering. (5C10483-23) {C&R}
[Perry White Collection] (1500/2500)
Est. 1,500 - 2,500

229 Weatherby Custom Mark V Bolt Action Rifle
serial #H73647, 300 Weatherby Magnum, 24” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this Japanese made rifle retain
95-97% original blue with a couple insignificant storage marks along the
edges, loss due to a small area of wear about 4” from the muzzle where
the top of the barrel rubbed against another surface. The action has
toned to plum, and the floorplate is marked with “WEATHERBY
CUSTOM” in riband surrounded by light floral scroll engraving. The
checkered Monte Carlo walnut stock features a left-side cheekpiece,
rosewood forend tip, white diamond inlay gripcap and #16 laurel leaf
carving with abalone inlays on both sides; there is some light water
staining on the right side of the buttstock. Rifle features a nice, light
Canjar single set trigger and the fluted bolt is numbered “647”. Original
Weatherby hangtag is included. A handsome, excellent dangerous
game, Mark V. (5B10600-49) {MODERN}   (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000
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230 Winchester Model 1892 Lever Action Rifle
serial #106792, 44 WCF, 24” round barrel with fullmagazine with a very
good bore showing even fine oxidation, light pitting and evident rifling.
The metal surfaces on this 1899-made rifle have mostly toned to a pale
brown-gray patina showing scattered light oxidation, tiny light scratches
and impact marks from the years. The magazine and lower protected
edge of the barrel show fading streaks of original blue, there are British
proofs on the left side of the breech and all markings remain intact and
legible. The plain walnut stocks remain in very good condition showing a
long thin repaired crack in the right side of the forend behind the
nosecap, below the rear tang and a couple tiny cracks at the heel along
with the expected scattered light dings and handling marks. The gun is
sighted with a standard blade front sight, express rear sight and the
action seems to function well mechanically. (5B10528-1) {C&R}
(1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

231 Winchester Model 1892 Lever Action Rifle
serial #400437, 38 WCF, 24” round barrel with full magazine and an
excellent bore showing some very fine frosting with crisp sharp rifling.
The barrel, magazine and nosecap retain 95-97% evenly thinning
original blue with thin brown highlights and the slightest amount of wear
along the muzzle. The action retains about 75% flaking original blue
toning to brown, and the hammer and lever show a pleasing soft gray
case-hardened patina with light colors still noticeable. The plain walnut
stocks remain in very good plus condition with light dents and handling
marks, the checkered hard rubber shotgun style buttplate is missing a
large chip at the toe. Rifle is sighted with standard sporting sights and
the action appears to function well mechanically. A nice Model 92 in a
desirable caliber. (5A10483-79) {C&R} [Perry White Collection]
(2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

232 Winchester Model 1892 Lever Action Rifle
serial #175656, 25-20 WCF, 24” round barrel with full magazine and an
oxidized bore showing moderate pitting and light evident rifling. The
metal surfaces on this 1901-made rifle have toned to brown patina with
gray highlights and loose specks of light oxidation. Parts of the action
and the protected area of the magazine tube and barrel show streaks of
original blue and all markings remain intact and legible. The plain walnut
stocks remain in very good condition showing a little older added finish,
the expected dents and handling marks and a couple more deeper
bruises in the left side of the buttstock. The rifle is sighted with a
replacement gold bead front sight, adjustable sporting rear sight and
there are light impact marks where the sights were installed at some
time during the period of use. The half-cock notch shows considerable
wear and needs mechanical attention. (5A10702-3) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

233 Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Rifle
serial #993315, 32 WS, 26” round barrel with full magazine and a bright
excellent bore showing perhaps some very light frosting within the
grooves. The barrel and magazine retain about 95% original blue
showing some light wear toward the front of barrel and magazine along
with the occasional tiny nick and speck of oxidation. There is a 1/4” dent
in the top left edge of the muzzle where the barrel came into contact
with a hard surface. The action retains about 75% original blue flaking to
brown with gray wear along the gripping edges of the frame and lever.
The nosecap and shotgun buttplate have toned to gray with brown
undertones and spots of light oxidation, all markings remain intact and
strong. The smooth walnut stocks remain in very good condition
showing flaking older added varnish, light handling marks and four more
prominent bruises along the left upper left edge of the forend. The rifle is
sighted with a Marble’s No. 5 front sight, Rocky Mountain sporting rear
sight and the action appears to function well mechanically. A solid Model
94 rifle that should still perform well today. (5A10483-45) {C&R} [Perry
White Collection] (1500/2500)
Est. 1,500 - 2,500

234 Winchester Model 1873 Lever Action Rifle
serial #85740, 44 WCF, 26” octagon barrel with a fair bore showing
overall pitting and old oxidation with good rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces of this 1892-made second model rifle have mostly toned to a
dark brown patina with silvering along the high edges, traces of original
blue along the protected edges of the sideplate and some sparsely
scattered spots of light oxidation. There is a modest area of flattening
along the edge of the right barrel flat just behind the magazine band and
the cartridge lifter is a goldenrod patina showing no evident cartridge
markings. The markings remain intact and strong. The smooth walnut
stock remains in good condition with traces of flaking original vanish and
the expected dents and handling marks. There is a thin hairline crack in
the right side of the forend behind the nosecap and the toe of the
buttstock is a bit shy of the buttplate. Rifle is sighted with standard
sporting front and rear sight and the action appears to function well
mechanically. An honest 1873 rifle in 44-40. (5A10483-136) {ANTIQUE}
[Perry White Collection] (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

235 Early Winchester Special Order Model 1885 High Wall Rifle
serial #1015, 38-55, 30” part round part octagon no. 3 weight barrel with
a bright excellent bore. Special order features on this rifle include a part
round part octagon barrel as well as a single set trigger. The barrel
retains about 87% evenly thinning original blue toning to a soft
gray-brown patina with light wear along the high edges, muzzle and the
occasional small scratch and mark. The action shows 90% original color
case-hardened finish muting to brown, the colors quite brilliant in and
around the breech. The smooth walnut buttstock and schnabel forend
remain in very good condition with light dents, handling and flaking finish
along the buttplate. There are a few slightly more moderate marks in the
buttstock along with a thin crack between the upper tang and comb and
a couple small notches in the left rear edge of the forend. The rifle is
sighted with an interchangeable disc globe front sight and lyman
combination sight on the rear tang, the rear is worn bright. A very nice,
1888-1889 production high wall rifle. (5C10483-165) {ANTIQUE} [Perry
White Collection] (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

236 Winchester Model 1892 First Year of Production Lever Action Rifle
serial #2957, 32 W.C.F., 24” round barrel with a full magazine and bright
very good to very good plus bore showing some scattered spots of light
oxidation but strong rifling throughout. The barrel and magazine tube
retain about 85% original blue with scattered light wear, some specks of
old oxidation, light handling marks, and areas toning lightly brown. The
receiver, bolt, and forend cap retain about 65% original blue with light to
more moderate wear on the high edges and contact points, leaving a
pewter gunmetal patina, the blue on the sides of the receiver thinning
and toning to brown, some specks of oxidation, and light handling
marks. The lever shows muted casehardened color on the sides and
interior loop of the triggerguard, the remaining surfaces toned to gray
with light oxidation staining. The straight grip walnut stock and forend
are in very good plus condition with an about 1 1/4” hairline crack on the
left side of the toe, light craquelure in the finish on the wrist, scattered
light flaking of the finish, and some light dings and handling marks
scattered about; the crescent steel buttplate has a pewter patina with
light spots of oxidation staining. The two-line barrel address, caliber
marking, and serial number all remain crisp and easily legible, and both
barrel and receiver are stamped with the Winchester proof denoting the
rifle returned to the factory at some point after 1905. The rear tang
screw shows some minor slot wear. The rifle is sighted with a beech
combination front sight, a sporting-style semi-buckhorn rear sight, and a
tang-mounted graduated aperture rear sight, and appears to function
well mechanically. Overall an attractive first year production model 1892,
that should perform as well today as when it was made 130 years ago.
(14B10483-53) {ANTIQUE} [Perry White Collection] (2500/4000)
Est. 2,500 - 4,000
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237 AYA Model XXV Boxlock Double Ejectorgun
serial #322995, 12 ga, 25” barrels choked improved cylinder and
improved modified with bright excellent bores showing only some
stubborn wad residue. The barrels retain about 98% original blue with
light slivering at the muzzles, a few spots of light thinning toning to
brown under direct light, and a few specks of easily missed old
oxidation; the breech shows some spots of oxidation staining and
pinprick pitting. The frame has an excellent silvery casehardened patina
with a few hints of oxidation staining which are easily missed and for
which one must search, and the trigger plate retains strong original blue
with very light toning to brown visible under direct light; the lever is
largely toning to pewter with strong remnants of blue along the sides
and a few light pits. The frame, lever, long tang triggerguard, and forend
iron are all factory engraved in a floral motif, both sides of the frame
clearly marked “AYA- AGUIRRE & ARANZABAL”, and a few of the
screws show minor slot wear; the rib is marked “AYA” in gold, and the
barrels and forend are numbered to the shotgun. The checkered straight
grip walnut stock and splinter-style forend are in near excellent condition
with two small flakes beginning to form at the heel and some
barely-there handling marks on the toeline. The oval monogram plate on
the toeline remains unengraved and the stock is fit with a KICK-EEZ
solid recoil pad, giving a 14 5/8” length of pull with drops of about 1 1/2”
and 2 1/4”. The shotgun locks up with the right barrel a hair off-face, the
lever comes to rest at center, and features double triggers, an automatic
safety, robust ejectors, and is sighted with a lone steel bead on the
Churchill rib. Altogether a lovely Spanish-made double ejectorgun.
(14B10636-20) {MODERN} (1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

238 Merkel Model 201E Scalloped Boxlock Over Under Shotgun
serial #159681, 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib barrels choked full in both, with
bright excellent bores showing only a few stubborn streaks of wad
residue. The barrels retain 99% original rust blue with only the slightest
hint of silvering at the muzzles, and the coin-finished scalloped frame
rates excellent and features attractive game scene engravings on the
sides, four duck landing in a pond on the right and a dog flushing two
game birds on the left, with foliate scroll and geometric patterns
surrounding them; the top lever, safety, and triggerguard all retain about
99% blue finish and show light scroll engraving. The checkered
pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in excellent condition with a minor
handling mark or two, and features a left side shadowline cheekpiece,
sling swivels on the toeline and on the lower barrel about 2 1/2” forward
of the forend tip, and a “SUHL” marked checkered plastic buttplate
giving an about 14 1/4” length of pull. The barrels and forend are
numbered to the shotgun, and the left side of the barrels are marked
“GEBR. MERKEL SUHL / MADE IN GDR”. The shotgun locks up tight
with the lever coming to rest left of center, and features double triggers a
nonautomatic safety, ejectors, cocking indicators, and is sighted with a
lone white bead. Overall a lovely engraved Merkel that should perform
well. (14B9100-844) {MODERN} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] 
(2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

239 Winchester Special Order Model 1892 Lever Action Rifle
serial #728004, 38 W.C.F., 24” round barrel with button magazine and a
bright very good plus bore with scattered pinprick to light pitting but
strong rifling throughout. The barrel retains about 95-97% original blue
finish with a few hints of light thinning, some light handling marks
scattered along the length, and a few specks of old oxidation and some
light oxidation staining. The frame retains about 40% original blue with
the grasping area and high edges worn to a pewter gunmetal patina,
moderate thinning and toning to brown on the sides of the receiver, the
blue remaining strongest in the protected areas at the rear, and light
abrasions scattered about; the forend cap has worn to gunmetal gray,
and the lever shows strong remnants of blue with areas worn to gray
with light oxidation staining. The smooth straight grip walnut stock and
forend are in very good to very good plus condition with a few light
abrasions on the left side of the stock, scattered light handling marks, a
lightly added finish, and the toe of the crescent steel buttplate is a hair
proud of the stock. The two-line barrel address, caliber markings,
Winchester proofs and trademark, and serial number all remain clear
and easily legible. The rifle is sighted with a steel blade front sight and a
flat-top sporting-style rear sight, and the rifle appears to function well
mechanically. A solid 1913-manufactured Model 1892 chambered for a
desirable cartridge. (14A10483-58) {C&R} [Perry White Collection]
(1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

240 Winchester Model 1873 Saddle Ring Carbine
serial #4403, 44 W.C.F., 20” barrel with a full magazine and an oxidized
bore showing evident rifling that likely will still spin a bullet. The metal
surfaces of this 1875-made carbine retain 98% reapplied blue finish, the
lever, hammer, and loading gate toning lightly to plum-brown, with a few
specks of light oxidation and previous light pitting visible beneath the
finish; the brass cartridge lifter has toned to a pale gold patina with light
dings visible at the top and two short cracks present at bottom. The
smooth straight grip walnut stock and forend are in very good condition
with two lightly repaired cracks at the rear of the upper tang, measuring
about 1 3/4” and 1”, a thin lightly repaired about 1” crack in the forend
nose, scattered light dings and handling marks, and an added glossy
finish; the curved steel buttplate is slightly proud at the toe. The
remnants of the barrel address are just barely visible and the details of
which are no longer legible, no caliber marking is visible on the cartridge
lifter, and “Model 1873” is lightly marked on the upper tang. The rifle is
sighted with a front sight integral to the upper barrel band, the screw for
which is absent, and a non-adjustable leaf sight, the dust cover is
absent, and the saddle ring and stud are intact. The carbine appears to
function well mechanically. (14A10528-10) {ANTIQUE} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

241 Winchester Model 1892 Lever Action Rifle
serial #29567, 38 W.C.F., 24” octagon barrel with a full magazine and a
very good lightly pitted bore with evident rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces of this 1894-manufactured rifle have a light brown patina with
strong undertones of gunmetal gray with light wear on the high edges,
strong remnants of blue on the bolt and in the protected areas of the
receiver and barrel, some specks of old oxidation between the barrel
and magazine, and some minor dings scattered about; the lever is in
similar condition showing a small spot of light pitting on the triggerguard
bow, traces of muted case color at the root of the lever, and the hammer
shows some muted casehardened colors with some light oxidation
staining. The smooth straight grip walnut stock and forend are in very
good plus to near excellent condition as lightly refinished long ago with a
light ding on the right woodline of the forend, a tiny filler-repaired chip at
the base of the forend, a small chip at the corner of the wrist now
smoothed over, and spots of oxidation leaching at the buttplate, wrist,
and base of the forend; the forend cap and toe of the buttplate are lightly
proud in spots. The two-line barrel address and caliber marking are light
but easily legible, the serial number and winchester trademark on the
tang remaining clear. The rifle is sighted with a small German silver
blade front sight and a flat top sporting-style semi-buckhorn rear sight,
and appears to function well mechanically. A solid antique model 1892
for the Winchester enthusiast. (14A10574-20) {ANTIQUE} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

242 Winchester Model 1873 Lever Action Short Rifle
serial #206786B, 44 W.C.F., 20” round barrel with full magazine and an
about good bore with light to more moderate pitting but evident rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this third model short rifle have a light
brown patina overall with strong remnants of blue finish in the protected
areas of the receiver and barrel, light wear on the high edges, scattered
spots of old oxidation, and some minor dings and light handling marks
consistent with age and use; the brass cartridge lifter has toned to a
mellow goldenrod patina, the interior showing some light verdigris. The
hammer shows traces of muted casehardened colors on the sides,
vibrant colors revealed on the face of the hammer when it is cocked.
The smooth straight grip walnut stock and forend are in very good plus
condition with light dings and handling marks scattered throughout, the
concentration found around the toeline of the stock, and the stock shows
an eyelet for use with the early Winchester sling swivels; the forend cap
shows the base to a later added sling swivel, the loop for which is
absent. The two-line barrel address remains clear, the barrel and bottom
of the cartridge lifter are both marked “44 CAL”, and the serial number is
light but legible; the markings of the upper tang are concealed beneath a
combination tang peep sight, the screws for which resist removal. The
rifle is also sighted with an ivory bead front sight, the bead unfortunately
split in two, and a sporting-style semi-buckhorn rear sight, and the rifle
appears to function well mechanically. The magazine retaining band is
correctly located 3 1/2” from the muzzle, the rear sight dovetail is 5 1/4”
ahead of the frame, the front sight dovetail is 3/4” from the muzzle, and
while the forend measures 9 1/2” in length, not all short rifles feature
shorter than standard forends. Included is a letter from the Winchester
Gun Museum, dated September 10, 1968, listing this rifle by serial
number and describing it as “…a rifle, round barrel, plain trigger” and
having shipped from the factory on September 7, 1886, later to return for
rework on October 20, 1890. A solid Winchester Model 1873, likely
converted to Short Rifle configuration at the Winchester factory.
(14B10483-138) {ANTIQUE} [Perry White Collection] (3000/5000)
Est. 3,000 - 5,000
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243 Winchester Model 55 Takedown Lever Action Rifle
serial #5140, 30 W.C.F., 24” round barrel with a half magazine and a
bright excellent bore. The barrel retains about 92% thinning original
blue, the thinning more moderate on the forward half of the barrel, with a
series of semi-circular wear marks on the underside of the barrel from
contact with the takedown lever, a light wear mark between the rear
sight and receiver, and some light handling marks. The receiver retains
about 75% original blue with light to moderate wear on high edges and
contact points, areas of wear on the sides of the receiver toning lightly to
brown, spots of very fine surfaces oxidation, and a few handling marks;
the lever and hammer show light operational wear and thinning on the
sides, and some light oxidation staining. The smooth straight grip walnut
stock and forend are in very good condition with a few light cracks in the
wrist, traveling rearward from where the stock meets the receiver, a few
scattered light dings and abrasions, and light flaking and wear of the
finish on the butt; the corrugated steel buttplate shows a few minor dings
and some light oxidation staining at the heel and toe. The factory
Winchester markings all remain crisp, and the Winchester proof on the
receiver appears double struck. The rifle is sighted with a bead-on-blade
front sight and a Marble’s folding u-notch rear sight, the magazine tube
successfully unscrews from the receiver but the barrel resists removal,
and the rifle appears to otherwise function well mechanically. A
1926-made Model 55 that should still perform well today. (14A10483-69)
{C&R} [Perry White Collection] (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

244 Les Baer Custom Ultimate AR 223 M4 Civilian Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #LBR005430, 223 Rem, 18” LBC bench rest 416 stainless steel,
Dupont S coated barrel with a 1:8” rate of twist and a like new, unfired
bore. This top-of-the-line AR platform factory custom rifle is in
new-in-the-box condition and features machined LBC upper and lower
receivers with Dupont S coating finish, LBC chromed bolt and extractor,
LBC chromed carrier, Geissele two-stage trigger, LBC picatinny top rail
and four-way rail free-float handguard with lock ring, LBC Ultimate
pistolgrip and aluminum gas block. The rifle is equipped with a VLTOR
six-position collapsible buttstock. The factory Versa-Pod mount is
installed, and included are the original box, soft case, magazine,
manual, test target and papers. This is a top-quality AR platform rifle that
has a 1/2” MOA factory guarantee and would cover many shooting
styles and disciplines. (4A10339-17) {MODERN} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

245 Les Baer Custom Ultimate AR 223 M4 Civilian Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #LBR005311, 223 Rem, 18” LBC bench rest 416 stainless steel,
Dupont S coated heavy barrel with a 1:8” rate of twist and a like new,
unfired bore. This top-of-the-line AR platform factory custom rifle is in
new-in-the-box condition. Features include machined LBC upper and
lower receivers with the Dupont S coating finish, LBC chromed bolt and
extractor, LBC chromed carrier, Geissele two-stage trigger, LBC
picatinny top rail and four-way rail free-float handguard with lock ring,
LBC Ultimate pistolgrip and aluminum gas block. The rifle is equipped
with A2 style fixed buttstock and a factory Versa-Pod mount is installed
on the forend. Included are the original box, soft case, magazine,
manual, test target and papers. This is a top-quality AR platform rifle that
has a 1/2” MOA factory guarantee and would cover many shooting
styles and disciplines. (4A10339-14) {MODERN} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

246 Smith & Wesson Model 624 Double Action Revolver
serial #AHB5031, .44 Special, 6 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This
Model of 1985 .44 Target remains in excellent condition showing little or
no use. The stainless steel surfaces rate excellent showing only a light
turn ring on the cylinder. The .500” target hammer and .400” semi-target
trigger retain full hard chrome finish. The checkered goncalo alves
factory target grips feature silver S&W medallions, later style speed
loader cut out, and remain in excellent condition. This revolver features
a Baughman ramp front sight, black blade micro adjustable rear sight, a
crisp action that correctly times and locks up. This revolver includes the
original factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the
gun, unopened cleaning kit, manual, and paperwork. A desirable
revolver with a short four year production run. (8A10718-53) {MODERN}
  (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

247 Scarce Smith & Wesson Model 66-3 Combat Magnum Revolver
serial #BBT1910, .357 Magnum, 3” barrel with an excellent bore. The
serial number and box code, date this gun to October 19, 1988. It was
part of a 1988 2500-gun limited run for Ashland Shooters Supply with
two other short runs of similar guns in the 1990s for other distributors.
This scarce and desirable revolver remains in excellent condition
showing very little use. The stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with
only a faint turn ring present on the cylinder. The smooth combat trigger
and service hammer retain full hard chrome plate. The checkered walnut
factory round butt Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate
excellent. This revolver features a red ramp front sight, black blade
micro adjustable rear sight, and it functions as good as the day it left the
factory. Limited edition guns in such fine condition always attract the
attention of collectors but there are many “selling points” for the shooter.
The 3” barrel is close to the compactness of the 2 1/2” barrel with the
benefit of increased sight radius, more muzzle weight for recoil control,
and a full-length ejector rod for positive extraction and ejection of fired
cases. It includes the original factory hinged box that is correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun, unopened cleaning kit, manual, and
paperwork. The limited use and outstanding condition of this revolver
make is a must-have for the serious collector or revolver aficionado.
(8A10718-28) (MODERN)  (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

248 Smith & Wesson Model 27-5 Double Action Revolver
serial #BFJ3292, .357 Magnum, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. This
lovely late-1980s revolver has seen little if any use remains in excellent
condition. The metal surfaces retain about 99% plus original blue
showing only a light turn ring. The smooth combat trigger and service
hammer retain bold case-hardened colors. The checkered goncalo alves
factory target grips with silver S&W medallions feature a speed loader
cut and rate excellent. This gun has a Baughman ramp front sight, black
blade micro adjustable rear sight, with correct timing and lockup. The
revolver includes the original factory box that is correctly end labeled
and numbered to the gun, unopened cleaning kit, manual, and
paperwork. An excellent example of a Model 27 with the desirable 5”
barrel. (8A10718-17) {MODERN} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

249 Scarce Smith & Wesson Model 686 U.S. Customs Contract Double
Action Revolver
serial #AYU0918, .357 Magnum, 3” full lug heavy barrel with an
excellent bore. This “CS-1” marked U.S. Customs revolver remains in
excellent condition showing light honest use. The “CS-1” revolvers have
a long and storied history with total of about 7000-8000 manufactured in
3”, 4”, and 6” barrels, the 3” length encompassing about 3200 units.
Information and production numbers vary depending on the source. It is
purported a firearms expert hired by U.S. Customs wanted a service life
of 10,000 rounds of magnum ammunition and tighter tolerances than the
standard production gun to meet the agencies high accuracy standards.
Smith & Wesson was awarded the contract and the guns were met with
mixed reviews by agents due to reliability issues from the excessively
tight tolerances specified and excessive weight for plain clothes carry.
Guns were modified by government armorers and marked with an “M”
and rechecked later by Smith & Wesson gunsmiths and a “2” added to
the “M”. These modifications solved the reliability problems but did not
remove the taint of dislike by the Agents. Eventually, they were offered
for sale to the agents and public through Smith & Wesson when a
semi-auto was adopted by the agency. In her misguided wisdom, then
Attorney General Janet Reno stopped the sale to the civilian market and
ordered the remaining guns destroyed or sold to foreign governments.
This one survived her purge and the stainless steel surfaces remain in
excellent condition with scattered light handling marks. The smooth
combat trigger and service hammer retain full hard chrome finish. This
gun has the checkered rubber round butt Pachmayr Compac grips that
were provided on the agency guns and they rate excellent. This gun has
the model number stamped on the frame under the crane with the
number “2” above it and “CS-1” above that, no “M” is present. It features
a .100” Baughman ramp front sight, black blade micro adjustable rear
sight, and functions mechanically with correct timing and lockup. It
includes the original factory hinged box that is correctly end labeled and
numbered to the gun and a manual. The Julien date on the box
indicates a date of September 23, 1988, with a product code of
#104228. It is reported that they are fine shooters which should endear
them to the revolver enthusiast and the police firearms collectors will not
want to miss this opportunity. A 4” barreled version follows this
description. (8B10718-42) {MODERN} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
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250 Scarce Smith & Wesson Model 686 U.S. Customs Contract Double
Action Revolver
serial #AZH1680, .357 Magnum, 4” full lug heavy barrel with an
excellent bore. This U.S. Customs revolver remains in very good
condition overall, showing honest use over the years. The U.S. Customs
or “CS-1” revolvers have a long and storied history with a thumbnail
outline provided in the previous description. The stainless steel surfaces
remain in about very good condition with scattered light handling marks
and a few tiny dings on the front sight. The smooth combat trigger and
service hammer retain full hard chrome finish. This gun has the
checkered rubber round butt Pachmayr Compac grips provided to the
agency, they rate about good showing light to moderate wear of the
checkering and other handling marks. This gun has the model number
stamped on the frame under the crane with the number “2M” above it
and “CS-1” above that. It features a Baughman ramp front sight, black
blade micro adjustable rear sight, and functions mechanically with
correct timing and lockup. Another great find for the Police firearms
collector and purported to be fine shooters due to the tighter tolerances
they were built to. See the excellent 3” barreled version of this fine
revolver in the previous description. (8B10718-23) {MODERN}
(1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

251 Rare Smith & Wesson Model 1926 44 Hand Ejector Target Model
Revolver
serial #S69438, 44 Special, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces on this 44 Military, 3rd Model revolver retain about 90%
factory blue, the arm having been neatly engraved in bold open flowing
scroll and then background stippled to accent the work, the stippled area
not reblued post-engraving. The gun was clearly used after its
embellishment and the frontstrap, bottom of the triggerguard and the full
backstrap of the revolver have toned to a plum and pewter, with a bit of
high edge wear as well. Both the hammer and trigger show some smoky
color case-hardening each also with a bit of light surface oxidation, more
prevalent on their left sides. There is a bit of light muzzle wear as well
and interestingly an extension has been added to the tall front target
style sight of brass, giving a somewhat bright sourdough-style picture.
The revolver wears checkered service style grips which rate excellent
and are un-numbered on their interior, but their fit is precise. The gun
comes in what is no doubt its original gold and blue box for the 1926
Model 44 Military Revolver with 5 inch barrel and a blue finish. The box
itself rates fine to perhaps very good with some light edge scuffing but it
remains intact, there is no discernible number any longer. The gun times
and locks up properly and frame, barrel and cylinder are all numbered
alike. (3B9100-829) {C&R}   (4000/6000)
Est. 4,000 - 6,000

252 Custom Engraved Colt Combat Commander Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #80BS9571, 9mm, 4 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This
fine Colt pistol has been embellished in a very Germanic-style and is the
mate to the following lot. The metal surfaces retain 99% post-engraving
blue with the bright-polished sides of the Commander hammer
remaining brilliant and the chamber area of the barrel showing only very
light wear. The pistol features nearly full coverage wonderful quality
flowing oakleaf and acorn engraving with fine background punch-dot
stippling. Nearly every leaf has had a small portion of it lightly abraded
bright giving the gun a wonderful sparkly contrasting tone overall,
appearing at first glance to be tiny silver inlays over the entire periphery
of the gun. The smooth antique ivory grips are scrimmed in the same
wonderful oakleaf and acorn pattern, their base showing age crackling,
the left grip with a bit of light soiling and light scratches. While not
marked, it would seem very likely some American serviceman or officer
had these pistols customized while stationed in Germany. A very
attractive Combat Commander with its matching big brother as the next
lot. (3B9100-604) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(2500/4000)
Est. 2,500 - 4,000

253 Custom Engraved Colt Government Model Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #6969B370, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This is
a handsome Colt pistol likely embellished in Germany and is the mate to
the previous lot. The metal surfaces retain 99% post-engraving blue with
the bright-polished sides of the hammer remaining brilliant and the
chamber area of the barrel showing some light operational wear. The
pistol is engraved with wonderful quality flowing oakleaf and acorn scroll
in near full-coverage with fine background punch-dot stippling. It would
appear as though each and every leaf has had a small portion of it
lightly abraded bright, giving the gun a wonderful sparkly contrasting
tone overall, appearing at first glance to be tiny silver inlays over the
entire surface of the pistol. The smooth antique ivory grips are scrimmed
in the same wonderful oakleaf and acorn pattern, their base showing
light age crackling. Strangely unmarked, it would stand to reason that
some American serviceman or officer had these matching pistols custom
engraved while stationed in Germany. (3B9100-603) {MODERN}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]   (2500/4000)
Est. 2,500 - 4,000

254 Smith & Wesson 44 Hand Ejector Target Revolver
serial #9518, 44 S&W Special, 6 1/2” barrel with a mostly bright very
good bore showing some scattered areas of light pitting and oxidation
with otherwise strong rifling throughout. This revolver shows factory
refurbishment star stamp and October 1947 date. The metal surfaces
retain about 98% fine quality factory restored blue showing just some
scattered light handling marks and some mild operational wear. The
hammer and trigger show some good smoky case-hardened colors with
a little gray-brown oxidation staining and the original factory markings
remain completely intact and strong. The revolver wears a set of nice
Sanderson checkered walnut target grips with left-side thumb rest and
remain in very fine condition showing some scattered very light dings
and handling marks. The revolver is sighted with a later factory
adjustable square notch blade rear sight, consistent for when the
revolver was refurbished, and a very generous tall Patridge blade front
sight. All of the serialized parts are matching and the action seems to
function well mechanically with solid timing and lock-up. A handsome
refurbished and upgraded first model “target” triple lock revolver.
(13B9100-345) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]  
(1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

255 Excellent Colt Third Generation Single Action Army Revolver
serial #99841SA, 45 Colt, 4 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1978-made revolver retain about 99% plus original
blue and lovely vibrant case-hardened colors, one small area on the
right side frame perhaps with some subtle muting of the colors. The
polished sides of the hammer remain brilliant and the cylinder is
excellent with hardly any sign of turning. The checkered black plastic
grips with Rampant Colt and Federal Eagle remain in excellent condition
showing one very minor small scratch along the front edge of the left
panel that normally would not be worth the mention. The revolver
includes its original blue paper-covered Custom Shop box, Colt patch
and paperwork in near excellent condition. A superb as-new and rather
early Third Generation Colt. (13A9100-535) {MODERN} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

256 U.S. Contract Service Model Ace by Colt
serial #SM11263, .22 LR, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. This lovely
late war pistol remains in excellent condition. The metal surface retain
about 97% original Parkco-Lubrite finish, most of the loss to edge and
operational wear around the muzzle in addition to scattered light
handling marks. The checkered Coltwood factory grips with reinforcing
rings around the screw holes and no reinforcing ribs on the back rate
about excellent with minor handling marks. This pistol retains crisp
markings overall including civilian inspector John S. Begley’s “J.S.B.”
inspection mark. This pistol features a Williams floating chamber,
half-moon ramped front sight, Stevens adjustable rear sight, and correct
Model 1911A1 features for period of manufacture. It includes a single
ten-round factory magazine with “COLT / 22 [ACE in a triangle] L.R. /
SERVICE MODEL” on the base. According to Charles Clawson in Colt
.45 Service Pistols, on August 7, 1945, a block of 1,500 in serial number
range SM7700 – SM13500 were shipped to Officer in Charge Naval
Supply Depot Norfolk, Virginia. The Ace was an important training
implement during the war. This is a superb example and fine investment
for the collector. (8B9100-M68) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection] (2500/4000)
Est. 2,500 - 4,000
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257 Scarce Colt Officers Model Target Revolver
serial #656709, .32 Colt New Police (S&W Long), 6” heavy barrel with
an excellent bore. This lovely early war revolver has seen light use and
remains in fine condition. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98%
original blue showing light edge wear, and handling marks. The narrow
checkered target trigger and hammer spur retain full blue finish with
bright sides on the hammer. The fully checkered walnut factory grips
with silver Rampant Colt medallions rate very good showing light
handling marks with a small shallow chip off the edge of the right butt.
This gun features an elevation adjustable front sight, windage adjustable
rear sight, and it functions as good as the day it left Colt. It is purported
that only between 850 and 1,500 units were produced in .32 caliber
making them very desirable and hard to locate. Excellent condition
Officers Models in .32 caliber are difficult to find and this one is a
welcome chance for Colt enthusiast to diversify their collection.
(8A9100-80) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]   (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

258 U.S. Model 1911 Semi-Auto Pistol by Colt with Raritan Arsenal Box and
Papers
serial #424488, .45 ACP, 5” Flannery barrel with an excellent bore. This
late Great War pistol has been arsenal refurbished and features a
Springfield Armory slide and a few other replacement parts. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% arsenal reapplied Parkerized finish showing
old pitting under the new finish on the slide plus portions of the frame,
and light handling marks. The replacement checkered Keyes Fibre
synthetic grips feature the reinforcing rib on the back of the panels and
reinforcing ring around the screw holes. The hammer is a later WWII
replacement, all the markings remain very strong to crisp including the
“[eagle] / S14” acceptance mark. This pistol includes a single
seven-round WWII era Risdon Mfg. Co. magazine with “R” on top of
floorplate lip and “C-R” on bottom. This fine gun includes a craft box
shipping container with paperwork from Raritan Arsenal showing sale of
this pistol to a gentleman in Illinois on September 14, 1960, for $21.85.
The box and paperwork are all numbered to the gun and the original
packing foil and express receipt are also included. It is interesting
Government sold this arm as a U.S. Model 1911 by Springfield Armory
based on the slide although it is correctly a Colt manufactured frame.
The paperwork indicates a single magazine with the pistol, although a
label on the box indicates two. The box rates very good showing light
soiling and a small tear along one edge and the original packing tape is
present. The enclosed paperwork rates about excellent. A wonderful war
memento purchased during simpler times. (8A9100-696) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

259 Colt Single Action Army Revolver
serial #344041, 38-40 W.C.F., 7 1/2” barrel with a very good bore
showing light scattered pitting. This 1922-manufactured first generation
revolver has been refinished and currently retains about 99% reapplied
all blue finish showing light edge wear at the muzzle, a few scattered
handling marks, and a few old pits under the new finish. The checkered
hard rubber factory grips are scratch numbered to the gun and rate good
showing moderate to heavy wear of the diamond points on the right
panel and light wear to the left. The front sight has been professionally
altered with the installation of a tiny lightly-flattened gold bead at the top
of the sight, rear sight is the factory fixed groove, and it functions
mechanically with correct timing and lockup. An excellent example of a
Single Action Army that was non-factory refurbished. (8A9100-1243)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]   (1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

260 Rare Smith & Wesson 32 Military & Police Hand Ejector Revolver
serial #C55888, 32 S&W Long, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
This rare revolver is one of only 910 .32 Military & Police hand ejectors
made with a 5” barrel. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue
with light high edge and contact point wear, the bulk of the loss due to
drifting to plum on the cylinder. There are sparsely scattered freckles of
oxidation here and there, and perhaps some light pinprick pits on the
backstrap and at right reer of frame. The hammer and trigger retain
about 95% original vibrant case-hardened finish with showing speckles
of light oxidation staining. All metal markings are crisp and all the proper
parts are serialized to the frame. The diamond checkered walnut Magna
grips rate very good with a short hairline check and tiny chip in the upper
right edge of the right panel at the frame, a small sliver missing from the
edge of the checkering border in the left panel amongst other light
handing marks from honest use. The right grip panel is properly
stamp-numbered to the frame. The original sights are intact, timing and
lock-up is excellent and the revolver appears to function well
mechanically. Included is a factory gold picture box whose bottom is
numbered to the gun and the top has “32” written over the original
printed “38” though the end label bears the correct finish, barrel length
and frame configuration. The box rates about very good plus showing
overall minor edge wear and light storage marks and the interior label in
the lid is excellent. A very scarce 5” barrel 32 Military & Police revolver
for the advanced Smith & Wesson collector. (23A9100-M31) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

261 Smith & Wesson K-32 Masterpiece Hand Ejector Revolver
serial #K67599, .32 S&W Long, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. This
scarce five-screw revolver remains in excellent condition, the metal
surfaces retain about 97% original blue showing light edge wear,
handling marks, and sparse, tiny freckles of pinprick pitting scattered
about. The .500” target trigger and .500” target hammer retain bold
case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The replacement
diamond checkered walnut factory Magna grips rate very good showing
light handling marks; they are numbered to another gun and feature
silver S&W medallions. The revolver features a Patridge front sight,
black blade micro adjustable rear sight, all appropriate parts are
correctly numbered to the gun, and it functions as good as the day it left
Springfield in 1949. The scarce and very desirable K-32s are a favorite
of collectors although shooters appreciate their mild mannered nature.
(8B9100-956) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]  
(2500/3500)
Est. 2,500 - 3,500

262 Smith & Wesson Model 17-4 Double Action Revolver
serial #83K2427, 22 LR, 8 3/8” pinned barrel with an excellent bore. This
lovely early 1980’s K-22 Masterpiece remains in superb condition. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue showing a few insignificant
handling marks and a faint turn ring on the recessed cylinder. The
service trigger and hammer retain bold case-hardened colors. The
factory grips were replaced with silver grips marked “Made in
Guadalajara Mexico”. The left panel has a gold colored insert of the
Aztec Sun God on the bottom and Mexican National Coat of Arms on
the top, the right panel has both inserts with an additional
diamond-shaped insert separating them. They show light tarnish but are
in excellent condition overall. This revolver functions mechanically with
excellent timing and lockup it features a Patridge front sight, and black
blade micro adjustable rear sight. The long barrel Masterpiece is another
variation for the collector and fine shooter for the revolver aficionado.
(8A9100-683) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]  
(1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
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263 Cased Pair Winchester / Colt Commemorative Single Action Army
Revolvers
serial #2716WC & 2717WC, both are .44-40 W.C.F., 7 1/2” barrels with
near excellent bores showing slight frosting in each. These ornate
revolvers commemorate the collaboration between the two companies
making one of the most legendary combinations in firearms history, the
Model 1873, and the Frontier Six-Shooter in .44 W.C.F. They are further
enhanced with the addition of beautiful one-piece ivory grips. The metal
surfaces of both retain about 99% original blue finish and
case-hardened colors with perhaps a few very minor handling marks.
The case-hardened colors are a mixture of beautiful blues, purples, and
straw. The right side of the barrels have an embossed gold image of the
Colt factory flanked by gold foliate scroll; the left side has gold “COLT [in
an oval]” also flanked by gold foliate scroll. The unfluted cylinders are
adorned with embossed foliate scroll and has “WC [in an oval]” on one
side and “[Rampant Colt on a globe]” on the other side, the backstrap
has the likeness of Sam Colt’s signature in gold leaf. The smooth
two-piece walnut grips are provided with the gun and are assembly
numbered to the individual gun and both rate excellent. Only one of the
grip pins are provided but should be an easy replacement. The provided
grips are beautiful one-piece ivory with Scrimshawed figures on both
sides and remain in excellent condition. The left side of the grips has the
head of a Bald Eagle in an oval and is signed “M. CARINO”, the right
side of the grip features a Native American chief with full war bonnet
holding a Bald Eagle feathered object, probably a pipe, in an oval also
signed by “M. CARINO”. This set includes the factory Colt Custom Shop
walnut presentation case with cut outs for both revolvers, red velvet
lined with a prominent oval “COLT” embroidered patch on the inside of
the cover. The interior rates excellent while the exterior is about very
good to excellent showing light handling marks and flaking of the finish
on the cover. Overall, a gorgeous set of revolvers enhanced with
beautifully executed ivory grips and displayed in a solid display case.
(8A9100-1406A,1406B) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]   (4000/6000)
Est. 4,000 - 6,000

264 Franz Kettner Scalloped Boxlock Over Under Shotgun Two Barrel Set
serial #2721, 12 ga, 25 3/4” ventilated rib barrels choked modified and
improved modified with bright excellent bores, and 30” ventilated rib
barrels choked full in both with bright near excellent bores with a few
small spots of light pitting. The 30” barrels retain about 90% restored
rust blue thinning and toning to gray at the muzzle and with streaks
toning to brown along the length when viewed under direct light, but
appearing much stronger in ambient light, and a few small spots of
previous light pitting beneath the finish. The 25 3/4” barrels retain about
95% of what appears to be original blue with light wear at the muzzles,
some light thinning and toning to plum-brown, a spot of light pitting on
the underside of the lower barrel, and a few minor handling marks. The
casehardened frame has toned to a pleasant gray patina, spots
retaining a silvery casehardened patina, with some very light oxidation
staining, and strong case colors present beneath the lever; the lever
retains strong blue finish with light toning to plum under direct light and
silvering at the tip. The horn triggerguard is in very good condition with a
few light handling marks and a light crack at the front of the bow, to the
left side of the screw. The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut stock and
forend are in very good condition as lightly period refinish with a neatly
repaired crack through the wrist, easily missed unless one is looking for
it, a short hairline crack at the rear of the upper tang, and a few light
dings and spots of flattened checkering; the 1” grooved horn buttplate is
in very good plus condition with a small chip at the toe and a few of the
typical drying checks. The stock features a heart and diamond inlay at
the tip of the stock flats, nicely scroll engraved steel gripcap and forend
iron, sling swivels on the toeline and lower barrel, a shadowline left-side
cheekpiece, and an about 14 1/8” length of pull. The frame and breech
of the barrels show lovely foliate scroll engraving and floral motifs on the
screw and bolt heads, both barrels are marked “FRANZ KETTNER”,
“—SPECIAL—GEWEHR—LAUF— / —STAHL—” , and
“—FRIED.KRUPP.AG.— / —ESSEN—“, and both sets of barrels and
the forend are numbered to the shotgun. The shotgun locks up tight with
the lever coming to rest at center and features double triggers, a
nonautomatic safety, ejectors, is sighted with a one brass bead, and
appears to function well mechanically. An attractive two-barrel set with
some lovely engraving. (14B9100-933) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch"
Kennedy Collection]  (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

265 AH Fox A Grade Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #28221, 12 ga., (2 1/2”), 28” barrels choked a light full in both, with
bright very fine to perhaps near excellent bores, the right tube showing a
small ding and an old raised dent, the left with three or four old raised
dents along their bottom edge which seem to have been well done,
leaving the steel a bit wavy. The barrels retain perhaps 90-92% original
fading gray-blue, the loss due primarily to the even fading, some muzzle
wear and with scattered light scratches and handling marks, a few more
prominent on the left tube. The bold A-engraved frame and top lever are
a silvery pewter patina and are primarily smooth with some very light
oxidation staining on the rounded portion. The checkered capped
pistolgrip American walnut buttstock rates very good, now devoid of
finish, with worn checkering and the expected light dings and handling
marks from use afield; the splinter forend is similar showing a bit more
wear. The length of pull to the grooved hard rubber buttplate is 14 3/16
with drops of 1 5/8” and 2 7/8”. The gun locks up tightly on-face with the
top lever still right of center and features automatic safety, double
triggers and extractors. There is no barrel thickness noted below .030”,
most being well over. A worn but no doubt eminently usable A-grade
Fox for fall birds. (3A10574-76) {C&R} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

266 Savage Fox Sterlingworth Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #373680, 16 ga., 28” barrels choked a tight modified and full, with
bright excellent bores. The barrels are an overall toned dark and light
gray patina with some plum tones mixing in, with more drifting at the
breeches and the muzzles. They are indeed Savage-marked and
special alloy forged steel. The frame is marked “Fox Sterlingworth” and
retains perhaps 30% original color case-hardening, prominent beneath
the lever, behind the fences and in the area of the triggerguard. There
are scattered spots of light oxidation here and there, a few on the belly
which have left pinprick pitting. The checkered pistolgrip American
walnut buttstock and Savage-style splinter forend rate very good, the
buttstock primarily devoid of varnish and showing a repaired crack at the
right head of the stock adjacent to the top lever. The length of pull to the
grooved hard rubber butt is 14 3/8” with drops of 1 1/2” and 2 1/2”. The
buttplate is cracked and missing a portion from the top screw to the
heel. The gun locks up Fox-tight with the top lever still right of center
and features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. An
excellent candidate for upland birds this October. (3A10636-56) {C&R}
(1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

267 British Improved Revolving Percussion Pepperbox Pistol by Benjamin
Cogswell
.45 cal, 3 1/2” six-barrel cluster with lightly oxidized smooth bores. The
barrels and other iron surfaces of this attractive pistol have mostly toned
to a nice rich plum-brown patina showing some scattered old oxidation
staining and a few pinprick pits, the front edge of one barrel with a
moderate but small ding. The barrel cluster features nice raised flutes
that show softened but visible period London proof marks and the round
portions of the barrels are individually numbered. The attractive German
silver frame is extensively embellished with fine quality English
scrollwork, handsomely executed with fine line detailing and light
geometric borders. The frame with integral nipple shield has taken on a
very nice mellow patina overall, with some areas thinning to the
underlying ocher brass along with a few light dings and handling marks.
The left side of the frame is neatly marked “B. COGSWELL /
224.STRAND.LONDON” (the number obscured slightly by a small scuff)
and the right side “IMPROVED / REVOLVING PISTOL”. The smooth
walnut grips remain in very fine condition retaining a healthy amount of
original varnish showing some scattered light dings, handling marks and
some very minor warping along the top edges. The pistol is equipped
with a sliding safety device, the barrels rotate counter-clockwise and the
action generally seems to function well mechanically with good timing
and lock-up on most of the barrels, though it overtimes and spins freely
on one of them. This is a fine and interesting example from a respected
British firm likely made between 1857 and 1863, just before Harrison
joined in partnership. (13B10639-1) {ANTIQUE}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
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268 Modified DWM Lp.08 Artillery Luger Pistol
serial #7024m, 9mm, 5 5/8” shortened barrel with a mostly bright very
good bore showing some fine oxidation and frosting in the grooves with
otherwise strong rifling throughout. This pistol shows 1920 Weimar
inventory date over the original 1917 date over the chamber and has
had its barrel neatly shortened, retaining the artillery rear sight and the
front sight base has been dovetailed and staked in place. While LP.08
pistols were modified in the Weimar era, this example does not quite
conform to those standards and was likely done some other time. The
metal surfaces retain about 92% original blue showing some overall high
edge wear and thinning to gray-brown patina along with some scattered
light handling marks and operational wear. The small parts showing
fading original straw color, the sear spring retains pale fire blue and all
markings remain intact and strong. The checkered beech grips are
stamp-numbered to the gun and remain in very fine condition showing
some scattered lightly chipped points and retaining nice fit overall. The
front sight base, blade and the rear toggle pin are un-numbered and the
remaining numbered parts are matching including the un-grooved firing
pin and rear sight parts (the rear sight spring may require some
attention). The rear sight v notch has been widened considerably. One
bright-bodied wood base magazine numbered “6386o” is included and
the action seems to function well mechanically. An interesting example.
(13A10656-9) {MODERN}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

269 German P.08 Luger Pistol by DWM
serial #1560m, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing
some scattered mild frosting and strong rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces of this 1916-dated pistol retain about 90% plus original blue
showing scattered high edge wear, areas thinning to a mild gray-brown
patina and a few spots of light pinprick pitting mostly along the left side.
The small parts retain rich straw color throughout showing a little mild
gray speckling while the sear spring, toggle pins and even the front sight
retain bright fire blue. All markings remain intact and strong showing
proper imperial inspector stamps. The checkered walnut grips are
stamp-numbered to the gun and remain in very fine condition showing a
couple of lightly chipped points and minor handling marks retaining very
nice fit. The rear toggle pin is un-numbered and the remaining serialized
parts are matching including the un-grooved firing pin. One later
bright-bodied aluminum base magazine numbered “1535k” with “(Eagle)
/ 63” Waffenamt is included and the action seems to function well
mechanically. A classic Great War Luger pistol in nice condition.
(13A10656-20) {C&R}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

270 German P.35(P) Semi-Auto Pistol by Radom
serial #K7769, 9mm, 4 3/4” barrel with a very good bore showing light
oxidation and frosting in the grooves with otherwise strong rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this three lever non-slotted pistol have
mostly toned to a pleasant smooth deep gray patina showing some
scattered light dings, a few pinprick pits and generous streaks of original
blue in the protected areas. All markings remain completely intact and
strong showing proper eagle firing proofs, “(Eagle) / WaA77” and
“(Eagle) / 623” Waffenamts. The original dark brown checkered Bakelite
grips remain in near excellent condition showing a few scattered light
dings and handling marks. The barrel is numbered “042”, the remaining
serialized parts are matching and the action seems to function well
mechanically. One original unmarked pinned base magazine in very fine
condition is included. A solid Radom pistol for the martial collector.
(13B10677-1) {C&R}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

271 Belgian Boxlock Double Shotgun by Francotte
serial #28044, 12 ga (2 3/4”), 30” damascus barrels choked full in both
with bright very fine bores showing a little stubborn fouling and just a
couple very subtle small shallow dents. The barrels of this shotgun have
mostly toned to a silvery pewter patina retaining much of its swirling
damascus pattern showing some sparse minor pinprick pitting, some
scattered light dings and small scuffs. There are good streaks of original
plum brown finish in the protected areas around the ribs and the rib is
nicely matted in a tight zigzag pattern with light foliate scrollwork and
gold inlaid band at the rear. The barrels show Von Lengerke & Detmold
New York retailer markings and the undersides show Francotte’s “AF”
maker mark and “(Crown) / ELG” Belgian proofs. The action is an
attractive silvery case-hardened patina showing some remnants of
smoky colors while the triggerguard and top lever have mostly toned to
pewter patina, the lower tang with some smoothed-over light pitting.
Both sides of the action are neatly maker marked and there is extensive
fine quality filigree embellishments throughout, floral motifs on the hinge
points and detailed oak leaves along the fences. The checkered straight
grip walnut buttstock and splinter forend with push button release
remain in very good plus condition showing a little minor darkening
around some of the metal, scattered light dings and mostly worn finish.
The fine diamond point checkering shows light wear remaining mostly
strong and the stock cheeks show nice scalloping and checkering. The
stock shows stamped number “222” behind the lower tang and is fitted
with a molded stag scene hard rubber buttplate that is no doubt an old
replacement as it shows an “FN” mark at the toe but otherwise remains
in very fine condition. Length-of-pull is 14 1/8” with drops of 1 1/2” and 2
3/4”. Lock-up is by dual under-bites with doll’s head extension and
Greener crossbolt and is tight, perhaps showing the faintest sliver of
light at the breeches with the top lever resting about center. Minimum
wall thicknesses measure about 0.026” and the shotgun features
automatic safety, double triggers and extractors. The middle bead sight
has broken off and the front is a rather generous brass post. The action
seems to function well mechanically and weight is 7 1/2 lbs.
(13B10636-61) {C&R}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

272 German Mauser 98 Bolt Action Sporting Rifle
8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing a hint
of mild frosting in the grooves and otherwise strong rifling throughout.
This is a handsome sporter retaining about 96% fine quality rust blue
showing some mild thinning to gray-brown patina along the bottom metal
and scattered old fine pitting beneath the finish that is unobtrusive. The
bolt body has been polished and remains mostly bright showing some
light oxidation staining while the checkered butter knife bolt handle is
toning to gray-brown and the bolt sleeve shows a reapplied polished
blue finish. The exterior does not retain any evident markings aside from
a small “X” stamped ahead of the floorplate and “7,9” bore measurement
on the barrel shank. The bolt is from an imperial era rifle numbered
“4156”. The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut stock is quite handsome
and remains in very fine to perhaps near excellent condition retaining
much of its oil finish showing just a few scattered light dings and
handling marks, a few minor drying cracks evident in a knot on the left
side butt. The diamond point checkering with neatly mullered borders
remains intact and strong and the stock features a lovely schnabel and
rather pronounced cheekpiece. The inside barrel channel does show the
name “James” neatly written in pencil, otherwise there are no other
apparent markings. The black hard rubber pistolgrip cap and grooved
buttplate remain in excellent condition and length-of-pull is 14 3/4”. The
rifle is equipped with European style sling swivels, the rear perhaps an
older replacement as it is marked “MADE IN ITALY”, adjustable double
set triggers, Lyman receiver sight and generous silver bead front sight
on a smooth raised ramp. There is a vacant dovetail base ahead of the
receiver and the action seems to function well mechanically. A very
nicely fashioned Mauser sporter. (13B10698-5) {C&R} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
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273 British Double Hammergun by G. E. Lewis & Sons
serial #12084, 12 ga (2 1/2”), 30” barrels choked improved cylinder and
full with bright near excellent bores showing a little bit of stubborn fouling
and the right barrel with one tiny raised ding on the underside about 9
1/4” back from the muzzle. This shotgun shows later Birmingham nitro
proofs for 2 1/2” shells at 850 bar 1 1/8 oz load. The barrels retain about
95% nice quality re-blacking showing some sparsely scattered small
areas of mild oxidation, light handling marks and a few areas of partially
smoothed-over pitting beneath the finish mostly nearer the breeches
and muzzles. There is a splotchy area on either barrel above the forend
that is a darker tone than the balance of the barrel finish but it is
unobtrusive and only noticeable under direct light. The barrel markings
remain legible showing 32 & 33 Lower Loveday St. Birmingham
address. The action and lockplates are mostly a pleasant silvery
gunmetal patina showing remnants of silvery case-hardened patina and
some sparse oxidation staining, both lockplates neatly maker-marked
and showing tasteful light border embellishments and small foliate
flourishes. The hammers, top lever and triggerguard also show restored
blue finish, the bow of the guard with some light pitting and the left
hammer spur reattached some time ago. The checkered walnut straight
grip buttstock and splinter forend with horn tip insert remain in very good
plus condition showing the expected overall light dings and handling
marks, the upper tang a little bit proud of the wood but the fit otherwise
very nice overall and the flattop diamond checkering with mullered
borders remaining strong. Length-of-pull to the grooved horn buttplate is
14 1/2” with drops of 1 5/8” and 2 1/4”. The rebounding hammers are
perhaps a little bit out of time but the locks otherwise seem to function
well mechanically. Barrel lock-up exhibits very slight play but it is
relatively minor and the action is otherwise quite sturdy featuring dual
under-bites, Greener crossbolt and side clips, the top lever resting about
center. Minimum wall thicknesses measured about 0.020” in a few small
areas of the right barrel and 0.023” in the left and weight is a little bit
over 6 1/2 lbs. (13A10698-1) {C&R} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

274 Winchester Model 71 Deluxe Lever Action Rifle
serial #24020, 348 WCF, 24” round barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel and magazine tube of this 1947-made rifle retain about 94%
original blue with most of the loss due to some scattered light handling
marks, subtle thinning and the blue taking on a slight plum tone under
bright light. The action retains about 90-92% original blue showing high
edge wear and handling marks, the bottom metal toning to gray with
some mild oxidation speckling. There is a series of thin scratches along
the top rear corner of the left side action and a previous owner has also
lightly scratched their name and address along the left side (they
apparently lived in Marlboro MA). All factory markings remain crisp and
clear. The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend
remain in good condition retaining a healthy amount of original varnish
that shows more wear and flaking along the forend. There is a crack
running the length of the left side wrist between the two tangs that
appears to show an old repair, a few other smaller minor cracks present
around the upper tang along with the expected scattered light dings and
handling marks. The end of the butt does show some areas of attractive
grain figure, the hard rubber pistolgrip cap remains in very fine condition
and the original checkered steel buttplate is present. The rear sight
dovetail has been blanked and the rifle is sighted with a Lyman riding
bolt peep sight and plain bead front sight with hood. The rear sight
aperture insert is an old ad-hoc replacement and the action seems to
function well mechanically. A very respectable example of these potent
Winchester lever guns. (13B10630-2) {C&R} (1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

275 German P.08 Luger Pistol by DWM
serial #5855a, 9mm, 4” barrel with a fair bore showing dark grooves and
old pitting throughout and worn evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this
1921-dated pistol retain about 80-85% original blue showing overall
edge wear and areas thinning to gray-brown patina under bright light
along with some mild oxidation along the gripstraps and barrel. The
small parts retain good straw color with the expected muting from the
years and some mild gray-brown speckling while the sear spring retains
good fire blue. The correct Weimar “dove” proof and inspector stamps
are very soft as is commonly seen and the other markings remain intact
and strong. The checkered beech grips remain in very good condition
showing some lightly chipped points and edge wear, the grips are
un-numbered though no doubt the originals as their fit is excellent. All of
the serialized parts are matching including the grooved firing pin which
indeed appears to be the original pin that was later grooved per the
1930s directive. The pistol includes a blue-bodied aluminum base
magazine numbered “7086o” with “(Eagle) / 63” Waffenamt and the
action seems to function well mechanically. A very respectable example
from the low-production days of the Weimar government. (13A10712-1)
{C&R}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

276 German Army C96 Semi-Auto Pistol by Mauser Oberndorf
serial #314598, 30 Mauser, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this Imperial German military-accepted pistol
retain about 85-90% original blue showing high edge and operational
wear along with some sparsely scattered small areas of minor oxidation.
There are a number of dings or tool marks scattered along the barrel
and sides of the frame at the rear, some perhaps a bit moderate
particularly the left side frame, and also some dings at the muzzle that
do not impinge upon the very nice bore. The bolt remains mostly bright
and the hammer and fire control group are the familiar mild gray
case-hardened patina. The remaining small parts retain particularly
brilliant and lovely fire blue just showing some muting to gray along the
sharp edges and a few tiny oxidation speckles and the right side breech
flat shows a crisp military acceptance stamp. The 33-groove walnut
grips are stamp-numbered matching the pistol and remain in very fine
condition showing some light edge wear and handling marks, the inside
of the right grip also with the name of a former owner written in pencil.
The lanyard ring is missing, all of the serialized parts are otherwise
matching and the action seems to function well mechanically. This is a
very attractive and desirable military broomhandle pistol for the German
martial collector. (13B10712-2) {C&R}   (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

277 Scarce Hopkins & Allen Dictator Cartridge-Converted Single Action
Revolver
serial #4900, 38 RF, 4” round barrel with a partially bright very good
bore showing a few scattered patches of moderate oxidation and pitting
with otherwise strong rifling. This is a fine example of the unmarked
variant Dictator, factory converted for cartridges. The barrel and cylinder
retain generous streaks of original bright blue, with strong blue on the
breech flats, and the balance taking on an attractive flaked gray-brown
patina, along with a little sparse oxidation staining and minor handling
marks. The cylinder vignettes with bear, dog, and eagle heads, panoply
of arms, and Indian head remain completely intact and mostly strong.
The frame, triggerguard and trigger retain about 90-92% original nickel
finish with most of the loss due to a flaked area on the left side frame
that shows some old light pitting, and some other sparsely scattered
more mild flaking and freckling. The hammer retains vibrant
case-hardened colors and the smooth walnut grips remain in near
excellent condition retaining strong original oil finish showing a couple of
tiny flakes and dings mostly along the bases. The left panel is
stamp-numbered matching the gun and all of the other numbered parts
are matching as well by either the serial number and or the conversion
number (1184). The action seems to function well mechanically. A fine
example of a scarce gun with an estimated 500-750 produced.
(13B10729-7) {ANTIQUE}   (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

278 Scarce H&R-Imported Heckler & Koch Hk4 Semi-Auto Pistol Four Barrel
Set
serial #10655, 22 LR, 25 ACP, 32 ACP and 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrels all
with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original
blue and matte black finishes with the only real loss due to a few sparse
freckles and minor handling marks mostly along the sides of the slide,
which are also taking on a slight plum tone under bright light. All barrels
remain bright and brilliant and the markings are crisp. This example is
1967 proof-dated and the gun itself not specifically marked by H&R. The
checkered dark brown plastic grips remain in excellent condition and the
action seems to function well mechanically. The pistol is currently set up
for 380 ACP and has a proper 380 magazine. The original black plastic
case with red felted interior and blue and gold H&R lid insert is included
remaining in very fine condition, the interior lining showing some staining
and light wear. The other black plastic case also includes the blue and
gold H&R lid insert and holds the three remaining extra barrels and
recoil springs, four magazines (one for each chambering) and all four
factory test targets each numbered to both the gun and their respective
barrel numbers. The interior lining of the case does show some cracking
and minor damage along the edges of the barrel cutouts but this is
relatively minor. A very fine ensemble for the modern pistol or H&K
collector. (13B10729-43) {C&R} [The Richard Littlefield H&R Collection]  
(2500/3000)
Est. 2,500 - 3,000
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279 German System Kneifel Drilling by Bruno Haeussner
serial #4147, 16 ga (2 3/4”) over 9.3x72R Sauer, 27 1/4” Kruppstahl
barrels, the shotgun bores choked improved modified and rating about
very good showing some fine pitting their full-length and a few small
raised dents otherwise mostly bright. The rifle barrel is also about very
good with some light oxidation in the groves and strong rifling though the
muzzle is slightly out-of-round and will need to be addressed by a
competent gunsmith. The barrels of this interesting September 1931
proof-dated drilling retain about 96-97% excellent quality restored rust
blue showing some mild thinning to gray-brown patina under bright light
and a few small oxidation speckles. The arm appears to have seen
some more modern gunsmith work as the chamberings have been later
engraved along the rib and there are a number of filled in dovetails also
along the top rib, the attachment of the ribs between the barrels also
possibly having seen some restoration work. The scalloped action is
rather interesting featuring wide flaring clamshell bolsters around the
fences which support a pair of auxiliary side locking lugs. The action is
mostly a nice pewter gray case-hardened patina showing a few small
areas of minor oxidation staining mostly along the left side and is
extensively engraved with fine quality tight foliate scrollwork and
geometric bordering. The bolsters are both maker-marked and marked
with “SYSTEM KNEIFEL” inlaid with silver, a few areas of the inlay
having been lost to the years. The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut
buttstock and schnabel forend remain in very good condition as cleaned
and refinished, the checkering having been recut as their borders are
rather amateurishly executed. The stocks otherwise show just some
sparsely scattered light handling marks and a few very minor repaired
cracks. The foliate embellished blued steel grip cap is likely a later
replacement and the stock features a four cartridge trap along the toe
line, left-side European cheekpiece, finely checkered steel widow’s peak
buttplate and attractive grain figure throughout. The horn triggerguard
shows an old glue repair to a break along the front and one of the
Greener safety escutcheon screws is a replacement. There is a sliver of
light between the breeches and standing breech though the action
otherwise locks up well with dual under-bites and Greener crossbolt in
addition to the aforementioned side lugs. The barrel sight flip-up switch
will require some mechanical attention as it is currently not functional,
there is a set trigger for the rifle barrel, German silver cocking indicator
pins and the action otherwise seems to function well mechanically.
Equipped with a German-style claw mount with rings that hold a Leupold
Vari-X III 1.5x5 scope with duplex reticle and slightly discolored optics
that show some subtle occlusions. This is a rather bulky drilling built on
an unusual and apparently seldom-seen action. (13B10726-29) {C&R}
(1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

280 Winchester Model 42 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #6497, 410 bore, 28” barrel choked full with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this first year production 1933-made
shotgun retain about 90% original blue with most of the loss due to
scattered areas thinning and toning to a mild gray-brown patina, some
overall fine oxidation freckling, light handling marks and operational
wear to be expected. The bolt remains mostly bright showing some very
mild oxidation staining and all markings remain crisp and clear. The
smooth pistolgrip walnut buttstock and grooved forend remain in near
excellent condition as very lightly cleaned and carefully refinished
showing just a few scattered minor handling marks. The original black
checkered hard rubber buttplate is intact showing some light dings and
minor scuffs and the shotgun is sighted with a single silver bead. The
action seems to function well mechanically. This is a solid early Model
42 that has seen some honest use and otherwise retains strong
condition. (13A10574-53) {C&R} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

281 Winchester Model 1887 Lever Action Shotgun
serial #24122, 10 ga, 30” barrel with a partially bright about good bore
showing light pitting its full-length. The barrel and magazine of this
1889-made shotgun have mostly toned to a rich plum-brown patina
showing some sparsely scattered old minor oxidation staining and
handling marks with generous original blue in the protected areas
particularly along the magazine, the hanger also retaining some streaks
of original bright blue. The action shows nice silvery case-hardened
patina with some hints of smoky colors and scattered oxidation, the right
side flaking to plum-brown patina and the top of the breechblock and
hammer retaining some hints of vibrant colors. The internal areas of the
breechblock show excellent vibrant colors throughout. All markings
remain intact and strong with nice Winchester monogram on the left side
action. The round knob pistolgrip buttstock and forend panels have been
very neatly checkered very long ago during the period of use, the
buttstock rating very good plus retaining some strong original varnish
particularly along the left side butt showing a tiny crack at the heel and
scattered light dings to be expected with otherwise excellent fit at the
tangs. The forend panels are very good showing light handling marks
and the left panel with a few thin chips along the edges and a repaired
crack through the forward escutcheon. The original hard rubber buttplate
is intact and the action seems to function well mechanically. An
attractive 1887 for the Winchester collector. (13B10574-43) {ANTIQUE}
(1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

282 Winchester Special Order Model 1894 Lever Action Rifle
serial #305736, 32 Winchester Special, 26” part round part octagon
barrel with button magazine and a bright very fine to perhaps near
excellent bore showing a few shallow pits and hint of frosting in the
grooves and otherwise crisp rifling. The barrel of this 1906-made rifle
retains about 75% original blue appearing stronger under ambient light
and toning to a mild gray patina under bright light with a few tiny dings
and scattered handling marks. The action retains about 60% thinning
original bright blue toning to gunmetal gray and showing some sparsely
scattered freckling and small dings, the sides showing the familiar
Winchester striations. The hammer and lever show smoky
case-hardened colors and the loading gate retains generous brilliant fire
blue. The smooth walnut stocks remain in about very good plus
condition showing a little bit of older added finish, scattered light dings
and the buttplate a little proud at the toe. The rifle is equipped with
Winchester’s 32 Special rear sight and Beach style combination front
sight and the action seems to function well mechanically. (13A10574-27)
{C&R} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

283 German 1920 Commercial Luger Pistol by DWM
serial #6463i, 30 Luger, 3 7/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this handsome interwar commercial pistol retain about
92% original blue appearing stronger under ambient light, the frame and
receiver taking on a mottled gray-brown tone under bright light with
some thinning along the gripstraps and some scattered light handling
marks. The small parts retain strong straw color with a little scattered
oxidation speckling while the breechblock pin, sear spring and edges of
the grip screws show nice fire blue. The front of the frame shows period
“GERMANY” import mark and the DWM monogram along the toggle
remains crisp. The checkered beech grips remain in very fine condition
showing a few scattered lightly chipped points; they are un-numbered as
is typical for these commercial reworks and their fit is otherwise
excellent. The un-grooved firing pin is un-numbered and the remaining
numbered parts are matching, one bright-bodied aluminum base
magazine numbered “4983u” is included and the action seems to
function well mechanically. (13A10709-7) {C&R}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
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284 Winchester Model 1897 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #210653, 12 ga, 30” barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel and magazine of this attractive 1903-made shotgun retain
about 95% original blue with moderate operational wear along the
magazine, some minor thinning along the barrel and some sparse minor
oxidation speckling mostly at the muzzle. The magazine hanger, end
cap, takedown collar and slide arm retain about 95% original bright blue
showing a little minor flaking and oxidation speckling. The action retains
about 92% original bright blue showing a few areas flaking to
gray-brown patina, sparse oxidation speckling and a few light abrasions
and minor dings along the front edges from improper takedown. The
hammer and trigger show strong case-hardened colors and the small
parts and many of the screw heads retain almost all of their lovely
brilliant fire blue. All markings are crisp and clear and the smooth
pistolgrip walnut buttstock and grooved forend remain in very fine
condition retaining about 92% original finish showing some scattered
light dings and handling marks with one small crack at the heel and a
minor 1/2” crack at the right side tip of the forend. The shotgun is
sighted with a single brass bead and the action seems to function well
mechanically. A fine 1897 that appears to have seen little actual use.
(13B10593-139) {C&R} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

285 Remington Factory Engraved D-Grade Model 10 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #U102623, 12 ga, 28” ordnance steel barrel choked full with a
mostly bright very fine bore showing some scattered very fine pinprick
pitting. The metal surfaces of this shotgun retain about 95% excellent
quality period restored rust blue showing some sparsely scattered
pinprick pitting, tiny oxidation speckles and toning to mild gray-brown
under bright light. The barrel shows neat matting and all markings and
embellishments are completely intact and unmolested, the barrel
showing the upgraded “ORDNANCE” steel marking and choke marking
hand-engraved. The action and breech end of the barrel show lovely
quality factory foliate scrollwork engraving, nicely detailed with small
dots and fine lines, the serial number also properly hand engraved. The
checkered straight grip walnut buttstock and forend remain in very good
plus condition showing somewhat worn finish and the expected
scattered light dings and handling marks. The checkering shows light
wear overall and the buttstock exhibits some straight dark line grain
figure throughout. A period solid red rubber pad is present though it has
hardened and cracked somewhat from the years, providing a 14 1/8”
length-of-pull. The shotgun is sighted with a “flat” silver bead front sight
and the action seems to function well mechanically. A very handsome
Remington Model 10. (13B10574-228) {C&R} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

286 Browning FN High Power Medallion Grade Bolt Action Rifle
serial #8X45775, 270 Win, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 98% original blue showing a little
silvering at the muzzle, some sparsely scattered minor handling marks
and a couple tiny oxidation stains along the floorplate. The barrel is
taking on a deep plum-brown tone under bright light and the bolt
raceway remains mostly bright as does the bolt itself showing mild
operational wear. The extractor shows some subtle jeweling and the bolt
is stamp-numbered matching the receiver along the handle. The
grooved trigger retains most of its gold plating showing some mild
flaking and the barrel has a nice target crown. The action and bottom
metal show standard factory Medallion grade embellishments consisting
of tasteful foliate motifs and scrollwork, the floorplate with a ram’s head
and the embellishments have been filled with bonanza gold. The
checkered pistolgrip deluxe walnut stock remains in about good
condition, sadly showing a repaired break at the wrist with some old glue
and worn finish in the repaired area evident, otherwise there are just
some scattered light handling marks. Removal of the action suggests a
little oxidation from salt wood around the upper tang but the balance of
the action and underside of the barrel remain in near excellent condition.
The stock features contrasting rosewood pistolgrip cap and forend tip,
left-side cheekpiece, sling swivel studs and handsome grain figure
throughout. The action seems to function well mechanically, there are
no provisions for iron sights and the rifle includes a one-piece Redfield
scope base and a set of 1” rings that have also been nicely engraved.
(13B10726-25) {C&R}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

287 Engraved Remington Vest Pocket Pistol
serial #2232, 30 RF, 3 1/2” barrel with a partially bright bore showing a
few patches of moderate oxidation and light pitting with otherwise strong
rifling. This pistol is embellished with later-applied excellent quality
engraving consisting of crisp finely detailed foliate scrollwork with
punch-dot shading along the sides of the frame and breech flats and a
few lighter zigzag and geometric motifs. The metal surfaces are mostly a
medium gray-brown patina showing some sparsely scattered pinprick
pitting and retaining some subtle streaks of original bright blue in the
protected corners. The address and patent markings along the top flat
remain completely intact and mostly strong and the breechblock and
hammer retain some generous bright fire blue. The smooth rosewood
grips appear to be pencil-numbered to the gun and remain in very fine
condition showing a couple tiny flakes at the toes and otherwise just
some minor handling marks retaining streaks of original varnish. The
action seems to function well mechanically. An attractive Remington
vest pocket pistol. (13B10729-10) {ANTIQUE}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

288 Interesting Kentucky Flintlock Coat Pistol Formerly of The William Locke
Collection
.388 cal, 4 1/4” part round part octagon barrel with turned medial at the
point of transition and a moderately oxidized bore. This is a very
handsome and unusual little pistol, the barrel unmarked and the
lockplate maker-marked “P. P. IRVING / WARRANTED”. The barrel and
lock show evidence of a very old light cleaning now toned to a pleasant
silvery pewter patina, the barrel showing some scattered old light dings
and remnants of minor pitting. There is some old pitting and mild erosion
around the touch hole that follows the lines of lockplate edges, the pistol
otherwise appears in every respect to be in the original flint. The
lockplate markings and embellishments remain completely intact and
strong showing light foliate engraving and is equipped with a waterproof
pan and bridled roller frizzen. The pistol is fitted with simple brass
hardware that only consists of a nosecap and rather thin triggerguard,
the lock screws without escutcheons. The curly maple stock is very
handsome featuring a nicely-shaped bulbous grip and remains in very
fine condition retaining a healthy amount of antique varnish with a few
scattered tiny drying cracks and the expected light dings from the years.
Fit remains very nice overall and the wood shows lovely grain figure
throughout. The arm measures about 8 3/4” overall and the lock seems
to function well mechanically. The pistol is pictured on plate 148 of the
William M. Locke Collection, in The Kentucky Rifle 4th Edition by Dillin
as well on pages 16 and 17 of Thoughts on the American Flintlock Pistol
by Dyke (a copy of this softcover is included). A fine and rather peculiar
pistol that would make an excellent addition to the advanced antique
American arms collection. (13C10467-4) {ANTIQUE} (3000/5000)
Est. 3,000 - 5,000

289 Parker DH Grade Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #105854, 12 ga, 30” damascus barrels on No. 2 frame choked
improved modified and full with bright good bores showing some mild
frosting and a number of small dents scattered along either barrel, a bit
more noticeable in the left barrel at about 6 o’clock for a few inches
behind the muzzle. The barrels retain most of their tight swirling
damascus patterns with generous original plum-brown finish throughout
the protected areas thinning and mixing with gray patina, the sides near
the breeches generally toned to gray showing a little sparse oxidation
staining. The action is a similar patina showing some subtle flakes of
case-hardening in the protected areas and the triggerguard shows
flaking streaks of bright blue. The factory filigree scroll embellishments
remain quite crisp throughout with strong game dog scenes left and right
and pheasant on the bottom. There are some dings and tool marks
along the barrel extension and it does not interface flush with the frame
though the barrels are matching the action. The checkered capped
pistolgrip walnut buttstock and splinter forend remain in very good
condition showing worn finish and some areas darkening overall, a 1/2”
thin chip or flake forming at the upper tang, repaired small chip along the
left forend and some overall light dings. The checkering shows light
wear, the edges of the dropper points remain quite crisp and stock fit
remains nice with the buttstock exhibiting some fine grain figure along
either side. The monogram plate is neatly engraved “Fay D. Young /
Boise Ida”. Length-of-pull to the skeletonized buttplate is 14 1/8” with
drops of 1 3/4” and 2 3/4”. Lock-up is solid and appears on-face with the
top lever a bit left of center. Features double triggers, automatic safety,
extractors and silver bead front sight and the action seems to function
well mechanically. (13A10636-86) {C&R} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
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290 Armory USA Model AUSA Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #B1747, 7.62x39mm, 16 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
This is a very nicely-done clone of a Romanian MD-63 built using an
all-matching (except for safety lever) “G” kit. The metal surfaces retain
about 95-96% original Parkerized and black enamel finishes with some
scattered high edge silvering, a few spots of light oxidation on the
buttplate and safety lever and a few light handling marks. The
1986-dated barrel trunnion bears the correct (triangle) proof mark and
original serial number and there is a correct orange painted “G” on the
left side of the rear sight block denoting use by the Romanian “Garda”.
The Bakelite pistolgrip and laminated hardwood buttstock and upper and
lower handguards rate about excellent with a few light handling marks.
The carbine is equipped with a Tapco G2 trigger group, slant muzzle
brake, cleaning rod, a 30-round steel magazine is included and the
action appears to function well mechanically. (23B10675-10) {MODERN}
(1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

291 Excellent Rifle Dynamics Rd700 Thunder Ranch Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #RD47-1042, 7.62x39mm, 16” nitride barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This extremely high-quality AK-pattern rifle is the result of a
collaboration between legendary instructor Clint Smith of Thunder
Ranch and the expert builders at Rifle Dynamics. The rifle is built to
Smith’s uncompromising standards and is designed to be everything you
need without the frills. The metal surfaces retain 99% original foliage
green Molyresin enamel with olive drab accents with a touch of light
silvering on the high edges of the accessory rail. The U.S. produced
black polymer handguards, pistolgrip and Warsaw-length buttstock rate
as-new. The right side of the receiver features the Thunder Ranch logo
while the left side of the rear sight block bears Rifle Dynamic’s Warrior
Angel symbol. The carbine is equipped with a flash hider, combination
tunable gas block and front sight base, V2 enhanced rear sight,
enhanced safety lever and Battle Arms EKG trigger group. One
commercial Bulgarian polymer 30-round magazine with steel reinforced
locking lugs and feed lips is included which is marked “RIFLE
DYNAMICS” on the right side and with their logo on the left and the
action appears to function well mechanically. This is a great opportunity
to get a Thunder Ranch AK without the months long wait. (23B10662-1)
{MODERN} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

292 Colt Pre-Ban AR-15 Sporter Lightweight Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #SL007425, 5.56 NATO, 16” chrome-lined 1:7” twist barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original
Parkerized and gray anodized finishes with a few scattered spots of light
oxidation. The correct “CS” marked buttstock, A2 pistolgrip and carbine
handguards rate excellent. The carbine features a Colt-marked bolt, bolt
carrier and sear block, A2 flash hider, no bayonet lug, intact A2 sights
and one Colt 20-round magazine is included. Also included is
military-style cleaning kit and carry handle optics mount and the action
of this desirable carbine appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10647-42) {MODERN} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

293 Colt Pre-Ban AR-15 A2 Government Model Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #GS007910, 5.56 NATO, 20” chrome-lined 1:7” twist barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original
Parkerized and gray anodized finishes with loss due to scattered small
areas of light oxidation and a few light handling marks. The synthetic
handguards, A2 pistolgrip and buttstock rate excellent. The rifle features
A2 sights, A2 flash hider, Colt-marked bolt and bolt carrier, no bayonet
lug and one Colt 20-round magazine is included. The action appears to
function well mechanically. (23A10647-41) {MODERN} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

294 Excellent Larue Tactical LT-15 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #LTS-S23007, 6.5 Grendel, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this high quality AR pattern carbine retain about
99% plus original Parkerized and black hard coat anodized finishes. The
textured black polymer Larue A-Peg grip and Larue RAT buttstock rate
excellent plus. The carbine features Larue’s TranQuilo muzzle brake,
13” aluminum free-float M-Lok handguard, lower receiver with flared
magazine well and integral enhanced triggerguard, excellent Larue
MBT-2S trigger group and a six-position receiver extension. Also
included is one factory E-Lander 4-rd magazine showing a tiny dent in
the right side and the action appears to function well mechanically.
Larue Tactical prides itself on building extremely accurate rifles and
carbines with this particularly example appearing to have seen little if
any use. (23A10643-2) {MODERN} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

295 Excellent Colt Pre-Ban AR-15 A2 HBAR Sporter Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #SP221171, 5.56 NATO, 20” chrome-lined HBAR-profile barrel
with a 1:7” twist and a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original Parkerized and gray anodized finishes with a few
light handling marks. The A2 handguards, pistolgrip and buttstock rate
excellent. The rifle features a Colt bolt and bolt carrier, A2 flash hider
and sights, bayonet lug, and includes a Gun Guard foam padded plastic
hard case and while no magazine in included they remain readily
available. The action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10699-31) {MODERN} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

296 Excellent Pedersoli “John Bodine” Rolling Block Rifle
serial #R012401, 45-70 GOVT., 34” octagon barrel with a pristine bore.
The barrel and small parts of this handsome Cabela’s imported rifle
retain about 99% original blue with a touch of light silvering on the high
edges of the barrel at the muzzle, the German silver schnabel forend tip
is bright and the balance of metal surfaces retain about 98% original
vibrant case-hardened colors which fade to a gray patina at the ends of
the tangs. The checkered European walnut forend rates excellent plus
while the pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with a small area of
shallow handling marks to the left of the upper tang and a few other
scattered light handling marks. The rifle features double set triggers,
globe front sight with spirit level and numerous inserts, semi-buckhorn
rear sight and a Creedmore-style tang sight with aperture disc. The
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A10637-6) {MODERN}
(1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

297 Excellent Remington Model 40-XB KS Varmint Special Bolt Action Rifle
serial #062050B, 22-250 Rem, 27 1/4” heavy-profile stainless steel
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces of this
single-shot rifle rate excellent with a few light handling marks, while the
triggerguard retains 95% original black enamel finish with loss due to
high edge silvering. The machine turned bolt is bright and properly
serialized to the receiver. The textured black Kevlar and Aramid fiber
pistolgrip stock with left side cheekpiece rates as-new. Mounted to the
receiver is a pair of stainless steel bases and 1” rings showing some
speckles of light oxidation staining and the action appears to function
well mechanically. (23A10574-93) {MODERN} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

298 Remington Model 700 Safari KS Bolt Action Rifle
Description Update 08/12/2022:Scope in photograph is not included. It is
available as Lot 3823 in the Timed Auction.serial #C6616220, 416 Rem
Magnum, 24” heavy-profile barrel including muzzle brake with a bright
excellent bore. Built by Remington’s custom shop, the metal surfaces of
this hard hitting rifle retain about 98-99% original matte and gloss blue
with a few light handling marks, and a tiny spot of thinning finish on the
bolt knob and on the upper right edge of the ejection port only noticeable
under close scrutiny. The checkered gray Kevlar fiberglass pistolgrip
stock with left side cheekpiece rates near excellent with a tiny ding in the
checkering on the left side of the forend and perhaps a light handling
mark or two. The original sights and sling swivel studs are intact and the
action of this custom shop rifle appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10527-2) {MODERN} (1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

299 Remington Model 700 C Grade Bolt Action Rifle
serial #A6577030, 7mm Rem Magnum, 24” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The barreled action and bolt handle of this handsome 1978
date-coded rifle retain about 96-97% original blue which is slightly
thinning in a few places along the barrel, with some minor silvering at
the muzzle, some light wear toning to gray on the bolt knob, and a few
scattered tiny impact and light handling marks, and spot or two of fine
pinprick pitting along the barrel. The bottom metal retains about 90%
original black anodized finish which is thinning to a dark blue patina on
the floorplate along with some thin streaks of wear exposing the alloy
beneath and a few light handling marks. The machine-turned bolt is
bright and properly numbered to the receiver. The deluxe checkered
C-grade walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock with left side cheekpiece
and rosewood gripcap and forend tip rates about very good plus with
some overall scattered light handling marks from the field. The rifle is
equipped with a Redfield one piece base and pair of 1” rings and the
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A10726-24) {MODERN}
(1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800
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300 Sig Sauer 1911 Tacops Semi-Auto Pistol with Knoxville P.D. Special
Operations Squad Markings
serial #GS59573, 45 ACP, 5” stainless steel barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The stainless steel barrel rates excellent and the balance
of metal surfaces retain about 93-95% original black Nitron finish with
the right side of the flared magazine well and the high edges and
memory bump of the beavertail safety toning to gray and some minor
silvering on the checkering of the mainspring housing and front strap.
The textured black Ergo XT grips rate very good plus with a few small
spots of wear on the right panel. The skeletonized trigger provides a
wonderful trigger pull and the pistol features a Picatinny rail on the dust
cover, Siglite night sights which still faintly glow, ambidextrous thumb
safeties, one stainless steel 8-round magazine is included and the
action appears to function well mechanically. The right side of the slide
bears a silver “KPD” denoting Knoxville Police Department ownership
and the left side of the slide features the silver logo of their SWAT team
marked “Special Operations Squad / (crossed lightning bolts) / K.P.D.”
The Special Operations Squad was formed in 1976 to respond to unique
or high risk situations in which specialized training and equipment is
necessary. Currently the Squad consists of four distinct teams. Two
teams specialize in high-risk entries, a third specializes in a containment
function and provides perimeter security, chemical agent delivery,
hostage releasing and taking suspects into custody, while the fourth
team comprises a counter-sniper unit and observers who provide outer
perimeter protection, intelligence and long range fire support.
(23B10634-122) {MODERN}   (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

301 American Historical Foundation Auto Ordnance World War II
Commemorative Thompson Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #WW395, 45 ACP, 18” barrel including compensator with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with
some scattered tiny spots of light oxidation. The compensator, charging
handle, rear sight, trigger and swivels retain all their original gold color.
The high gloss walnut forend and pistolgrip rate about excellent with a
tiny ding in the lower left side of the forend while the buttstock rates
closer to very good plus with finish wear around the buttplate and toe
and a couple light handling marks near the receiver. There are “U.S.”
medallions inlaid on both sides of the buttstock and a medallion on the
right side of the grip bears a Federal Eagle flanked by “IN HONOR OF
WORLD WAR II VICTORY / IN LASTING MEMORY OF THOSE WHO
SERVED”. The right side of the receiver bears a gold-filled American
flag along with ‘UNITED STATES OF AMERICA LAND OF THE FREE
HOME OF THE BRAVE” and “EUROPEAN THEATER OF
OPERATIONS”, “PACIFIC THEATER OF OPERATIONS” and
“CHINA-BURMA-INDIA THEATER OF OPERATIONS”. The carbine
includes one factory 20-round box magazine, a U.S. marked khaki
canvas 5-cell magazine pouch and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10739-6) {C&R} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

302 Colt Special Model 1861 Percussion “Artillery” Rifle-Musket
serial #2624, .58 cal., shortened 33” barrel with a mostly bright about
very good plus bore showing some scattered light oxidation in the strong
rifling. This rifle-musket was altered from its original configuration at
some point in the decades following the Civil War by having the barrel
and forend shortened, the upper barrel band discarded and the forend
cap and front sight moved rearward to create a two-band rifle-musket;
this alteration was commonly performed for military academy usage.
The metal surfaces are toning to a gray patina with overall scattered
speckles of softened pinprick pitting and light oxidation and some fine
cleaning striations on the lockplate. The rifle-musket abounds in various
markings all of which remain crisp and clear with both the lockplate and
breech dated 1864 while “U.S. / COLT’S PT. F.A. MFG CO. /
HARTFORD CT” is on the lockplate below the small Federal Eagle on
the bolster. The top of the breech is stamped “30”, the left quarter-flat
bears the familiar “V / P / (eagle head)”, the serial number and “M.N.M.
STEEL” is on the left breech flat, “4469” is on the cupped tulip-head
ramrod and “AM” is on the face of the buttplate. The walnut buttstock
rates near fine as shortened in the forend with a coat of added finish, a
small repaired chip ahead the triggerguard, a spot of wear behind the
upper tang and some overall scattered dings and handling marks. There
are two partially-softened but legible boxed inspection cartouches on the
left stock flat and “2624” is stamped deeply on the left side of the
buttstock. The cleaning rod has been neatly shortened to fit the barrel,
the sights are intact and the action is strong and crisp. (23B10710-1)
{ANTIQUE} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

303 Custom Springfield Armory Inc M1A Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #020488, 7.62 NATO, 22” barrel with 3” replacement flash hider
and a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 96%
original parkerized finish with some light wear on high edges and contact
points and scattered light oxidation, a concentration of which is present
at the folding stock hinge. The pistolgrip walnut stock is in excellent
condition with only a light handling mark or two, and the folding metal
buttstock is in very good condition with some light oxidation, some
blemishes and light handling marks on the polymer coating, and the
hinge does not stay locked in the extended position. The stock features
a folding forward grip and the folding stock locks into place along the
right side. The rifle retains the standard open sights with lock bar-style
rear sight drums, and appears to function well mechanically. No
magazine is included. An interesting combination of the M14E1 and
M14E2 stock designs, that needs only a little mechanical attention to
work well. (14A10707-11) {MODERN} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

304 U.S. M1 Garand Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #3879012, 30-06, 24” 1-49 dated Springfield Armory barrel with a
bright near excellent bore with a few spots of light pitting but strong
rifling throughout. The metal surfaces retain about 98% arsenal
parkerized finish with very light operational wear, some hints of previous
pinprick pitting beneath the finish on the receiver, and a few minor
handling marks. The dark finished pistolgrip walnut stock is in very good
plus condition with some scattered light handling marks, primarily along
the left side, and the lighter toned walnut handguards are in near
excellent condition with only two very light dings on the forward
handguard and some light finish loss. The stock is marked with a bold
circled “P” proof inside the pistolgrip and a clear boxed DoD acceptance
stamp is marked on the left side. The receiver and barrel markings
remain clear and easily legible, the small parts are SA marked with
exception of the 2-slot gas cylinder screw (IHC) and the bolt (HRA). The
rifle retains the standard open sights with T105 rear sight drums and the
milled triggerguard is slightly out-of-round at the bottom of the bow but
this does not affect the function of the rifle. Included is a DD Form
1348-1A and associated paperwork showing this rifle, listed by serial
number, as having shipped from Letterkenny Army Depot in June 1967
for the princely sum of $94.30. An excellent arsenal refurbished M1
Garand, in the same condition today as when it left Letterkenny.
(14A10665-7) {C&R} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

305 Springfield Armory Inc M1A Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #213962, 7.62 NATO, 18” barrel with 3” muzzle brake and a very
good bore with light oxidation in the grooves but strong rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original parkerized
finish with some slight silvering on high edges and light operational
wear. The pistolgrip walnut stock is in near excellent condition with a few
tiny dings and light handling marks one might expect from a lightly used
rifle, and the polymer handguard is in excellent condition. The rifle is
sighted with the standard open sights, the front sight marked “NM 062”,
and features a 4” length of picatinny rail extending from the middle of the
handguard for the mounting of scout-style optics. Included with the rifle
is one surplus 20-round magazine, one Springfield Armory Inc marked
5-round magazine, a cleaning kit, and surplus canvas sling. A handier
version of this popular battle rifle. (14A10737-16) {MODERN}
(1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

306 U.S. Model 1911A1 Semi-Auto Pistol by Remington Rand
serial #1036518, .45 ACP, 5” High Standard barrel with an excellent
bore. This pistol remains in excellent as refurbished condition. The metal
surfaces maintain about 97% reapplied arsenal grade Parkerized finish
showing scattered light high edge wear, wear marks on the triggerguard
and interspersed along the top of the slide, in addition to assembly and
handling marks, and old pitting under the new finish. The checkered
synthetic Keyes Fibre grips rate excellent and feature reinforcing ribs on
the back and no reinforcing rings around the screw holes. All the parts
appear correct for the 1943 period of manufacture, the gun functions
mechanically, and all markings remain very strong to crisp, including Lt.
Colonel Frank J. Atwood’s inspection mark. The pistol includes a single
unmarked Parkerized seven-round magazine. An excellent example of a
mid-war Remington. (8A10551-60) {C&R} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800
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307 Custom U.S. Model 1911 National Match Configured Pistol
serial #595562, .45 ACP, 5” Colt post war replacement barrel with an
excellent bore. This gun has been expertly reconfigured into a National
Match bullseye pistol with a variety of military and commercial parts. The
gun retains 95% reapplied and factory blue. The frame is toning to plum
with the backstrap worn to a pewter-blue mix, and old pitting around the
grips, all the metal surfaces show scattered high edge wear, and
handling marks. The front of the slide shows heat marks from installing
the sight that were lightly covered with cold blue. The unmarked fully
checkered walnut grips rate about excellent showing slight diamond
point wear. The frame is late WWI production with crisp markings
including the “[eagle] / S12” acceptance marks. The slide is a post WWII
Colt hardened commercial replacement slide used by the government,
showing light factory machine marks on the flats and crisp factory
markings. The top of the slide forward of the rear sight is stamped with a
five-pointed star. This gun features heavily stippled frontstrap, flat
mainspring housing with lanyard loop removed and seven bold grooves
machined into the surface, long aluminum match trigger with overtravel
stop, serrated Patridge front sight, Triangle marked adjustable rear sight,
superb barrel to slide fit and slide to frame fit, match quality trigger pull,
and replacement hammer. The pistol includes a single seven-round
two-tone Colt magazine with pinned base. This gun should be a superb
shooter for a variety of shooting disciplines. (8A10574-196) {MODERN}
(1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

308 Smith & Wesson No.2 Old Army Revolver
serial #46951, .32 RF, 6” octagon barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore
retaining strong rifling throughout. This fine three-pin revolver retains
plenty of great condition with about 80% original blue finish, most of the
grip frame has toned to a mix of brown and original blue, the forward
half of the barrel has this same mixture with like areas on the topstrap
and frame. There are areas of oxidation and pitting scattered about in
addition to handling marks. The trigger and the spur area of the hammer
are gray although the sides of the hammer have some wonderful
case-hardened colors mixed with the operational wear. The smooth
rosewood factory grips are numbered to the gun and rate very good to
excellent showing light handling marks. The barrel and cylinder are
assembly numbered to the gun, the barrel to frame fit has slight side
play, the action is crisp, and it times and locks up as good as the day it
left Springfield. There are two later added holes that are threaded, one
on the lower backstrap and the other on the butt. A very nice example of
the “Old Model” with a few period modifications. (8A10574-112)
{ANTIQUE}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

309 Smith & Wesson 22/32 Heavy Frame Target Hand Ejector Revolver
serial #253414, .22 LR, 6” barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted bore
showing strong rifling. This early twentieth century hand ejector remains
in beautiful condition. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue
finish, the edges show light wear with spots of light pitting on the sides
of the topstrap in the flash area at the cylinder gap , in addition to very
fine freckling and a few handling marks. The service trigger and hammer
retain their lovely 1900s case-hardened colors with light operational
wear. The diamond checkered walnut factory extended target grips
feature gold S&W medallions, they are numbered to the gun and retain
excellent condition. This gun features a Paine front sight, “U” notch
adjustable rear sight, a crisp action with correct timing and lockup. As
you would expect on a fine specimen, all the appropriate parts are
correctly numbered to the gun. This is a fine example of the Heavy
Frame Target revolver. (8A10574-106) {C&R}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

310 Smith & Wesson Model 27-2 Double Action Revolver
serial #N198988, .357 Magnum, 3 1/2” pinned barrel with an excellent
bore. This 1973 manufactured revolver remains in beautiful condition
showing minimal use. The revolver retains about 99% original blue
showing a light turn ring on the recessed cylinder, limited minor edge
wear, and a few very negligible handling marks. The service hammer
and smooth .400” semi-target trigger retain stunning case-hardened
colors with light operational wear. The checkered goncalo alves factory
target grips feature silver S&W medallions, extractor cut, and they rate
about excellent showing very light handling marks. This revolver
features a Baughman ramp front sight, black blade micro adjustable rear
sight, and functions as good as the day it left the factory. The shorter
and mid-length barrels always garner strong interest from collectors and
shooters. (8A10718-21) {MODERN}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

311 Colt Pacific Theater of Operations Commemorative Model 1911A1
Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #4908PTO, .45 ACP, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. This
beautiful commemorative remains in excellent unfired condition. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original nickel plate with a few minor
handling marks. The smooth factory hardwood grips feature gold
Rampant Colt medallions and remain in excellent condition. The right
side of the slide is marked “WORLD WAR II COMMEMORATIVE /
PACIFIC THEATER OF OPERATION” surrounded by engraved palm
leaves, the left side having a similar format but outlining some of the
major campaigns of the war such as Tarawa, Saipan, and many others.
This gun includes a green velvet lined presentation case in faux bamboo
and thatch motif that features a fixed glass cover, sliding drawer for the
gun and accessories, and removable hinged cover with a picture of the
signing of the surrender on the deck of the U.S.S. Missouri in Tokyo
Bay. Also included are a key for the presentation case, (7) nickel plated
dummy 45 ACP rounds, small plaque for the presentation case, a single
nickel plated factory magazine, manual, and paperwork. The case rates
about excellent with light handling marks, the accessories rate excellent.
Also see its mate below honoring the European Theater of Operation.
An excellent tribute to the heroes that fought the long and arduous
campaigns of the pacific. (8A10739-2) {C&R}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

312 Colt European Theater of Operations Commemorative Model 1911A1
Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #6410ETO, .45 ACP, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. This
beautiful commemorative remains in excellent unfired condition. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original nickel plate with a few minor
handling marks. The smooth factory hardwood grips feature gold
Rampant Colt medallions and remain in excellent condition. The right
side of the slide is marked “WORLD WAR II COMMEMORATIVE /
EUROPEAN THEATER OF OPERATION” surrounded by engraved oak
leaves, the left side having a similar format but outlining some of the
major campaigns of the war such as Ploesti, Normandy, and many
others. This gun includes a blue velvet lined oak presentation case that
features a fixed glass cover, sliding drawer for the gun and accessories,
and removable hinged cover with a picture of the signing of the
surrender at Rheims on May 7, 1945. Also included are a key for the
presentation case, (7) nickel plated dummy 45 ACP rounds, small
plaque for the presentation case, a single nickel plated factory
magazine, manual, and paperwork. The case rates about good to very
good with minor handling marks however the right side edge of the
cover is separating, the accessories rate excellent. Also see its mate
above honoring the Pacific Theater of Operation. An excellent tribute to
the Allied forces that conquered the Axis in Europe. (8A10739-3) {C&R}
(1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

313 Smith & Wesson Model 27-5 Double Action Revolver
serial #BEV8297, .357 Magnum, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. This
very late 1980’s era revolver remains in wonderful condition with about
99% original blue finish showing a few minor handling marks and a light
turn ring on the cylinder. The .500” target hammer and serrated .400”
semi-target trigger retain beautiful case-hardened colors with minor
operational wear. The checkered goncalo alves factory target grips
feature silver S&W medallions, speed loader cut, and rate excellent.
This revolver features a Patridge front sight, black blade micro
adjustable rear sight, and it functions as good as the day it left the
factory. This gun has seen minimal use and remains a viable collectible
or shooter. (8A10718-35) {MODERN}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

314 Smith & Wesson Model 27-2 Double Action Revolver
serial #N108318, .357 Magnum, 5” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
This 1973 manufactured revolver is equipped with the desirable 5” barrel
and remains in excellent condition overall. The revolver retains about
98% original blue showing a light turn ring on the recessed cylinder,
edge wear at the muzzle, and scattered light handling marks. The .500”
target hammer and serrated .400” semi-target trigger retain magnificent
case-hardened colors. The smooth goncalo alves factory Magna grips
feature silver S&W medallions and rate excellent. This revolver features
a Baughman ramp front sight, white outline micro adjustable rear sight,
and functions as good as the day it left the factory. The 5” barrel Model
27s remain a favorite of collectors and shooters. (8A10718-19)
{MODERN}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
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315 Colt Gold Cup National Match Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #18648N70, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. This lovely
Series 70 pistol appears unfired since it left the factory in 1980 and
remains in superb condition. The metal surfaces retain about 99%
original blue finish showing a few minor handling marks. The checkered
walnut factory grips with gold Rampant Colt medallions rate excellent.
This Gold Cup features a Patridge front sight, Colt Elliason rear sight,
long skeletonized trigger with overtravel stop, Series 70 collet bushing,
and flat mainspring housing to name a few. This fine example includes
the original factory woodgrain box with Styrofoam insert that is correctly
end labeled and numbered to the gun, a single factory seven-round
magazine, bushing wrench, manual, and paperwork. The box rates
about very good to excellent showing light storage marks mostly on the
corners and edges. A beautiful example of the Gold Cup. (8A10742-7)
{MODERN} (1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

316 Colt Python Double Action Revolver
serial #E22555, 357 Magnum, 6” full lug ventilated rib barrel with an
excellent bore. This early 1970s revolver remains in grand condition with
about 99% original blue finish, the only real loss is a faint turn ring on
the cylinder, and a minor handling mark here or there one must really
searched for. The service trigger and target hammer retain full blue
finish with bright sides on the hammer. The second-type checkered
factory walnut target grips have gold Rampant Colt medallions and rate
excellent. This gun features a serrated ramp front sight, Colt Accro
adjustable rear sight, and it functions as good as the day it left Hartford.
This gun includes the original factory two-piece woodgrain box that is
correctly end labeled and grease pencil numbered to the gun. The box
rates about very good displaying light crushing on one end of the cover,
handling marks, and slight peeling of the woodgrain applique. This
beautiful Python has seen very little if any use and would proudly grace
any collection. (8B10742-8) {C&R}   (2500/4000)
Est. 2,500 - 4,000

317 Colt Woodsman Match Target Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #MT11838, 22 LR, 6 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This lovely
early-war (1941) Match Target remains in excellent condition, the metal
surfaces retain about 97% original blue with most of the loss due to
muzzle wear and limited high edge wear, and handling marks. The real
jewel of this gun are the beautiful, checkered wrap around “elephant
ear” target grips. They rate about very good to excellent showing light
dents and scratches on the edges of the butt, a few scattered light
handling marks, and a tiny check starting to form between the front
screw and the edge of the butt. The pistol features a pinned Patridge
front sight, and Coltmaster adjustable rear sight. The pistol includes a
custom unmarked laminated oak presentation case that is cut for the
gun and a magazine, and well-constructed by a skillful artisan. The case
features a surface-mounted locking hasp, interior mounted hidden
hinges, and dark green velvet lining. Also included is a single factory
ten-round magazine marked “COLT WOODSMAN / CAL. 22 LR /
MATCH TARGET MOD.” on the floorplate and a pair of keys for the
hasp. An excellent example of the early Match Target tastefully
displayed in a custom presentation case. (8B10742-6) {C&R}  
(1800/2200)
Est. 1,800 - 2,200

318 Weatherby Mark V Safari Grade Custom Left Hand Bolt Action Rifle
serial #H207437, 378 Weatherby Magnum, 24” threaded barrel with 2”
Accubrake and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98-99%
original blue with a small area of cleaned oxidation on the barrel swivel
band and some scattered light freckles. The floorplate is marked
“CUSTOM SAFARI” in riband surrounded by some light engraving, the
bolt body and follower are bright with a tight damascened pattern and
the two-panel-checkered bolt handle is marked “437”. The fleur-de-lis
checkered French walnut Monte Carlo stock is excellent with some
scattered blemishes. The wood features an ebony grip cap and forend,
attractive satin oil finish and a right-side cheekpiece. The rifle is sighted
with a one-leaf express shallow V rear sight and a hooded brass bead
front sight. A solid Howa-manufactured Safari Grade Custom
chambered in a tried-and-true dangerous game caliber. (22C9949-10)
{MODERN} [Dr. James D. Morgan Collection] (2500/4000)
Est. 2,500 - 4,000

319 Excellent Polytech AKS-223 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #PW85-000475, 5.56 NATO, 16 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent
chrome-lined bore. The metal surfaces of this desirable carbine retain
about 98-99% original blue with a few faint speckles of light oxidation on
the base of the bayonet and buttplate and a few scattered light handling
marks, while the cruciform bayonet retains all its original hard chrome
plate, and the bolt and carrier are bright. The smooth Asian hardwood
furniture rates very good plus with a thin 1 3/4” crack in the right side of
the buttstock at the buttplate and a few scattered minor handling marks.
The barrel trunnion bears the Factory 416 “triangle code”, all the correct
parts of the carbine are numbered to the trunnion except for the gas
tube, and the receiver is import-marked by Keng’s Firearms just ahead
of the magazine well. The bayonet locks up tightly in both positions, a
slant brake, cleaning kit, cleaning rod and one original 30-round steel
magazine are included and the action of this collectable firearm, long
since banned from importation, appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10551-124) {MODERN} (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

320 Colt Match Target HBAR Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #CMH047388, 5.56 NATO, 20” chrome-lined HBAR barrel with
1:7” twist and a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98%
original Parkerized and black hard coat anodized finishes with some
very light and superficial abrasions on the exposed portion of the barrel
on the left and right. The synthetic A2 buttstock, handguards with heat
shields and A2 pistolgrip rate excellent. This excellent condition
post-ban rifle is without a flash hider or bayonet lug. One ASC 10-round
magazine is included, and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23B10591-1) {MODERN} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

321 Scarce Smith & Wesson No. 1 Second Issue 2nd Quality Marked
Revolver
serial #80775, 22 RF, 3 3/16” octagon barrel with a lightly frosted bore.
This little No. 1 remains in fine condition with coveted 2nd quality
marking. The metal surfaces of the barrel and cylinder have toned to an
even gunmetal gray with even patches of light pinprick pitting and light
stains. The brass frame retains about 80-85% original silver plate
showing moderate high edge wear, backstrap worn to ochre and a few
light handling marks. The smooth rosewood factory grips are numbered
to the gun and rate about excellent. The left and right sides of the barrel
lug retain crisp “2D.QUALITY” markings with three patent dates on the
cylinder and the bottom of the frame is very neatly engraved “J.E. Reid”.
The barrel and cylinder are correctly assembly numbered to the gun,
barrel to frame fit has slight play, and gun functions mechanically,
although timing and lockup will need attention. Of the 117,000 guns
produced, 4,402 were eventually marked 2nd Quality due to minor
defects in fit and finish. This specimen remains a fine representation of
these scarce and desirable guns. (8B10221-60) {ANTIQUE}
(1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

322 American Percussion-Converted Halfstock Sporting Rifle
.45 cal, 38 5/8” octagon barrel with an about good bore showing
scattered light pitting and oxidation with some bright areas and strong
rifling. The barrel of this endearing rifle retains about 92% of an antique
applied plum-brown lacquer finish showing some remnants of old
oxidation staining and light flaking to gray patina. The maker marking
has sadly been mostly lost to the years and is now illegible with only
ghostly remnants visible nearer the breech. The lockplate is
maker-marked by A.W. Spies and has toned to a mix of plum-brown and
smoky gray patina showing some light foliate embellishments; the
original flint plate has been utilized for the drum and nipple conversion.
The rifle is equipped with pewter nosecap and brass hardware
consisting of the tailpipe, wedge, trigger, triggerguard, pierced patchbox,
crescent buttplate with toe plate and decorative lock screw escutcheon.
The brass has mostly toned to a mild ocher patina, some areas of the
patchbox pulling up somewhat from the wood and the cover is
embellished with some folky foliate and geometric motifs. There are
some additional silver inlays bordering the barrel wedge, an
un-engraved monogram plate atop the wrist and a disc set into the scant
left-side cheekpiece that is engraved with a wonderful Federal Eagle.
The checkered walnut stock remains in good condition showing
somewhat worn checkering, scattered drying cracks along the lockplate
and a series of partially repaired cracks along the length of the left edge
forend. The stock otherwise retains a healthy amount of antique varnish
and the edges of the cheekpiece and stock flats are quite nice. The rifle
is sighted with a buckhorn rear, scant German silver blade front and the
lock seems to function well mechanically. An old replacement ramrod
that is a little long is included. A fine rifle for over the mantel with plenty
of character and a really nice little silver eagle. (13B10121-8)
{ANTIQUE} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
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323 Weatherby Mark V Deluxe Left Hand Bolt Action Rifle
serial #H197715, 300 WBY Mag, 24” ported barrel with a bright,
excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this South Gate production rifle
retain about 95-97% original polished blue that has some light wear
showing some light tool marks along the sides of the barrel. The bolt
body is softly graying and is numbered to the receiver. The checkered
walnut Monte Carlo stock rates near excellent and has some light
handling marks. The stock features the classic Weatherby skip-line
checkering, a rosewood forend tip and gripcap, swivel studs and a
factory ventilated recoil pad. The pistolgrip cap has some light
abrasions, crackling, and chipping to the lacquer finish. There are no
provisions for sights, a set of Buehler bases and 1” scope rings are
included. This is an excellent example overall ready for a set of quality
optics. (4A10224-4) {MODERN} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

324 Unmarked Imported Iron Guard Model 1860 Cavalry Saber
40 1/2” overall length, 34 1/2” curved single-edged blade with wide and
narrow fullers, rounded spine, 7 1/2” false edge and trailing point.
Except for the “1861” date on the obverse ricasso, the blade is
unmarked. The steel blade has been cleaned bright and retains a
speckled smoky gray patina throughout as well as unmistakable watery
black splashes of blood corrosion along the primary bevel and at the tip.
This weapon was no doubt used in battle and, for whatever reason, not
fully cleaned until well after the fact. The edge appears to have been
re-honed while in service and remains cutting-sharp, particularly in the
last quarter of the blade and along the false edge, and the few minute
nicks have been mostly dressed out. The hilt is a half-basket comprising
a knucklebow and two branches extending to a plain Phrygian pommel.
Though the design is clearly based off of the federal pattern, the guard
and pommel are iron rather than brass. The black leather grip is wound
by 17 strands of twisted steel wire. The guard and pommel are in fine
condition as cleaned, with moderate smoothed pitting across the surface
and wide areas of dark brown patina through-which the silvery-gray tone
of the base iron occasionally peeks. The grip rates near excellent with
some light scuffing along the spine and the wire strands rate excellent.
The included steel scabbard bears a deep brown and ochre patina and
moderate pitting across the surface through-which areas of gold-toned
original nickel finish are still visible. A rare example of what is likely a
Confederate cavalry saber, this “fought” weapon wears its grim history
on its face. (12C9373-12) (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

325 Fine American Heavy Flintlock Long Fowler with Harpers Ferry Lock
About .82 cal, 48 1/2” octagon barrel with a moderately oxidized bore.
This impressive fowler has been neatly reconverted to flint utilizing
antique lock parts. The barrel appears to be unmarked and retains a
healthy amount of an antique plum-brown finish showing some scattered
old oxidation staining and mild pitting. The Model 1795 lockplate is more
of a medium gray patina showing an old cleaning with scattered light
pitting and some old grind marks, the Federal Eagle in the center
obscured slightly but mostly visible and the rear marked “HARPERS /
FERRY / 1812”. The edges of the lock inletting are not perfect but the
lockplate generally fits quite well. Brass hardware consists of dual
ramrod thimbles and a long tang triggerguard with acorn extension, the
brass toned to an attractive ocher patina and a small flower is engraved
along the bow of the guard. The fullstock is of simple but very robust
construction and appears to be cherry showing an antique red-russet
stain. The stock rates fine showing a fair amount of older repaired
cracks and chips along the forend, mostly ahead of the rear thimble,
with a thin sliver missing along the left edge. There are some cracks
along the left stock flat and other scattered old dings that are
unobtrusive, the stock maintaining a very attractive appearance overall.
Owing to the spartan utilitarian nature of the arm there are no lock
escutcheons, buttplate or tailpipe. There is a fine v-notch three-leaf rear
sight fitted atop the breech and a small bead front sight, the rear sight is
a little loose and the first leaf is bent forward. The forward barrel pin is
missing, what is no doubt the original trumpet-shaped iron ramrod is
present and the lock seems to function well mechanically. Overall length
is about 63 1/2” and weight is a little under 15 pounds. This is a
wonderful heavy fullstock fowler that would make an excellent addition
to any early American arms collection and would look quite imposing
over the mantel. (13C10608-4) {ANTIQUE} (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

326 Czech Underlever Double Hammergun by Pasler
12 ga, 30” Wootz-style steel barrels choked about modified with
moderately oxidized bores showing a couple small dents and scattered
patches of moderate pitting. The barrels of this shotgun are a pleasant
mix of pewter gunmetal and mild gray-brown patina showing a few small
areas of old minor oxidation staining and handling marks retaining fine
attractive Wootz pattern throughout. There are gold bands at the
breeches with maker’s name inlaid in gold “JOH. / PASLER / IN /
PILSEN”. The frame and back action lockplates are mostly a nice pewter
patina showing some scattered light handling marks and show extensive
embellishments with contrasting gold and silver filigree inlays and
Germanic style foliate engraving. The right side frame shows a pair of
game birds, the lockplate with a hunting dog, while the left side shows a
hare on the frame and lockplate with a fox. There is a gold-inlaid “W”
along the upper tang and the action features graceful swirling
percussion-style cap deflectors and high spur hammers. The horn
underlever and fancy finger rest remain in fine condition, the underlever
with some moderate insect damage along the left edge and the finger
rest near excellent. The walnut buttstock and forend remain in very good
plus condition showing an old semi-gloss varnish with a few small very
nicely repaired chips, a few cracks at the upper tang, the most
noticeable a 1” u-shaped crack to the left, and light handling marks. The
buttstock features a generous left-side cheekpiece and fine Germanic
foliate carving with dogs head integrated into the left and right wrist and
quite a bit of cast-off. Equipped with European sling swivels, double
triggers and non-rebounding locks. The barrels are off-face and exhibit
some side-to-side play and the locks otherwise seem to function well
mechanically. An attractive shotgun, information on Herr Pasler appears
to be rather scant. (13B10492-61) {C&R} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

327 Lovely Ben Shostle Engraved Cased Bowie
This attractive bowie measures 14 1/4” overall with an 8 3/4” stainless
steel California Clip style blade equipped with a double pointed choil.
The blade remains unsharpened and retains all its satin finish with a tiny
speck of oxidation on the main edge approximately 1” from the tip. The
spine and rear half of the blade are nicely engraved with bordered deep
cut floral scroll on a black background by master engraver Ben Shostle.
The obverse side of the blade has Federal shield and eagle emerging
from the scroll and is signed by the artist along the rear edge of the
ricasso. The oval guard shows loose scroll on a black Nitex background
with filework style engraving along its periphery. The handle is a lovely
eight sided faceted dark rosewood in excellent condition with only a
small blemish or two and a capstan style pommel with thin floral scroll
along its edges and alternating star and leaf engraving on the facets.
The knife rests in a purple baize lined walnut presentation case with light
handling marks. A stunning example Shostle crafted bowie.
(5B10064-4B) (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

328 Gil Hibben Classic 12” Dagger
This massive bowie measures 17” overall with a 12” double edge high
carbon steel blade. The blade remains unsharpened, retains all its bright
mirror polish and has familiar serpentine maker mark on the obverse
ricasso. The brass double lug guard and tub shaped pommel is a rich
goldenrod decorated with floral leaf and scroll engraving. The swell
center rosewood handle remains in excellent condition centered
between brass and black spacers. There is no sheath present. A
fabulous and decorative Hibben dagger that is closer in appearance to a
short sword than that of a knife. (5A10064-3BJ) (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

329 Japanese Type 97 Naval Officer’s Kai-Gunto
This Kai-Gunto measures 36 1/2” overall with a 25 3/4” blade with a
single ridged spine. The blade remains bright with scattered light pitting,
more prominent the first 12” from the tip. The hamon line has a soft
rolling wave and the tang is signed, markings remain crisp and clean.
The copper habaki retains much silver plate and the brass fuchi, seppas
and kashira are lightly stained and tarnished brass, the sunburst
dai-seppas and faces of the plain tsuba are black lacquered brass and
all the parts are numbered “19”. The grip is wood bound in traditional
black same (rayskin) and wrapped in brown cloth tape. The rayskin
covering remains fully intact and the cloth wrapping shows modest wear
and staining. Attached to the sarute is a matching brown tassel, the
mekugi is loose fitting and likely a later replacement. The sharkskin
covered wood scabbard is equipped with brass double hangers and
decorative mounts. The scabbard is in very good condition as well with a
small hole in the bottom edge and what appears to be a hairline repair
between the collar and first hanger. The mounts show light staining and
tarnish and have loosened with age, the retention spring does not
engage the scabbard properly. A very good Naval sword.
(5C10460-56A) (1500/2500)
Est. 1,500 - 2,500
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330 Quality Japanese Wakizashi
This short sword measures 30” overall with a 21 1/2” blade. The blade is
of typical Japanese construction with raised spine, soft flowing temper
line and copper sleeve. The bright blade shows some minor staining and
scabbard marks. The tang is signed but has been shortened with only
part of the signature remaining. The rear of the tang has toned to brown
with spots of light oxidation and a slightly oversized hole has been
drilled about 1 1/4” from the sleeve. The handle has a copper collar and
bamboo grip covered in white shagreen and wrapped with salmon
colored cloth tape. The iron tsuba has a brown patina with decorative
lines and shapes. The peg and ornaments remain in place. The
scabbard is of wood covered in black lacquer showing light handling
marks and staining. A very good plus Wakizashi overall. (5C10460-56) 
(800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

331 Weatherby Mark V Lazermark Bolt Action Rifle
serial #H137914, .300 Wby Mag, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The matte and blued metal surfaces of this Japanese made rifle retain
97% original finish with some pinprick oxidation staining on the floorplate
visible under bright light. The fluted bolt body remains bright with
matching serial number electro penciled on the base of the bolt handle
with Weaver style bases installed. The gloss finish Walnut stock rates
excellent with a few minor handling marks on the toeline of the buttstock
and features a left side cheekpiece, extensive laser engraved flowing
leaf stock carving, rosewood gripcap with maple diamond insert,
contrasting forend tip with sling swivel studs installed. An attractive Mark
V in a hard hitting chambering capable of dispatching any North
American big game animal. (25A10686-3) {MODERN} (2000/3000)
Est. 2,000 - 3,000

332 Uberti Model 1873 Lever Action Rifle
serial #W18627, 45 Colt, 24” octagon barrel with a bright, excellent bore.
The barrel, magazine, forend cap, loading gate, sliding dust cover, and
crescent buttplate retain about 99% original blue with a few light
handling marks scattered about. The receiver, hammer, and lever retain
nearly all of their original factory case colors that are toning more to gray
around the edges. The brass loading block remains bright. The walnut
stocks have almost a mahogany red color and rate very good with some
small dings and other light handling marks. The original blade front sight
and Rocky Mountain sporting rear sight remain intact. This quality made
Winchester clone was imported by Stoeger Arms and appears to
function correctly. A great old west styled sporting rifle. (4A10594-1)
{MODERN}  (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

333 Parker DH Grade Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #77830, 12 ga. (2 5/8”) on a No. 2 frame. 30” damascus steel
barrels choked modified and about improved modified, with bright very
fine bores showing some scattered remnants of light oxidation or light
pinprick pitting, the right tube with a few small dings, the left with a tiny
ding or two. The barrels retain a nice contrasting but fading damascus
pattern for most of their length, toning more to a silvery pewter in the
carry area above the forend, and with a sparsely scattered spot of light
oxidation staining here and there. The frame has now toned to a dull
pewter patina but remains mostly smooth showing a few remnants of
oxidation speckles here and there and some hardened oil. The D-grade
engraving still remains very nice, the left flat with a couple of dings, a
number of the screws show some slight damage, a couple more
moderate. The checkered capped pistolgrip English walnut buttstock
rates very good and seems stable, pretty much devoid of varnish with
overall light dings and handling marks, the wood around the frame very
dark from hardened oil, a few tiny slivers missing around the upper tang.
There is an oval silver monogram plate along the toeline which is
un-engraved and the length of pull to the checkered-center skeleton
steel buttplate is 14 1/8” with drops of 2 1/4” and 3 1/2”. There is a very
small chip missing at the toe and another tiny chip at the point of comb,
both could easily be rectified, the forend shows a bit more wear and is
worn nearly smooth at its rear. The barrels show a tiny bit of both lateral
and vertical play, however they are on-face with no detectable light and
the gun seems to function properly mechanically. (3A10636-8)
{ANTIQUE} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

334 Parker VH Grade Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #178857, 16 ga. on a No. 1 frame. 28” barrels choked full in both,
with bright very fine to excellent bores which show some scattered light
oxidation remnants, the right tube showing an old raised ding about
halfway down its length, the left with a tiny ding as well. The barrels are
an even mix of dull gray-blue faded original blue and plum-pewter
patina, showing scattered spots of light oxidation and the expected light
handling marks that come from a field-used gun. The frame is now a
plum and pewter patina with some scattered soft oxidation staining but
with a patch of fading colors just behind the left fence and beneath the
top lever. The checkered capped pistolgrip American walnut buttstock
rates very good with fading original varnish, a few thin slivers missing at
right and left of upper tang and overall light dings and handling marks.
The checkering is wearing smooth somewhat at the front of the grasping
area, both of the stocks cheeks have been neatly checkered by
someone learning the craft, with a few overruns. The splinter forend
rates very good as well showing perhaps a few more dings and dents in
the checkering with a bit more wear. The length of pull to the 1” solid
basketweave pad is 14” with drops of 1 9/16” and 2 1/2”. The arm locks
up tight on-face with the top lever just about center and features
extractors, double triggers and non-automatic safety, seeming to
function well. A likely 16 bore for the October woods. (3A10636-98)
{C&R} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

335 Parker GH Grade Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #120274, 12 ga. (2 5/8”) on a No. 2 frame. 30” damascus steel
barrels choked a light full in both, with bright very fine to excellent bores,
the right barrel showing a small ding halfway down its length which was
neatly raised, with perhaps some very sparsely scattered very light
oxidation remnants here and there. The barrels show a fading
damascus pattern from about the forend forward, toning more to a plum
patina behind it. The frame is a mix of plum and pewter case-hardened
patina showing some trace colors in the protected areas, primarily
around the root of the triggerguard. The G-grade engraving still remains
very nice however and there are a few very light freckles here and there
of some slight surface oxidation. The checkered capped pistolgrip
American walnut buttstock rates about very good with good original
varnish but overall light dings and handling marks, the checkering
somewhat filled-in from the years of gun oil and handling. The
checkered Parker dog’s head buttplate is likely a correct period
replacement, it is a bit proud in areas and slightly under at the toe and in
the widow’s peak inlet. The length of pull is 14 3/8” with drops of 1 7/8”
and 2 3/4”. The splinter forend rates very good showing a bit more wear
and more handling marks. The gun locks up tight on face with the top
lever just a whisker of the right of center but the slightest amount of
vertical play can be felt, and the arm features double triggers, extractors
and automatic safety, and seems to function properly. A big 12 that with
the right loads would be just right for pheasants or perhaps even ducks
over dekes. (3A10636-95) {C&R} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

336 Custom Engraved Stevens Ideal No. 44 Single Shot Rifle
serial #24581, 22 LR, 26” part octagon part round barrel with a bright
excellent professionally relined bore. The barrel is an overall smooth
plum and pewter patina, the left diagonal flat lightly dressed and neatly
stamped “22 LR”, no doubt by the re-liner, along with “XXXX”. The frame
has been engraved in somewhat rudimentary open flowing scroll and
oak leaf decoration, while still learning his craft the engraver certainly
has a degree of talent and the work is pleasing. The left side features a
depiction of a mountain goat, the right with a Native American profile,
identical to that on the Buffalo nickel. The frame has a mottled flamed
type of appearance to give the engraving a degree of contrast, and it
works rather nicely. The arm is stocked in a very fancy English walnut,
smooth pistolgrip classic style with quite a bit of drop. The buttstock
rates very fine to near excellent showing only some light handling marks
and really lovely grain figure, a couple of drying checks at rear left from
the highly figured wood. The length of pull on the arm is 14” with the
drop being only 2 inches at the point of comb but a full 4 1/8” at the heel,
the rifle however shoulders very nicely. The semi-Schnabel style forend
mimics Stevens examples from the period and rates about excellent as
well. The rifle features a simple Lyman-style bead front sight (the bead
has broken off), No. 62-leaf folding rear sight and Lyman tang sight and
the factory holes. The gun seems to function properly mechanically, the
barrel will not take down from the frame and is fitted tight, it is indeed
numbered to the lower tang of the frame. An interesting and attractive
custom rifle, that doubtless shoots wonderfully with its nice barrel liner.
(3A10648-16) {MODERN} (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
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337 Interarms / Mauser Parabellum American Eagle Luger Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #10.005168, .30 Luger, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. This
“Swiss Style” Luger remains in superb condition and appears to have
seen little if any use. The gun retains about 99% original blue finish
showing a few stray handling marks that are minor in nature. The safety
lever, trigger, take down lever, magazine catch, and ejector have rich
straw color. The fully checkered walnut factory grips rate excellent. This
pistol features an American Eagle on the receiver, grip safety, and fixed
sights. It include a single factory marked eight-round magazine. The
American Eagle Lugers have been gaining much collector interest in the
last few years and this is a wonderful example. (8A9100-137)
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

338 Egyptian Maadi ARM Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #AC0070027, 7.62x39mm, 16” chrome-lined barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this A.C.C. Int./Intrac-imported
carbine retain about 90% original black enamel with operational wear on
the bolt carrier and charging handle exposing the Parkerized finish
beneath along with numerous overall scratches and light handling
marks. The left side of the rear sight block is properly marked with the
Egyptian “Pharaoh’s Crown” dated to 1995, the Maadi logo is ahead of
the magazine well and the left side of the receiver is stamped “ARM
SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLE” along with the caliber and “MAADI
COMPANY / MADE IN EGYPT”. The aftermarket black polymer
handguards with removable polymer Picatinny rail sections on the 12, 3,
6, 9 o’clock positions, ATI pistolgrip and left-side folding polymer
buttstock with adjustable cheekpiece rate about excellent with a few light
handling marks. The original sights are intact, no cleaning rod or
magazine are included but they remain readily available, there is a
Weaver-style rail attached to the top of the dust cover and the action
appears to function well mechanically. (23A10634-109) {MODERN}
(1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

339 Attractive Contemporary Flintlock Fullstock Sporting Rifle
.40 cal., 40” Douglas premium octagon barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel, lock, triggers and trigger plate retain about 96-97%
maker plum-brown finish showing light high edge silvering along the
barrel, a few spots of wear and light thinning to plum-gray patina toward
the muzzle and around the touchhole and a few light handling marks.
The brass mountings have aged to a warm mustard patina with some
areas of light tarnish and include a patchbox with folky and endearing
avian head, spurred triggerguard, starburst cheekpiece inlay, buttplate
with faceted tang, toeplate, sideplate, shield-shaped thumbplate,
octagonal thimbles and tailpipe and pin escutcheons. The barrel is
stamped on the left quarter-flat with “XX” in an oval along with “GR
DOUGLAS” and the caliber, while the lock features a swan-necked cock,
faceted pan and a bridled frizzen with simple curled toe. The beautiful
curly maple fullstock with scant square-bottomed cheekpiece, scalloped
stock flats, and scroll lower butt moulding rates about excellent with a
rich gloss finish, a couple short hairline cracks in the left side of the
buttstock at the buttplate and perhaps a scattered light handling mark or
two. The rifle is equipped with double set trigger and single-acting lock,
brass-tipped hardwood ramrod, German silver blade front sight and
V-notch rear sight and the action is strong and crisp. (23B10648-56)
{ANTIQUE} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

340 Winchester Model 1894 Saddle Ring Carbine
serial #411643, 32-40, 20” mail-order proof barrel with full magazine and
a bright about excellent bore. The barrel and magazine tube of this
1908-vintage carbine retain about 90-93% original blue with thin streaks
of wear on the magazine tube near the forend and overall scattered light
handling marks and small spots of light oxidation toning to gray patina.
The receiver retains perhaps 20% original blue in the protected areas,
beneath the lever and around the intact saddle ring, with the balance
toning to gray patina with a few light-moderate scratches on both. The
case-hardened hammer and lever are toning to gray with speckles of
light oxidation. Barrel markings remain clear with the barrel showing
both the Winchester and mail-order proofs. The gumwood stocks rate
about very good with a couple short hairline cracks behind the upper
tang, a dent ahead of the rear barrel band and various scattered
handling marks from the field. The original sights are intact and the
action appears to function well mechanically. (23B10702-10) {C&R}  
(1500/2000)
Est. 1,500 - 2,000

341 Winchester Model 1873 Lever Action Rifle
serial #697434B, 38 W.C.F., 24” round barrel with full magazine and an
about very good lightly pitted bore with evident rifling throughout. The
metal surfaces of this 1917-made third model rifle have worn to
gunmetal gray with light brown overtones, greatest on the receiver,
spots of old inactive oxidation, and scattered pinprick and light pitting;
the brass cartridge lifter has a goldenrod patina. The smooth straight
grip walnut stock and forend are in very good condition with an about 1”
tight crack on the right side of the wrist, scattered light dings and
handling marks, and some flaking and crazing of the added varnish on
the buttstock. The factory markings are largely clear and easily legible,
the caliber marking on the barrel and the Winchester proofs alone being
partially concealed by oxidation. The rifle is sighted with a small blade
front sight and a sporting-style semi-buckhorn rear sight, and appears to
function well mechanically. A somewhat salty late-production Model
1873 with the uncommon round barrel. (14A10699-47) {C&R}
(1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

342 Smith & Wesson New Model No. 3 Target Revolver
serial #629, 32-44 S&W, 6 1/2” ribbed round barrel with a partially bright
fair-good bore showing some overall light pitting and oxidation with
otherwise good rifling. This revolver shows factory refurbishment star
stamp and January 1925 date. The metal surfaces retain about 95-96%
fine quality factory restored blue with most of the loss due to some mild
edge wear and scattered handling marks along with some light oxidation
speckling mostly along the backstrap and cylinder. There is some fine
pinprick pitting beneath the finish along the back surface and face of the
cylinder but it is unobtrusive. The trigger has toned to gray, the hammer
retains some strong vibrant colors mostly along the right side and the
barrel address and patent dates remain completely intact and strong.
The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in very good plus
condition showing some scattered light dings and mild scuffs, otherwise
retaining excellent fit and the right panel is appropriately
scratch-numbered to the gun. The serialized parts are matching, a few
digits apparently re-stamped during factory refurbishment, and the
original target sights remain intact. Barrel-to-frame fit is solid and the
action seems to function well mechanically with very good timing and
lock-up. A nicely refurbished example of these desirable low-production
target revolvers. (13B9100-7) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection] (1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

343 Colt Single Action Army Bisley Model Revolver
serial #262540, 38 Special, 7 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
This 1905-made revolver has an unmarked replacement barrel and
cylinder retaining about 95% commercial polished blue finish showing a
few small dings and some light freckling and operational wear along the
cylinder. The ejector rod housing shows some scattered fine pitting
beneath the finish and the backstrap and triggerguard also retain about
95% quality restored blue finish with some remnants of light pitting and
the gripstraps thinning slightly to gray-brown patina. The frame retains
generous restored case-hardened colors muting to pewter with some
pinprick pitting on the left side. The patent dates have softened
somewhat, remaining mostly legible while the Rampant Colt in a circle
has mostly been lost to the refinishing. The hammer is a silvery pewter
patina and the sides of the trigger retain nice brilliant fire blue. The
checkered black plastic grips with Rampant Colt are more modern
reproductions and remain in very good condition showing some edge
wear and the edges not quite fitted perfectly. The backstrap and
triggerguard are matching the frame, the front sight is a simple blue and
brass blade and the revolver has been professionally fitted with a
frame-mounted spring-loaded firing pin in bushing. The action seems to
function well mechanically with very good timing and lock-up. An
interesting Bisley Model that may make for a good shooter.
(13A9100-500) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
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344 Winchester Model 21 Double Ejectorgun Two Barrel Set
serial #7772, 12 ga, 30” barrels choked modified and full and 26” barrels
choked improved cylinder in both with bright very fine to near excellent
bores, the left barrel of the 30” set showing two small dents about 14
1/2” back from the muzzle. The 30” barrels retain about 97% original
blue showing some light handling marks and subtle thinning to mild
gray-brown patina mostly nearer the muzzles and retain strong markings
with the undersides showing modified and full choke marks, the solid
matted rib is starting to come up a bit at the muzzles. The 26” barrels
appear to have been neatly shortened during the period of use and
retain about 95% original blue with most of the loss due to some
scattered small areas of old oxidation and light handling marks, again
retaining strong markings with the undersides showing “MOD” and
“IMP-CYL” choke markings. Both sets of barrels are numbered matching
the frame. The action retains about 90-92% original bright blue with
most of the loss due to moderate flaking to gray-brown patina and some
thin scratches along the bottom metal and triggerguard, top lever mostly
flaked to pewter and some more minor handling marks along the sides.
The checkered straight grip walnut buttstock and beavertail forend
remain in very good plus condition showing somewhat worn oil finish
with some areas darkening from the years along with the expected
scattered light dings and handling marks. The checkering shows light
wear overall and stock fit is excellent. Length-of-pull to the checkered
butt is 14” with drops of 1 5/8” and 2 1/8”. Lock-up is tight with the top
lever right of center for both sets of barrels, the 26” set showing just the
faintest sliver of light between the breeches, and the action seems to
function well mechanically with good ejectors. Features factory single
selective trigger, non-automatic safety and single silver bead front
sights. Included is a vintage 1928-patent “Adapto Gun Case” that rates
about very good, the exterior steel reinforcements showing moderate
oxidation to gray-brown patina and the black oilcloth covering with the
expected wear with some flaked areas along the lid. The interior is lined
in green baize which shows some moderate staining and a few small
areas with glue repairs. This gun has seen a bit of honest use and
remains an attractive example of the desirable and timeless Model 21.
(13B9100-922) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(3500/5000)
Est. 3,500 - 5,000

345 Custom Engraved Smith & Wesson Chiefs Special Target Revolver
serial #57888, 38 Special, 1 7/8” pinned barrel with a bright near
excellent bore. This is an interesting Pre-Model 36 that has seen a fair
amount of work with custom engraving, scrimshawed grips, gold-plated
cylinder and Fitz-style cut back triggerguard. The metal surfaces of the
frame and barrel retain about 98-99% quality reapplied commercial blue
showing a few scattered light handling marks while the cylinder retains a
similar amount of gold plating. The sides of the hammer and trigger have
been nicely engine-turned while the back surface of the hammer retains
strong case-hardened colors. The engraving is not particularly master
level work but still quite good and extensive, featuring wide foliate
scrollwork with a fine stippled background, acanthus-like leaves and
geometric motifs. The top of the backstrap shows engraved initials
“TWB” and the original factory markings remain intact and strong. The
antique ivory grips remain in near excellent condition and have been
nicely scrimshawed with foliate and floral motifs, both fitting the frame
very nicely and the inside of the right panel again with the initials “TWB”.
The proper factory target sights are intact, all numbered parts are
matching and the action seems to function well mechanically with very
good timing and lock-up. A very neat revolver for the Smith & Wesson
collector. (13B9100-14) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

346 Colt Single Action Army Revolver
serial #277541, 45 Colt, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright very good plus bore
showing a little bit of fine pinprick pitting and mild oxidation speckling
with otherwise strong black powder-style rifling. The metal surfaces of
this 1906-made revolver retain about 90% older reapplied polished blue
showing scattered high edge and operational wear, some oxidation
speckling here and there and the gripstraps mostly toned to a deep
gray-brown patina. The circled Rampant Colt on the left side frame is
rather soft while the balance of the factory markings remain mostly intact
and strong. The black checkered hard rubber grips with Rampant Colt
and Federal Eagle are later generation factory grips that remain in about
very good condition showing a small hole along the back edge of the
right panel, a few tiny chips and handling marks. Grip fit is not perfect
and the backstrap and triggerguard are matching the frame. The action
will require some mechanical attention as all of the hammer notches are
worn except for full cock, timing and lock-up otherwise very good. A
good Single Action Army that has seen honest use. (13A9100-464)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

347 Interarms / Mauser Parabellum American Eagle Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #11.010158, 9mm, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. This lovely
Luger has Swiss styling and remains in fantastic condition it shows little
if any use. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish with
minor handling marks. The trigger, takedown lever, magazine catch,
safety lever, and ejector retain rich straw color. The fully checkered
walnut factory grips rate excellent. This pistol features an American
Eagle on the receiver, and a grip safety. This pistol includes a luan
presentation case with red velvet lined foam interior, a pair of
eight-round magazines, Luger magazine loader tool, and a manual. The
box rates very good to excellent with light handling marks on the
exterior, the interior felt lining on the cover needs attention, the base
lining is excellent. American Eagle Mausers in great condition, like this
one, maintain a strong collector following. (8A9100-1196) {MODERN}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

348 Colt U.S. Cavalry Commemorative 1860 Army Percussion Revolvers
serial #'s US2660, 2660US, .44 cal., 7 7/8" barrels with as-new unfired
bores. The barrels, cylinders, backstraps and triggers retain 99% plus
original blue. The loading levers, frames and hammers retain 99% plus
brilliant original color case-hardened finish; the brass triggerguards have
a nicely mellowed patina. The barrels are marked "UNITED STATES
CAVALRY COMMEMORATIVE" on the left side and along with
cylinder's naval scene and other markings remain crisp. The smooth
walnut grips remain excellent with sharp replica inspector's cartouches.
The set includes a walnut display case with blue baize
multi-compartment interior that contains a powder flask, bullet mould,
combination tool, replica tin of caps, keys and a walnut shoulder stock
#US2660; the stock rates excellent with lovely grain and a slightly
mellowed goldenrod patina on the brass. The case remains excellent
with a few minor marks and stains from the years and is adorned with a
commemorative brass plaque. An excellent and beautiful set of
commemorative Cavalry revolvers. (5A9100-1104) {ANTIQUE} [Richard
"Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

349 Custom PWA Commando NRA XTC Match Rifle
serial #42490, 5.56 mm, 26” heavy profile target barrel with a bright
excellent bore. This custom AR platform NRA High Power “Across the
Course” match rifle is built off a Mil Spec PWA flattop lower and upper
receiver retaining 97% anodized finish. The heavy stainless steel barrel
is strangely unmarked, measuring approximately 1” at the breech
tapering to .935 at the gas block to .800 at the muzzle showing a
shallow dished target crown. The upper receiver has been custom milled
with the Young Mfg. National Match bolt carrier threaded to accept a
round knob charging handle. The rifle features an extended bolt release,
Rite-Pull A-2 pistolgrip, fully adjustable match buttstock with cheekpiece,
slotted float tube with adjustable sling swivel and is sighted with a
Zelenak aperture match sight on a Medesha mount with a Gehmann
adjustable iris. The tall front sight base with spirit level is unmarked but
is similar to an RPA style with one plexi-glass circle insert. The lower
receiver is fitted with the older style adjustable Jewel match trigger with
the slotted gear for pull weight. Included with the rifle is a custom built
.22 LR flat top upper with complete bolt assembly. This practice upper
features an unmarked stainless steel heavy match barrel, float tube,
custom bolt carrier and bolt and is sighted with the same Zelenak match
sight with adjustable iris as found on the 5.56 upper. This rimfire upper
offers an inexpensive indoor practice platform providing the competitor
an opportunity to keep skills sharp for those shooters residing in
northern climates. An older built Space Gun yet still extremely capable
for the High Power Match Rifle competitor. (25B10699-30) {MODERN}
(1500/2500)
Est. 1,500 - 2,500
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350 H. Krieghoff Super Boxlock Drilling
serial #61800, 20 ga by 30-30 Win, 25 1/2” Bohler Blitz Stahl shotgun
barrels choked improved cylinder in both with bright excellent bores with
mild oxidation staining in the chambers and a Bohler Spezial rifle barrel
with a bright excellent bore and strong rifling. The barrels retain about
90% thinning original blue, toning lightly to brown under direct light, with
spots of light pitting and wear at the muzzles and scattered specks of
oxidation staining. The boxlock frame has toned to a pleasant gray
patina with light freckling throughout, and is nicely embellished with
scroll engraving and geometric patterns, the tops of the fences showing
punch-dot shading, and the trigger plate is finely marked
“KRIEGHOFF-DRILLING / SUPER”; a light floral design is engraved at
the border of the breeches. The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut
stock is in very good condition with two fine cracks in the left side stock
flat, some flattened points of checkering, a very small chip at the toe,
and a light linear abrasion on the left side of the stock that doesn’t
appear to breach the finish; the beavertail forend is in very good plus
condition with a few light dings and handling marks, and the triggerguard
shows a quality repair at the front. The arm locks up tight and on-face
with dual under-bites and Greener crossbolt, and features side clips and
tang selector which automatically engages the rifle rear sight. A solid
West German-made drilling, well suited for the American market.
(14A9100-869) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(1200/1800)
Est. 1,200 - 1,800

351 Ruger New Vaquero One of One Thousand Single Action Revolver
serial #510-38335, 45 Colt, 5 1/2” barrel with some light oxidation stains
about 1” from the muzzle in an otherwise bright excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces rate excellent and are factory embellished with
scroll engraving, six-point stars, and a small floral motif at the base of
the hammer, and the underside of the grip frame is engraved “One of
One Thousand” in flowing script. The checkered black synthetic grips
are in excellent condition with the Ruger Phoenix on both sides.
Included is a Ruger factory hardcase, end labeled and numbered to the
gun, manual, and fired case. Manufactured in 2007 as part of 500
consecutively numbered pairs, this fine Ruger New Vaquero is largely
as-new. (14A9100-1168) {MODERN} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy
Collection]  (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

352 S&W Model 25-3 125th Anniversary Double Action Revolver
serial #S&W5833, 45 Colt, 6 1/2” pinned barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and the .500”
target trigger and hammer retain bold casehardened colors. The smooth
Goncalo alves factory target grips with silver S&W medallions rate
excellent and feature an extractor cut on the left panel and a relief cut on
the right to view the sideplate engraving. The sideplate is engraved with
the S&W logo surrounded by sprigs of foliate engraving, the top
inscribed “SMITH & WESSON / 1852-1977”, and a banner across the
bottom reads “125 YEARS”, the left side of the barrel is marked “.45
CALIBER”, and the right side of the barrel is marked “SMITH &
WESSON / 125TH ANNIVERSARY”; all described markings are
embellished in gold. The revolver is sighted with a white outline
adjustable rear sight and a red ramped front sight and appears to
function well mechanically. Included is a hardwood presentation case in
near excellent condition, the blue felt interior beginning to separate
lightly at top, and features an about 3” x 2” brass plaque reading “Smith
& Wesson / 125th Anniversary Commemorative / 1852 – 1977”. Also
included is a key for the presentation case, and a copy of the book 125
Years With Smith & Wesson by Roy G. Jinks. A lovely revolver for the
Smith & Wesson collector. (14A9100-934) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch"
Kennedy Collection] (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

353 Colt NRA Centennial Commemorative Single Action Army Revolver
serial #NRA3521, 357 Magnum, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This lovely commemorative remains in excellent condition and
retains about 98-99% original blue with three tiny dings on the underside
of the triggerguard and the backstrap is toning lightly to plum under
direct light, and the frame retains vibrant casehardened colors. The
smooth two-piece hardwood grips with gold NRA medallions rate
excellent. The barrel has gold filled “1871 NRA Centennial 1971”
engraved on the left side, and the factory Colt markings remain crisp.
Included is a walnut presentation case with a 100-year NRA Centennial
coin in acrylic in the center of the cover, the interior lined with gold felt
and French fit to the revolver; a key is also included. A fine
commemorative for the collector. (14A9100-M11) {C&R} [Richard
"Stretch" Kennedy Collection]   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

354 Scarce Mathieu Weatherby Left Hand Bolt Action Rifle
serial #L167/1257, 30-06, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barreled action on this scarce rifle retains about 97-98% original blue,
showing only a bit of very light wear and a few scattered light handling
marks. The bolt body shows some light operational wear and a bit of
light oxidation and tiny pits near the extractor cut at its head, it is electric
pencil numbered to the gun on its underside. The bottom metal has
toned primarily to a silvery pewter patina showing some light remnants
of oxidation staining quite a while ago. The checkered walnut Monte
Carlo stock is a reddish-russet tone and rates about excellent showing a
few scattered very light handling marks and the beginning of some very
light craquelure in the finish. The rifle features the signature Weatherby
forend tip and gripcap with white line spacers and Weatherby’s
Tomorrows Rifle Today recoil pad. (3A9949-103) {C&R} [Dr. James D.
Morgan Collection] (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

355 Custom Freddy Brunner Large Ring Mauser Sporting Rifle
serial #127, 7 mm Rem. Mag., 24” Remington Arms Co. barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this Gewehr 98
Danzig-receiver platform retain 98% lovely quality satin blue finish. The
receiver rings show remnants of some older light pitting beneath the
blue and there are a couple of mottled spots on the floorplate and its
front extension but it is very attractive. The bow of the guard was
beautifully sculpted and shaped, the stripper clip bridge removed from
the receiver and the follower neatly beveled. The rifle is stocked classic
style in a nice grade of American black walnut which shows
feathercrotch grain and nice fiddleback figure nearly its full length. There
are fleur-de-lis checkered panels at both grip and forearm with nice
stippled accenting and there is a black hard rubber pistolgrip cap with a
brass insert and nice rosewood forend tip. The length of pull to the 1”
Pachmayr pad is 13 5/8”. The stock itself rates very fine to near
excellent showing only a few very light handling marks here or there that
one would expect with a field-used arm. It features Pachmayr flush
mount quick detachable swivels with both the 1” and 1 1/4” loops, the
bolt handle cut having been neatly filled and re-inletted for the
Brownell’s bolt handle which was masterfully fitted, another very
professional patch to the right of the tang where there was no doubt
once a sliding commercial safety present. There is a banded hooded
simple bead front sight and single standing u-notch express style rear in
place, no provision for scope mounts present. As-mentioned the arm
has been fitted with a Remington 700 barrel which has a fabulous bore
and no doubt shoots extremely well. A quality-made rifle in a versatile
caliber. (3A10650-20) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

356 Custom Freddy Brunner Large Ring Mauser Sporting Rifle
serial #1009, 300 Win Mag, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces on this a large ring 98 action rifle retain 98% quality hot
immersion blue, the bottom metal showing remnants of a few freckles on
the front extension. The rifle is stocked classic style in a very nice piece
of English walnut with a flared left side cheekpiece and borderless
checkered panels at grip and forearm. The stock rates excellent to
nearly as-new with perhaps a minor ding or rack mark, and shows some
very nice grain figure, particularly at left of butt, and features Pachmayr
flush mount swivels and black hard rubber pistolgrip cap with German
silver insert. The length of pull to the 1” ventilated recoil pad is 14”. The
barrel is clean and is neatly engraved “Custom Made by F Brunner” with
the caliber marking, and the receiver is neatly drilled and tapped for
scope mounts with Recknagel bases and 1” rotary locking quick detach
rings present. The bolt handle has been low swept for scope clearance,
the follower has been beveled and there is a sporting-style hinged
floorplate and bottom metal present, the inletting not quite as tight
around its periphery. A very attractive and nicely-executed sporter
overall. (3A10650-30) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200
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357 Custom Freddy Brunner Small Ring Mauser Sporting Rifle
serial #5677r, 270 Win, 22” sporter contour barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces on this small ring “Kar 98” action rifle retain
about 98% excellent quality commercial blue. The rifle has been very
nicely stocked classic style in a nice contrasting grade of American black
walnut which shows some shimmering fiddleback in the area of the butt
and some nice dark mineral lines extending forward from the grip area. It
features a flared left side cheekpiece with borderless checkered panels
at the grip and a wraparound pattern at the forearm, expertly executed.
The rifle has Pachmayr flush mount swivel sockets with both 1” and 1
1/4” swivels included and there is a nice hard rubber gripcap with
German silver insert at the pistolgrip. The stripper clip guide has been
removed from the rear ring, the triggerguard bow has been nicely
sculpted and shaped, the bolt handle has been low swept and contoured
for scope clearance and the edges of the safety neatly metal checkered.
The barrel is drilled and tapped for open sights and the receiver for
scope bases, the holes currently with filler screws. The length of pull to
the 1” ventilated Pachmayr recoil pad is 13 7/8” and the rifle seems to
function well mechanically although the boltstop spring is somewhat
weak. The stock itself rates excellent with perhaps a very scant scratch
or handling mark here or there one must really look for, there is synthetic
bedding compound visible at both ends of the bottom metal and a bit
around the receiver ring, it is however unobtrusive. A handy small ring
98 in a very versatile caliber. (3A10650-8) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

358 Custom Freddy Brunner Large Ring Mauser Sporting Rifle
serial #A2248, 375 H&H, 24” barrel, 26 1/4” overall length with the
installed muzzlebrake, showing a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces on this Argentina Model 1909-based sporting rifle retain 98%
plus quality hot immersion blue. There are some very limited areas of
light freckling remnants beneath the blue on the receiver and the bolt
body but they are very unobtrusive. The rifle is stocked classic style in
American black walnut with a flared left side cheekpiece and very nice
borderless checkered panels at grip and forearm. The stock features a
black pistolgrip cap with a German silver insert, Pachmayr flush mount
sling swivels (1” and 1 1/4” swivels are included) and the length of pull to
the 1” Pachmayr recoil pad is 14 1/2”. The stock itself rates excellent to
as-new with perhaps a minor handling mark here or there, the bottom
metal showing a bit of synthetic bedding compound around the inletting.
The arm features a hinged floorplate and the receiver ring has had the
stripper clip bridge removed and is now neatly drilled and tapped for
scope bases, the bolt handle swept and sculpted low as well; the safety
is still military and is a bit stiff. An attractive sporting rifle in a wonderful
large game caliber, its recoil no doubt very well-tamed by the installed
muzzlebrake. (3A10650-27) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

359 Custom Weatherby Mark V Left Hand Bolt Action Rifle
serial #H165649, 257 Roberts, 22” Flaigs barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces on this fine sporting rifle retain 98-99% original
blued and anodized finishes, the bottom metal showing just a bit of light
edge wear, with a bit of toning on the bolt knob and sharp edges of the
shroud. The rifle rides in a Bell & Carlson Premier synthetic “woodgrain”
stock with nice checkered panels and a Sorbothane-style recoil pad.
The premier grade “wood” showing some rather nice figure throughout,
a small flake of finish missing to the rear of the tang but it is unobtrusive.
There is a one-piece Redfield base in place atop the receiver awaiting
only your rings and quality optics and the arm functions properly
mechanically. An excellent left-handed sporter in a very versatile
low-recoiling caliber. (3A9949-76) {MODERN} [Dr. James D. Morgan
Collection] (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

360 Custom Freddy Brunner Winchester Model 70 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #45880, 270 Win, 24” Winchester barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This is a nice Pre ‘64 model 70 lightly customized by gunsmith
Freddy Brunner. The barreled action retains 98% plus restored blue
finish with the barrel properly polished while the receiver is a satin finish
overall, the bottom metal matching the receiver. Mr. Brunner neatly filled
three left-side holes and re-engraved the Winchester trademark, no
doubt removing what was a G&H scope mount, additionally lengthening
and sharpening the rear tang and filling the rear action screw hole, that
screw now being “blind” from underneath. The bolt body remains bright,
lightly re-polished after the refinish, the DC pencil markings still remain
and the bolt is properly numbered to the gun. The original Winchester
stock was professionally refinished by Mr. Brunner and the checkering
neatly chased, the factory swivels in place and the addition of a 1”
ventilated recoil pad giving a 14 1/8” length of pull. The factory sights
are intact and the front receiver ring has two drilled and tapped holes,
the rear ring a single hole just to the rear of the stripper clip charging
cut. Mr. Brunner was fond of adding extra material to the Winchester bolt
release which he would then neatly, finely metal checker, he has done
so on this rifle. A rather neatly customized example of “Jack O’Connor’s
favorite rifle” that could certainly be taken afield and enjoyed once more.
(3A10650-18) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

361 Custom Freddy Brunner Winchester Model 70 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #303433, 300 H&H Mag, 26” Winchester factory barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% plus nice quality
soft satin blue, the receiver rings showing a few light pinprick pits
beneath the finish, primarily on their right side; the bottom metal shows
some light tool marks, in an effort to remove some very light pinprick
pitting there prior to the bluing. The bolt body shows only light
operational wear and is numbered to a different gun. The gun has been
beautifully restocked by Mr. Brunner, classic style in a very nice grade of
American black walnut showing fiddleback figure throughout the right
side of the but continuing along the left side of the stock as well. It has a
nice flared left side cheekpiece, borderless checkered panels at grip and
forearm, contrasting rosewood forend tip, hard rubber pistolgrip cap with
German silver insert and features a 13 3/4” length of pull to the 1”
ventilated recoil pad. The stock rates excellent with perhaps a minor
handling mark here or there and the bolt handle needs perhaps a tad
more inletting as it is making contact with the rear portion of its cut in the
stock, very easily rectified. There is a simple brass bead front sight in
place on the factory ramp and a Marbles folding leaf rear in the rear
sight boss. The barrel has been drilled and tapped for a steel target
block just ahead of the rear sight boss with the receiver rings showing
factory holes with fillers. Mr. Brunner has made his signature checkered
panel on the bolt release for more positive operation. A lovely 300 H&H
that definitely should spend some more time afield, the stock very
handsome. (3A10650-17) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

362 Parker VH Grade Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #123095, 12 ga. on a No. 2 frame, 28” barrels choked a tight
improved cylinder and a light improved cylinder, with bright excellent
bores, the left tube showing a very tiny ding. The barrels retain perhaps
90% original blue, the loss due to drifting to plum with an area of gray
speckling and oxidation on the right tube just above the forend, they
were very professionally shortened, very slightly in that they still touch at
the muzzles. The frame remains quite nice retaining about 97% original
color case-hardening, remaining quite strong, the fences silvery with
muting on the forward section of the belly. The checkered capped
pistolgrip American walnut buttstock rates very good with strong
checkering and some light dings and handling marks near overall. The
added Pachmayr SC100 sporting clays pad gives a 14 1/2” length of pull
with drops of 1 3/4” and 2 7/8”. The splinter forend rates very good
showing a bit more wear and more dings. Lockup is tight with the top
lever at dead center and barrels on-face. The gun seems to function well
and the shield-shaped monogram plate along the toeline is
un-engraved. A handsome large frame VH that is just the medicine for
close-holding upland birds. (3A10574-82) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200
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363 Custom Freddy Brunner Spanish Model 1893 Sporting Rifle
serial #C7822, 257 Roberts, 22 1/2” sporter contour barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this small ring 1893 Mauser retain
98% later hot immersion blue, the receiver markings primarily scrubbed
with a few remnants of light oxidation here and there, a few more
remnants present on the bottom metal with the remnants of some light
dings and handling marks. The rifle has been stocked classic style in a
good grade of American black walnut showing some fiddleback figure
and some nice grain, a couple of knots or checks neatly filled here or
there. The stock rates very good-fine with a few scattered light handling
marks here and there. It features a flared left side cheekpiece with
checkered panels at grip and a wraparound pattern at the forearm.
There are flush mount Pachmayr swivels installed, a black pistolgrip cap
with German silver insert and the length of pull to the 1” ventilated
Pachmayr pad is 14 1/2”; swivels are included. The front of the floorplate
has been checkered, the stripper clip guide has been removed from the
rear ring and the receiver drilled and tapped for scope bases, the bolt
handle was bent and swept for scope clearance and the follower
beveled. The action currently is still cock-on-close and the military safety
is present. As with any small ring Spanish 1893 Mauser, a competent
gunsmith should inspect the action and its headspace for the
safety/suitability of the cartridge-action combination, before any thought
is given to using the arm. (3A10650-12) {MODERN}   (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

364 Desirable Vintage Box of Remington UMC 44 Henry Flat Ammunition
This is a full 50-round box, the copper-cased cartridges loaded with flat
point lead bullets and with “U” headstamps remain in fine condition
showing some mild tarnishing and oxidation. The green-labeled box
remains in good condition showing moderate edge wear and the edges
of the base with some moderate flaking and small tears along the
edges. There is some expected light staining but the lid label remains
mostly vivid and intact. The guarantee bottom label shows moderate
flaking and loss with a slightly faded and partially legible ink stamp “K8E”
still visible. A fine and very desirable box for the advanced Winchester or
ammo collector. (13B8087-222E) (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

365 Excellent Sealed Vintage Box of Winchester 44-40 Ammunition
This is a lovely box with callout for the Winchester Rifle Model 1873,
made by W.R.A. Co., rating essentially near excellent showing just some
very mild edge wear and a few handling marks. There is one small ding
or crease along the right edge of the lid but it is mostly unobtrusive. The
pale green label is intact and vivid and the seal is unbroken and intact
retaining nice markings with attractive image of the rifle and cartridge.
The box has been neatly wrapped by a previous collector in cellophane.
An excellent accompaniment to any fine Winchester Model 1873 or
advanced Winchester collection. (13B8087-222A) (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

366 Rare Vintage Box of Winchester 44 RF Flat Ammunition
This is a full 50-round box, the cartridges rating very good plus to fine
showing moderate verdigris and oxidation overall, they are properly
copper-cased with flat nose lead bullets and “H” headstamps. The box is
rather tender and rates about fair-good with broken corners and edges
along both the lid and base that show partial old tape repairs (the base
has mostly detached). The side labels along the base have mostly been
lost to the years while the lid label is mostly intact showing a spot of tape
along the bottom right corner and overall light scuffing and flaking,
everything otherwise legible with Stetson’s patent information, “44/100”
designation and image of cartridge. A very good example of a desirable
box of antique ammo. (13A8087-222G) (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

367 Rare Ames Model 1847 Sappers & Miners Sword Bayonet
27” overall with a 21 3/4” unfullered leaf-shaped double-edged blade.
The blade of this desirable sword bayonet shows evidence of an old
light cleaning toning to a mix of silvery pewter and mild gray patina with
remnants of partially smoothed over old fine pitting and oxidation
staining. Blade markings along the ricasso remain completely intact and
strong showing “US / NWP” and Ames Cabotville marking over 1847
date. The scaled solid brass grip remains in fine condition and is a mild
goldenrod patina showing some remnants of an old clear lacquer
coating, overall light dings and handling marks to be expected. One
quillon is stamped “RC” while one side of the pommel is “R1” and the
muzzle locking ring and leather washer are intact. No scabbard is
present. A very fine example of these desirable and interesting sword
bayonets, less than 1000 of which were made. (13A10297-1) (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

368 Quality Contemporary English Lock Arquebus by M.A. Taylor
.76 cal, 42 1/4” part round part octagon barrel with a very slight subtle
bell at the muzzle, light decorative cuts at the point of transition and a
partially bright about good bore showing some light pitting its full-length
perhaps a bit moderate in a few areas. This is a very nicely made older
reproduction that has seen some honest use that lends well to its
character and “antique appearance”. The barrel is a mix of gunmetal
gray and gray-brown patina showing light oxidation staining overall and
a bit of fine pitting nearer the breech. The back edge of the breech
shows a nice zigzag geometric border and “MT” touch mark and the top
flat is hand-engraved by the maker “M A TAYLOR IN NELSON FECIT”
(“fecit” being “made by” in Latin). The lock is similar showing what
appears to be remnants of a straw-colored finish and is fitted with
attractive hardware including nicely sculpted frizzen spring, cock rest
and safety rest and the base of the cock with an endearing sculpted
dolphin head. The walnut stock is in typical form with flared butt and
some simple but attractive line bordering throughout remaining in very
fine condition showing some scattered light dings, handling marks and a
few thin drying cracks here and there. There is a nailed iron buttplate
and dual hammered iron bands at the tip. The hickory ramrod is
equipped with a nice crackled antique bone tip and a touch hole pick
and leather frizzen cover are also included. The arm is sighted with a
simple small post front sight and the lock seems to function well
mechanically. Information on Mr. Taylor seems to be scant but he
certainly made a fine example of these interesting early flintlock
muskets. (13B10570-47) {ANTIQUE} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

369 Scarce August Menz Model 1927 Liliput Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #4825, 4.25mm Liliput, 1 3/4” barrel with a mostly bright very fine
bore showing some scattered light frosting and strong rifling. This
desirable little pistol retains about 90% original nickel finish showing
scattered flaking to gray-brown along the edges, most noticeable along
the slide serrations and right front edge slide, these areas also with
some old pinprick pitting along with some areas of bubbling finish. The
commercial “(Crown) / N” German proofs are rather light but the other
markings remain intact and strong. The original checkered faux ivory
grips with caliber medallions remain in very good plus condition showing
some light handling marks, a few thin cracks around the screws and
both panels exhibit a little play. The slide and magazine are both
stamp-numbered “5” matching the frame and the action is functional
though the striker spring is very weak. A fine example of these peculiar
little pistols, one of the smallest centerfire handguns made.
(13B10565-2) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

370 Colt Single Action Army Revolver
serial #22870SA, 45 Colt, 5 1/2” unmarked non-factory replacement
barrel with an oxidized bore showing worn evident rifling. This
1958-made second generation revolver is fitted with a rather heavy
profile barrel of unknown origin, also strangely devoid of a front sight.
The barrel is a pewter gunmetal patina showing some sparsely scattered
light oxidation speckling and minor dings; the ejector rod housing is
similar retaining streaks of blue and showing light dings along the
bottom edge. The cylinder is also mostly pewter gunmetal showing
some lightly cleaned fine pitting and generous bright blue in the flutes,
while the backstrap and triggerguard retain generous bright blue in the
more protected areas as well, again with scattered light dings and toning
to gray. The frame retains good vibrant colors throughout muting and
toning to a silvery case-hardened patina along with the some
gray-brown speckling. The frame markings remain crisp and clear and
the black checkered hard rubber grips with Rampant Colt in an oval
remain in very good condition ,showing some small chips along the
edges, scattered dings and the front edges against the frame with some
file marks from fitting. The grips are scratch-numbered “819” and
otherwise fit rather well. The backstrap and triggerguard are
stamp-numbered internally on the left side matching the frame and the
cylinder is also matching. The action seems to function well
mechanically with very good timing and lock-up. With a new proper
barrel this revolver should make for a good shooter. (13A10706-11)
{MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200
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371 American Arms Co. Double Deringer Pistol
serial #428, 41 RF, 2 5/8” barrels with fair-good bores showing old
pitting and oxidation with evident rifling throughout. This is a very good
example of the desirable double 41 caliber deringer, the barrels a mild
pewter gunmetal patina showing some partially smoothed-over light
pitting and mild oxidation staining. The barrel address is somewhat
faded but mostly legible while the patent dates remain strong. The frame
retains about 90-92% original silver finish that has taken on a lovely
medium gray tarnish and shows some light handling marks and areas
worn to rich ocher brass. The hammer and trigger are plum-brown
patina and the smooth rosewood grips remain in very fine condition
showing strong original varnish with scattered light dings and edge wear
otherwise retaining nice fit overall. The serialized parts are matching,
barrel-to-frame fit exhibits some play and the hammer seems to function
well mechanically. An attractive example with nice silver finish.
(13A10729-8) {ANTIQUE} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

372 Frank Wesson Third Type Two-Trigger Sporting Rifle
serial #4451, 44 RF, 30” octagon barrel with a bright near excellent bore
showing crisp rifling throughout. The barrel of this rifle retains about 60%
original blue thinning and toning to gray-brown patina showing some
scattered patches of old oxidation and light pitting. The frame retains
generous original blue along the sides and protected areas with overall
toning to gray-brown patina and scattered old oxidation. The hammer
retains strong case-hardened colors throughout while the tang sight
parts show streaks of fire blue. The barrel markings show double
stamped patent dates and otherwise remain intact and strong. The
smooth walnut buttstock remains in very good plus to very fine condition
retaining strong original varnish, with some overall light dings, dents and
handling marks to be expected, with otherwise excellent fit. The rifle is
sighted with factory folding lollipop tang sight, fine v-notch rear and
globe front sight with bead on post. Barrel lock-up is solid and the action
seems to function well mechanically. Formerly of the Frank Pellett
collection, this rifle is pictured on page 78 of Frank Wesson Gunmaker
Vol. 3. (13A10729-22) {ANTIQUE} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

373 Winchester Model 70 Bolt Action Carbine with Custom Mannlicher Stock
serial #877150, 270 Win, 20” barrel with a bright near excellent bore
showing one small area of minor pinprick pitting and otherwise crisp
rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1968-made rifle retain
about 96% very nice quality older reapplied blue showing some
scattered mild thinning and light handling marks. All markings are intact
and strong and the engine turned bolt body remains bright and is
properly electro-pencil-numbered matching. The checkered capped
pistolgrip walnut stock is very nicely made and equipped with a steel
nosecap, checkered steel pistolgrip cap and nice very finely checkered
widow’s peak steel buttplate. Stock features a slight Monte Carlo with
generous left side cheekpiece, factory style checkering and a rather nice
little raised lip border around the bolt handle recess. The stock remains
in very fine to near excellent condition showing some older added finish
and scattered light handling marks, exhibiting some lovely grain figure
throughout the butt. The arm features sling swivel studs and is sighted
with u-notch semi-buckhorn rear, silver bead on ramp missing its hood
and is equipped with Redfield bases and rings that hold a Leupold M8
6X scope with duplex reticle and fine optics. There are some scratches
and light dings along the left side scope body and the rings have been
lightly engraved with some foliate motifs. The action seems to function
well mechanically. (13B10726-13) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

374 Austrian Bockbuchsflinte Underlever Combination Gun by Johann
Peterlongo
serial #5633, 16 ga over 6.5x58R Sauer, 27” barrels, the shotgun bore
choked a tight full and mostly bright with evidence of a light honing, and
the rifle bore bright and very fine showing some mild frosting in the
grooves and strong rifling throughout. Apparently destined for the
German market, this combination gun shows period German commercial
proofs and the barrels retain about 98% excellent quality restored rust
blue showing a few small areas of mild oxidation staining and some
spots of light pitting beneath the finish. The maker markings along the
matted rib are obscured somewhat by period added German claw mount
bases and the breech area is embellished with some light foliate motifs.
The action is a smooth pewter gray case-hardened patina embellished
with some tasteful geometric bordering and nicely matted on top, with a
pair of brass cocking indicator pins also present. The checkered capped
pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend remain in very good plus condition
as lightly cleaned and neatly refinished showing some scattered light
dings and handling marks. The fluted horn pistolgrip cap and grooved
horn buttplate are intact showing some light insect damage along the
plate and the stock features left-side European cheekpiece and exhibits
some very attractive grain figure throughout. Equipped with sling swivel
studs, fine flip-up v-notch rifle sight and plain blade front, adjustable set
trigger for the rifle, extractors and Greener style safety. Lock-up is by
dual under-bites with doll’s head extension and is solid and the action
seems to function well mechanically. The arm includes an excellent
condition Briley 410 bore insert for the shotgun barrel with one Briley
skeet choke; the insert has been scratch-numbered “633” to the gun.
Also included is a nice quality green canvas-covered and leatherbound
hard case in very good plus condition. An interesting Austrian
combination gun. (13A10726-3) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

375 Winchester Model 1901 Lever Action Shotgun
serial #68750, 10 ga, 32” barrel choked full with a mostly bright very
good bore showing a little bit of scattered fine pitting and a few very
shallow tiny dents here and there. The barrel and magazine of this
1908-made shotgun retain about 40% original blue appearing stronger
under ambient light thinning and toning to a medium gray-brown patina
showing some scattered mild oxidation speckling and handling marks,
the magazine with one small ding. The action retains about 85% original
blue with the balance a pleasant gray-brown patina and showing some
scattered freckling and the right side with the familiar Winchester
striations. The markings remain intact and strong including the
Winchester monogram on the left side action. The smooth pistolgrip
walnut buttstock remains in about very good plus condition showing
worn finish and the expected scattered light dings and handling marks;
the fit of the checkered steel buttplate is a little shy at the heel. The
forend panels rate good left and very good plus right, the left with some
old light chips and abrasions throughout. The shotgun is sighted with a
single brass bead and the action seems to function well mechanically. A
very respectable example of these desirable lever action shotguns.
(13A10574-44) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

376 Rare British Contract Shoulder-Fired Flare Gun by Harrington &
Richardson
serial #2476, 37mm Flare, 10 1/2” barrel with a very fine bore. The metal
surfaces of this interesting flare gun retain about 94% original blue
showing some scattered mild thinning under bright light, a few thin
scratches, light handling marks and a few minor oxidation speckles. The
hammer shows lovely vibrant case-hardened colors throughout and the
trigger is a smoky case-hardened patina. The barrel shows strong H&R
address and 1900 patent date and there are scattered small British
broad arrow and inspector proofs on the various components, the right
side frame and barrel showing opposing broad arrow out-of-service
stamps. The smooth pistolgrip walnut buttstock remains in very good
condition retaining strong oil finish showing a thin crack at the upper
tang, small abrasions along the front pistolgrip and other scattered light
dings. The red rubber butt pad shows moderate wear and is a bit
flattened. The sling swivels are intact and the action seems to function
well mechanically. A fine and seldom seen flare gun for the martial
collector. (13A10729-48) {NON-GUN} [The Richard Littlefield H&R
Collection] (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200
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377 Dickinson Arms Estate Model 201H Boxlock Double Ejectorgun
serial #TRJ0422, 20 ga (3”), 28” barrels with screw-in thin wall choke
tubes with bright excellent bores. The barrels of this Turkish-made
shotgun retain about 96-97% original blue with most of the loss due to a
few small areas of gray-brown oxidation or discoloration near the left
muzzle from some sort of contaminant and the blue has taken on a nice
rich plum tone under bright light. The action retains about 99% lovely
vibrant case-hardened colors showing just a few sparse handling marks
while the remaining small parts retain about 99% original blue and the
action is embellished with some light foliate scroll motifs. The checkered
straight grip walnut buttstock and forend remain in very fine to perhaps
near excellent condition showing just a few thin scratches and handling
marks along the sides of the butt. Length-of-pull to the solid red rubber
Decelerator pad is 14 1/8” with drops of 1 1/2” and 2 1/4”. Equipped with
brass bead front sight, non-automatic safety and single trigger, the
action seems to function well mechanically with strong ejectors, the
included tubes are: improved cylinder and modified. A handsome
Turkish shotgun that should provide quality service afield. (13A10735-2)
{MODERN}   (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

378 Parker DH Grade Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #108612, 12 ga, 28” Titanic steel barrels on No. 2 frame choked
about improved cylinder and a loose cylinder with bright good bores, the
right barrel with a few small dents nearer the muzzle and the left with
significant raised dents about 1 1/2” back from the muzzle. The barrels
of this example were shortened long ago from their original 30” length
and retain about 60-70% original thinning blue with overall toning to
gray-brown and scattered handling marks. There are noticeable patches
of gray-brown from where dents were raised and the rib markings
remain completely intact and strong. The action is a pleasant pewter
gunmetal patina showing a little mild speckling and retaining crisp
filigree scroll and game scene embellishments. The checkered straight
grip walnut buttstock and splinter forend remain in very good condition
showing mostly worn finish and some areas darkened from the years
with a tiny drying crack forming at the upper tang and overall expected
light dings and handling marks. The checkering shows moderate wear
and the edges of the dropper points remain quite nice as does the
overall stock fit. The sides of the butt exhibit some attractive grain figure
and the silver monogram plate along the toe line remains un-engraved.
Length-of-pull to the added Jostam solid red rubber pad is 13 1/2” with
drops of 1 5/8” and 2 1/2”. Lock-up is solid on-face with top lever just
right of center, the barrels are sighted with small ivory mid-bead and
larger front bead and the action seems to function well mechanically.
(13A10636-51) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

379 A.H. Fox Sterlingworth Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #351508, 16 ga, 28” barrels choked improved modified and full
with bright near excellent bores, the right barrel with just a couple of very
tiny very shallow dents visible. The barrels retain about 96-97% original
blue showing a few light handling marks and some subtle thinning under
bright light. The action retains about 75% nice original case-hardened
colors, the balance a pleasant silvery gray case-hardened patina with
some scattered light handling marks along the bottom metal and minor
speckling. The triggerguard shows thinning original bright blue and all
markings and the simple zigzag engraving remain intact and strong. The
checkered capped pistolgrip walnut buttstock and splinter forend remain
in very good condition showing generous original varnish lightly flaking
overall with the expected scattered light dings and handling marks.
Length-of-pull to the added thick solid red rubber pad is 14 3/8” with
drops of 1 1/2” and 2 3/4”. Lock-up is solid on-face and the action seems
to function well mechanically. (13A10636-27) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

380 Smith & Wesson 44 Double Action Revolver
serial #6806, 44 S&W Russian, 4” ribbed round barrel with a fair-good
bore showing light to perhaps moderate pitting throughout, some
partially bright areas and strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this
standard model revolver have been lightly cleaned long ago to a
medium gunmetal patina showing remnants of oxidation staining and
smoothed-over pinprick pitting scattered about. The triggerguard and
latch retain some streaks of original bright blue flaking to gray while the
hammer and trigger show generous strong case-hardened colors
throughout. The barrel address and patent dates remain completely
intact and quite crisp. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in
very fine condition showing a few small abrasions near the base of the
left panel and some mild overall smoothing. The right panel is
scratch-numbered to the gun and both grips fit very nicely. All of the
serialized parts are matching, barrel-to-frame fit is excellent and the
action seems to function well mechanically with solid timing and lock-up.
This old 44 has some character but remains tight with a nice action.
(13A10574-160) {ANTIQUE} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

381 Navy Arms Henry “One of One Thousand” Lever Action Rifle by Uberti
serial #15927, 44-40, 24” octagon barrel with a bright near excellent
bore that shows what appears to be a slight imperfection about 6” back
from the muzzle, appearing like a very slight ring but it does not come
full circle, the rifling otherwise crisp throughout. The metal surfaces
retain about 98% original full blue finish showing a few thin scuffs and
handling marks along the left side action and some areas of the barrel
toning to a deep plum patina under bright light. The toe and heel of the
crescent buttplate show patches of light pitting and oxidation from
apparently standing up on a damp carpeted surface. The trigger is a
silvery patina while the hammer and lever show excellent vibrant
case-hardened colors. The top of the action is marked in script “One of
One Thousand”. The smooth walnut buttstock remains in excellent
condition showing just a few tiny handling marks. The original sights are
intact and the action functions smartly. A very handsome reproduction
for the cowboy action enthusiast. (13A10699-46) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

382 Custom Aero Precision Model X15 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #X111651, 300 Blackout, 10” barrel with a 1:7” twist and a bright
excellent bore. This is a very nicely done AR-15 built with high quality
components from Aero Precision, Noveske, Magpul, ALG and others.
The Aero Precision M4E1 Builder Set with 10.7” Enhanced M-Lok free
float handguard retains 99% original Multicam Cerakote finish with a
spot of wear on the case deflector. The Aero Precision barrel and
Noveske KX5 flash hider retain 99% original QPQ and Nitride finishes
and the flash hider is the perfect length to be flush with the front of the
handguard. The ALG Defense ACT trigger retains all its Nickel-Boron
coating and provides an excellent trigger pull. The olive drab Magpul
K2+ pistolgrip and KAK Shockwave pistol brace rate excellent. The
pistol includes an Aero Precision Nitride bolt carrier group and
ambidextrous charging handle, Dagger Defense multi-reticle red/green
dot sight which needs a fresh CR2032 battery, an olive drab nylon two
point-to-single point sling with quick detach swivels and a Colt 30-round
aluminum magazine. The action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10642-2) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

383 Excellent PTR Industries PTR 91 FR Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #AW17657, 308 Win, 18” heavy-profile barrel with a pristine bore.
This high-quality clone of the Heckler & Koch G3/HK91 appears to have
seen little if any use with the metal surfaces retaining 99% original black
enamel and gray Parkerized finishes with a few light handling marks
including a couple tiny spots of wear around the charging handle on the
cocking tube. The black polymer buttstock and pistolgrip housing rate
excellent. The rifle features a factory aluminum handguard with one
detachable Picatinny rail attached at the six o’clock position, a fixed
Picatinny rail on the top of the receiver, the original flash hider and
diopter sights are intact, one 10-round magazine is included and the
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A10651-19) {MODERN}
(800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

384 Excellent Ruger Mini-Thirty Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #189-85981, 7.62x39mm, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This 1998-vintage Rifle is in new-old-stock condition complete with
factory box. There is perhaps a light storage mark or two on the
American hardwood buttstock, the original sights are intact, one factory
five-round magazine is included and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10659-12) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

385 Izhmash Saiga 410 Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #H11200006, .410 bore, 19 1/8” chrome-lined barrel with a pristine
bore. This desirable shotgun remains in as-new-in-box condition with a
few light storage marks and features a threaded muzzle, accessory rail,
sling swivels, a Tapco G2 trigger group and includes the original box,
manual and paperwork dated to 2011, two factory five-round magazines,
cleaning kit, oil bottle, tool and factory hang tag. The shotgun is
import-marked by CAI on the left side of the receiver and appears to
function well mechanically. This is a great opportunity to add an
already-converted Saiga 410 to your collection as Russian firearms are
banned from importation and, for now obvious reasons, will not be
coming back. (23A10659-10) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200
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386 Izhmash Saiga 410 Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #H07201817, .410 bore, 19 1/8” chrome-lined barrel with a bright
excellent bore. This shotgun remains in new-old-stock condition with a
few scattered spots of high edge wear from long term storage. Imported
and converted by Century Arms, the shotgun features a threaded
muzzle, polymer furniture, accessory rail, and Tapco G2 trigger group.
Included is the original box, two factory 5-round magazines, manual and
paperwork dated to 2011, oil bottle, cleaning kit, wrench and factory
hang tag. The action appears to function well mechanically. Russian
firearms have long since been banned from importation making this a
great opportunity to add a desirable Saiga 410 to your collection.
(23A10659-11) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

387 As-New Ruger Mini-Thirty Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #189-83381, 7.62x39mm, 18 1/2” barrel with a pristine bore. This
rifle is in as-new-in-box condition with a tiny spot of silvering on the
underside of the front sight and the smooth American hardwood stock
shows a light storage mark or two. A bipod mount with sling swivel has
been added, the original sights are intact and the rifle includes one
factory five-round magazine, the original box, manual and paperwork.
The action of this 1998-production rifle appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10630-12) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

388 Sig Sauer M400 SWAT Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #20J011633, 5.56 NATO, 16” nitride 1:7” twist barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original Parkerized and
hard coat anodized finishes with a few scattered light handling marks
and a touch of high edge silvering. The Sig-branded stippled polymer
pistolgrip and buttstock rate excellent. The carbine features an A2 flash
hider, F-marked front sight base with bayonet lug, Sig-branded drop in
quad rail handguard with four quick detach swivel points, flared
magazine well, enhanced bolt release, ambidextrous magazine
releases, six position receiver extension, and quick detach swivel points
on the left and right sides of the lower receiver and buttstock. A Troy
CQB polymer vertical grip is mounted to the handguard, no magazine is
included but they remain readily available, and while there is no rear
sight the flat top upper receiver is perfect for mounting the optic of your
choice. An excellent condition AR-15 style rifle with many desirable
features. (23A10634-102) {MODERN} (800/1000)
Est. 800 - 1,000

389 U.S. Special Model 1861 Contract Percussion Rifle-Musket by Lamson,
Goodnow & Yale
.58 cal., shortened 39 3/4” barrel with an about very good bore showing
light pitting throughout the softened rifling. The metal surfaces have
aged to a dull gray patina with moderate pitting around the breech, a few
spots of pinprick pitting on the lockplate and overall scattered spots of
old light oxidation. A faint “V / P / (Eagle Head)” proof can still be seen
on the left quarter-flat of the breech and the correct lockplate markings
remain clear with this particular example dated 1863. The American
black walnut stock rates about very good plus with a worn finish, a small
chip on either side of the ramrod channel at the forend cap, a few spots
of oxidation leeching around the buttplate and the typical signs of
military service. There is a “3” stamped just ahead of the buttplate tang
and the stock is otherwise unmarked. There is a small gap in the fit of
the bolster to the lockplate, the ramrod and a few of the screws are later
replacements, the sights are intact and while the hammer shows a bit of
play the action remains strong. Lamson, Goodnow & Yale delivered a
little over 50,000 rifle-muskets to the Federal Government during the
Civil War. (23A10645-1) {ANTIQUE} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

390 U.S. Model 1861 Percussion Rifle-Musket by Springfield Armory
.58 cal., 40” barrel with a bright fine bore showing a few scattered spots
of light pitting and softened rifling at the muzzle. The metal surfaces are
toning to a gray patina with scattered small areas of softened light pitting
and old light oxidation and speckles of fine pinprick pitting throughout.
The breech and lockplate are both dated 1861; the Federal Eagle on the
lockplate is largely lost to light pitting and “U.S. / SPRINGFIELD” is
softened but legible. The American black walnut stock rates about very
good as lightly cleaned and largely devoid of finish along with a couple
sizeable repairs arcing between the rear of the lockplate and the barrel
tang. There are a few other scattered repairs and the expected handling
marks that come with military service and the remnant of an inspection
cartouche may be seen on the left stock flat. A few of the screws show
minor slot damage, the original sights are intact, a correct ramrod is
included and the action is strong and crisp. (23A10709-4) {ANTIQUE}
(800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

391 Like-New Cimarron Model 1894 Lever Action Carbine
serial #W85315, 38-55 Win, 20” round barrel with full magazine and a
pristine bore. This handsome Uberti-produced carbine remains in
like-new-in-box condition retaining nearly all its original blue and
case-hardened finishes with its only apology a tiny spot of wear toning to
gray on the top of the bolt. The smooth European walnut buttstock and
forend rate excellent plus. The original sights and factory warning tag on
the lever are intact and the action appears to function well mechanically.
Included is the original box, manual and paperwork. (23A10710-6)
{MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

392 Wonderful Pedersoli Springfield Officers Model Trapdoor Rifle
serial #TD03715, 45-70 Govt., 26” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel, hammer, thumbpiece, and sights retain 99% original blue
with a touch of light thinning on the edge of the thumbpiece and a tiny
spot of loss toning to gray on the top of the hammer. The balance of
metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original case-hardened finish with
an area fading to gray on the left side of the barrel band. The checkered
walnut stock rates excellent plus with a few faint handling marks on the
underside of the forend. The original ramrod and sights are intact
including the tang sight with aperture and the action appears to function
well mechanically. (23A10637-4) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

393 Steyr-Mannlicher Model L Bolt Action Carbine
serial #176187, 243 Win, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1985 date-coded carbine retain about 99%
original blue and black enamel finishes with a few scattered light
handling marks. The bolt and double set triggers are bright. The
checkered European walnut full-length capped pistolgrip stock with left
side cheekpiece rates excellent plus. The original sights and sling
swivels are intact, a pair of scope rings is mounted to the receiver, one
factory 5-shot rotary magazine is included and the action appears to
function well mechanically. (23A10727-3) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

394 Remington Model 700 XCR Compact Tactical Bolt Action Rifle
serial #S6697792, 308 Win, 20” fluted varmint-contour stainless steel
barrel with a 1:12” twist and a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 98-99% original black TriNyte PVD and black enamel
finishes with some very fine speckles toning to gray on the barrel just
ahead of the forend and a touch of high edge wear on the bottom metal.
The H-S Precision olive drab with textured black spider webbing
aramid-fiber-reinforced composite stock rates excellent with a tiny streak
of black permanent marker on the left side of the buttstock by the toe
and an added God’A Grip Sorbothane right side cheek pad and finger
grip lending a wonderful feel to the rifle. A pair of matching 30mm scope
rings are mounted to the receiver and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10574-213) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

395 Remington Model 700 BDL Varmint Special Bolt Action Rifle
serial #A6541889, 222 Rem, 24” heavy-profile barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original blue
and black anodized finishes with a touch of light silvering at the muzzle
and on the hinge of the floorplate and a spot of light-moderate oxidation
on the bolt knob while the machine turned bolt is bright and properly
numbered to the receiver. The skip-line checkered walnut Monte Carlo
capped pistolgrip stock with left side cheekpiece and contrasting black
forend tip rates very good with a couple moderate dents on the front of
the grip, a hairline crack in the toe of the gripcap and a few scattered
light handling marks from honest use. There is a Leupold one-piece
base and pair of rings mounted to the receiver and the action appears to
function well mechanically. (23A10574-94) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

396 Winchester Pre ’64 Model 70 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #534026, 30-06, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 95% original blue which is thinning on the
triggerguard to a blue-gray patina along with a touch of the same on the
bolt knob, a short scratch on the left side of the barrel by the front sight
ramp and a few scattered light handling marks and speckles of light
oxidation staining. The bolt is bright and properly numbered to the
receiver. The checkered walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates about
very good with light coat of added finish, a little of which has dried on the
underside of the barrel, a moderate 1” chip on the underside of the
forend and another on the right wood line behind the bolt cutout, a
couple small dents on the right wood line by the rear sight and some
other scattered light handling marks. The original sights are intact and
the action appears to function well mechanically. (23A10703-12) {C&R}
(800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200
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397 Remington Versa Max Waterfowl Camo Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #RT10501A, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib Pro Bore-choke barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The triggerguard and bolt retain about 95%
original blue and black anodized finishes with a small spot of wear on
the left side of the triggerguard exposing the natural alloy beneath. The
balance of metal and synthetic surfaces retain about 95% original Mossy
Oak Duck Blind camouflage showing some overall high edge wear and
some minor fading of the pattern in a couple areas along the barrel and
on the underside of the forend by the loading port. The textured rubber
overmolded panels on the forend, and pistolgrip stock rate very good
plus with a small spot of wear to the texture on the bottom of the right
grip panel. The shotgun features a 3 1/2” chamber, the barrel is sighted
with brass beads at the muzzle and mid-rib and action appears to
function well mechanically. Included is a factory foam padded green
plastic case, manual, stock spacer, choke wrench and four Remington
Pro Bore extended choke tubes and two Patternmaster extended choke
tubes as follows: Wingmaster HD Turkey/Predator (extra full), Pass
Shooting (0.14), Over Decoys (.009), Flooded Timber (.004), Code
Black Decoy, Code Black Duck. (23A10636-45) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

398 Beretta 686 Onyx Over Under Shotgun
serial #M32677B, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib ported MobilChoke barrels
with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces of this 1997 date-coded
shotgun retain about 97% original matte blue which is slightly fading on
the triggerguard to a blue-gray patina under bright direct light along with
a few light scratches on the left sides of the barrels toward the muzzles.
The trigger retains all its matte gray color and the frame, top lever and
forend iron are tastefully decorated with splashes of foliate scroll
engraving with gold-filled script “P. Beretta” on each side of the frame
along with the Beretta “Trident” logo and model designation on the
underside. The checkered European walnut capped pistolgrip stock
rates very good to perhaps very good plus with a tight 1” crack in each
side of the wrist between the rear of the triggerguard and the beginning
of the checkering while the forend rates very good plus with a tiny chip
in the left wood line. There are added sling swivel studs on the toeline
and lower barrel and an added stock spacer and Kick-Eez recoil pad
which is missing a piece at the toe and is proud at the heel which
provides a 15” length of pull with drops of 1 1/2” and 2 1/4”. The shotgun
features 3 1/2” chambers, ejectors, an automatic safety with selector, a
white bead sight at the muzzle and removable green fiber optic bead
with dual red fiber optic beads toward the breech. The barrels lock up
tightly and on-face with the top lever right of center and the action
appears to function well mechanically. Included is the factory box and
two unmarked extended MobilChoke tubes as follows: full, improved
modified. (23A10636-10) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

399 Winchester Model SX3 Magnum Field Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #11HZM09464, 20 ga., 28” ventilated rib Invector Plus-choke
barrel with a bright excellent bore. This FN-Belgium produced shotgun
appears to be in as-new-in-box condition retaining 99% plus metallic
gray Perma-Cote Ultra Tough finish while the checkered walnut
pistolgrip stock and forend rate as-new. The stock features a Inflex
Technology recoil pad and is adjustable for length of pull with two
included spacers. The barrel is sighted with a white bead and the action
appears to function well mechanically. Included is the original box, cable
lock with keys and the following three Invector Plus choke tubes: full,
modified, improved cylinder. (23A10615-16) {MODERN} (800/1000)
Est. 800 - 1,000

400 As-New CZ Model 550 Safari Magnum Bolt Action Rifle
serial #E2546, 416 Rigby, 25” barrel with a pristine bore. This handsome
rifle is in as-new-in-box condition and features a single set trigger,
express sights, hinged floorplate magazine capable of holding three
rounds, a cold hammer-forged barrel and a lovely checkered Turkish
walnut stock with classic lines and a left side cheekpiece and schnabel
tip. The rifle includes the original box, test target and paperwork. The
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A10630-10) {MODERN}
(800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

401 Fine U.S. Model 1898 Krag Bolt Action Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #112886, 30-40 Krag, 30” barrel with a bright very fine bore. The
barrel, bands and triggerguard retain about 93-95% original blue with
some light muzzle and high edge silvering, light wear on the bow of the
triggerguard toning to gray, and some overall light handling marks and a
few speckles of light oxidation. The receiver, sideplate and loading gate
are toning to a smoky-gray case-hardened patina with some fine
cleaning striations on the left side of the receiver beneath the markings
and the bolt is mostly bright with a few spots of light oxidation. The
American black walnut stock and handguard rate excellent with a few
very light handing marks and nice raised grain throughout, along with
wonderful crisp markings including an 1899-dated cartouche on the left
side of the action, “27” inspection mark and circled “P” firing proof. The
sights are intact including the Model 1902 rear with swing-up aperture
and the action is characteristically smooth and appears to function well
mechanically. Included is one section of a three-piece cleaning rod and
a vintage Type 2 Rock Island Arsenal leather sling with brass double
hook in very good condition for its age with overall crazing and some
cracking by the eyelets. (23A10483-279) {ANTIQUE} [Perry White
Collection] (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

402 U.S. Model 1896 Krag Bolt Action Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #48274, 30-40 Krag, 30” barrel with a bright very fine bore. The
barrel retains about 95% original blue thinning to blue-gray patina under
bright direct light with some light silvering at the muzzle while the
triggerguard and bands are toning to gray with overall high edge wear
and scattered light handling marks. The receiver, sideplate and loading
gate retain about 97-98% original oil-quenched blackened finish with
some speckles of light oxidation and a few spots of wear toning to gray;
the bolt is mostly bright with some speckles of light oxidation staining on
the handle and all metal markings are crisp. The American black walnut
stock and handguard rate about fine with a crack behind the bolt cutout,
a narrow 1” bruise on the left side of the wrist and some scattered light
handling marks. All markings are crisp with an 1898-dated cartouche on
the left side of the action and a circled “P” firing proof, “Q” inspection
stamp behind the triggerguard and a red “67” is painted on the right side
of the buttstock. The original sights are intact, a three-piece cleaning rod
and oiler are stored in the trap buttstock and the action appears to
function well mechanically. (23A10483-267) {ANTIQUE} [Perry White
Collection] (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

403 U.S. Model 1870 Trapdoor Rifle by Springfield Armory
50-70, 32 1/2” barrel with a mostly bright about good bore showing a few
patches of moderate pitting and otherwise strong rifling. The metal
surfaces have aged to a lightly-mottled gray patina with overall spots of
old light oxidation. All markings are clear with the lockplate dated 1863.
The American black walnut stock rates about fine with a strong original
finish and mostly crisp edges along with the typical overall dings and
handling marks from service. The left stock flat features two crisp
inspection cartouches, the original sights and cleaning rod are intact and
the action is strong and crisp. Also included is an original Rock Island
Arsenal brown leather sling with brass double hook in near excellent
condition with some overall minor crazing. (23A10483-290) {ANTIQUE}
[Perry White Collection] (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

404 Excellent U.S. Model 1884 Trapdoor Cadet Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #566184, 45-70 Govt., 29 1/2” barrel with a pristine bore. The
barrel, bands, triggerguard and buttplate of this Type II Cadet rifle retain
about 90% original blue which is lightly thinning on the one-piece
triggerguard with some light wear to gray on the toe and heel of the
buttplate, some narrow streaks of silvering around the muzzle and some
overall scattered light handling marks. The breechblock and tang retain
nearly all their original case-hardened finish with attractive
case-hardened colors throughout and the receiver, lockplate, hammer
and thumbpiece retain about 98% original oil-quenched blackened finish
with a few spots of high edge wear. All metal markings are correct and
crisp. The American black walnut stock rates very fine as perhaps lightly
cleaned with a touch of period added finish along with a small dent on
the left side of the point-of-comb, a tight 3” crack in the left side of the
forend running from the rear of the nosecap to the rear of the upper
band and a few scattered light handling marks. The markings are slightly
softened but clear and include an 1883-dated boxed inspection
cartouche on the left stock flat and an “X” inspection mark and circled
“P” firing proof behind the triggerguard. The original sights, swivels and
cleaning rod are intact and the action is strong and crisp. While not
specifically listed by serial number, this rifle does fall within the range
provided by SRS of rifles issued to Baylor University in February of
1894. A lovely example of the last of the Trapdoor series of rifles.
(23B10483-223) {ANTIQUE} [Perry White Collection]   (800/1000)
Est. 800 - 1,000
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405 U.S. Model 1877 Trapdoor Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #79950, 45-70 Govt., 32 5/8” barrel with a bright very fine bore.
The barrel and bands retain about 75-80% original thinning blue toning
to blue-gray patina under bright direct light with some streaks of wear
toning to gray around the muzzle and scattered light handling marks.
The balance of metal surfaces are toning to a gray patina with overall
speckles of light oxidation staining and all metal markings are correct
and crisp. The American black walnut stock rates very good plus to fine
as perhaps lightly cleaned with a couple dings on the right edge of the
comb, a dent on the left wood line and right side of the forend near the
action and a few other scattered light handling marks to be expected of
a service rifle. The stock markings are slightly softened but legible with
an 1878-dated cartouche on the left stock flat, circled “P” firing proof
behind the triggerguard and “20” rack marks on the top of the wrist and
heel of the buttstock. This transitional rifle features a high-arch
breechblock, first style receiver, short wrist stock, first type cleaning rod
and Model 1877 first type rear sight and the action appears to function
well mechanically. Included is a vintage brown leather sling with brass
double claw in about very good condition showing overall crazing.
(23A10483-215) {ANTIQUE} [Perry White Collection] (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

406 Browning Auto-5 Sweet Sixteen Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #54081PP221, 16 ga., 26” ventilated rib Invector-choke barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1988-production
shotgun retain about 99% original blue with a few scattered light
handling marks while the bolt and carrier are bright and the trigger
retains nearly all its original gold coloring with a hint of silvering on the
right edge. The receiver features standard scroll engraving along with
simple zigzag borders. The checkered walnut round knob pistolgrip
stock and forend rate about very good plus with a small but moderate
dent and bruise on the knob of the pistolgrip and a lighter scuff on the
underside of the forend behind the magazine cap. The Pachmayr White
Line recoil pad provides a 14” length of pull, the barrel is sighted with a
silver bead, sling swivels have been installed and the action appears to
function well mechanically. Included is one Invector modified choke
tube. (23A10636-50) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

407 Lovely Franchi Instinct LX Shotgun
serial #FF051273, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib Mobilchoke barrels with
pristine bores. This graceful shotgun remains in like-new condition
retaining 99% plus of its lovely high-gloss blue, case-hardened and
gold-colored finishes. The checkered AA grade European walnut
schnabel-tipped forend rates excellent plus while the Prince of
Wales-style pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with a few small storage
dings along the toeline and a light handling mark or two. The recoil pad
provides a 14 1/2” length of pull to the single selective mechanical
trigger with drops of 1 3/8” and 2”. The frame is adorned with an upland
game scene with gold-filled pheasants on the right side and a lowland
scene on the left with two ducks coming in for a landing along with
splashes of loose folate scroll along the upper tang leading to the
lightly-pierced top lever. The gun features robust ejectors, automatic
safety with selector, a red fiber optic bead at the muzzle and the action
appears to function well mechanically. Included is the factory plastic
hard case, barrel and action sleeves, manual and paperwork, choke
wrench and the following two extended Benelli Mobilchoke tubes:
modified, improved cylinder. This elegant shotgun appears to have seen
little if any use. (23B10681-7) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

408 U.S. M1 Carbine by Inland Division
serial #848821, 30 Carbine, 18” barrel with a bright very good plus bore
with some scattered pinprick pitting but strong rifling throughout. The
metal surfaces retain about 75% arsenal parkerized finish with a smooth
brown patina on the major parts, light wear on the high edges and
contact points, and a series of linear very light tool markings on the
barrel. The high-wood I-cut walnut stock and 2-rivet handguard are in
excellent condition with a minor handling mark or two, and appears to be
a more modern replacement showing no markings or signs of cleaning,
the barrel channel pencil-marked “213”. The receiver markings remain
clear and easily legible, the left side of the receiver is “S.G.” marked
near the breech below the woodline, the barrel is import marked
beneath the barrel band, and the parts are from a variety of
manufacturers. The carbine features a rotary safety, flat bolt, Type III
barrel band with bayonet lug, and a stamped adjustable rear sight.
Included is one unmarked 30-round magazine, two 15-round “C-B”
marked magazines, and an OD green canvas magazine pouch marked
“LAIRD SCHOBER / 1943” on the rear face. A nice example piece for
the M1 Carbine enthusiast. (14A10615-13) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

409 U.S. M1 Garand Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #3227697, 30-06, 24” 2-65 dated Springfield Armory barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 96% arsenal
parkerized finish with some light wear on high edges and contact points,
light oxidation staining on the bottom metal and stacking swivel, and
spots of perhaps moderate pitting on the gas cylinder, beneath the
finish. The pistolgrip walnut stock is in excellent condition as lightly
cleaned with only a few light handling marks, and the walnut
handguards are in very good condition with an about 1 1/4” crack in the
nose of the forward handguard and scattered light dings; the stock and
handguards are of two different tones of finish. The stock is marked only
with a faint triangle on the bottom of the pistolgrip, the markings within
no longer legible. The receiver markings are slightly thinned but still
easily legible, the barrel markings are clear, the marked parts are from a
variety of contactors, the aperture is “B-8868-1” marked, and the right
receiver leg is scratch marked “BA4 / 8-65”, denoting the date of arsenal
refurbishment. The rifle retains the standard open sights and features
T105 rear sight drums, a milled triggerguard, and a 2-slot gas cylinder
screw. A solid arsenal refurbished M1 for the beginning collector.
(14A10593-127) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

410 U.S. M1 Garand Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #1424880, 30-06, 24” unmarked commercial barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% mixed original and
reapplied parkerized finishes, light thinning on the receiver, with light
wear on high edges and contact points, and a mix of gray-green and
black parkerized colors. The contemporary replacement pistolgrip walnut
stock and handguards are in excellent condition and unmarked. The
receiver markings are clear and legible and the marked parts are a mix
of manufacturers, including Springfield Armory and IHC. The rifle retains
the standard open sights and features T105 rear sight drums, a milled
triggerguard, and a 2-slot gas cylinder screw. A solid M1 that should
perform well at the range. (14A10666-8) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

411 Remington Model 32 Skeet Over Under Shotgun
serial #4968, 12 ga, 26” ventilated rib barrels choked skeet in both with
bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain about 98%
professionally reapplied blue with some light toning to gray between the
barrels when viewed under direct light, a few scattered light abrasions,
and previous pinprick pitting beneath the finish (primarily on the frame);
the sides of the breech are nicely engine turned. The checkered
pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in very good to very good plus
condition with a hairline about 3/4” crack at the rear of the upper tang,
scattered light flaking of the finish, and a few light handling marks. The
stock features a rosewood gripcap, an adjustable semi-rollover comb, a
KICK-EEZ recoil pad giving an about 14 1/8” length of pull, and shows
some attractive grain figure. The metal markings are softened lightly with
the sides of the frame correctly factory engraved with hunting dogs on
point, the belly marked “SKEET” below the serial number, the barrels
are date coded for April 1941, and the forend and barrels are numbered
to the shotgun. The shotgun locks up tightly with the lever coming to rest
just right of center and features an automatic safety, single selective
trigger, robust ejectors, and is sighted with a white bead front and small
steel bead mid rib; the shotgun appears to function well mechanically.
An attractive custom Model 32 Skeet from about mid-way through
production. (14A10453-10) {C&R} [Sherwood "Skip" Chapman
Collection] (800/1000)
Est. 800 - 1,000

412 Remington Model 32 Over Under Shotgun
serial #5435, 12 ga, 32” ventilated rib barrels choked full in both, with
very good, frosted bores. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original
blue with some light wear on high edges and some scattered light pitting
on the last 9” towards the muzzle; the sides and face of the breech show
spots of light pitting. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and forend
are in very good to very good plus condition with a small about 1/4”
crack at rear of the triggerguard, light softening of the checkering, and
some scattered light handling marks. The stock features a Browning
ventilated recoil pad with two spacers, somewhat amateurly fit to the
stock and giving an about 14 3/16” length of pull, and shows the
beginning of some attractive grain figure. The sides of the frame are
decorated with the factory engraved hunting dogs on point, the barrel
address and factory markings on the belly of the frame remain clear and
legible, the barrels and forend are numbered to the shotgun, and the
barrels are double dated coded, first for 1941 and again for 1948. The
shotgun locks up tight with the lever coming to rest right of center and
features an automatic safety, single selective trigger, robust ejectors,
and is sighted with a bead front and small steel bead mid rib; the
shotgun appears to function well mechanically. (14A10453-7) {C&R}
[Sherwood "Skip" Chapman Collection] (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200
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413 Remington Model 32TC Over Under Trap Shotgun
serial #2031, 12 ga, 30” ventilated rib barrels choked modified and full,
with bright excellent bores showing only some streaks of stubborn wad
residue. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with light
wear at carry point of the frame and triggerguard, light handling marks
on the barrels, and some scattered spots of light oxidation staining. The
checkered pistolgrip walnut stock is in very good plus condition with a
few light dings on the inside of the pistolgrip and scattered small spots of
flaking of the added finish, and the forend is in about very good
condition with an about 1 3/8” and 2 1/2” cracks in the underside of the
forend, a repaired and easily missed crack in the nose, and a few light
dings and handling marks. No buttplate is present on the stock, giving
an about 12 5/8” length of pull, and the stock features an alloy gripcap
engraved “MIKE WOODSON” in riband with foliate scroll and punch dot
shading above and below, the gripcap shy of the edges of the bottom of
the pistolgrip. The barrel address and other factory markings remain
clear and legible, the sides of the frame are factory engraved with
hunting dogs on point, the barrel and forend are numbered to the
shotgun, and the barrels show four date codes: June 1934, May 1937,
July 1938, and May 1940. The shotgun locks up tight with the lever
coming to rest left of center and features a nonautomatic safety, Miller
selective trigger, robust ejectors, and is sighted with a bead front sight
and small steel bead midrib; the shotgun appears to function well
mechanically. A solid shotgun that should perform well at the trap range,
needing only your choice of buttpad. (14A10453-4) {C&R} [Sherwood
"Skip" Chapman Collection] (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

414 U.S. M1 Garand Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #396976, 30-06, 24” 1-52 dated Springfield Armory barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% arsenal
parkerized finish with scattered light oxidation and light pitting, finish loss
on the bottom metal, operating rod, and high edges, and the buttplate is
moderately oxidized. The pistolgrip walnut stock is in very good
condition as lightly cleaned with a crack in the rear of the handguard, a
small crack at the end of the rear swivel, a small crack on the right side
of the butt, and a few dark streaks from oxidation leaching; the buttplate
is lightly proud at spots. A faint boxed “SA / H” cartouche is visible on
the left side of the stock and the remnants of a circled “P” proof is
present on the inside of the pistolgrip. The receiver and bolt markings
are crisp, the barrel markings somewhat softened but still easily legible,
and the marked parts are from a mix of contractors. The rifle retains the
standard open sights with T105 rear sight drums and features an
operating rod without relief cut, a stamped triggerguard, and a 2-slot gas
cylinder screw. A somewhat salty M1 rifle that should still perform well at
the range. (14A10647-15) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

415 Winchester Model 101 Over Under Shotgun
serial #K222484, 20 ga, 26” ventilated rib barrels choked improved
cylinder and modified with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces of
this Japanese-made shotgun retain about 99% original blue with a few
minor handling marks, and the trigger retains about 95% gold finish with
silvering on the edges and perhaps some thinning on the trigger face;
the sides and face of the breech show quality engine turning. The
checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in excellent condition
with a few minor handling marks on the glossy finish of the buttstock,
which shows the beginnings of attractive grain figure. The frame,
triggerguard, lever, and forend iron are nicely decorated with factory
loose foliate scroll engraving, the factory barrel markings are crisp, and
the forend and barrels are numbered to the shotgun. The shotgun locks
up tightly with the lever coming to rest just right of center and features a
single selective trigger, nonautomatic safety, robust ejectors, and is
sighted with a lone brass bead; the shotgun appears to function well
mechanically. A fine Winchester over under in a desirable chambering.
(14A10636-31) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

416 Charles Daly Superior Grade Over Under Shotgun
serial #S526801, 20 ga, 26” ventilated rib barrels choked improved
cylinder and modified with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces
retain about 98% original blue with a spot of light pitting on the left side
of the top barrel, light operational wear beneath the safety, and the
frame has toned lightly to plum; the trigger retains about 95% gold finish
with only light operational wear. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock
and forend are in very good plus to near excellent condition with a few
flattened points of checkering and a few light handling marks in the
glossy finish. The frame and associated parts are nicely decorated with
factory foliate scroll and light border engraving, the barrel markings are
clear and legible, and the barrels and forend are numbered to the
shotgun. The shotgun locks up tight with the lever coming to rest right of
center and features a single selective trigger, a nonautomatic safety,
robust ejectors, 3” chambers, is sighted with a lone white bead (the
midrib bead appears to have been removed or broken), and the shotgun
appears to function well mechanically. A lovely Miroku-made shotgun
that should perform as well as it looks. (14A10646-1) {MODERN} 
(800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

417 U.S. M1 Carbine by Inland Division
serial #463907, 30 Carbine, 18” 1-43 Inland Division barrel with a few
hints of pinprick pitting near the muzzle in an otherwise bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% arsenal parkerized finish with
light wear on high edges and contact points, light oxidation staining, and
a few light handling marks. The low-wood oval-cut M2 walnut stock and
4-rivet handguard are in near excellent condition as perhaps lightly
cleaned with a few light dings and very minor abrasions scattered about,
and is completely unmarked. The receiver and barrel markings are clear
and easily legible, the bolt and operating slide are marked for Inland,
and the remaining parts appear to be from a mix of contractors. The
carbine features a Type III barrel band with bayonet lug, Type V
operating slide, a round bolt, milled adjustable rear sight, and a rotary
safety; the carbine appears to function well mechanically. Included is a
single “IS” marked 15-round magazine in very good condition with spots
of light oxidation on the left side, and a “U.S.” marked reproduction
canvas carry bag in excellent condition. A solid arsenal refurnished M1
carbine, originally made early in production. (14A10704-5) {C&R}
(800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

418 Charles Daly Superior II Over Under Shotgun
serial #108317, 20 ga, 26” ventilated rib barrels choked improved
cylinder in both with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain about 97%
original blue finish with light wear on the right side of the muzzles,
freckling at the breech, and a few spots of light oxidation staining and
minor handling marks. The coin-finished frame is in very good condition
with scattered mild staining and is factory engraved with foliate scroll
engraving over 95% of the surfaces, the trigger retains about 90% gold
finish with thinning and light wear on the left edge, and the triggerguard
has toned to plum. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are
in excellent condition with a few specks of white paint transfer on the
toeline and some minor handling marks, the beginnings of some
attractive grain figure visible on both forend and butt. The barrels are
numbered to the shotgun and the forend is unnumbered. The shotgun
locks up tight with the lever coming to rest at center and features an
automatic safety, single selective trigger, 3” chambers, ejectors, is
sighted with a lone brass bead, and appears to function well
mechanically. An attractive Italian-made over under shotgun in a
desirable chambering. (14A10710-4) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

419 U.S. M1 Garand Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #5301630, 30-06, 24” 3-66 dated Springfield Armory barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% arsenal
parkerized finishes with a few touches of silvering on high edges, some
minor handling marks, and a few spots of previous light pitting beneath
the finish. The pistolgrip walnut stock is in very good condition as lightly
cleaned with a light abrasion just visible on the right side of the forend
and near the magazine floorplate, and the handguards are in very good
condition with a few light dings and handling marks; a near invisible
circled “P” proof is faintly present on the inside of the pistolgrip, and the
stock is otherwise unmarked. The receiver and barrel markings remain
crisp, the operating rod is “NM” marked, the marked parts all appear to
be Springfield Armory-made, and the right receiver leg is rework marked
“LEAD / 9-66”. The rifle retains the standard open sights with T105 rear
sight drums and features a stamped triggerguard and 2-slot gas cylinder
screw, and appears to function well mechanically. A solid mid 50’s made
M1 rifle that saw refit at Letterkenny Army Depot in March of 1966.
(14A10593-143) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200
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420 Springfield Armory Inc M1 Garand Rifle
serial #7005130, 30-06, 24” barrel with a bright very good plus bore with
scattered light oxidation but strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces
retain about 98-99% maker applied parkerized finish with light wear on
high edges and contact points, and some fine previous pinprick pitting
beneath the finish on some small parts. The pistolgrip walnut stock is in
near excellent condition as lightly cleaned with a few scattered light
handling marks and shows exceptionally neat glass bedding of the
receiver and trigger housing, and securing of the lower band to the
handguard. The receiver markings remain crisp, the barrel is
“GENESEO, ILL” marked, and the small parts are a mix of
manufacturers, including a Beretta-made hammer. The standard open
sights are NM-marked, the rear sight has a “520” marked aperture hood,
and the operating rod is Remington-made and NM-marked. The rifle
appears to function well mechanically. A solid M1 rifle, clearly accurized
by a knowledgeable hand. (14A10651-21) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

421 SKB Model 600 Skeet Over Under Shotgun
serial #S6609416, 28 ga, 28” ventilated rib barrels choked skeet in both,
with bright excellent bores showing scattered stubborn wad residue. The
barrels retain about 99% original blue with a minor handling mark or two,
and the sliver plated frame, triggerguard, and lever are in near excellent
condition with some touches of light wear on high edges and contact
points, a few minor handling marks, and the beginning of light tarnish in
the recesses of the factory foliate engraving; the trigger retains nearly all
its gold finish. The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut stock and forend
are in very good plus to near excellent condition with some scattered
light handling marks, none appearing to breech the glossy finish, and
the oval monogram plate on the toeline remains unengraved. The
shotgun locks up tight with the lever coming to rest just right of center
and features a single selective trigger, a nonautomatic safety, robust
ejectors, and is sighted with a white bead front and small steel bead
midrib; the shotgun appears to function well mechanically. A solid small
bore shotgun that should serve well at the skeet range. (14A10726-6)
{MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

422 L.C. Smith Ideal Grade Sidelock Double Shotgun
serial #341850, 12 ga, 26” London Steel barrels choked modified and
full, with bright very good plus bores both showing a light ding at the 12
o’clock position about 5 1/2” and 6 3/4” from the muzzle, and the right
bore shows some scattered spots of light pitting. The barrels retain
about 80-85% original blue with light wear along the outer edge to
silvering at the muzzles and breeches, thinning in spots, and scattered
light handling marks. The frame retains about 70% casehardened
colors, muted on the lockplates and strongest behind and on top of the
fences around the triggers, with the carry point toned to a silvery
casehardened patina, and a few spots of oxidation staining; the long
tang triggerguard retains about 50% blue finish with moderate finish
wear. The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut stock and splinter-style
forend are in very good plus condition with some scattered light dings
and handling marks and the stock is fit with a reproduction grooved
plastic buttplate sitting shy of the heel, giving an about 14” length of pull
with drops of about 2 1/8” and 3 3/8”; the forend features an ebony
forend tip insert. The frame is decorated with Ideal Grade oak leaf
engraving with areas of punch-dot shading and zigzag bordering, both
lockplates roll-stamped “L.C. SMITH”, the barrel markings remaining
clear, and the barrels and forend are numbered to the shotgun. The
shotgun locks up tight with the lever coming to rest right of center and
features an automatic safety, double triggers, extractors, is sighted with
a lone brass bead, and appears to function well mechanically.
(14A10574-77) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

423 Sako Forester Bolt Action Rifle
serial #112467, 22-250, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this L579 action rifle retain 98-99% original blue with a
small circular mark on the forward receiver ring and light toning to brown
under direct light on the floorplate and spots of the receiver. The
checkered European hardwood Monte Carlo stock is in excellent
condition with a small abrasion on the toeline behind the pistolgrip and
one or two minor handling marks, and the stock features a black gripcap
with white spacer, sling swivels, and a flared left-side cheekpiece. The
factory markings remain crisp, the barrel is lightly import marked “Garcia
Sporting Arms” on the underside’ and the bolt is numbered to the rifle.
The rifle retains the ramped blade front sight with hood, the rear sight
has been removed and the two drilled and tapped holes have filler
screws, and the receiver is factory cut to accept rings; included are a
pair of Sako 25.4mm scope rings. A fine Finnish-made sporting rifle, well
suited to your varmint hunting needs. (14A10703-14) {MODERN}
(800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

424 Browning Auto 5 Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #6Z6436, 20 ga, 26” ventilated rib barrel choked modified with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Belgian-made shotgun
retain about 98-99% original blue with a minor handling mark or two,
parts of the barrel toning very lightly plum, and the sides of the receiver
toning lightly to brown; the bolt and shell lifter remain bright and the
trigger retains nearly all its gold finish, showing only some light wear on
the right edge. The checkered round knob pistolgrip walnut stock and
forend are in very good plus to near excellent condition with a few light
handling marks on the pistolgrip and the toeline, a small ding at the tip of
the forend, and some fine crackling of the glossy finish; the original hard
rubber buttplate is intact. The receiver is embellished with attractive
Browning Grade I foliate scroll and zigzag border engraving, the left side
of the receiver marked “Twenty” in flowing script above the Browning
trademark, and the factory markings on the barrel remain clear and
easily legible. The shotgun is sighted with a lone steel bead and
appears to function well mechanically. A lovely smaller bore Auto 5.
(14B10593-150) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

425 Colt Woodsman Sport Model Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #94635-S, .22 LR, 4 1/2” tapered barrel featuring a bright
excellent bore. This lovely little 1951 Sport Model has seen light honest
use and retains excellent condition. The metal surfaces have about
98-99% original blue finish with limited edge wear, a few spots of micro
pitting on the right side of the frame above the trigger, and some
handling marks. The brown checkered thumb rest factory synthetic grips
rate excellent with few minor handling marks and feature a single
Rampant Colt monogram on the right panel. This pistol features a
serrated ramp front sight, “Coltmaster” adjustable rear sight, manual
thumb safety, and functions mechanically. This example includes the
original factory hinged brown leatherette covered box that is correctly
end labeled to the gun, but no serial numbers remain visible, single
ten-round magazine, test target numbered to the gun, manual, single
small size “Coltwood” grip adapter, and bore brush. The box rates about
very good to excellent showing light edge and corner wear, strong
printed Rampant Colt on the cover, and few other storage marks. The
provided paperwork rates excellent. An excellent version of the Sport
Model. (8B10574-168) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

426 Colt Police Positive Target Revolver
serial #251832, .32 Colt New Police, 6” barrel with an excellent bore.
This 1931-manufactured revolver retains about 97% original blue
showing high edge wear, handling marks, and several areas that are
thinning to blue-gray under strong light. The service trigger and hammer
retain full Nitre blue with bright sides on the hammer. The fully
checkered walnut factory stocks feature silver Rampant Colt medallions
and rate about very good showing light wear and handling marks. This
Target Model features an elevation adjustable Patridge front sight,
windage adjustable black blade rear sight, and correct timing and
lockup. The left side of the barrel is marked “POLICE / POSITIVE – 32
POLICE CTG.”. An excellent example of a desirable pre-war Target
Model showing light honest use. (8A10574-182) {C&R}   (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

427 Colt Woodsman Target Model Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #45735-S, .22 LR, 6” tapered barrel featuring a bright excellent
bore. This lovely second series 1950-manufactured Target Model has
seen light honest use and retains excellent condition. The metal
surfaces maintain about 97-98% original blue finish showing scattered
edge wear, a few spots of lightly cleaned pitting at the muzzle, and
handling marks. The brown checkered thumb rest factory synthetic grips
rate excellent with a few minor handling marks, a tiny chip on the edge
of the thumb rest, and they feature a single Rampant Colt monogram on
the right panel. This pistol features an undercut Patridge front sight,
“Coltmaster” adjustable rear sight, manual thumb safety, and functions
mechanically. This gun includes a single ten-round factory marked
magazine. A fine upstart collectible that can tolerate the occasional trip
to the range. (8B10574-195) {C&R}   (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200
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428 Smith & Wesson .44 Magnum Hand Ejector Revolver
serial #S181235, .44 Magnum, 6 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This
late 1957-1958 four-screw revolver has seen honest use over the years
and retains about 75% quality non-factory applied blue finish showing
moderate holster wear, the predominate loss is on the cylinder,
additionally, it shows scattered small fields of pitting, old pitting under
the finish, spots of oxidation, and handling marks. The .500” target
hammer and .500” target trigger retain strong swirls of case-hardened
colors with the remainder toning to gray. The grips are factory rosewood
target stocks with silver S&W medallions, and they rate near excellent
showing light wear at the edge of the butt and handling marks. This
revolver features a red insert front sight, black blade micro adjustable
rear sight, it functions mechanically, and it times and locks up. Timing in
single action mode will need attention soon as the chambers are coming
up slightly late. As with most of the transitional .44 Magnum Hand
Ejectors, the commonly serial numbered parts are no longer numbered
although the bottom of the extractor on this gun is correctly serial
numbered to the gun. A truly fine example of a well-traveled and nicely
refurbished early gun. (8A10675-2) {C&R}   (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

429 Smith & Wesson Model 19-4 Double Action Revolver
serial #44K7024, .357 Magnum, 6” pinne barrel with an excellent bore.
This excellent condition Combat Magnum revolver has seen light honest
use since it left the factory in the late 1970s. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original blue finish showing minor wear at the muzzle, very
limited high edge wear, and few handling marks. The .500” target
hammer and .500” target trigger retain robust swirls of case-hardened
colors with minor operational wear. The checkered goncalo alves factory
target grips with silver S&W medallions rate excellent and feature an
extractor relief cut. This gun features a crisp action, proper timing and
lockup, recessed cylinder, Patridge front sight, and black blade micro
adjustable rear sight. An excellent addition to your Smith & Wesson
collection or a fine shooter for the revolver enthusiast. (8A10718-49)
{MODERN}   (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

430 Smith & Wesson Model 41 Semi-Auto Target Pistol
serial #49824, .22 LR, 5 1/2” heavy factory replacement barrel with an
excellent bore. This early gun retains about 96% original blue finish
showing light high edge wear, thinning finish on the lower knuckle,
frontstrap, and thumb safety, plus a few scattered light handling marks.
The checkered walnut ambidextrous factory grips with finger/thumb rests
rate excellent showing a few minor handling marks. This pistol features
a Patridge front sight, later “Bo-Mar” style rear sight, cocking indicator,
barrel is drilled and tapped for optics, and frame mounted overtravel
stop. The pistol includes a single factory ten-round magazine. This gun
shows light honest use and remains in excellent condition. The Model
41s are highly respected in competitive Bullseye competition. Also see
the accessories for the Model 41 offered in our Timed Auction.
(8A10720-1) {C&R}   (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

431 Smith & Wesson Model 19-4 Double Action Revolver
serial #87K1818, .357 Magnum, 2 1/2” pinned barrel with an excellent
bore. This wonderful Combat Magnum revolver has seen very little use
and remains in outstanding condition. The metal surfaces retain about
99% original blue finish, a very light turn ring on the recessed cylinder
the only notable wear. The service hammer and trigger retain beautiful
swirls of case-hardened colors with very light operational wear. The
checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver S&W medallions are
numbered to the gun and rate excellent. This gun features a Baughman
ramp front sight, black blade micro adjustable rear sight, functions
mechanically, and has proper timing and lockup. It includes a
mismatched factory box that is end labeled to a Model 66-2 with 2 1/2”
barrel, unopened cleaning kit, manual, and paperwork. An excellent
addition to your Smith & Wesson collection, fine shooter, or great
self-defense firearm. (8A10718-55) {MODERN}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

432 Smith & Wesson Model 66-2 Double Action Revolver
serial #184K518, .357 Magnum, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. This
lovely early 1980s Combat Magnum revolver remains in excellent
condition, the stainless steel surfaces rate excellent showing light
handling marks. The service trigger and hammer retain full hard chrome
finish. The checkered goncalo alves factory target grips feature a speed
loader cut, silver S&W medallions, and they rate excellent. This revolver
features a red ramp front sight, black blade micro adjustable rear sight,
and it times and locks up correctly. A fine gun for the collector, shooter,
or hunter. (8A10718-30) {MODERN}   (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

433 Smith & Wesson Model 19-5 Double Action Revolver
serial #AYY1263, .357 Magnum, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
This fantastic Combat Magnum revolver has seen very little use and
remains in terrific condition. The metal surfaces retain about 99%
original matte blue finish, a very light turn ring on the cylinder the only
noticeable wear. The service hammer and smooth combat trigger retain
beautiful whirls of case-hardened colors. The diamond checkered walnut
factory Magna grips with silver S&W medallions are numbered to
another gun and rate excellent, the wood is slightly proud on the
frontstrap. This gun features a Baughman ramp front sight, black blade
micro adjustable rear sight, functions mechanically, and has proper
timing and lockup. An excellent concealed carry and home-defense gun
or another treasure for a comprehensive collection of Smith & Wesson’s.
(8A10718-24) {MODERN}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

434 Weatherby Regency Field Grade Over Under Shotgun
serial #R04418, 12 ga., 32” ventilated rib barrels choked improved
modified with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain about 98%
original blue thinning evenly under bright light with “WEATHERBY” in
gold script on the left bolster, the top lever and triggerguard are toning to
plum. The frame has toned to a bright silvery case-hardened patina and
has been tastefully-engraved with tight flowing scroll and floral patterns,
the work signed “Italo / Bonomi” near the triggerguard. The trigger
retains much original gold plate, the forend release lever has toned to a
soft gray patina with generous amounts of original gold plate. The
high-gloss checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and fingergroove forend
remain excellent and features a white diamond inlay rosewood gripcap
with a 3/4” hairline crack behind the forend lever. The shotgun features
a single selective trigger, non-automatic safety, dual lug crossbolt
closure and 2 3/4” chambers. The lock-up is tight, ejectors are strong
and the top lever rests just right of center. A nice, attractive Italian
Regency over under. (5B9949-149) {MODERN} [Dr. James D. Morgan
Collection]   (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

435 Custom Coffin Handle Bowie by Klingbeil
This attractive English style bowie measures 11 3/8” overall with a 7”
stainless steel full tang stainless steel blade equipped with a 4 3/8”
unsharpened false edge. The blade remains unsharpened and retains
all its bright hand rubbed finish. The obverse ricasso is marked in Old
English text “R. Klingbeil / Maker / Oviedo, Florida” while the reverse
ricasso is marked with “J.S.” Journey Smith stamp above “4. 23. 00”
date. The oval guard and coffin shaped pommel remain bright, are Billy
Bates floral engraved on a black background and signed by the artist on
the top edge of the pommel. The mother-of-pearl scales remain
excellent, each fastened by four small bright pins, the obverse scale has
a crest scaped nickel silver shield. The leather scabbard features frog
stud equipped nickel silver mounts with light scroll engraving. Since his
passing, Klingbeil knives are highly sought after by collectors and are
seldom offered for trade. (5A10064-4BA) (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

436 Custom Spear Point Limited Edition Boot Knife by Klingbeil
One of only 67 knives made by Russell Klingbeil, this knife measures 9
1/4” overall with a 4” double edged ball bearing steel blade hammered
from 5/8” round stock. The blade remains unsharpened and retains all of
its acid etched “period” finish. The bottom obverse side of the blade has
R. Klingbeil Old English maker mark and the top of the tang is numbered
“007”. The kingwood handle has a flared and fluted pommel accented
with small brass pins. Included is a hand rubbed open throat brown
leather sheath. A lovely early limited run Klingbeil boot knife.
(5A10064-4BB) (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

437 Custom Newton & Fitch Stag Handle Damascus Fighter
This Master Smith collaboration between Ron Newton and John Fitch
measures 11” overall with a 6” damascus clip point blade equipped with
a 2 1/4” sharpened false edge. The blade remains unsharpened, retains
all its mosaic damascus pattern and is marked “NEWTON M.S. Fitch”
along the top obverse edge. The S-shaped damascus guard has a
similar pattern and the curved stag grip remains in excellent condition
centered between a damascus ferrule and buttcap. The birch lined
nickel silver sheath with damascus frog stud remains bright and is
numbered “2 of 2” along the rear top edge. A rare, beautiful creation of
two master knife smiths. (510064-4C) (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

438 Lot is Withdrawn
Lot is Withdrawn
Est. 600 - 800

439 Lot is Withdrawn
Lot is Withdrawn
Est. 500 - 700
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440 Savage Model 12 Varminter Low Profile Bolt Action Rifle
serial #G738870, 308 Win., 26” fluted stainless steel heavy barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces remain in excellent
condition with the slightest amount of shadowing atop the receiver from
prior scope installation. The low profile brown laminated stock with extra
wide beavertail forend remains in excellent condition as well. Rifle
features an oversized bolt handle, Accu-Trigger and incudes a single
four rd. detachable magazine and two piece rings and bases. A virtually
as-new Model 12 Varmint rifle. (5A10637-10) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

441 U. S. Springfield Armory Model 1922 MII Bolt Action Rifle
serial #14692B, .22 LR, 24 1/2” 9-27 dated barrel with a bright very good
bore showing a few shallow pits near the muzzle. The dark gray
parkerized arsenal finish is in excellent condition with a few scattered
specks of oxidation on the front sight base and forward end of the barrel.
The NS M2 marked bolt remains bright displaying some minor staining,
matching serial number electro penciled on the base, “D28223-2”
drawing number on the body, “C 3998” stamped on the extractor with
the third type headspace adjustment screw. The finger groove walnut
stock is in excellent condition with no cracks, scattered small handling
marks and a few shallow abrasions. The stock displays a crisp circle “P”
proof on the wrist and an equally crisp boxed “SA” cartouche on the left
side of the buttstock. The rifle is sighted with the Lyman 48C rear sight
with no aperture and blade front sight. The sight and rifle appear to
function well mechanically. Included is one unmarked 5 round magazine.
A very nice condition M1922 that should shoot as well as it looks.
(25A10648-48) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

442 Weatherby Mark V Left Hand Bolt Action Rifle
serial #H194135, 7mm Rem Mag, 25 1/2” replacement G.R. Douglas
stainless barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The surfaces of the
barrel remain in very fine condition showing a little sparsely scattered
mild gray freckling and light handling marks. The Japanese-made action
retains about 98% original blue showing some light marks from scope
base mounting, a few thin scratches around the upper tang and the
action screws showing slot wear. The fluted bolt body remains mostly
bright with blue-finished grooves and it is electro-pencil-numbered to the
gun along the underside handle. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock
with contrasting rosewood pistolgrip cap and forend tip remains in about
very good condition showing some overall light dings and handling
marks from honest use and showing some rough edges where it meets
the action and bottom metal; the action having been somewhat
amateurishly bedded to the stock. There is a generous right side
cheekpiece and the butt shows some subtle attractive grain figure
throughout. Equipped with sling swivel studs and original Weatherby
solid black rubber basketweave pad. The action seems to function well
mechanically and there are no provisions for iron sights; a Redfield base
with 1” rings is included. (13A10634-79) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

443 Contemporary Fullstock Flintlock Musket by Kent Smith
.60 cal, 46” part round part octagon barrel with turned medial at the point
of transition and a bright near excellent bore. The barrel of this musket
appears to be unmarked though the consignor’s notes indicate it was
made by Kent Smith of Augusta Gunworks and Forge in Virginia. There
is a small mark on the sideplate that could be “K SM” but it is difficult to
discern; the arm is made in Smith’s “southern gun” pattern. The metal
surfaces have a nice aged appearance toning to a mix of pewter
gunmetal and mild gray-brown patina showing some sparsely scattered
small areas of mild oxidation and remnants of brown finish along the
barrel. There is a screw-in steel vent liner and the lock features bridled
frizzen and frizzen spring with nicely chiseled extension. Iron hardware
includes dual ramrod thimbles, rather rudimentarily fashioned spur
triggerguard, simple utilitarian patchbox, buttplate with small toe plate
and solid sideplate. The tailpipe is a little loose and appears to be
pewter or German silver and there are some small German silver fittings
consisting of a floral motif ahead of the patchbox, monogram plate atop
the wrist and simple starburst on the cheekpiece. The walnut stock
remains in very fine condition showing somewhat worn oil finish with
some scattered light dings and handling marks. Stock features long
dropper points, simple line borders and some light foliate flourishes on
the left side butt around the scant cheekpiece. A simple hickory ramrod
is present and the arm is sighted with a square-notch rear sight and
plain blade front. The lock seems to function well mechanically.
(13B10672-4) {ANTIQUE} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

444 Custom Winchester Model 1885 High Wall Sporting Rifle
22/30-30 Ackley, 26 3/4” custom heavy round barrel with a bright near
excellent bore showing a few small freckles and crisp rifling. The metal
surfaces retain about 95% reapplied commercial blue with both the
barrel and action showing some scattered light pitting that is partially
smoothed-over, along with some other light handling marks and subtle
thinning. The Winchester markings along the upper tang remain
completely intact and strong, while the markings along the lower tang
have been lost to the refinishing. The left side of the barrel is
hand-stamped with the cartridge designation and the lever has been
lengthened and re-shaped with a wide cylindrical tip. The smooth
pistolgrip deluxe walnut buttstock and wide forend remain in very fine
condition showing a small thin crack at the upper tang that appears to
just be in the gloss varnish along with some other scattered tiny dings
and minor handling marks. Stocks feature rosewood pistolgrip cap and
forend tip and show wonderful feathercrotch grain figure throughout.
There is a very generous semi-rollover left-side cheekpiece and solid
black rubber Kick-Eez pad. The barrel is fitted with a pair of target blocks
and the action seems to function normally, though will probably require a
professional tightening up as the breechblock exhibits a moderate
amount of vertical play. (13A10699-42) {MODERN} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

445 Winchester Model 95 Lever Action Carbine
serial #423713, 30-40 Krag, 22” round barrel with a mostly bright about
very fine bore showing a little mild oxidation and frosting mostly nearer
the muzzle and otherwise crisp rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of
this later production 1927-made carbine retain about 98% reapplied
polished blue showing some sparsely scattered partially smoothedover
light pitting beneath the finish and a little bit of mild oxidation along the
lever. The principal markings remain completely intact and strong. The
smooth walnut stocks remain in very good condition with a little older
added finish, scattered light dings and handling marks, the forend with a
bit more wear overall. The handguard appears to be a quality
replacement and shows an extra small cutout ahead of the rear sight.
Equipped with standard carbine rear sight that shows a few small dings
along the blade and blued blade front sight. The saddle ring is intact and
the action is perhaps a bit sluggish but otherwise seems to function
normally. (13A10528-14) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

446 German P.08 Luger BYF-Coded Pistol by Mauser
serial #6102q, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 41-dated pistol retain about 94% original blue
showing some scattered high edge and holster wear along with a few
light handling marks. The sideplate is an older reproduction replacement
that has a deep plum finish. All markings remain intact and strong
showing “(Eagle) / 655” Waffenamts and eagle firing proofs. The
checkered black Bakelite grips remain in very fine condition showing a
few lightly chipped points and minor handling marks, the front edge of
the left panel warped very slightly. The hold-open hardware and
takedown latch spring are missing and the remaining parts are otherwise
matching including the grooved firing pin. One blue-bodied aluminum
base fxo-coded magazine stamp-numbered matching the pistol is
included and the action seems to function well mechanically.
(13A9100-1132) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]  
(800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

447 Contemporary Brass-Mounted Flintlock Fusil De Chasse
.62 cal., 42” part octagon part round barrel with a bright excellent
smoothbore and a simple brass blade front sight. This handsome
flintlock remains in fine condition with the plum brown finish on the barrel
strongest toward the breech and elsewhere thinning to a pleasant sepia
patina; the barrel transitions to octadecagonal with a medial at the point
of transition and another medial further down the barrel. The lock is a
smoky gray patina with a few areas of fine pitting on the banana-shaped
lockplate which terminates in a graceful teat and bears a softened script
“Maubeug” beneath the faceted pan and features a graceful
swan-necked cock and unbridled frizzen with curled toe. The brass
mountings are toning to a warm goldenrod patina and consist of dual
thimbles, tailpipe, triggerguard with foliate front extension, thumbplate,
pierced sideplate, and buttplate with foliate finial. The graceful smooth
walnut full stock rates very good plus with a tiny and unobtrusive chip
behind the thumbplate, a small repaired chip behind the rearmost barrel
pin on the right side of the forend, a narrow scuff across the underside
of the forend just ahead of the triggerguard and a few scattered light
handling marks. The triggerguard tang pin is coming through the
underside of the wrist and will need attention, a brass-tipped hardwood
ramrod is included and the action is strong and crisp. (23A10648-66)
{ANTIQUE} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200
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448 Ruger No. 1 California Association of Highway Patrolmen Falling Block
Rifle
serial #132-45693, 357 Magnum, 22” barrel with a bright near excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this limited edition rifle retain about 95%
original blue with loss due to moderate oxidation behind the triggerguard
and scattered spots of light-moderate oxidation overall including the
sides of the in-the-white breechblock. All metal markings are crisp with
the left side of the receiver bearing the CA Highway Patrol “winged
wheel” emblem along with “LIMITED EDITION”. The checkered walnut
Alexander Henry forend rates excellent while the capped pistolgrip stock
is structurally-excellent but rates perhaps very good with overall spots of
light crazing and flaking finish which is a bit more moderate on the right
side of the buttstock. The original sights are intact and the action
appears to function well mechanically. Originally offered only to
members of the California Highway Patrol, a total of 1,820 were
produced. (23A10707-2) {MODERN} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

449 Winchester Special Order Model 1894 Takedown Rifle
serial #506418, 30 WCF, 22” octagon barrel with full magazine and a
bright excellent bore. The barrel and magazine tube retain about
93-95% original blue which is lightly thinning to blue-gray patina along
the barrel with light high edge and muzzle silvering, a small area of wear
toning to gray behind the barrel hanger and scattered light handling
marks and speckles of old light oxidation. The extractor and loading gate
retain strong original blue and the balance of metal surfaces are toning
to a blend of light and dark gray patina with generous remnants of
original blue in the protected areas and scattered spots of light oxidation
and light handling marks. “J.A. LAVERY” is stamped on the left side of
the receiver and all visible metal markings are crisp. The smooth walnut
forend rates very good with a 1/2” hairline crack in the left side behind
the forend cap and overall scattered light handling marks. The
shotgun-style buttstock with hard rubber buttplate rates perhaps very
good with somewhat amateurishly-added checkering on both sides of
the wrist, two flexing 7” cracks both of which run through the left side of
the buttstock and originate at each tang, along with two circular filled
repairs with one in the checkering and one just behind. The takedown
function works as designed, the rifle is sighted with a blade front,
Winchester Express rear and a Lyman aperture sight is mounted to the
tang. The action appears to function well mechanically. 1940 Census
records indicate that a J.A. Lavery who was born in Oklahoma in 1922
was then residing in Douglas Kansas. (23B10574-32) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

450 Stevens Ideal No. 44 1/2 Falling Block Rifle with Stevens No. 475 Ideal
Telescope
serial #4180, 25-21, 26” part octagon part round barrel with a bright very
fine bore with light frosting in the grooves of the strong rifling. The barrel
retains about 98% professionally-restored blue with some light silvering
at the muzzle, some fine streaks of light thinning toning to blue-gray
patina under bright direct light and some scattered light handling marks.
The breechblock and hammer retain strong original blue and the
balance of metal surfaces have aged to a pewter-gray case-hardened
patina showing some fine cleaning striations on the sides of the action,
speckles of light oxidation staining and trace case-hardened colors. All
metal markings are very crisp. The smooth walnut buttstock and
schnabel forend rate very good plus with perhaps a light coat of added
finish showing a touch of high edge wear, a scratch on the right side of
the buttstock at the buttplate and some overall scattered light handling
marks. Attached to the target blocks in a pair of vintage Stevens mounts
is a Stevens No. 475 Ideal telescope with a crosshair reticle and
slightly-cloudy very good optics. The scope retains about 95% original
blue with streaks of wear toning to gray from contact with the rings. The
action of this wonderful vintage rifle with scope appears to function well
mechanically. (23B10648-20) {C&R}   (1000/1500)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500

451 Winchester Model 43 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #61658A, 218 Bee, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original blue finish with only some
light oxidation and minor handling marks on the triggerguard, the
barreled action showing only a few specks of oxidation staining; the bolt
shows some light operational wear. The smooth pistolgrip walnut stock
is in near excellent condition with some scattered light dings and
handling marks and some added finish, and retains the factory sling
swivels at the forend tip and toe and the checkered steel buttplate. The
Winchester barrel address, Winchester proofs, and serial number all
remain crisply stamped, and the bolt is numbered to a different rifle. The
receiver is factory drilled and tapped for optics mounting, and no open
sights are present. The rear sight dovetail is empty and curiously no
front sight base is present, the barrel showing no evidence of removal,
nor is it shortened, and the diameter at the muzzle matches that of a
Model 43 with front sight base present; the Winchester proofs showing
raised metal. The rifle appears to function well mechanically, and
included is a single detachable magazine. A curious example of these
small-bore Winchester rifles, presenting a fun research opportunity.
(14A10724-86) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

452 Winchester Model 53 Lever Action Rifle
serial #973190, 25-20 W.C.F., 22” nickel steel barrel with a small spot of
light pitting about 1” from the muzzle in an otherwise bright, excellent
bore. The barrel retains about 10% original blue, most of the surfaces
having toned to a brown patina with an about 5” area to the right of the
rear sight retaining strong blue, as well as strong remnants remaining at
the front sight base, rear sight, and along the woodline. The high edges
and contact points of the receiver have worn to a pewter gunmetal
patina, the sides of the frame, area around the trigger and hammer, and
top of the bolt having a light brown patina and remnants of original blue
in the protected areas. The smooth straight grip walnut stock and forend
are in very good plus condition with a two small cracks at the rear of the
upper tang, a few light dings and abrasions, and moderate finish wear
on both forend and buttstock; the steel shotgun-style buttplate shows a
few tiny spots of pinprick pitting and some light oxidation staining. The
barrel address and Winchester proofs have softened very slightly with
the years, but the Winchester trademark on the tang and the serial
number remain crisp. The rifle is sighted with a brass bead front sight, a
flat-top sporting-style rear sight, and a Marble’s tang-mounted aperture
sight, and appears to function well mechanically. A solid
1926-manufactured rifle, made before the Model 53 was serialized
separately from the Model 92. (14A10483-103) {C&R} [Perry White
Collection] (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

453 Winchester Model 94 Flat Band Lever Action Carbine
serial #1393134, 30 W.C.F., 20” round barrel with full magazine and a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this late 1940’s carbine
retain about 98% factory blue with some light wear on high edges and
contact points, a few specks of old oxidation at the tip of the magazine
tube and muzzle and a few light handling marks. The straight grip walnut
stock and long forend are in near excellent condition as lightly cleaned
with a few light handling marks and spots of the upper and lower tangs
proud of the wrist. The barrel address and serial numbers remain crisp,
the receiver proof slightly light, but the serial number has the raised
edge around each of the characters. The arm appears as though it were
perhaps a factory compilation of on-hand parts, the lever and hammer
with hasty rough polish seen on late 1950’s examples, the receiver and
rear band with similar polishing, but more refined. The carbine is sighted
with factory ramped bead front sight with hood and 22G semi-buckhorn
rear sight, and features a flat upper barrel band; the carbine appears to
function well mechanically. A handsome and very interesting example of
the flat band carbine for the Winchester enthusiast. (14A10703-6) {C&R}
  (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200
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454 Smith & Wesson No. 3 Second Model American Revolver
serial #18656, 44 S&W Russian, 8” ribbed round barrel with a bright very
good plus bore showing some sparse pinprick pitting and mild oxidation
speckling with otherwise crisp rifling throughout. This revolver appears
to have had its cylinder modified with a shoulder to accept 44 S&W
Russian ammunition, as there is no “RUSSIAN MODEL” callout on the
barrel rib. The metal surfaces are mostly a mottled gray and gray-brown
patina showing scattered light dings, some patches of smoothed-over
old pitting along the frame and light oxidation speckling. The forward
edges of the frame and protected areas of the barrel retain some very
generous strong original bright blue and the triggerguard is a smoky
case-hardened patina. The sideplate appears to be an old replacement
and shows some tool marks and haphazard fitting. The screw heads
show slot wear and the barrel address and patent dates remain
completely intact and strong. The smooth walnut grips are old
replacements that have been re-stamped to match the frame and
remain in very good plus condition showing some scattered light
handling marks, the bottom frame with lanyard filler screw. The
remaining numbered parts are matching by assembly number and
barrel-to-frame fit is solid. The action will require mechanical attention as
no mainspring is present. (13A9100-706) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection] (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

455 Harrington & Richardson Factory Engraved Model 999 “1 of 999”
Sportsman Double Action Revolver
serial #AU170862, 22 LR, 6” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This is a
lovely 1980-made revolver retaining about 99% original bright blue
showing perhaps just a few very minor handling marks. The metal
surfaces are tastefully embellished with fine quality flowing foliate
scrollwork and punch-dot shading and the right side barrel neatly
marked “1 of 999”. The polished hammer remains brilliant and all other
markings remain crisp. The checkered walnut grips with gold H&R
medallions remain in excellent condition, barrel-to-frame fit is solid and
the action seems to function well mechanically. Strangely other known
examples were numbered in their own special “999” serial number prefix
range while this one is a standard commercial serial number. The work
is however identical and obviously factory. A lovely revolver for the H&R
collector. (13B9100-1377) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection] (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

456 Smith & Wesson 32 Safety Hammerless Bicycle Revolver
serial #174042, 32 S&W, 2” ribbed round barrel with a partially bright
about good bore showing scattered light pitting and oxidation with
otherwise strong rifling throughout. This earlier third model revolver
shows factory refurbishment star stamp and both January 1946 and
December 1947 dates. The metal surfaces retain about 98% excellent
quality factory restored nickel finish showing a few tiny flakes mostly
near the front sight blade, some scattered small dings and light
operational wear. The triggerguard and latch retain about 97% factory
bright blue showing a little subtle flaking or freckling along the bow of the
guard while the trigger retains strong smoky colors with a little mild
gray-brown speckling. All markings remain completely intact and strong
with address and patent dates properly along the right side of the barrel.
The smooth factory mother-of-pearl grips with gold S&W medallions
remain in very fine to excellent condition showing a few tiny handling
marks. The grips are un-numbered and their fit is excellent. The
remaining numbered parts are matching, barrel-to-frame fit is excellent
and the action seems to function well mechanically with solid timing and
lock-up. A very attractive example of the desirable bicycle model in the
classic nickel with factory pearls. (13A9100-M49) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

457 Colt Cobra Double Action Revolver
serial #C69245, 22 LR, 3” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel
and cylinder of this 1973-made revolver retain about 97-98% original
blue with most of the loss due to some sparse scattered small specks of
oxidation. The frame retains about 99% original black anodized finish
showing perhaps a couple of tiny minor handling marks and all markings
remain crisp and clear with nice Rampant Colt on the sideplate. The
sides of the hammer are mostly bright showing a little mild gray
speckling. The checkered walnut grips with silver Rampant Colt
medallions remain in very fine to near excellent condition showing just a
few lightly chipped points and very small handling marks. Strangely the
grips are numbered “205” in white grease pencil, their fit otherwise very
good. The action seems to function well mechanically with solid timing
and lock-up. A fine example of the desirable rimfire Cobra.
(13A9100-358) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]  
(800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

458 Colt National Match Mid-Range Mk I Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #775-MR, .38 Special Mid-Range Wadcutter, 5” barrel with an
excellent bore. This First Model Mid-Range has seen honest use and
remains in very good condition. The metal surfaces retain about 90%
original blue finish the front strap, bottom of the triggerguard, and grip
safety have worn to pewter-gray in addition to high edge wear, a few
light oxidation blemishes, and handling marks. The checkered walnut
factory grips feature gold Rampant Colt medallions and rate very good
to excellent showing light compression of the diamond points on the
right panel, and a few scattered handling marks. This early version of
the Mid-Range features a Patridge front sight, Colt Accro adjustable rear
sight, long skeletonized trigger with overtravel stop, and serrated flat
mainspring housing to name a few. The First Models were set up to
headspace off the rim on the top third of the barrel and had no shoulder
in the chamber. This pistol includes a single five-round factory magazine
marked “Colt .38 Spec.” on the floorplate. This pistol has spent some
time on the range “punching paper” but is well cared for and should
make a great upstart gun for the budding collector. (8A9100-628) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

459 Colt Woodsman Target Model Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #097735S, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. This
1976-manufactured pistol has seen light honest use and remains in
excellent condition. The pistol retains about 97% original blue, the loss
is limited to high edge wear on the frame and side of the barrel along
with a few handling marks. The checkered walnut factory grips rate near
excellent showing some light edge wear and handling marks mostly on
the right panel. The pistol features an undercut Patridge front sight, Colt
Accro rear sight, and European heel style magazine catch. The pistol
includes a single Colt marked ten-round magazine, this is the earlier
Third Series style with side cut making it compatible with Second Series
guns. An excellent example of the Target Model Woodsman.
(8A9100-151) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]  
(800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

460 Winchester Model 52D Bolt Action Target Rifle
serial #110680D, 22 LR, 28” heavy-profile barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this single shot rifle retain about 97-98%
original blue and black anodized finishes with some scattered light
scratches and handling marks and a few scattered spots of light
oxidation. The body of the bolt is bright, the knob is toning to gray and
the bolt is numbered to another rifle. All metal markings are crisp and
“US” has been somewhat rudimentarily electro-penciled above the serial
number. The smooth walnut target stock rates very good with perhaps a
light coat of added finish with a tiny chip in the toe of the pistolgrip and
numerous scattered dings and light handling marks commensurate with
competitive use. The rifle features a full length accessory rail with
included hand stop, target blocks are mounted to the barrel and the
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A10574-192) {C&R}
(800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

461 Excellent Smith & Wesson Model 544 Texas Wagon Train
Commemorative Revolver
serial #TWT4300, 44-40 Win, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with a very tiny handling
mark on the face of the triggerguard only worth mentioning due to the
overall high level of preservation and the target hammer and trigger
retain all their original case-hardened finish. The smooth Goncalo Alves
target grips with silver S&W medallions rate excellent and show a thin
gap in the fit of the left and right panel at the toe. Made in 1986 to
commemorate the Texas Sesquicentennial, the right side of the barrel is
marked “1836 TEXAS 1986” and the right side of the frame bears the
outline of the Lone Star State with the Texas Wagon Train logo within.
The gun features a white outline micro-adjustable rear sight and red
ramp front and the action appears to function well mechanically.
Included is an original barnwood-stained basswood presentation case
with blue velvet interior showing a few minor handling marks on the
exterior. The lid of the presentation case features the outline of Texas
with the Wagon Train Trail within, along with the logos of Smith &
Wesson, the Wagon Train, and the Texas Sesquicentennial. A
wonderful commemorative revolver for the Smith & Wesson collector.
(23A9100-1363) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200
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462 Smith & Wesson Model 25-3 125th Anniversary Commemorative Double
Action Revolver
serial #S&W7325, 45 Colt, 6 1/2” pinned barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with a hint of
light silvering at the muzzle, a light scratch on one cylinder flat and some
scattered light handling marks. The right side barrel address reads
“SMITH & WESSON / 125TH ANNIVERSARY” and the sideplate
features a logo bordered by strips of wreath reading "SMITH &
WESSON / 1852-1977"; the logo shows slight remnants of the original
gold-filling. The target hammer and trigger retain 99% original
case-hardened finish showing some vibrant colors throughout. The
checkered goncalo alves target grips with silver S&W medallions are
near excellent with only a couple tiny blemishes. The front sight is a
serrated ramp with red insert and the rear is a micro-adjustable blade
with white outline and the action of this excellent condition revolver
appears to function well mechanically. (23A9100-497) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

463 Weatherby Custom FN Mauser High Power Bolt Action Rifle
serial #10385, 300 Weatherby Magnum, 24” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this 1959 Southgate, CA made
rifle have been professionally refinished and polished and are now a
lovely high luster dark blue. The checkered left hand Monte Carlo walnut
stock has been professionally refinished as well with light traces of a
couple dents and marks that were raised under an applied gloss finish.
The stock features a right side cheekpiece, ebony forend tip, white
diamond inlay gripcap and a Weatherby’s Tomorrow’s Rifle Today
ventilated rubber recoil pad. An attractive restored Southgate Weatherby
rifle. (5A9949-71) {C&R} [Dr. James D. Morgan Collection] (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

464 Colt Second Generation Heritage Model 1847 Walker Percussion
Revolver
serial #1552, .44 cal., 9” round barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel, cylinder and backstrap on this lovely Heritage Commemorative
revolver retain 99% original blue, the left side of barrel flat is adorned
with “The Colt Heritage Commemorative” in gilded scroll ribband while
the right barrel flat reads “U.S. / 1847” in floral riband amongst gilded
busts of Samuel Walker and Samuel Colt. The loading lever, hammer
and frame retain 99% plus brilliant case-hardened colors The one-piece
walnut grip remains in excellent condition with facsimile inspector’s
cartouches on both sides. The gun rests in a lockable French fitted
factory walnut presentation case with green baized interior and key. The
case rates very good plus to near excellent condition with light scratches
and handling marks atop the lid. A fabulous commemorative Colt Walker
revolver. (5A9100-1370) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection” (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

465 Smith & Wesson Model 25-2 Double Action Revolver
serial #N24774, 45 ACP, 6 1/2” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this mid-1970’s Model of 1950 Target retain
98-99% original with only a couple light storage marks from the years.
The .500 color case-hardened hammer and trigger retain strong bright
colors muting only slightly. The un-numbered checkered goncalo alves
factory target grips remain in excellent condition with only a couple
minute blemishes. Revolver features a Patridge front sight and black
blade micro adjustable rear sight. The action times and functions well
mechanically. An excellent Model 25-2 Target revolver. (5A9100-1249)
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]   (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

466 Scarce Early Smith & Wesson Model 48 Double Action Revolver
serial #K371828, 22 M.R.F., 6” pinned barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this first year production revolver retain
about 95% original blue with light muzzle wear and some silvering on
high edges, a few spots of light wear on the cylinder, small spots of
finish loss and light pitting on the triggerguard, and very light freckling on
the sideplate and top of the gripstrap. The service trigger and hammer
are in excellent condition and show vibrant casehardened colors. The
diamond checkered factory walnut Magna grips with silver S&W
medallions are in very good condition with a small chip at the front
corner of the left panel and a few minor handling marks, and are
numbered to the gun on the right panel. The revolver is sighted with a
Patridge front sight, black blade micro adjustable rear sight, and times
and locks up correctly. As noted in the Standard Catalogue of Smith &
Wesson by Supica and Nahas, production started on these revolvers on
May 21, 1959, the first engineering change coming the same year,
making “no dash” four-screw Model 48 an uncommon find.
(14A9100-95) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

467 Smith & Wesson K-22 Masterpiece Hand Ejector Revolver
serial #K49245, 22 LR, 6” pinned barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with light wear at the
muzzle, on the ejector rod, and on the triggerguard bow, silvering on
high edges, and a few small spots of oxidation staining. The service
trigger and hammer are in excellent condition with strong casehardened
colors. The diamond checkered walnut target grips with silver S&W
medallions are in very good condition with light handling marks, and no
extractor cut is present. The revolver is sighted with a Patridge front
sight, black blade micro adjustable rear sight, and the appropriate parts
are numbered to the gun. The revolver times and locks up correctly. A
very nice rimfire revolver that should still perform well today.
(14A9100-1082) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]  
(800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

468 Winchester Model 12 Trap Slide Action Shotgun
serial #Y2023276, 12 ga., 30” ventilated rib barrel choked full with a
bright excellent bore and porting near the muzzle. The metal surfaces
retain about 96% original blue, showing the expected light high edge
wear and fading, the triggerguard likely a replacement from a different
Model 12 as it is a gray patina. The bolt and shell lifter retain very good
jeweling, the lifter appearing to be restored as the swirls are larger than
is normally seen. The checkered American walnut pistolgrip Monte Carlo
stock with blued steel Winchester grip cap rates very fine as refinished
many years ago, the checkering remaining crisp. The semi-beavertail
extended forend appears original and rates very good to fine with a
small crack at the leading edge. Barrel and receiver exhibit proper offset
Winchester proofs and the barrel has Bradley front with white mid rib
beads. The length of pull to the 1” screen face trap pad is 14 1/2”, the
barrel mounts solidly to the frame and the gun seems to function well
mechanically. (3A10455-434) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

469 Custom Weatherby Mark V Left Hand Bolt Action Rifle
serial #H113404, 240 Weatherby Mag, 24” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces on this Weatherby Custom retain 98% original
blue showing only some very light high edge wear here and there with a
couple scratches on the bottom metal around the screw holes. The bolt
body shows its nice custom shop jeweling with dual checkered teardrop
panels on the bolt knob and light scroll engraving on the floorplate
surrounding the factory engraved initials “DRW”. The rifle rides in a
black wrinkle-painted Bell & Carlson synthetic stock which rates
excellent. A fabulous all-weather Weatherby Custom left-handed rifle
that really should be back in the fall woods this year. (3A9949-231)
{MODERN} [Dr. James D. Morgan Collection] (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

470 Winchester Pre ‘64 Model 70 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #10990, 300 H&H, 26” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
Customized by Freddy Brunner, the metal surfaces on this prewar Model
70 retain about 99% excellent quality restored hot immersion blue, the
bottom metal and receiver being a lovely satin finish with the barrel
being properly polished. The bolt body shows only light operational wear
and the DC pencil numbers on the bottom are mostly worn but under
close magnification “099” seems evident so it is likely the original bolt. A
longer knurled bolt handle has been very professionally fitted during the
time of the restoration, it shows a couple scuffs on the end of the knob
and the bolt release has a large finely checkered head for ease of
operation. The original factory stock rates excellent as professionally
refinished with the checkering very neatly chased, a neat patch in the
left side beneath the factory receiver sight holes, the stock no doubt
once being inletted for such a sight. There is a very minor flake at the
rear of the cloverleaf tang and a tiny bit of oxidation leaching at the toe,
but the stock is otherwise very nice with perhaps a very light scratch
here or there. There is a brass bead atop the factory ramp, Lyman
folding leaf rear and both front and rear receiver rings are drilled and
tapped for ease of scope mounting. “HH” has been stamped directly
after the “300 Magnum” factory marking on the barrel. A handsome rifle
one needn’t be afraid to take afield, that would perform well on any
North American game. (3A10650-25) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900
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471 AH Fox Sterlingworth Boxlock Double
serial #353798, 16 ga., 26” barrels choked a tight improved cylinder and
modified, with bright very fine bores which show some remnants of light
pinprick pitting, the chokes appear to have been professionally opened
and very nicely done. The barrels are dull gray-blue faded original blue
with toning to pewter at the muzzles and some sparsely scattered very
light handling marks here and there. The Sterlingworth frame is a silvery
and pewter patina with remnants of some light oxidation staining here
and there and perhaps a sparsely scattered pinprick pit or two. The
checkered capped pistologrip American walnut stock rates very good
with slightly worn checkering and the expected dings and handling
marks that come from the years. There is a bit of a gap at the stock
head and the frame, evidence of a repaired right side crack and a bit of
bedding compound to the rear of the upper tang. The beavertail style
forend is nicely made and if not original, certainly from the period of use,
there is a slight gap with its fit at the iron. The gun locks up tight on face
and seems to function properly. Length of pull to the Pachmayr SC 100
pad is 14 1/2” with drops of 1 5/8” and 2 3/4”. Features extractors,
double triggers and non-automatic safety. (3A10636-19) {C&R}
(700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

472 Custom Freddy Brunner Large Ring Mauser Sporting Rifle
serial #29850, 280 Rem, 24 1/2” Apex match grade sporter contour
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this Peruvian
Model 1935 FN-made action sporting rifle retain about 98% quality hot
immersion blue. The rifle is stocked classic style in a nice grade of
American black walnut which shows some lovely mineral lines and
fiddleback figure its full-length, the stock rating excellent to as-new.
There are borderless checkered panels at grip and forearm which are
perfectly executed and a hard rubber pistolgrip cap with a German silver
insert. The arm features a flared left side cheekpiece and has Pachmayr
flush-mount sling swivel sockets with both 1” and 1 1/4” swivel loops
provided. The stripper clip guide has been removed from the rear
receiver ring, the triggerguard has been neatly shaped and sculpted, the
leading edge of the magazine floorplate has been neatly checkered and
a commercial knurled bolt handle has been installed for scope
clearance. The barrel is clean of sights with the receiver professionally
drilled and tapped for scope bases, the magazine follower neatly
beveled as well. A handy and rugged rifle in a high-performing caliber
awaiting only your choice of optics. (3A10650-21) {MODERN} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

473 Custom Freddy Brunner Large Ring Mauser Sporting Rifle
serial #1031, 270 Win, 24” Belgian FN high-power model barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this CZ,
BRNO-manufactured large ring platform rifle retain 98% hot immersion
blue finish with the extractor polished bright. The arm is stocked Monte
Carlo style in a nice grade of American black walnut, showing fiddleback
figure its full-length. Perhaps for a left-handed shooter, the stock has
about 3/4” of cast-on and has nice checkered panels at the grip and
forearm, with a rosewood forend tip with white line spacer, Pachmayr
flush mount swivels and a black hard rubber pistolgrip cap with a
German silver insert. The stock itself rates excellent showing some
bedding compound around the front ring area and a small crack at the
left side of the ring which was successfully repaired, the length of pull to
the 3/4 rifle pad is 14 1/2”. The Belgian proofs and “Chrome Vanadium
Steel” marking can still be seen on the Fabrique Nationale barrel which
was lightly contoured to remove the stepped boss normally seen on
these rifles, the receiver has been professionally drilled and tapped for
scope bases with the rear stripper clip bridge removed and the bolt
handle has been forged and swept low for scope clearance. An
attractive rifle with some very nice grain figure. (3A10650-5) {MODERN}
(700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

474 Custom Freddy Brunner Large Ring Mauser Sporting Rifle
serial #C6196, 338 Win mag, 25 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces on this 1909 Argentine Mauser platform rifle retain
98% good quality hot immersion blue. The rifle is stocked classic style in
a nice grade of American black walnut which shows some very nice
mineral lines and subtle fiddleback figure its full-length. The stock rates
excellent to very nearly as-new showing a small handful of a very tiny
handling marks here or there, likely only from rack storage. There are
borderless checkered panels at the grip and forearm and a flared left
side cheekpiece, black hard rubber pistolgrip cap with German silver
insert and Pachmayr flush mount swivel bases with swivels included.
The length of pull to the solid rubber rifle pad is 14 1/8”. The stripper clip
bridge has been removed from the rear ring and the receiver drilled and
tapped for scope bases with the bolt handle forged and low swept for
clearance, the bottom metal is the hinged 1909 Argentine style. A big
.338 that would be just the medicine for Alaskan moose or brown bear.
(3A10650-6) {MODERN} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

475 Custom Freddy Brunner Small Ring Mauser Sporting Rifle
serial #27378, 250 Savage, 22” sporter contour barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this small ring Mauser platform
retain 98% hot immersion blue, the military action scrubbed of markings
but for the serial number, showing some remnants of some very minor
pinprick pitting, with some light dings and handling marks beneath the
blue on the bottom metal. The rifle is stocked classic style in a good
grade of American black walnut showing light fiddleback figure its
full-length, the stock rating near excellent with only a handful of very
light handling marks. There are nice checkered panels at both the grip
and the forearm and there is a flared left side cheekpiece with a black
pistolgrip cap having a German silver insert. The rifle has flush mount
Pachmayr sling swivels installed and both 1” and 1 1/4” loops are
included. The arm has a 14” length of pull to the 3/4” solid Pachmayr
pad, the inletting showing a few gaps here and there with a bit of
bedding compound around the front ring and the bottom metal. There
are no open sights but the receiver has been drilled and tapped for
scope bases, the charging clip guide removed, a commercial knurled
bolt handle has been neatly installed for scope clearance and the
follower has been ground. Currently the bolt shroud catch and the nose
of the cocking piece are somewhat worn so the shroud can be made to
rotate counterclockwise with the bolt open, a fairly simple repair.
(3A10650-34) {MODERN}   (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

476 Quality Contemporary English Lock Arquebus
.60 cal, 41 1/2” part round part octagon barrel with dual turned medial
and a multifaceted section along the point of transition and a bright
excellent bore. This is a handsome unmarked modern arm, the metal
surfaces remaining mostly bright throughout showing some mild
oxidation staining and freckling along the length of the barrel, evident of
firing and some hardened preservatives along the lock. The smooth
walnut stock with characteristic widely flared butt remains in very fine
condition showing a thin minor chip at the toe and some scattered light
handling marks, the most noticeable being just a few small dents along
the left side butt. The stock is equipped with a nailed-on steel buttplate,
the barrel with a generous front sight blade and no rear sight and the
hickory ramrod is present. The lock is crisp and seems to function well
mechanically. A nice contemporary example of these interesting
primitive arms. (13A10570-22) {ANTIQUE} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

477 Contemporary Matchlock Arquebus Complete with Accessories by Dixie
Gun Works
serial #221, .72 cal, 44” part round part octagon barrel with single turned
medial at the point of transition, cannon-belled muzzle and a partially
bright about very good bore showing some fine pitting and oxidation
throughout. The metal surfaces of this quality musket are mostly a mix of
pewter gunmetal and plum-brown patina with some bright areas and the
barrel showing evidence of an old cleaning. There is some scattered
light oxidation and staining overall and the lockplate and top barrel flat
are marked with a script “K”, the left breech flat with “DGW” and the
upper tang with the number “221”. The arm is equipped with a splash
shield and rather endearing dragon head serpentine. The smooth walnut
stock with flared butt and steel reinforcement near the nose remains
near excellent condition showing a few scattered light dings and
handling marks. The original ramrod is present and the mechanism
seems to function well mechanically. The musket includes a nicely made
shooting stick with steel yoke and pointed tip that rates very fine, the
metal surfaces with some minor scattered oxidation, and a complete
leather bandolier with “the twelveapostles”, blue-painted wooden powder
flasks, red-painted priming flask, lead ball pouch, touch hole pick, brush
and spare match; these accessories remain in very fine condition
showing some light storage wear. A fine ensemble for the early firearms
enthusiast or reenactor. (13A10570-38) {ANTIQUE} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900
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478 French Darne Sliding Breech Double Shotgun
serial #5355, 20 ga (2 1/2”), 26 3/4” sunken rib barrels choked cylinder
and a slightly tighter cylinder with mostly bright about good bores
showing scattered light oxidation and a number of raised dents along
both barrels, most noticeable about mid-bore. The barrels of this rather
early production Darne retain about 95% fine quality older restored rust
blue showing some scattered mild thinning to smooth gray patina and
some light handling marks. The triggerguard shows similarly restored
blue with some remnants of light pitting and the breechblock and action
are mostly pewter gunmetal patina showing some light handling marks
and remnants of silvery case-hardened patina. The action is extensively
embellished with nice quality tasteful foliate scrollwork, the top lever with
“DARNE” touch mark and the underside of the barrels showing earlier
“(Crown) / PS” proof mark. The one-piece checkered walnut stock
remains in good condition as lightly cleaned and refinished, with
nicely-refreshed checkering, thin 1/2” crack at the upper tang and a
more noticeable 3” crack along the right side butt. The butt shows rather
severe cast-off and is fitted with a leather-covered pad providing a 14
5/8” length-of-pull (one of the plug covers for the screws is missing from
the pad). Drops are about 1 1/2” and 2” and the arm features European
swivels and a plain blade front sight and rotary safety lever at the left
edge action with safety marking “SUR” inlaid in gold. Barrels are slightly
off-face showing a sliver of light between them and the breechblock and
the action otherwise seems to function normally. (13A10636-84) {C&R}
(700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

479 British Mark VI Double Action Revolver by Enfield
serial #A8865, 45 ACP, 6” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1926-dated revolver retain about 94% original blue
showing some scattered high edge wear, light handling marks and some
areas thinning to gray-brown patina. There is a little bit of pinprick pitting
on the left side near the muzzle that is relatively minor and the recoil
shield retains nice straw color. Some of the small parts retain most of
their black enamel finish and all markings are intact and strong showing
small period “ENGLAND” import mark and British export proofs. The
back of the cylinder is bright from being shaved to accept 45 ACP and
the black checkered synthetic grips are more modern replacements that
are somewhat warped and not perfectly fitted. The serialized parts are
matching, barrel-to-frame fit is solid and the action seems to function
well mechanically. (13A10661-9) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

480 Custom DWM 1930 Commercial Luger Pistol
serial #37n, 9mm, 8” later replacement barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This pistol has been fitted with a non-arsenal replacement barrel
that has mostly toned to a deep gray patina showing patches of blue
and a few small areas of light pitting. The balance of the pistol retains
about 85% later reapplied high polish blue showing high edge wear,
gripstraps toning to gray-brown patina and scattered oxidation staining.
The markings have softened somewhat though the commercial “(Crown)
/ N” proofs remain visible along with period “MADE IN GERMANY”
import mark and the DWM monogram on the toggle is strong. The
checkered beech grips remain in about very good condition showing
some lightly chipped points, small dings and replacement grip screws.
The un-grooved firing pin shows a repair at the tip and the barrel has
been stamp-numbered to the gun. The included wood base magazine
showing some cracks and damage along the bottom edges and the
spring will require some attention. The action of the pistol otherwise
seems to function well mechanically. An unmarked LP.08-style leather
holster that appears to be an older reproduction is included along with a
Luger tool and brass jag. (13A10656-7) {MODERN}   (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

481 German P.08 Luger Pistol by DWM
Serial #2572m, 9mm, 4” barrel with a fair bore showing dark grooves
with light pitting and somewhat worn but good rifling throughout. The
metal surfaces of this double-dated “1920 / 1918” pistol retain about
90% older reapplied commercial blue showing high edge wear, overall
toning to plum patina under bright light and some small areas of
smoothed-over light pitting beneath the finish. Most of the principal
markings otherwise remain intact and strong. The checkered walnut
grips remain in fair-good condition, the left panel with a small chip below
the safety and a reattached repaired chip at the heel while the right
panel has a loose 1/2” wide sliver running the length of the front edge
that otherwise stays retained when assembled. The right panel also has
an Imperial German coin set into it. A number of the smaller components
are mismatched but the toggle train, barrel and receiver are matching
the frame. One bright-bodied aluminum base magazine numbered
“2505” is included and the action seems to function well mechanically.
(13A10656-19) {C&R}   (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

482 Excellent Colt Model 1908 Vest Pocket Hammerless Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #363273, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1927-made pistol retain about 98-99% original
nickel finish showing a few tiny pinprick flakes toning to gray and some
scattered light handling marks. All markings are crisp and clear and the
checkered walnut grips with silver Colt medallions remain in excellent
condition. One original nickel-plated magazine is included and the action
seems to function well mechanically. A lovely example for the Colt
collector. (13A10683-2) {C&R}   (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

483 German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol by Mauser
serial #2911x, 9mm, 5” barrel with a mostly bright very fine bore showing
some fine freckling and frosting in the grooves with otherwise strong
rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this byf 44-coded pistol retain
about 95% Russian arsenal-reapplied blue showing some mild high
edge wear, gripstrap toning to gray and some scattered light pitting
beneath the finish. All markings remain completely intact and quite crisp
showing proper “(Eagle) / WaA135” Waffenamts and eagle firing proofs,
Russian capture “X” on the slide and a discreet NHM Co. import mark at
the back of the frame. The grooved reddish brown phenolic resin grips
remain in near excellent condition showing just a few light dings and
dents. All of the serialized parts are matching, the action seems to
function well mechanically and one post-war West German magazine is
included. A solid Russian capture that will probably make for a fine
shooter. (13A10634-124) {C&R}   (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

484 German C96 Semi-Auto Pistol by Mauser Oberndorf
serial #174212, 9mm, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright near excellent bore.
This pistol has been converted into “Red Nine” configuration, the work
reminiscent of Oyster Bay Industries or a similar firm. The metal
surfaces retain about 96% later reapplied Parkerized finish showing
some mild edge wear with overall light pitting beneath the finish. The
original markings remain mostly intact and strong and there is a discreet
Century import mark along the underside of the barrel. The reproduction
grooved walnut grips with emblazoned red “9” remain in excellent
condition. There is no lanyard ring present, the hammer is mismatched
and some of the other parts may have been re-numbered to match. The
action is generally functional though trigger reset will require some
attention as the hammer needs to be thumbed back to reset properly.
(13A10656-11) {MODERN} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

485 British Boxlock Double Shotgun by John Wilkes
serial #5777, 12 ga (2 1/2”), 30” barrels choked modified and full with
mostly bright good bores showing a few scattered areas of light pitting
and the left barrel with a 1/8” long noticeable dent about 5 1/2” back
from the muzzle. This shotgun shows later Birmingham nitro proofs for 2
1/2” shells, 3 tons proof. The barrels retain about 96% quality restored
blacking showing some scattered sparse oxidation speckling, light
handling marks and minor thinning. The plain barrel rib shows 31
Gerrard St. London address and there is a small Classic Arms TN import
mark on the barrels. The frame has mostly toned to a pleasant silvery
gray and smoky case-hardened patina showing scattered gray-brown
speckling and some wisps of strong colors in the protected areas. The
bottom metal shows strong bright blue while the triggerguard is flaking to
pewter and there is a small area of moderate pitting ahead of the
forward triggerguard screw. The action shows light border
embellishments, both sides are maker-marked and the top lever retains
strong original bright blue. The checkered straight grip walnut buttstock
remains in very good plus condition showing some scattered light dings
and handling marks, the flat point diamond checkering and mullered
borders with light wear overall. The splinter forend rates good showing a
partially repaired 2 5/8” crack behind the iron. There is an un-engraved
silver monogram plate along the toe line and the grooved horn buttplate
showing some light chipping at the toe. Length-of-pull is 14 3/8” with
drops of 1 5/8” and 2 1/4”. Lock-up is by dual under-bites and is tight
on-face with the top lever resting about center. A few areas of the
barrels measure around 0.022” in thickness, most well above this. The
shotgun features silver bead front sight, double triggers, extractor and
automatic safety and the action seems to function well mechanically.
Weight is 6 lbs. 11 oz. (13A10636-58) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
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486 Prussian Scalloped Boxlock Double Shotgun by J.P. Sauer & Son
serial #135394, 20 ga., 26” Krupp fluid steel barrels choked cylinder with
bright very fine bores showing some sparse remnants of mild oxidation,
the bores likely lightly honed. The chambers have been lengthened at a
later date and appear to now measure 3”, some machining marks
evident along the forcing cones, the work should be inspected by a
competent gunsmith to ascertain its quality. The barrels of this shotgun
retain about 95% nice quality restored rust blue showing some mild
thinning under bright light and some areas of light pitting beneath the
finish, mostly nearer the breech. The action is mostly a medium pewter
patina showing some remnants of silvery case-hardened patina and
some scattered fine pinprick pitting, some generous vibrant colors
present beneath the top lever. The action shows fine matting along the
top and nice quality tight foliate scrollwork throughout. The checkered
walnut pistolgrip buttstock and splinter forend with horn tip insert and
lever release remain in very good condition as lightly cleaned and
refinished, the checkering having been neatly recut as well, showing
some scattered light dings, a small repair on the forend and some areas
a little bit shy of the metal. There is an un-engraved shield monogram
plate along the toe line and length-of-pull to the vintage Jostam recoil
pad is 13 5/8” with drops of 1 3/4” and 2 3/4”. The shotgun features
automatic safety, double triggers, extractor, side clips and locks up by
dual under-bites and Greener crossbolt. Lock-up exhibits a little
side-to-side play and the top lever is a little bit left of center though the
action otherwise seems to function well mechanically. Weight is about 5
lbs. 3 oz. and barrels are sighted with a small white mid-bead and large
ivory front bead. (13A10636-71) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

487 Winchester Model 1894 Lever Action Rifle
serial #97960, 30 WCF, 26” part round part octagon barrel with full
magazine and a fair bore showing dark grooves and light pitting its
full-length with somewhat worn but evident rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces of this 1900-made rifle have mostly toned to a mix of pewter
gunmetal and mild gray-brown patina showing scattered areas of
oxidation, perhaps a bit more moderate along the action, and
smoothed-over old minor pitting. The barrel and magazine tube retain
some generous original blue in the protected edges and the sides of the
action show prominent striations. The markings remain mostly intact and
strong and the edges of the loading gate retain a hint of fire blue. Part of
the upper tang marking is obscured by an added screw hole for a sight,
a second hole also curiously in the stock just behind the tang. The plain
walnut buttstock remains in good condition now mostly devoid of finish
showing scattered light dings, thin scratches and handling marks; the
point of comb has been slightly modified to accommodate the
aforementioned tang sight hole. The forend rates fair showing a
full-length flexing crack along the bottom. The magazine hanger is a little
loose in its dovetail and the action otherwise seems to function well
mechanically. The rifle is sighted with Winchester’s express rear sight
and a Lyman bead front that has lost its bead and shows some dings. A
salty 1894 with a lot of character from the turn of the century.
(13A10630-9) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

488 Winchester Model 1894 Lever Action Rifle
serial #58434, 32 Winchester Special, 26” octagon barrel with full
magazine and an oxidized bore showing faded rifling. This 1899-made
rifle has a later replacement factory barrel with “WP” proof along with a
replacement magazine tube. The barrel shows remnants of original blue
and has obviously been with the action for quite some time toning to
gray-brown patina with overall light oxidation and some spots of old
pitting. The magazine tube is rather more modern and retains about
97% original blue. The action has mostly toned to gunmetal and mild
gray-brown showing some light oxidation, dings and old tool marks, the
top edges of the action and bolt with a few more noticeable dings. The
screw heads show slot wear and a few of them may be older
replacements, the markings otherwise remaining intact and strong. The
plain walnut stocks remain in good condition retaining about 75% of an
added semi-gloss varnish that shows moderate flaking overall along with
some overall light dings and handling marks. There are a few thin cracks
at either side of the toe and a thin 4” crack at the nose of the forend. The
rifle is sighted with a sporting rear sight and a plain blade front, both of
which showing some scattered small dings, and the action seems to
function well mechanically. (13A10630-3) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

489 British Boxlock Double Shotgun by J. & W. Tolley
serial #6840, 12 ga (2 3/4”), 30” sleeved barrels choked improved
cylinder and modified with bright near excellent bores. The sleeved
barrels show later Birmingham nitro proofs for 2 3/4” shells at 850 bar
(adjacent to earlier nitro proofs for 2 1/2” shells at 3 tons). The barrels
retain about 95% nice quality blacking showing some scattered mild
thinning, handling marks and a few very thin minor scratches along the
left barrel. The matting on the rib has softened though the maker
markings remain clear showing Bond St London address. The action is
mostly a pewter gunmetal patina showing some sparse remnants of old
oxidation staining and some fine pinprick pitting along the bottom metal
and triggerguard. The action is embellished with nice quality fine English
scrollwork throughout and “SAFE” is inlaid in gold at the upper tang;
there is a peculiar small vacant screw hole just ahead of the safe
marking and the other screw heads show light slot wear. The checkered
walnut straight grip buttstock and splinter forend with horn tip insert
remain in very good condition as cleaned, the checkering showing
moderate wear overall, with the expected scattered light dings, a small
minor chip at the bottom right edge where the buttstock meets the frame
and a neatly executed 1 3/4” triangular repair at the heel. The dropper
points also show softened edges and the stock otherwise exhibits
attractive grain figure. Length-of-pull to the grooved horn buttplate is 14
1/2” with drops of 1 5/8” and 2 3/8”. Lock-up is by dual under-bites and
dolls head extension with hidden third fastener, lock-up is tight exhibiting
a faint sliver of light at the breeches and the top lever rests about center.
The gun features double triggers, extractor, non-automatic safety and a
silver bead front sight. The action seems to function well mechanically
and weight is 6 lbs. 10 1/2 oz. (13A10698-4) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

490 East German Boxlock Double Ejectorgun by Simson
serial #526038, 12 ga, 28” barrels choked improved cylinder and
improved modified with bright very fine bores showing a number of small
raised dents, a few a bit more prominent in the right bore. Evidently
exported to the UK, this gun shows Birmingham nitro proofs on the
barrels, the original date code difficult to discern as there is a British
stamp right on top of it. The barrels retain about 94% nice quality older
reapplied blue showing some sparsely scattered small areas of mild
oxidation, light handling marks and toning to plum-brown patina under
bright light. The scalloped action retains generous amounts of vibrant
case-hardened colors in the more protected areas and left side, with
overall flaking and muting to a mix of silvery pewter and gray-brown
patina. The action is embellished with light bordering and foliate motifs
and the remaining small parts retain strong blue finish. The checkered
straight grip walnut buttstock and forend remain in very good condition
showing a few very thin drying cracks forming at the upper tang and
edges where the stock meets the frame, scattered light dings and some
areas of flaked finish along the left side butt. The black rubber Pachmayr
pad is not fitted perfectly and is somewhat proud providing a
length-of-pull just shy of 15”. Drops are 1 3/4” and 2 3/4” and the
shotgun features double triggers, ejectors, cocking pin indicators, side
clips and automatic safety. Lock-up is solid on-face and the action
seems to function well mechanically with strong ejectors; weight is just
about 7 lbs. (13A10698-3) {MODERN} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

491 Pair of British Percussion Pocket Pistols by Richardson
.52 cal, 3 1/8” barrels with about good bores showing light oxidation
throughout. The metal surfaces of these pistols have mostly toned to a
mix of pewter gunmetal and mild gray-brown patina showing scattered
light oxidation staining and old pitting mostly along the barrels and
triggerguards. The bow of the guard and pineapple finial on one pistol
are older fashioned replacements that look the part and the other pistol
shows a moderate crack forming along the hammer nose and some
damage along the nipple. The back action lockplates show light foliate
border motifs and are both marked only “RICHARDSON” and the
generous bolsters feature swirling cap deflectors. Strangely the barrels
appear to bear no evident proof marks. The checkered walnut stocks
with squared-off butts remain in very good plus condition showing
honest wear overall with scattered light dings, handling marks and the
checkering and mullered borders showing moderate smoothing. Stock fit
remains quite nice overall and the hardware is rather spartan featuring
simple tailpipes and the barrel wedges without escutcheons though both
pistols do have a nice silver monogram plate atop the wrist neatly
engraved with the initials “GPW”. Antique wooden ramrods are present
and the locks seem to function well mechanically. An attractive little pair
of pistols. (13A10694-3,4) {ANTIQUE} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900
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492 Mauser Hsc Semi-Auto Pistol Part of a Consecutively Numbered Pair
serial #969409, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this very late production post-war pistol retain about
97% original blue showing some very mild high edge wear, light
handling marks and the frame taking on a deep plum-brown tone under
bright light. The barrel remains bright and all markings are crisp and
clear with standard Mauser-Werke markings on the left side frame.
Strangely the pistol is devoid of the small factory inspector stamps
normally seen on the exterior of French occupation production guns,
though there is an inventory number at the bottom heel of the frame
“824”. The dark brown checkered Bakelite grips remain in very fine
condition showing a few lightly chipped points and light handling marks.
One original magazine is included and the action seems to function well
mechanically. An interesting example that has stayed with its
consecutively numbered mate all these years, which follows as the next
lot. (13A10570-78) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

493 Mauser Hsc Semi-Auto Pistol Part of a Consecutively Numbered Pair
serial #969410, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this very late production post-war pistol retain about
96% original blue showing some mild silvering along the high edges, a
few thin scratches and light handling marks mostly nearer the muzzle on
the slide and the frame taking on a deep plum-brown tone under bright
light. The barrel is mostly gunmetal gray showing a little minor oxidation
staining and all markings are crisp and clear with standard
Mauser-Werke markings on the left side frame. Like the previous pistol
this example is devoid of the small factory inspector stamps normally
seen on the exterior of French occupation production guns, though there
is an inventory number at the bottom heel of the frame “822”. The dark
brown checkered Bakelite grips remain in near excellent condition
showing some scattered light handling marks. One original magazine is
included and the action seems to function well mechanically. An
interesting Mauser pistol consecutively numbered with the previous lot.
(13A10570-77) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

494 Engraved Smith & Wesson No. 1 Third Issue Revolver
serial #110008, 22 RF, 3 3/16” ribbed round barrel with an about good
bore showing light pitting its full length and otherwise strong rifling. This
revolver is period embellished in classic New York style with attractive
wide foliate scrolls along the sides of the frame with flourishes on the
sides of barrel, cylinder flats and behind the hammer. The scrollwork
shows fine line detailing and punch-dot shading with geometric
bordering along the frame. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 85%
original nickel finish showing some scattered flaking to dark brown and
light oxidation, mostly along the cylinder and breech area, and some
other scattered light handling marks. The left side hinge is cracked and
broken and the hinge screw is an ill-fitting modern replacement,
barrel-to-frame fit quite loose as a result. The hammer shows some
smoky gray case-hardened patina and the barrel markings and most of
the engraving remain crisp. The smooth mother-of-pearl grips are both
scratch-numbered matching the frame and remain in very fine condition
showing some subtle yellowing, a few light dings and minor scuffs
otherwise retaining nice fit. The remaining numbered parts are matching
by assembly number and the action is functional with good timing and
lock-up. Still a very respectable example of an engraved No. 1 with
original pearl grips. (13B9997-421) {ANTIQUE} [John Lipski Collection]
(700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

495 Smith & Wesson No. 1 Second Issue Revolver Identified to Lt. John C.
Trolan, 14th Regiment NY Heavy Artillery
serial #20783, 22 RF, 3 3/16” ribbed octagon barrel with a fair bore
showing old oxidation and still some good rifling throughout. The barrel
and cylinder of this revolver have toned to a deep brown patina showing
some old overall light pitting and handling marks, the patent dates along
the cylinder showing just some ghostly remnants of letters while the
barrel address remains completely intact and strong. The hammer and
trigger are a similar patina while the frame retains perhaps 65% original
silver finish with areas worn to a nice ocher brass and the silver has
taken on a very handsome dark tarnish. The frame shows some
scattered minor dings and handling marks to be expected. The
backstrap is very neatly period engraved in script “John C. Trolan”, the
edges with honest mild softening. The smooth rosewood grips remain in
very fine condition retaining generous original varnish that shows
scattered light flaking along with some minor handling marks. The right
panel is appropriately stamp-numbered matching the frame and both
panels fit very nicely. The assembly number on the cylinder is no longer
visible though the barrel is matching the frame, barrel-to-frame fit
exhibits moderate play, and the action will require mechanical attention
as timing and lock-up are poor though the hammer cocks normally.
Trolan (or Frolan, even the NY roster lists him under both names)
enlisted on November 3, 1863 and mustered into Company H as a first
sergeant. He was later captured on July 20, 1864 (likely in the action
around Petersburg, VA where the unit was in operation, indeed five
enlisted men were listed as missing around this time frame). He was
eventually paroled and re-entered service as a First Lieutenant on
March 9, 1865 in Company K and, according to the roster bounced
around a bit between the 13th and 14th regiments before concluding his
service on August 26, 1865 in Washington, DC. The unit saw action at
the Wilderness, Spotsylvania, and mostly notably the aforementioned
siege of Petersburg. The regiment was present at the Grand Review
held in Washington, DC on May 23, 1865. (13B9997-415) {ANTIQUE}
[John Lipski Collection] (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

496 Unmarked Italian Snaphaunce Pistol
.58 cal, 8” part round part octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. This is
an interesting pistol utilizing a quality antique Italian lock and a barrel
that appears to be Spanish that shows characteristic touch marks of the
era. The metal surfaces show an old cleaning to pewter gunmetal patina
with remnants of smoothed-over light pitting scattered about and some
minor oxidation staining. Curiously there is a neatly brazed rectangular
steel patch in the barrel about 7/8” long in the round section; it is
obviously period done and missed at first glance. The lockplate features
attractive foliate scrollwork engraving and nice hardware with ornate
cock and small chiseled extensions scattered about the frizzen spring
and pan cover. The interior of the lockplate does show a maker’s mark
engraved in fine script, sadly now illegible due to some old pitting. The
trigger is rather nice as well with its foliate appearance while the
remaining hardware is a bit simpler and more rudimentary showing light
foliate embellishments and dog-like lock screw escutcheons, a few
smaller components perhaps later replacements. The stock is some
manner of hardwood and perhaps an old restoration or replacement
showing a reapplied mottled brown finish with some scattered thin drying
cracks, small repairs and handling marks from the years. The lock will
require some mechanical attention as the springs seem to be
serviceable but the cock does not hold on half or full. An interesting
composite snaphaunce for the antique arms collector. (13A10729-11)
{ANTIQUE} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

497 Remington-Elliot Ring Trigger Pepperbox Pistol
serial #6497, 22 RF, 3” five-barrel cluster with moderately oxidized bores
showing some bright areas and good rifling. The barrels of this pistol
have flaked and toned to a medium gray-brown patina showing some
very sparse minor pinprick pits here and there. The ring trigger is a
similar patina and the barrel markings are somewhat soft and mostly
legible. The frame is a medium pewter gunmetal patina showing some
scattered old minor oxidation staining and the smooth rosewood grips
remain in very fine condition showing some light handling marks and
retaining excellent fit. The barrels are matching the frame,
barrel-to-frame fit is solid and the action seems to function normally.
(13A10729-13) {ANTIQUE} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
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498 Rare Merwin & Hulbert Tip Up Single Action Revolver by O.S.
Cummings
serial #125/M18, 22 RF, 3 1/8” ribbed round barrel with a fair bore
showing softened rifling. Believed to be made by O.S Cummings, these
revolvers were essentially copies of the Smith & Wesson and they were
made in very limited numbers before being shut down by S&W. Indeed
some examples known are S&W marked though this example is only
marked “MERWIN HULBERT & CO. N.Y.” in rather large font along the
barrel rib. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original nickel finish with
flaking to gray-brown mostly along the cylinder and left side frame and
barrel, mild oxidation staining and some dings that are a bit more
prominent along the edges of the barrel rib and ejector rod. The hammer
and trigger are a mild gray-brown patina and the barrel markings remain
crisp. The smooth rosewood grips are stamp-numbered to the gun and
remain in very fine condition retaining about 90% original varnish
showing some light handling marks and one more noticeable ding along
the left panel, otherwise retaining excellent fit. The serialized parts are
matching and barrel-to-frame fit is solid. The action will require a little
mechanical attention as lock-up is loose though it generally times well.
(13A10729-9) {ANTIQUE} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

499 Reising Arms Co. Semi-Auto Target Pistol with Box
serial #3540, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with a good bore showing scattered
mild frosting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this
pistol retain about 96% original bright blue with most of the loss due to
some scattered mild flaking and freckling mostly along the high edges
and backstrap. The original checkered brown “IT’S A BEAR” grips
remain in near excellent condition, the right panel with a tiny crack near
the bottom screw and the left with a neatly repaired small thin chip along
the top edge. One original magazine is included and the action seems to
function well mechanically. The included original green paper-covered
box is pencil-numbered “10951” along the bottom and remains in very
fine condition showing some light edge wear, scuffs and some minor
tape reinforcements along the corners. The interior lid instructions
remain completely intact and legible. A very fine example of these
interesting target pistols with very seldom seen original box.
(13A10729-38) {C&R}   (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

500 Early Harrington & Richardson Prototype Model 4A Folding Shotgun
serial #1, 12 ga, 26” barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel of this interesting factory prototype retains about 90% original
blue appearing stronger under ambient light, toning and thinning to a
deep plum-brown patina under bright light showing some scattered mild
freckling. The action retains about 92% original cyanide case-hardened
colors that shows some scattered mild oxidation freckling and toning to
plum-brown patina. The triggerguard and top lever retain strong original
blue and the left side frame retains strong markings with large
“FOLDING”, H&R address and hand-stamped factory prototype
markings “R+D – 3 MODEL – 4A”. The lower tang and barrel are both
serial-numbered “1”. The smooth pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend
remain in about very fine condition retaining strong original oil finish
showing a few small thin cracks forming around the upper tang, a couple
scattered light dings and minor handling marks. The black checkered
hard rubber buttplate with monogram remains in excellent condition, the
barrel locks up well and the action seems to function well mechanically
and is equipped with an ejector though, perhaps owing to its prototype
nature, there is no firing pin present. An interesting shotgun for the
American arms or H&R collector, standard production shotgun serial #2
follows this lot. (13B10729-50) {C&R} [The Richard Littlefield H&R
Collection] (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

501 Early Harrington & Richardson Model 4A Folding Shotgun
serial #2, 12 ga, 26” barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore.
Following the prototype gun is the first finished production gun, the
barrel retaining about 97% original blue showing some scattered very
fine flaking and speckling. The frame retains a similar amount of original
cyanide case-hardened colors showing just some sparse oxidation
speckling. The triggerguard and top lever retain about 98% original blue
and all markings remain crisp and clear, the left side frame with large
“FOLDING”, H&R address and the lower tang and barrel
serial-numbered “2”. The smooth pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend
remain in very fine condition retaining about 95% original oil finish
showing two very thin 1” cracks forming at the upper tang along with a
few other light dings. The black checkered hard rubber buttplate with
monogram remains in excellent condition, the barrel locks up well, the
action is equipped with an ejector and seems to function well
mechanically. A very fine and very early H&R folding shotgun.
(13B10729-51) {C&R} [The Richard Littlefield H&R Collection] (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

502 Harrington & Richardson Prototype Combination Gun
serial #HR39, 22 cal over 20 ga, 23 1/2” barrels with bright very fine
bores, the shotgun barrel with one small area of mild oxidation and the
rifle barrel with strong rifling throughout. This circa 1963 prototype over
under combination gun is built on a Topper Model 158 frame and is
essentially a proof-of-concept as the breech section for the rifle barrel is
unfinished leaving the chamber exposed and the extractors are
non-functional. The barrels retain about 85% original blue with loss due
to overall patchy oxidation and freckling toning to plum-brown. The
frame retains a similar amount of original cyanide case-hardened colors
again showing some overall light oxidation and toning to plum-brown,
the black plastic triggerguard rates excellent and the hammer retains
98% original blue. The right side frame shows an internal serial or
experimental number “HR39” while the left side shows standard Topper
markings, address and “Z” 1963 code. The smooth pistolgrip walnut
buttstock and forend remain in very fine condition showing some
scattered light handling marks and the original red rubber pad is intact.
There are no provisions for a rear sight and the ramped front sight base
dovetail is vacant. The hammer seems to function well mechanically. An
interesting prototype from H&R. (13A10729-47) {C&R} [The Richard
Littlefield H&R Collection] (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

503 L.C. Smith Grade 2E Sidelock Ejectorgun
serial #210657, 12 ga, 32” Crown steel barrels choked full in both with
partially bright about good bores showing some thin scratches and light
pitting their full-length, the left barrel with some small raised dents about
7 1/2” back from the muzzle. The barrels of this circa 1909-made
shotgun retain about 65-70% original blue with overall thinning and
toning to gray-brown patina, an area of light pitting along the left side
barrels and scattered handling marks. There is a small filled hole at the
rear rib no doubt form a bead that was removed. The action and
lockplates retain about 75% case-hardening with vibrant colors along
the plates and more protected areas, the balance muting to a silvery
pewter case-hardened patina and showing some mild gray-brown
speckling. The light filigree scrollwork remains intact and strong and
each lockplate is engraved with maker’s name and a quail. The
checkered capped pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend with hard
rubber tip insert remain in about very good plus condition, the forend
with a couple of repaired cracks at the tip, showing some overall light
dings and handling marks to be expected, the buttstock with some older
added finish. The grooved black plastic buttplate appears to be a more
modern reproduction, length-of-pull is 14” and drops are 1 3/4” and 2
3/4”. There is a bit of light between the breeches and standing breech,
more noticeable at the left barrel, and lock-up is otherwise solid with the
top lever right of center. The shotgun is sighted with a large white bead
front and the action seems to function well mechanically with good
ejectors. (13A10636-93) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

504 Remington Model 1894 Grade BE Double Ejectorgun
serial #P138724, 12 ga, 30” damascus barrels choked full with bright
bores, the right very fine and the left barrel about good with some light
pitting just ahead of the chamber and showing a rather prominent dent
at 6 o’clock about 3” back from the muzzle. The barrels retain about
92-94% nice dark plum and gray original swirling damascus showing
some scattered mild thinning and handling marks, a few small areas on
either barrel showing some more noticeable thin scratches. The action
has mostly toned to a mild gray smoky case-hardened patina showing a
little bit of mild gray-brown speckling and some generous colors in the
more protected areas. The action shows “REMINGTON ARMS CO” on
both sides and is embellished with the light tasteful Grade B engraving
consisting of simple bordering and a few small foliate flourishes. The top
lever and triggerguard show thinning original blue mostly toning to
plum-brown. The checkered round knob pistolgrip walnut buttstock and
forend remain in very fine condition showing a very light cleaning and
added finish long ago and some scattered light dings and handling
marks. Length of pull to the added black basketweave Pachmayr pad is
about 13 5/8” with drops of 1 3/4” and 2 3/4”. The shotgun is equipped
with an automatic safety and silver bead front sight and lock-up is solid
on-face with the top lever well right of center. The action seems to
function well mechanically with strong ejectors. A rather nice BE grade
Remington hammerless shotgun. (13A10574-91) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900
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505 British Boxlock Double Ejectorgun by Westley Richards
serial #K933, 12 ga (2 1/2”), 30” damascus barrels choked improved
cylinder and modified with mostly bright good bores showing some
scattered light pitting and a number of small dents here and there. This
shotgun shows later Birmingham nitro proofs for 2 1/2” shells 1 1/8 oz.
load. The barrels are a mix of mild gunmetal and medium gray-brown
patina with good fading damascus pattern throughout, the barrel rib
retaining strong maker’s mark. The action is a silvery pewter
case-hardened patina, also maker marked on either side, and
embellished with some light foliate scroll flourishes. The bottom metal
and top lever show fading original blue and a brass plate with “SAFE” is
inlaid into the upper tang. The checkered straight grip walnut buttstock
and splinter forend with horn tip remain in about very good condition as
cleaned and refinished with a semi-gloss varnish showing a few partially
smoothed-over small chips along the edges of the forend and behind the
upper tang and some other scattered light handling marks. The dropper
points and checkering show some smoothing and the buttstock is
noticeably cast-off. Length-of-pull to the solid red rubber pad is 14 3/8”
with drops of about 1 5/8” and 2”. Lock-up is by dual under-bites with
doll’s head extension and is solid on-face with top lever resting about
center. The arm features automatic safety and silver bead front sight
and the action seems to function well mechanically with strong ejectors.
Minimum wall thicknesses are about 0.020” in the right barrel and 0.022”
in the left and weight is about 6 lbs. 13 1/2 oz. (13A10636-41) {C&R}
(600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

506 Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Carbine
serial #1052784, 30 WCF, 20” round barrel with full magazine and a
bright excellent bore. The barrel and magazine of this 1929-made
carbine retain about 90% original blue thinning and toning to a mild gray
patina under bright light and showing some scattered light handling
marks. The barrel bands show generous original bright blue flaking to
gray-brown and the action retains about 60% original bright blue that
shows overall flaking to a pleasant mix of mild gray and gray-brown
patina along with some light handling marks. The loading gate and bolt
retain about 95% original blue and all markings remain intact and strong.
The plain walnut stocks remain in very fine condition retaining strong
original varnish with just some scattered light dings and handling marks.
The arm is sighted with standard carbine rear sight and a brass bead
front and the action seems to function well mechanically. (13A10574-36)
{C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

507 Winchester Special Order Model 1894 Lever Action Rifle
serial #196580, 30 WCF, 26” part round part octagon barrel with button
magazine and a good bore showing oxidation and light pitting in the
grooves with otherwise strong rifling. The barrel of this 1903-made rifle
retains about 80% original blue thinning and toning to a mild gray patina
under bright light with some scattered light handling marks and freckles.
The action is mostly a smooth medium gray-brown patina showing some
light handling marks, striations and generous blue in the more protected
areas. The lever is a similar patina, the bolt shows thinning bright blue
and the hammer retains some smoky case-hardened colors. All
markings remain intact and strong and the edges of the loading gate
retain hints of fire blue. The plain walnut stocks remain in very good plus
condition as very lightly cleaned and carefully refinished showing some
scattered light dings and handling marks. The rifle is sighted with a
Lyman aperture tang sight, Winchester’s express rear sight and a
Lyman front that has lost its bead insert. The leaves of the express sight
have all been modified and regulated and the action seems to function
well mechanically. (13A10574-26) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

508 Remington Model 1900 Grade KE Double Ejectorgun
serial #Q368089, 12 ga, 30” Remington Steel barrels choked full with
partially bright good bores showing some scattered small areas of light
pitting and oxidation, the right barrel with one shallow dent about 10 1/2”
back from the muzzle. The barrels retain about 92% original blue with
most of the loss due to some scattered patches of old oxidation and
some light pitting mostly nearer the muzzles and toning to a pleasant
plum-brown patina under bright light. The action retains about 95%
strong original case-hardened colors with mild muting to a smoky gray
patina and a few small areas of light oxidation speckling. The checkered
round knob pistolgrip walnut buttstock and splinter forend remain in very
fine condition as very light cleaned and carefully refinished showing
some sparsely scattered light dings and minor handling marks, the
checkering softened somewhat. Length-of-pull to the fine condition
original hard rubber buttplate is about 14” with drops of 1 7/8” and 3
1/4”. Lock-up is solid on-face with top lever right of center and the action
seems to function well mechanically with strong ejectors. An attractive
Remington ejectorgun. (13A10574-92) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

509 U.S. Model 1917 Double Action Revolver by Colt
serial #179271 (Army No. 28675), 45 ACP, 5 1/2” barrel with a partially
bright good bore showing some areas of moderate oxidation at the
breech end, frosting in the grooves and otherwise strong rifling. The
metal surfaces of this 1919-made revolver retain generous original blue
throughout the protected areas retaining perhaps 30-35% with the
balance flaking and toning to a deep plum-brown patina showing some
scattered old oxidation speckling and a little minor pinprick pitting along
the cylinder. The trigger and back surface of the hammer retain almost
all of their original blue while the polished sides of the hammer showing
some minor gray oxidation staining. All proper markings remain
completely intact and strong showing nice inspector stamp and Rampant
Colt on the left side and the butt. The smooth walnut grips are
pencil-numbered to the gun and remain in very fine condition retaining
excellent fit and showing some scattered light dings and handling marks,
the right panel scratched with “1917” and the left “1919”. The lanyard
ring is intact and the action seems to function well mechanically with
solid timing and lock-up. (13A10732-1) {C&R}   (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

510 Beretta Model 1935 Semi-Auto Pistol with Italian Air Force Markings
serial #421145M, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright near excellent bore
showing a hint of light frosting in the grooves and strong rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1936-dated pistol retain about
90% plus original bright blue with most of the loss along the gripstraps
that are toning to gray-brown and show light oxidation staining, a few
areas of light oxidation and handling marks scattered along the high
edges of the slide as well. The slide has taken on a deep plum tone as
is typical and all markings are intact and strong. The metal-backed black
Bakelite grips with “PB” monograms remain in near excellent condition
showing some scattered light handling marks. The barrel and slide are
matching the frame, one original magazine is included and the action
seems to function well mechanically. This is a rather peculiar example
as it shows later Italian 1952 commercial proof marks but otherwise
shows correct slide markings and serial number range for a pre-war
pistol, a prominent serifed “M” has also been added as a suffix on the
frame, perhaps at the time of post-war commercial proofing. The left
side frame also shows Italian Air Force eagle stamp and circled “MR”
inspector mark, though the eagle is strangely without a crown. An
interesting example for the martial collector. (13A10634-127) {C&R}  
(600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

511 Contemporary Fullstock Flintlock Sporting Rifle by Jack Garner
.48 cal, 42” octagon barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The barrel
of this rifle has mostly toned to a medium gray-brown patina showing
some old oxidation its full-length. The lockplate is more of a gunmetal
gray patina with a lightly pitted aged appearance and features a
pronounced step at the rear, faceted pan and bridled frizzen. The top
barrel flat is neatly marked in script “J. Garner” and brass fittings include
a generous nosecap, two faceted thimbles and faceted tailpipe, spur
triggerguard, buttplate with toe plate and solid sideplate all taking on a
pale ocher patina. The front branch of the triggerguard shows an old
repair, there are some light foliate scroll flourishes along the fittings and
the sideplate is engraved in script with the name “W. Sonnett”. The curly
maple stock remains in very good condition showing a bit of added dark
finish masking a neatly repaired break through the wrist, the stock
otherwise just showing a few minor handling marks. The wood shows
lovely grain figure throughout and features wide dropper points,
squared-off left-side cheekpiece, some light foliate carving with a nice
more detailed area along the left butt and a generous sliding wooden
patchbox on the right. The rifle is equipped with fine v-notch rear sight,
large silver blade front and double set triggers. The lock seems to
function well mechanically and a slightly long brass-tipped ramrod is
included. A nice rifle from Mr. Garner of Tennessee Valley
Manufacturing. (13A10735-7) {ANTIQUE} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
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512 A.H. Fox A Grade Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #28507, 12 ga, 28” barrels choked modified and full with bright
very fine bores, the left barrel with a few evident small dents a couple
inches back from the muzzle. The barrels retain about 90% original blue
showing some scattered light handling marks and thinning along the
sides to a medium gray-brown patina. The action retains generous
original case-hardened colors throughout with the balance toned to a
pleasant smooth pewter case-hardened patina. The triggerguard has
mostly toned to pewter and the A Grade embellishments remain crisp
throughout showing wide foliate scrollwork with fine line detailing and
stippled background shading. The bow of the triggerguard is neatly
engraved with a rather interesting geometric-style monogram that
appears to be “JROE” or some iteration thereof. The straight grip walnut
buttstock and splinter forend remain in very good plus condition as
carefully cleaned and lightly refinished showing a few scattered minor
handling marks and one more noticeable but small dent on the left side
butt. The checkering shows moderate wear and length-of-pull to the
period ventilated red rubber pad is 14” with drops of 1 7/8” and 3”.
Lock-up is solid on-face with top lever right of center and the action
seems to function well mechanically. Shotgun features double triggers,
extractor, automatic safety, small celluloid mid-bead (half of which is
missing) and larger brass bead front. (13A10574-75) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

513 Sharps & Hankins Model 3C Pepperbox Pistol
serial #6356, 32 RF, 3 1/2” four-barrel cluster with mostly bright very
good bores showing some scattered small patches of oxidation and
otherwise crisp rifling throughout. The barrels of this pistol retain about
65% original bright blue with loss along the sides flaking to gray-brown
with a patch of moderate old oxidation and some light pitting along either
side. The barrel address remains crisp and clear and the frame retains
about 80% strong case-hardened colors muting to a pleasant smoky
patina along with a few scattered patches of old oxidation. The right side
frame markings are rather soft as is typical and the trigger, rear hammer
spring and screw heads all retain a healthy amount of attractive brilliant
fire blue. The checkered black gutta-percha grips remain in excellent
condition showing just a couple of minor handling marks and retaining
excellent fit. Barrel lock-up is solid and the action seems to function well
mechanically with properly rotating firing pin nose. A very good example
with some strong original finish. (13A10729-19) {ANTIQUE} (700/900).
Est. 700 - 900

514 L.C. Smith Quality 2 Sidelock Double Shotgun
serial #19308, 10 ga, 32” damascus barrels with mostly bright good
bores showing some scattered small areas of fine pitting or oxidation
and a few small dents in the left barrel. The barrels of this Syracuse gun
show strong swirling damascus patterns throughout with generous finish
in the protected areas toning to pewter along the sides and showing
some sparse mild oxidation speckling. The action is a relatively even mix
of slightly faded but strong original case-hardened colors and pleasant
silvery case-hardened patina, the colors still quite vibrant in some areas
with just a little bit of mild oxidation speckling. Maker markings along the
sideplates and the light foliate scroll embellishments remain completely
intact and crisp; the barrels do not appear to be maker marked. The
triggerguard has mostly toned to pewter. The capped pistolgrip walnut
buttstock and splinter forend with ebony tip insert remain in very good
condition showing mostly worn finish, a 2” crack at the nose of forend, a
number of thin cracks behind the lockplates and the expected scattered
light dings and mild abrasions. Stock fit is otherwise very nice overall
and the hard rubber pistolgrip cap and L.C. Smith “TRAP GUN” buttplate
are intact, the buttplate toning to a pale brown patina with light dings and
smoothing along the edges. Length-of-pull is 14 1/4” with drops of 2”
and 3 1/4”. Equipped with double triggers, extractors, automatic safety
and single brass bead front sight. Lock-up is solid with top lever a hair
right of center though the barrels are off-face. The barrels require a lot of
force to re-cock and open, the action otherwise seems to function
normally. A very respectable old L.C. 10 bore. (13A10651-26)
{ANTIQUE} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

515 Winchester Model 1885 Low Wall Winder Musket with Period Prize
Presentation
serial #118514, 22 LR, 28” barrel with a partially bright good bore
showing some scattered light pitting and oxidation most noticeable for a
few inches ahead of the chamber and otherwise strong rifling. This later
production rifle shows a nice “zig zag” engraved presentation along the
right side action “WILLARD PRIZE / HIGH SCORE / RIFLE SHOOTING
/ RIDGEWOOD HIGH SCHOOL / 1915-16 / WON BY ROBERT
CLARKE WINTERS”. The barrel retains generous original blue
appearing stronger under ambient light and mostly toning to a deep
plum-brown patina showing some scattered light dings and mild
freckling, one more prominent but small ding along the bottom edge at
the muzzle that does not impinge upon the bore. The action is similar to
the barrel again with some light dings mostly along the edges and
retaining some streaks of original bright blue, quite strong along the
lever. The presentation and factory markings remain completely intact
and strong. The smooth walnut buttstock and full-length forend with
finger grooves remain in very good plus condition showing some older
added oil finish with a neatly repaired 1 1/4” chip at the top right corner
where the stock meets the frame and some other scattered light dings
and handling marks. The rifle is equipped with sling swivels and sighted
with 1903-style military rear sight and a Lyman target globe front sight
with fine bead or aperture setting. The hammer is drawn to half cock
when the action is cycled and it seems to function well mechanically.
Research indicates Winters went on to attend Dartmouth College.
(13B10574-13) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

516 Winchester Special Order Model 1894 Takedown Rifle
serial #488027, 30 WCF, 26” round barrel with full magazine and a good
bore showing light oxidation and some fine pinprick pitting mostly in the
grooves with otherwise strong rifling throughout. The barrel and
magazine of this 1911-made rifle retain about 85% original blue showing
some scattered light handling marks and areas thinning to a mild
gray-brown patina. The action retains about 80% original blue showing
some overall light oxidation, flaking to gray-brown and old handling
marks. The bolt is mostly gray-brown and the hammer and lever show
some remnants of smoky case-hardening, the crescent buttplate also
with some generous silvery case-hardened patina. The plain walnut
stocks remain in very good condition showing an added semi-gloss
varnish that shows some areas of light flaking along with some scattered
light dings and handling marks. The rifle is sighted with Lyman tang
sight, Winchester’s express rear sight and small German silver blade
front. The action seems to function well mechanically. (13A10574-31)
{C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

517 Winchester Model 1892 Lever Action Rifle
serial #554037, 38 WCF, 24” later Winchester mail order proof barrel
with half magazine and a bright very good plus bore showing some
scattered pinprick pitting or oxidation speckling and otherwise crisp
rifling. The later factory barrel and magazine of this 1910-made rifle
retain about 85-90% original blue showing wear along the high edges, a
few spots of minor pinprick pitting and toning to deep gray-brown patina.
The action is mostly a mottled deep gray and gray-brown patina showing
a few scattered light dings and pinprick pits. The loading gate retains
strong blue, the hammer and lever show some remnants of
case-hardened patina and all markings remain intact and strong. The
plain walnut stocks remain in very good plus condition showing a thin 1”
crack at the front right edge of the forend and otherwise just some
scattered light dings and handling marks retaining nice fit throughout.
The rifle is sighted with flattop sporting rear, small gold bead front and
the action seems to function well mechanically. (13A10574-23) {C&R}
(700/900)
Est. 700 - 900
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518 Winchester Model 1912 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #35934, 20 ga, 25” barrel choked and marked cylinder with solid
matted rib and a mostly bright very good bore showing some scattered
very fine pinprick pitting or mild oxidation staining. The barrel of this
1913-made shotgun has toned to a faded gray-brown and blue-gray
patina showing some sparsely scattered very fine pinprick pitting and a
few small dings. The magazine is similar retaining generous original blue
throughout. The action retains about 80% original bright blue showing
some scattered flaking to gray-brown patina, light freckling and some
small areas of cleaned light pitting mostly along the edges. The bolt
remains mostly bright showing some operational wear and all markings
remain intact and strong. The checkered capped pistolgrip deluxe
walnut buttstock and forend remain in very good plus condition showing
somewhat worn finish and the expected scattered light dings and
handling marks; the hard rubber buttplate with a few old chips and
abrasions along the edges. The buttstock exhibits lovely feathercrotch
grain figure throughout. The barrel is matching the frame and is sighted
with small silver mid-bead and larger silver bead front and the action
seems to function well mechanically. A very good early Model 12 with
some handsome wood. (13A10742-5) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

519 Uberti Model 1873 Deluxe Lever Action Sporting Rifle
serial #W03808, 45 Colt, 24” octagon barrel with full magazine and a
bright excellent bore. The barrel and magazine of this Cimarron rifle
retain about 96% original blue showing a little bit of pinprick pitting or
light oxidation near the muzzle and tip of magazine and some other mild
handling marks scattered about. The action shows muted smoky
case-hardened colors throughout taking on a nice silvery patina while
the colors along the nosecap are vibrant. Some of the screw heads
show light slot wear otherwise retaining nice fire blue and the other small
parts retain most of their polished blue. The checkered pistolgrip walnut
buttstock and forend remain in very good plus condition showing some
scattered light dings and handling marks from honest use. The lever has
been shortened so that the catch is no longer usable, a feature no doubt
helpful for cowboy action shooting and the action is smooth and has
been tuned up. The sights have also been modified to a flattop rear with
generous rounded notch and a large brass bead front. The original
factory box is included. This rifle has many more years of SASS events
ahead of it. (13A10742-2) {MODERN} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

520 Winchester Model 1894 Lever Action Rifle
serial #463643, 32 Winchester Special, 26” round barrel with button
magazine and a mostly bright about very good plus bore showing some
frosting and fine oxidation in the grooves with otherwise strong rifling
throughout. The barrel of this 1910-made rifle retains generous original
blue in the protected areas appearing stronger under ambient light and
toning to a pleasant mix of blue-gray and gray-brown patina with a little
minor oxidation speckling. The action is a medium gunmetal gray patina
showing some mild oxidation staining along the bottom metal, the bolt
with flaking bright blue and the loading gate retaining strong bright blue.
All markings remain intact and mostly strong and the plain walnut stocks
remain in very good condition as cleaned and refinished with a
semi-gloss varnish that now shows overall crackling and some light
flaking, the stocks otherwise just with some scattered light handling
marks. The rifle is sighted with Winchester’s 32 Special rear sight and a
replacement Marble’s 45W tall brass bead front. The action seems to
function well mechanically. (13A10574-30) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

521 Winchester Model 1892 Lever Action Rifle
serial #147862, 32 WCF, 24” round barrel with full magazine and a
partially bright bore that is fair to perhaps good showing light pitting its
full length, some areas a bit more moderate, and otherwise strong rifling.
The barrel and magazine of this 1900-made rifle retain about 80-85%
original blue with some overall thinning to gray-brown patina, some light
freckling and handling marks. There are some light dings or tool marks
along the sides of the barrel and the magazine tube shows a series of
zig-zagging scratches along its length, the hanger and its dovetail also
with some evident tool marks. The rifle shows Winchester factory “WP”
proof marks indicating it went back at some point after 1905. The action
retains perhaps 40% original bright blue with the balance flaked and
faded to pewter gunmetal and gray-brown patina showing some
scattered old handling marks. The lever and hammer are similar with the
protected areas of the lever showing some vibrant colors and the edges
of the loading gate with bright fire blue. The plain walnut stocks remain
in very good condition showing mostly worn finish with some overall light
dings and handling marks to be expected, the forend with faint thin
scratches and one very minor crack near the tip. The rifle is sighted with
a later Marble’s sporting rear sight with white diamond and a Lyman tall
white bead front sight and the action seems to function well
mechanically. (13A10574-21) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

522 Winchester Model 94 Saddle Ring Carbine
serial #939931, 30 WCF, 20” round barrel with full magazine and a
mostly bright very good plus bore showing some fine pinprick pitting and
frosting in the grooves with otherwise strong rifling throughout. The
barrel and magazine of this 1922-made carbine retain about 90%
original thinning blue appearing stronger under ambient light with toning
to a mild gray patina and showing some scattered light handling marks.
The front band has flaked to gray while the rear band retains about 90%
original bright blue. The action has mostly flaked to a mix of mild
gunmetal and gray-brown patina with some scattered small areas of old
oxidation staining and some generous patches of original bright blue in
the protected areas. The loading gate retains about 98% original bright
blue while the hammer and lever show strong thinning blue and all
markings remain intact and strong. The plain gumwood stocks remain in
very good plus condition as very lightly cleaned showing a little bit of
older added finish along with some scattered light dings, handling marks
and a couple of very tiny insignificant drying cracks forming at the tangs.
The saddle ring hardware is intact and the arm is sighted with standard
carbine rear sight and tall pinned German silver blade. The action
seems to function well mechanically. (13A10574-35) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

523 U.S. Model 1917 Double Action Revolver by Smith & Wesson
serial #132679, 45 ACP, 5 1/2” barrel with an about good bore showing
oxidation and frosting throughout with otherwise strong rifling. The metal
surfaces of this revolver retain about 85% arsenal quality older
refurbished blue with areas thinning and toning to plum-brown patina,
scattered light dings and some old light pitting. All markings remain
intact and mostly strong and the smooth walnut grips are un-numbered
and remain in about very good condition having darkened from the
years and showing scattered dings and handling marks mostly along the
bases. The revolver is equipped with an earlier style hammer with
concentric grooves along the sides, the cylinder is matching the frame
and the fit of the crane is a little off and it shows different assembly
numbers from the frame but is serviceable. The U.S. property-marked
barrel is un-numbered. The action is a little stiff in single action but
otherwise seems to function well mechanically with very good timing and
lock-up. This 1917 Smith has a lot of character and may make for a
good shooter. (13A10574-162) {C&R}   (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

524 Smith & Wesson No. 3 First Model American Revolver
serial #3071, 44 S&W American, 8” ribbed round barrel with an about
good bore showing dark grooves, moderate frosting and somewhat worn
but good rifling. The metal surfaces of this salty revolver retain about
85% reapplied nickel finish with most of the loss due to flaking along the
underside barrel, triggerguard and gripstraps toning to a dark oxidized
brown along with some smaller flakes, buff marks and remnants of
pitting beneath the finish. There is a weld repair to the topstrap above
the breech and the left side frame hinge, the work executed before the
refinishing. The barrel address and patent dates remain completely
intact and quite strong and the backstrap shows coarse period-added
checkering. The smooth replacement rosewood grips remain in about
very good condition showing a repaired lengthwise crack along the left
panel and some other minor handling marks. The assembly number on
the frame is not legible and the latch is mismatched from the barrel. The
hinge screws and front sight blade are old replacements, there is a
peculiar vacant screw hole along the right side topstrap and the latch
spring and ejector catch hardware are missing. The ejector no longer
snaps down due to the missing hardware, barrel-to-frame fit is quite
good and the half cock notch is worn though the action is otherwise
functional at full cock with timing and lock-up a little off. (13A10574-159)
{ANTIQUE}   (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900
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525 BSA Model 12/15 Martini Single Shot Sporting Rifle
serial #P71359, 22 LR, 29” heavy round barrel with a bright near
excellent bore showing a little stubborn fouling and crisp rifling. The
metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 96% original blue showing some
scattered light handling marks and areas thinning and toning to a
pleasant gray-brown patina under bright light. The lever and edges of
the breechblock show nice vibrant case-hardened colors throughout and
all markings are intact and strong. The smooth pistolgrip walnut
buttstock and long forend remain in about very good plus condition
showing a little older added varnish, overall light dings, some thin
scratches and one more moderate shallow dent near the heel. There are
three vacant screw holes along the forend, one at the tip and two at the
rear and the pistolgrip and left-side cheekpiece appear to have been
modified or re-contoured very slightly during the period of use, the
cheekpiece now rather scant. The original grooved black plastic
buttplate is intact along with the appropriate Parker Hale tang sight with
wide aperture disc and target globe front sight that includes an
assortment of 14 sight inserts. There are six drilled and tapped holes
along the barrel with a pair of target bases present and the action seems
to function well mechanically. (13A10637-7) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

526 L.C. Smith Featherweight Field Grade Sidelock Double Shotgun
serial #FW35523, 12 ga (2 3/4”), 28” armor steel barrels choked
improved modified with mostly bright very good bores showing some
fine frosting and stubborn fouling, the muzzle ends with some evident
machine tool marks from light choke work. The barrels of this shotgun
are a relatively even mix of original fading blue and mild gray-brown
patina showing some scattered old oxidation staining and sparse
pinprick pitting. The action and lockplates retain about 85% nice vibrant
case-hardened colors showing scattered light handling marks, old
oxidation staining and muting to silvery pewter patina. There are some
tool marks on the bottom metal around the screw from the area being
lightly dressed at some point and the triggerguard tang also shows
some more noticeable grind marks but otherwise retains about 85%
original bright blue. The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut buttstock
and forend remain in very good condition showing some older added
finish that is slightly crazing and bubbling overall, along with a few small
thin cracks and tiny slivers around the lockplates and some other light
handling marks. The forend screw escutcheon is a later and rather large
replacement. Length-of-pull to the grooved hard rubber buttplate is 14”
with drops of 2” and 3 1/4” and lock-up is solid with a sliver of light near
the water table and top lever right of center. Shotgun features double
triggers, extractors, non-automatic safety and large ivory bead front
sight, the mid-bead having been lost to the years. The action seems to
function well mechanically. (13A10634-29) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

527 Marlin Special Order Model 1894 Takedown Rifle
serial #119375, 25-20 WCF, 17 1/2” shortened octagon barrel with an
oxidized bore showing faint rifling. This circa 1895-made rifle has had its
barrel neatly shortened though sadly the magazine retainer screw hole
was re-drilled too deep and now impinges through the bore rendering
the barrel unusable in its current state. The barrel and magazine are a
deep plum-brown patina while the action is a mix of dark gray and
pewter gunmetal showing some scattered light dings, old tool marks and
oxidation staining. All markings otherwise remain intact and strong and
the smooth walnut buttstock and forend remain in about very good plus
condition showing mostly worn finish, some scattered light dings and
handling marks; the right side of the butt actually shows some subtle
attractive grain figure. The magazine retainer screw and its
spring-loaded catch hardware are missing and the tip of the tube shows
some dents, the tang sight screws and takedown boss screw are
missing and the rear sight dovetail has been blanked. The rifle is sighted
with a later Lyman receiver sight and Lyman bead front sight missing its
insert. The takedown collar catch is loose and the action otherwise
seems to function normally. An interesting custom “trapper carbine”.
(13A10327-53) {ANTIQUE} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

528 As-New Heckler & Koch VP9 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #224-299494, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This
pistol is in as-new-in-box condition and features polygonal rifling, Tru
Dot three-dot tritium night sights which glow brightly, ambidextrous
magazine and slide releases, two extra backstraps and grip panels for a
customizable fit, accessory rail on the dust cover, cocking-ears and
more. Included are three factory 17-round magazines, magazine loading
tool, factory plastic case, manual and cable lock with keys. The action
appears to function well mechanically. (23A10551-21) {MODERN}
(600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

529 Bushmaster Model XM15-E2S Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #L235325, 5.56 NATO, 17”, including muzzle brake, M4-profile
chrome-lined barrel with 1:9” twist and a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this excellent-condition Windham, ME produced carbine
retain about 99% plus original Parkerized and black hard coat anodized
finishes with a scattered light handing mark or two. The black polymer
fixed carbine buttstock with Bushmaster logo, A2 pistolgrip and
handguards with aluminum heat shields rate like-new. The carbine
features no bayonet lug, detachable carry handle sights and the action
appears to function well mechanically. No magazine is included but they
remain readily available and the carbine includes a Bushmaster plastic
hard case. (23A10659-9) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

530 Custom Colt Pre-Ban Sporter Match HBAR AR-15 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #MH070750, 5.56 NATO, 16” HBAR-profile barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The lower receiver retains 99% original gray anodized
finish with a few light handing marks. The Diemaco/Kaiser Aluminum
forge-coded upper receiver retains 99% black anodized finish with a few
spots of high edge silvering and the non-Colt HBAR barrel retains about
98% original Parkerized finish with a couple small spots of light oxidation
on the front sight base and a few light handling marks. The barrel is
unmarked beyond “5.56” by the front sight base. The A2 pistolgrip and
carbine buttstock rate excellent while the composite handguards with
heatshields rate very good plus with a few thin and unobtrusive chips
along the edges where they meet. The carbine is equipped with a Colt
bolt, bolt carrier and sear block, a six position receiver extension, A2
flash hider, A1-style sights and while no magazine is included, they
remain readily available. The action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10551-125) {MODERN} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

531 Remington Model 700 VSSF Bolt Action Rifle
serial #S6297054, 22-250 Rem, 26” fluted stainless steel barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The satin stainless steel surfaces rate excellent
with a few scattered very light handling marks, the machine turned bolt
is bright and the alloy bottom metal retains all its matte gray anodized
finish with a faint handling mark or two. The black composite pistolgrip
stock with flared forend and gray textured webbing rates excellent. The
rifle includes a pair of matching stainless steel scope rings and the
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A10637-8) {MODERN}
(600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

532 Ruger M77 Varmint Bolt Action Rifle
serial #72-07880, 220 Swift, 26” heavy-profile barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1977-vintage rifle retain about
98% original blue and black enamel finishes with a small area of
scratches on the top of the muzzle which does not affect the crown, a
few tiny spots of loss on the top of the barrel near the breech and a few
light handling marks on the edges of the triggerguard. The bolt is bright
and is properly numbered to the receiver. The checkered walnut capped
pistolgrip stock rates very good to perhaps very good plus due to a few
handling marks primarily on the comb including a moderate dent at the
heel. A pair of Ruger rings are included and the action appears to
function well mechanically. (23A10703-3) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

533 Winchester Model 70 SA Classic Featherweight Bolt Action Rifle
serial #G149693, 308 Win, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue and black enamel finishes
with a few scattered light handling marks and the machine turned bolt is
bright and properly serialized to the receiver. The checkered walnut
capped pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with a small dent in the
front of the grip. There is a one-piece base mounted to the top of the
receiver and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10593-112) {MODERN} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

534 Winchester Model 70 SA Bolt Action Carbine
serial #G1736502, 308 Win, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with some scattered tiny
spots of light oxidation and a small scratch on the top of the receiver ring
from previous scope mounting. The body of the bolt is bright and is
properly numbered to the receiver and the checkered walnut pistolgrip
stock rates excellent. The original sights are intact and the action
appears to function well mechanically. (23A10593-14) {MODERN}
(600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
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535 Winchester Model 70 Bolt Action Carbine
serial #G1781259, 250 Savage, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with a few
unobtrusive speckles of light discoloration on the left side of the barrel
only noticeable under close scrutiny, a tiny spot of loss toning to gray on
the bolt knob and a few spots of light oxidation. The bolt is bright and
properly numbered to the gun. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock
rates perhaps very good plus with a small chip around the base of the
recoil bolt plug which stands proud of the surrounding wood, along with
a shallow dent on the right side of the action and a few other scattered
light handling marks. The original sights are intact, a pair of scope rings
are mounted to the receiver, the original box is included which contains
the manual, paperwork and hang tag and the action appears to function
well mechanically. (23A10593-136) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

536 Ruger M77 ST Bolt Action Rifle
serial #72-95656, 270 Win, 22” pre-warning barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original blue and black
enamel finishes with a few light handling marks on the triggerguard while
the bolt is bright and shows speckles of fine pinprick pitting and does not
appear to be numbered. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip stock
rates about very good plus with a few scattered light handling marks.
The original sights are intact, mounted to the top of the receiver is a
one-piece Leupold base and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10703-1) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

537 Excellent Ruger No. 1-B Falling Block Rifle
serial #131-24551, 7mm Rem Magnum, 26” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this handsome rifle retain about 99%
original blue with a hint of light high edge silvering on the tip of the lever
and gripcap. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip stock and
semi-beavertail forend rate about very good plus with a few scattered
light handling marks and very light high edge wear on the left stock flat.
The buttstock features some striking feather crotch figure traversing the
comb onto both sides and bold grain figure on the left side of the forend.
A pair of Ruger rings are mounted to the quarter rib and the action
appears to function well mechanically. (23A10703-2) {MODERN}  
(700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

538 U.S. Model 1888 Trapdoor Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #515760, 45-70 Govt., 32 5/8” barrel with a bright about fine bore
with one patch of moderate oxidation near the muzzle. The metal
surfaces are toning to a lightly mottled gray patina with light-moderate
oxidation on the triggerguard, buttplate and bands and some scattered
spots of lighter oxidation. There is some fine pinprick pitting on the
case-hardened breechblock which retains some vibrant original colors
on its underside. All metal markings are correct and crisp. The American
black walnut stock rates very good plus for its age with a worn original
finish, a series of dents on the right side of the forend behind the rear
band, and the expected overall dings and handling marks from military
service. The stock features a strong 1891-dated cartouche and circled
“P” firing proof and “18 / Co / D” is stenciled on the right side of the
buttstock. The original sights are intact except for the front sight hood,
the bayonet locks up tightly in both positions and the action is strong
and crisp. (23A10630-7) {ANTIQUE} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

539 U.S. Model 1888 Trapdoor Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #517473, 45-70 Govt., 32 5/8” barrel with a bright fine bore. The
metal surfaces have aged to an even dark gray patina with some light
silvering at the muzzle, a few scattered light handling marks and
remnants of original blue along the wood line and the front sight. The
hammer and thumbpiece retain strong original oil-quenched blackening
and the breechblock and tang retain a trace amount of original
case-hardened colors which are particularly strong and vibrant on the
underside of the breechblock. All metal markings are correct and clear.
The smooth American black walnut stock rates about very good plus
with a light coat of added finish, a crack in the left side of the forend right
behind the forend cap, a few small chips around the lockplate and
triggerguard, a few small dings along the forend and cleaning rod
channel and a streak of darker contaminant staining on the right side of
the action. The stock markings are slightly softened and include an
1891-dated cartouche, circled “P” firing proof and “U” inspection mark. A
“8 / M” over what appears to be the remnant of “46” is stenciled in yellow
enamel on the left side of the buttstock. The rifle features a blade front
and correct Model 1884 rifle rear sight, the bayonet locks up tightly in
both positions and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10666-11) {ANTIQUE} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

540 Winchester Model 70 XTR Featherweight Bolt Action Rifle
serial #G1569291, 7mm Mauser, 22” barrel with a pristine bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with loss due to a couple
spots of light oxidation on the bolt knob. The body of the bolt is bright
and is properly numbered to the receiver. The attractive checkered
walnut capped pistolgrip stock with schnabel tipped forend rates very
good plus with a tiny impact mark on the front of the grip and the rifle
pad has flattened on right side of the heel and the left side of the toe.
Mounted to the receiver is a pair of 1” rings and the action appears to
function well mechanically. Included is the original box showing some
foxing and a tear in one side containing a pair of quick detach swivels,
manual, paperwork and factory hang tag. (23A10718-11) {MODERN}
(700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

541 Excellent Ruger No. 1 Stainless Tropical Falling Block Rifle
serial #133-94105, 458 Lott, 24” stainless steel barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate near excellent with a
few unobtrusive pinprick pits on the right side base of the lever and
some overall very light handling marks. The smooth black and gray
hardwood laminate Alexander Henry-style forend and capped pistolgrip
stock appear as-new. The original sights are intact, the factory manual is
included and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10721-2) {MODERN} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

542 Marlin Model 336CS Lever Action Carbine
serial #01072684A, 30-30, 20” JM-stamped barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this North Haven-produced rifle retain about
98% original blue with some scattered speckles of light oxidation and a
few light handling marks and the bolt is bright. The checkered walnut
capped pistolgrip stock and forend rate about very good plus with a
short scratch on the right side of the buttstock and some overall light
handling marks from the field. The original sights are intact, a pair of
Kwik-Site see-through rings are mounted to the top of the receiver and
the action appears to function well mechanically. (23A10634-90)
{MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

543 Remington Model 700 BDL Bolt Action Rifle
serial #6547430, 222 Rem, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
According to the consignor the action of this rifle has been bedded and
the barrel free-floated by gunsmith Robert Naven. The metal surfaces
retain about 90% original blue and black anodized finishes with an
approximately 3” area on the top of the barrel around where the rear
sight has been removed toning to gray, some wear to gray on the bolt
knob, a couple scratches near the caliber marking and some light
silvering on the edges of the triggerguard. The body of the machine
turned bolt is bright and is properly numbered to the receiver. The
checkered walnut Monte Carlo capped pistolgrip stock with left side
cheekpiece and contrasting black forend tip rates excellent with a small
and unobtrusive factory imperfection in the right side of the buttstock.
The original sights have been removed and filler screws installed, a pair
of Weaver 1” rings are mounted to the receiver and the action appears
to function well mechanically. (23A10727-7) {MODERN} (550/750)
Est. 550 - 750

544 Ruger 77/22 All-Weather Bolt Action Rifle
serial #701-88709, 22 LR, 24” stainless steel barrel and a bright
excellent bore. The target gray stainless steel surfaces rate excellent
with a few light handling marks. The Green Mountain smooth hardwood
laminate pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with a short hairline crack
behind the upper tang and a few light handling marks on the left side of
the action. No magazine is included though they remain readily available
and mounted to the receiver is a pair of matching Ruger rings is a
Simmons ProHunter 6-18x40 adjustable objective scope with duplex
reticle and bright excellent optics, retaining 98% original black anodized
finish with a few light handling marks and light high edge silvering. The
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A10574-222)
{MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
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545 Weatherby Mark XXII Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #04157, 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this Italian-produced rifle retain about 99% blue and black
anodized finishes with a tiny handling mark on the underside of the
barrel toning to gray and the machine turned bolt is bright with a little
high edge wear on the silver anodized charging handle. The skip-line
checkered European walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock with left side
cheekpiece rates very good with a tiny and unobtrusive chip on the right
wood line beneath the takedown pin, a couple small dings on the toeline
and comb, some overall scattered light handling marks and a few areas
of very light crazing of the high gloss finish. The original sights are intact
minus the front sight hood, one 5-round box magazine is included and
the action appears to function well mechanically. Mounted to the
grooved receiver is a Simmons Aetec 2.8-10x44 scope with duplex
reticle and bright excellent optics retaining 98% original black anodized
finish with a couple tiny scratches on the right side of the tube behind
the objective bell. (23A10636-13) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

546 Czech M91/38 Mosin Nagant Bolt Action Carbine
serial #136871, 7.62x54R, 20 1/4” barrel with a good bore with light
pitting and oxidation and otherwise strong rifling throughout. Made from
an arsenal-shortened Imperial Russian M91 Izhevsk Cossack rifle, the
metal surfaces retain about 95% arsenal refurbished blue with scattered
areas of pinprick-light pitting beneath the finish, some scattered spots of
light oxidation primarily around the muzzle and on the forend cap, and
the expected light handling marks, while the bolt is bright showing areas
of softened pinprick pitting and some light oxidation on the knob. The
bolt, magazine and buttplate are numbered to the gun and the
1896-dated receiver shows numerous stampings including the Cossack
symbol and Czech star and rebuild marks. The correct M44 birch stock
rates very good plus with some scattered light handling marks and
various inspection stamps overall while the handguard rates very good
with a 2” crack running rearward from the tip and a small area of wear in
the darker finish. The correct M44 front sight and M38 rear sight are
intact, an unmarked brown leather sling with leather “dog collar”
attachments is included and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10718-12) {ANTIQUE} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

547 Austin & Halleck Model 420 LR Inline Percussion Rifle
serial #100655, .50 cal., 26” part octagon part round barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this beautiful bolt action 409
primer ignition muzzleloading rifle retain about 98% original blue with a
few scattered speckles of light oxidation, while the bolt is bright and the
trigger, sling swivel studs and included Boone Packer quick detach
swivels retain 99% original gold-coloring with a tiny spot of wear on one
swivel. The handsome fleur-de-lis checkered fancy grade maple capped
pistolgrip stock with left side cheekpiece rates excellent with a few light
handling marks. The rifle is equipped with a green fiber optic front sight
and red fiber optic rear, an aluminum ramrod with brass tip showing
light-moderate tarnish is included and mounted to the receiver is a
Nichols Bullet 3-9x40 wideview scope with duplex reticle and bright
excellent optics showing a few light handling marks. The action of this
very deluxe inline muzzleloader appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10518-2) {ANTIQUE} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

548 Winchester Model 70 Featherweight Bolt Action Rifle
serial #G2591487, 25 WSSM, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original blue and black
anodized finishes with a touch of light silvering at the muzzle, a couple
speckles toning to gray on the bolt knob and a few tiny spots of high
edge silvering on the triggerguard. The body of the machine turned bolt
is bright and serialized to the receiver. The handsome checkered walnut
capped pistolgrip stock with graceful schnabel tip rates excellent plus
with a couple small handling marks on the right side of the action by the
floorplate. The rifle includes a pair of Weaver bases and 1” rings and the
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A10726-26) {MODERN}
(700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

549 Scarce Remington Model 700 BDL Bolt Action Rifle
serial #6213890, 350 Rem Magnum, 24” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1969 first year production rifle retain
about 96-97% original blue and black anodized finishes with some light
wear toning to gray around the muzzle and on the bolt knob, a few
scattered light handling marks and the black enamel finish on the bottom
metal is largely worn exposing some lightly thinning anodized finish. The
body of the machine turned bolt is bright and is properly numbered to
the gun. The checkered walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock with left side
cheekpiece and contrasting black forend tip and gripcap rates about
very good with a tiny chip around the right side recoil pin and a narrow
filled repair on the right side buttstock both of which are likely straight
from the factory, along with a few scattered light handling marks, a small
chip in the finish on the toe of the grip and there are dabs of old epoxy
surrounding two added holes on the gripcap. The original rear sight is
intact, the front is a Lyman blade missing its bead and the action of this
uncommon rifle appears to function well mechanically. (23A10726-11)
{C&R} (650/850)
Est. 650 - 850

550 Winchester Model 70 Featherweight Bolt Action Rifle
serial #35AMP05031, 30-06, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This
handsome Browning Arms Co. produced rerelease of the classic Model
70 Featherweight was made in 2008 and features a laser-engraved
floorplate bearing “2008 / Model 70 / Limited Edition” in a script font. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and black enamel finishes
with a couple small spots of wear at the muzzle and a tiny scratch by the
left edge of the triggerguard, while the machine turned bolt is bright and
correctly numbered to the receiver. The attractive checkered walnut
capped pistolgrip stock with factory Decelerator pad and schnabel
forend tip rates excellent with a tiny ding in the left side of the action.
The receiver is factory drilled and tapped for optics mounting and the
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A10726-19) {MODERN}
(700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

551 Excellent Rock River Arms LAR-15 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #KT1077699, 5.56 NATO, 20” heavy-profile stainless steel barrel
with a pristine bore. The stainless steel barrel rates excellent with a few
light handling marks and features a .750 gas block journal and is
free-floated using a match barrel sleeve beneath the A2-style
handguards. The balance of metal surfaces retain about 99% plus
original Parkerized and black hard coat anodized finishes with a few light
handling marks. The A2 handguards, pistolgrip and buttstock rate about
excellent with a touch of light wear on the high edges of the handguards
where they meet the handguard cap. The rifle features a wonderful
two-stage trigger group, no bayonet lug, crowned barrel and an
extended length raised one-piece scope base with matching matte black
1” rings for the optic of your choice. No magazine is included but they
remain readily available and an excellent condition Turner Saddlery
National Match leather sling is included. The action of this likely
highly-accurate rifle appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10699-18) {MODERN} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

552 U.S. Model 1842 Percussion Musket by Springfield Armory
.69 cal., 42” barrel with an about very good lightly-oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces have aged to an overall lightly-mottled dark gray patina
with overall spots of old light oxidation. All markings are correct and
clear with the lockplate dated 1848 and the barrel tang 1851. The
American black walnut stock rates about very good with a handful of
moderate dents, some light scorching to the right of the barrel tang and
the expected dings and handling marks from military service. There are
no visible cartouches on the stock. The upper barrel band spring is
missing its retaining stud leaving the upper barrel band uncaptured, a
cupped trumpet head ramrod with threaded end is included and the
action is robust and crisp. The Model 1842 was the first percussion
musket made at the national armories to have interchangeable parts.
(23A10702-7) {ANTIQUE} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900
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553 U.S. Model 1884 Trapdoor Carbine by Springfield Armory
serial #379491, 45-70 Govt., 22” barrel with a bright near fine bore
showing a few scattered spots of light pitting in the rifling. The metal
surfaces are toning to a dull gray patina showing some light cleaning
striations and overall spots of softened pinprick pitting and light
oxidation. The breechblock is a smoky-pewter gray case-hardened
patina with modest case-hardened colors on the underside. All metal
markings are correct and clear. The American black walnut stock rates
about very good plus with a touch of added finish and numerous overall
dents and light handling marks from military service. The stock markings
are softened and include an 1887-dated inspection cartouche on the left
side of the action behind the intact sling bar with saddle ring and a
circled “P” firing proof behind the triggerguard. The original sights are
intact including the Model 1884 C-marked rear with Model 1890 sight
protector barrel band and Model 1890 front sight protector, a three-piece
cleaning rod with Model 1882 headless shell extractor and drift is stored
in the trap buttplate and the action is strong and crisp. (23A10648-55)
{ANTIQUE} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

554 U.S. Model 1884 Trapdoor Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #351845, 45-70 Govt., 32 5/8” barrel with a bright near fine bore
showing some very light pitting in the otherwise strong rifling. The metal
surfaces retain about 85-90% arsenal-refurbished blue which is thinning
on the barrel to a dark blue-gray patina overtop of fine pinprick pitting
along with some scattered spots of old light oxidation, a few small areas
of wear toning to gray and some light handling marks. All markings are
correct with the Federal Eagle on the lockplate partially lost and the
barrel proof marks softened. The American black walnut stock rates very
good plus as lightly cleaned with a touch of added finish, an
easily-missed nicely-repaired chip to the left of the barrel tang and some
expected overall dings and handling marks. The stock markings are
softened with only the hint of a circled “P” firing proof behind the
triggerguard and a legible 1889-dated inspection cartouche on the left
side of the action. The original sights and cleaning rod are intact and the
action is strong and crisp. (23A10648-59) {ANTIQUE} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

555 French Model 1822 Flintlock Grenadier Musket with St. Etienne Lock
About .70 cal., 42 1/2” barrel with the breech end bright while the muzzle
end shows light oxidation and light pitting and softened rifling. This
interesting Model 1822 musket was, like nearly all of them, rifled and
converted to percussion likely in the early 1840s and was later
reconverted to flint using a correct St. Etienne lockplate with all original
lock parts. The metal surfaces are toning to a silvery-gray patina as
lightly cleaned with some areas of light pitting around the breech and
softened pinprick pitting and speckles of old light oxidation scattered
throughout. The detachable brass pan and front sight blade are toning to
a warm goldenrod patina with some minor tarnish and verdigris on the
pan. The breech markings are no longer present and the other various
markings are clear with “Mre Impale de St. Etinne” in script on the
lockplate and “E / 4499 / 1838” on the tang of the buttplate, “29” is
stamped on the upper and lower barrel bands and there are small
inspection marks scattered overall. The European walnut stock rates
very good plus with a 1 1/4” chip missing from the right side of the barrel
tang, a few streaks of darker contaminant staining on the right side of
the wrist and the expected dings and light handling marks from military
service. There is an inspection mark stamped on the recessed
cheekpiece on the left side of the stock and the remnant of another on
the left stock flat. A period replacement ramrod is included, the fit of the
lockplate to the stock is slightly imperfect, though the frizzen and pan fit
the barrel nicely and the action is robust and crisp. A very nice example
of the last flintlock Grenadier musket issued by the French military.
(2310648-65) {ANTIQUE} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

556 Marlin Model 336 RC Lever Action Carbine
serial #AC32437, 35 Rem, 20” JM-stamped Micro-Groove barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1967-vintage carbine
retain about 95% original blue which is lightly thinning to a blue-gray
patina along with some light high edge silvering, a few scattered
speckles of pinprick pitting and some light handing marks from honest
use. The bolt remains bright and the trigger retains most of its original
gold coloring. The smooth walnut capped pistolgrip stock and forend
rate excellent with a very thin sliver missing to the right of the upper
tang, perhaps a factory oversight, and the “bullseye” is intact on the
toeline. The original sights are intact, a JM-marked extension is installed
on the hammer and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10703-15) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

557 Winchester Pre ’64 Model 100 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #7898, 308 Win, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this first-year-production rifle retain about 99% original blue
and black anodized finishes with a tiny ding on the left side of the
muzzle which does not impede on the crown and a couple light handling
marks on the triggerguard. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip
stock rates about very good plus with some light handling marks and
finish wear on the left side of the action, a scratch on the right side of the
toe and a few scattered light handling marks. There are four vacant
drilled and tapped holes in the top of the receiver, the original sights are
intact, one factory “convex arrow” magazine is included with “CLIP #1”
lightly scratched on the bottom and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10703-5) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

558 Winchester Model 94AE Trapper Lever Action Carbine
serial #6242065, 45 Colt, 16” barrel with full magazine and a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with a
couple speckles of light oxidation on the top of the barrel and a few
scattered light handling marks. The smooth walnut straight grip stock
and forend rate near excellent with a tiny dent on the toeline of the stock
and a few light handling marks on the forend. The saddle ring and front
sight are intact, the rear sight has been removed leaving the dovetail
vacant and a Lyman tang sight with aperture disc has been installed.
The action appears to function well mechanically. (23A10699-7)
{MODERN} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

559 Winchester Model 88 Lever Action Rifle
serial #17417, 308 Win, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this first-year-production rifle retain about 98% original
blue with some light oxidation on the upper sling swivel and a couple
tiny speckles of the same on the lower left edge of the triggerguard
along with a couple very light handling marks along the barrel. The bolt
is bright and all metal markings are crisp. The checkered walnut capped
pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with a few scattered light handling
marks. The original sights are intact, one factory “concave arrow”
magazine is included and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10574-227) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

560 Beretta Silver Snipe Over Under Shotgun
serial #09303, 20 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrels coded modified and
improved modified but gauging cylinder in both with bright excellent
bores. The barrels, forend iron, triggerguard and top lever of this 1964
date-coded shotgun retain about 98% original blue with a few scattered
light handling marks and spots of high edge silvering. The frame retains
99% original satin finish with perhaps a light handling mark or two and
the single selective trigger retains all its original gold coloring. The left
and right sides of the frame are stamped “PIETRO BERETTA /
FOUNDED IN 1680 / SILVER SNIPE 20 GAUGE / MADE IN ITALY”
along with the Beretta “Trident” logo and the bottom of the frame
features an angel holding a ring along with “MONOBLOC”. The
checkered Italian walnut capped pistolgrip stock and forend rate very
good plus with a light coat of added finish along with thin filler-repaired
flakes along the scalloped right edge of the buttstock, a couple short
repaired cracks behind the upper tang and some very well-done and
easily-missed repaired thin but lengthy cracks in the underside of the
forend. The added Pachmayr White Line recoil pad provides a 14”
length of pull with drops of 1 1/2” and 2 3/8”. The barrels are sighted
with a red bead at the muzzle and a white bead mid-rib and lock up with
just a touch of play and a sliver of light visible at the breech. The
shotgun features a non-automatic safety, extractors and the action
appears to function well mechanically. (23A10574-224) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

561 Excellent Benelli Montefeltro Super 90 Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #N038818, 20 ga., 26” ventilated rib screw-choke barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 2000 date-coded
shotgun retain about 99% original blue and black anodized finishes with
a hint of silvering at the muzzle and a few scattered very light handling
marks and the bolt, lifter and trigger are bright. The satin-finished
checkered European walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent
plus with a couple compressed points in the checkering on the forend.
The barrel is sighted with a red fiber optic bead at the muzzle and silver
bead mid-rib, one Benelli Standard cylinder choke tube is included and
the action of this lightweight and high-quality shotgun appears to
function well mechanically. (23A10636-16) {MODERN} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900
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562 U.S. Model 1861 Percussion Rifle-Musket by Springfield Armory
.58 cal., 40” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This rifle-musket has
been customized for target shooting with the muzzle and crown
polished, a tall blade sight brazed behind the original front sight and the
original rear sight leaves removed and a custom peep rear sight marked
“50” attached to the rear sight base. The metal surfaces have aged to a
gray-brown patina with overall softened pinprick-light pitting and
speckles of old light oxidation. The metal markings are softened but
mostly legible with the remnant of the “V / P” still visible on the left
quarter-flat of the breech; the lockplate is dated 1862 behind the
hammer and the remnant of the Federal Eagle is ahead of the hammer
and “US / SPRINGFIELD” is clear. The American black walnut stock
rates about very good plus as lightly cleaned with touch of added finish,
a tiny chip in the right edge of the comb, “WD” is carved in the right side
of the buttstock and the typical overall dings and light handling marks.
There are no visible cartouches on the stock, the nipple and bolster
clean-out screw are later replacements, a correct ramrod is included and
the action is strong and crisp. (23A10648-60) {ANTIQUE} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

563 Custom Remington Model 760 Gamemaster Slide Action Rifle
serial #433655, 280 Rem, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 95-97% original blue with some light muzzle
and operational silvering, some slight thinning to blue-gray on the
bottom of the included factory magazine, and some faint tiny speckles of
light oxidation on the top of the barrel. The custom Bishop checkered
high-grade walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock with left side rollover
cheekpiece and maple gripcap spacer rates very good plus with light
finish wear on the high edges and a few light handling marks while the
forend rates very good with a few short thin cracks in the front right edge
and some scattered spots of finish loss and light handling marks. There
is an added silver-plated foliate gripcap engraved with the initials “GS”,
the sights are intact, a Weaver 62 base is mounted to the receiver and
the action appears to function well mechanically. (23A10726-8) {C&R}
(600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

564 Kimber of Oregon Model 82 Government Bolt Action Target Rifle
serial #GM013604, 22 LR, 25” heavy target barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this “US” marked rifle retain about 99% plus
original blue and the bolt is bright. The smooth American hardwood
pistolgrip target stock rates excellent with an unobtrusive 6” fine scratch
on the right side of the buttstock. The original globe front and diopter
rear sight are intact, there are target blocks mounted to the barrel, a full
length accessory rail on the underside of the forend with adjustable sling
swivel installed and there are three stock spacers as well as extra
inserts for the front sight included. Also included is the CMP paperwork
and shipping box. The action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10615-14) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

565 Early Ruger No. 1-B Falling Block Rifle
serial #4885, 280 Rem, 26” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this second-year-production rifle retain about 98% original
blue with a touch of high edge silvering on the lever and a few scattered
light handling marks and speckles of light oxidation which are also on
the right side of the breech block. All metal markings are crisp including
the “.280 REM. or 7mm EXP. REM.” caliber designation. The checkered
walnut capped pistolgrip stock rates very good with a 1” crack behind
the upper tang and a shorter hairline crack behind the lower tang and a
few light handling marks while the semi-beavertail forend rates very
good plus with a few light scratches and handling marks. Mounted to the
quarter-rib is a Weaver V9 3-9x38 adjustable objective scope with
crosshair reticle and fine optics retaining about 98% original blue with a
few light handling marks. The action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10724-64) {C&R} (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200

566 U.S. Model 1898/99 Krag Bolt Action Carbine by Springfield Armory
serial #131380, 30-40 Krag, 22” barrel with a bright fine bore showing
some light frosting in the strong rifling. This is a Model 1898 carbine
updated to Model 1899 specifications. The barrel has aged to a dark
gray patina with scattered speckles of light oxidation and a few remnant
streaks of original blue. The barrel band and triggerguard show overall
wear to gray along with much original blue in the protected areas. The
receiver, sideplate and loading gate are a smoky case-hardened patina
with a modest amount of original oil-quenched blackening throughout.
The bolt remains mostly bright with the handle toning to gray and the
extractor retains much original fire blue. The Model 1899 walnut stock
and Model 1902 handguard rate about very good plus as lightly cleaned
with a worn finish, a 1 1/2” crack in the left side of the sight protecting
hump of the handguard and a few scattered light dings and handling
marks primarily on the comb. There is a softened 1900-dated cartouche
on the left side of the action and stronger circled “P” firing proof behind
the triggerguard. The sights are intact including the Model 1901 carbine
rear sight and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10483-251) {ANTIQUE} [Perry White Collection] (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

567 Winchester Model 88 Lever Action Rifle
serial #1579, 308 Win, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this attractive rifle retain about 99% original blue with a
scattered very light handling mark or two and the bolt is bright with some
very fine speckles of light oxidation staining. The checkered walnut
capped pistolgrip stock rates near excellent as professionally refinished
with the checkering very nicely chassed and a few scattered light
handling marks. The original sights are intact, one “concave arrow”
factory magazine showing some light high edge wear is included and
the action of this first-year-production rifle appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10528-6) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

568 Browning Auto-5 Light Twelve Buck Special Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #4G41692, 12 ga., 24” rifle-sighted barrel choked improved
cylinder with a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
FN-produced 1964-vintage shotgun retain about 99% original blue with
perhaps a light handling mark or two, the bolt is bright and the trigger
retains all its original gold color. The frame is decorated with standard
Grade I zigzag bordering, wedges of loose foliate scroll engraving and is
marked “Light Twelve” in a script font. The beautiful checkered French
walnut pistolgrip stock and finger groove forend rate near excellent with
a coat of added finish over a few light scratches and handling marks; the
finish is in the checkering which is otherwise sharp. The rifle-style sights
are intact and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10593-118) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

569 Heckler & Koch USP 45 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #25-013803, 45 ACP, 4 3/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this Variant 1 pistol retain about 95% original
matte black Hostile Environment finish with loss due to silvering on the
top of the chamber of the barrel. The textured black polymer grip frame
rates excellent. The pistol features polygonal rifling, white three-dot
sights, ambidextrous triggerguard-mounted magazine releases,
accessory rail on the dust cover, and includes two factory 10-round
magazines, factory plastic case, manual and paperwork. The action of
this excellent condition pistol appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10718-27) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

570 Excellent Browning BDA 380 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #425PX02813, 380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a pristine bore. The
metal surfaces of this gorgeous 1983 dated-coded pistol retain about
99% plus original blue and black anodized finishes while the smooth
walnut grip panels with gold “B” medallions rate excellent with a faint
and unobtrusive handling mark on the left panel. The pistol features
ambidextrous slide-mounted safety/decocking levers, one factory
13-round magazine is included and the action appears to function well
mechanically. This lovely Beretta-produced pistol appears to have seen
little if any use. (23A10736-19) {MODERN} (550/750)
Est. 550 - 750
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571 Beretta Model 92 FS Vertec Inox Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #BER396179, 9mm, 4 5/8” stainless steel barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The stainless steel barrel and slide rate excellent while
the Inox grip frame retains 99% plus original matte silver anodized finish.
The textured black polymer grip panels rate excellent. The pistol
features dovetailed white three-dot sights, an accessory rail on the dust
cover, ambidextrous slide-mounted safety/decocking levers, beveled
magazine well and a more vertical grip angle with thinner grips still
capable of accepting the included unmarked stainless steel 15-round
magazine. Included is a Beretta plastic hard case, outer box labeled to
the gun missing one of its inner flaps, manual, and the action of this
excellent condition pistol appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10734-8) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

572 Sig Sauer P229 Enhanced Elite Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #AHU18288, 9mm, 3 7/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 97% original black Nitron finish with loss due
to silvering on the top of the breech areas of the barrel. The aftermarket
textured green and black G10 one-piece grip rates excellent and
provides both a great feel and look. The pistol features Siglite night
sights which still faintly glow, Picatinny rail on the dustcover, the original
E2 grip in excellent condition is included along with one factory 15-round
magazine, the original plastic hard case, manual, paperwork, cable lock
with keys and grip tool. The action appears to function well
mechanically. Please see the additional P229 magazines, and
accessories available in the timed auction. (23A10734-9) {MODERN}
(600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

573 Like-New Weatherby Orion Boxlock Double Ejectorgun
serial #60-03-460002, .410 bore, 26” barrels choked improved cylinder
and full with bright excellent bores. This nimble Spanish-produced
shotgun remains in as-new-in-box condition and features lovely foliate
scroll engraving on the case-hardened frame and top lever along with a
gold-colored mechanical single selective trigger and Weatherby “W” on
the bow of the triggerguard and a checkered Turkish walnut Prince of
Wales-style pistolgrip stock and splinter forend. The stock provides a 14
1/2” length of pull with drops of 1 1/4” and 2”. The ejectors are strong,
the barrels are sighted with a brass bead and the shotgun includes the
original box, manual, and action lock. The action appears to function
well mechanically. (23A10636-18) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

574 Quality Contemporary Springfield Model 1795 Flintlock Musket
.69 cal., 44 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
remain “National Armory bright” with scattered areas of light oxidation
staining and a few small spots of pinprick pitting and the brass front
sight blade is a warm goldenrod patina. The musket is unmarked
beyond the realistic markings on the lockplate consisting of “US /
(Federal Eagle) / SPRINGFIELD” ahead of the cock and the date 1809
to the rear. The fit of the lock and lock parts is excellent with the bridled
frizzen featuring a curled toe, the iron pan is detachable, the cock is flat
faced with rounded edges and the lockplate features a pronounced teat
at the rear. The smooth walnut stock rates excellent with a light handling
mark or two. The sling swivels, bayonet stud and trumpet-head ramrod
with threaded end is intact and the action is very robust and crisp. An
excellent contemporary Model 1795 musket which will be perfect for
reenacting. (23A10570-37) {ANTIQUE} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

575 Contemporary U.S. Model 1817 Artillery-Model Flintlock Musket
.69 cal., 36 1/2” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing a few
scattered spots of light oxidation. This unmarked contemporary musket
closely resembles U.S. Model 1817 Artillery muskets as produced at
both Federal armories. The lock is bright with overall speckles of light
oxidation and the other metal surfaces retain nearly all their maker
copper-washed brown finish with scattered spots and areas of light
tarnish and verdigris. The fit of the lock to the barrel is excellent and the
action is strong and crisp and features a bridled frizzen with curled toe,
detachable faceted iron pan and a lockplate with pronounced teat at the
rear. The walnut buttstock rates about excellent with a few scattered
light handling marks. The musket features a standing blade rear sight
and blade front sight, a sling swivel stud on the middle band, while the
recess for the stud ahead of the triggerguard is plugged, and a matching
trumpet-head ramrod is included. (23A10570-27) {ANTIQUE} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

576 Stevens Ideal No. 45 Range Model Falling Block Rifle
serial #3501, 32-40, 31 1/2” part octagon part round No. 2 profile barrel
with a bright very good bore showing some scattered light pitting in the
otherwise strong rifling. The barrel, hammer, breechblock and trigger
retain about 99% professionally-restored blue with some scattered
softened pinprick pitting beneath the finish while the frame and lever and
Swiss-style buttplate retain about 97-98% of what appears to be original
cyanide case-hardened colors which are muting to a pewter patina on
the rear of the lower tang and rear of the lever. The metal markings are
slightly softened but all are legible and the smooth walnut straight grip
stock and forend with schnabel tip rate near excellent as lightly cleaned
leaving the wood a little shy of the metal components along with a light
coat of added finish and a few scattered light handling marks. The barrel
has been target-crowned and is sighted with a Lyman blade front,
Marbles folding leaf rear and a Lyman tang sight with folding aperture.
The action appears to function well mechanically. (23A10648-10) {C&R}
(700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

577 Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Carbine
serial #1708099, 32 Special, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1950-vintage carbine retain about 95-97% original
blue which is lightly thinning on the edges of the underside of the
receiver and in the lever to blue-gray patina along with some scattered
light handing marks and speckles of light oxidation. All metal markings
are crisp. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock and forend rate
about very good plus with a couple very short cracks at the heel
threatening to chip, a couple tiny and shallow chips on the forend and
some scattered light handling marks. A small emblem of a deer’s head
with the word “DEER” is pinned on the right side of the comb and sling
swivel studs have been added to the toe line and barrel band. The rear
sight has been filled with a slot blank, the front sight including hood is
intact and a Redfield sight with aperture is mounted to the receiver. The
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A10574-37) {C&R}
(600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

578 Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Carbine
serial #1963451, 30-30, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1953-production carbine retain about 97% original
blue with a touch of light thinning to blue gray patina on the underside of
the receiver along with a few scattered small spots of pinprick pitting
toning to gray and some speckles of light oxidation. All metal markings
are crisp. The smooth walnut straight grip stock with shotgun buttplate
and forend rate very good plus with perhaps a touch of added finish and
some overall light handling marks. The original sights are intact except
for the front sight hood and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10726-20) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

579 Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Carbine
serial #2237058, 30-30, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1957-production carbine retain about 95% original
blue with some light thinning to mild blue-gray patina on the high edges
of the receiver and buttplate and inside of the lever, along with some
overall scattered speckles of light oxidation and some light handling
marks. All metal markings are correct and crisp. The smooth walnut
buttstock with shotgun buttplate and forend rate very good with a couple
areas of darker contaminant staining on the right side of the buttstock, a
handful of tiny impact marks on the left side of the wrist and some other
light handling marks from the field. The front sight hood is missing and
the sights are otherwise intact and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10726-21) {C&R} (650/850)
Est. 650 - 850

580 Harrington & Richardson Springfield Model 1873 Trapdoor Cavalry
Carbine
serial #SA3339, 45-70 Govt., 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original blue with a couple light
handling marks and a tiny spot of loss on the barrel and a couple spots
of light operational wear on the breechblock by the firing pin. The
buttplate retains about 98% original case-hardened finish with a tiny
spot of silvering on the heel and some fine speckles of light oxidation.
The smooth hardwood stock rates excellent plus. The lockplate features
a realistic Federal Eagle along with “U.S. / SPRINGFIELD” while the
breechblock is marked “U.S. / MODEL / 1873” with a gold-filled “Cavalry
Model” in script on the left side. The sling bar and ring is intact on the
left side of the action, there is a faux circled “P” firing proof behind the
triggerguard, the rear sight has been replaced with a folding leaf while
the original front is intact and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10483-296) {C&R} [Perry White Collection] (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
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581 Italian Reproduction Springfield Model 1855 Percussion Rifle-Musket
serial #F0201, .58 cal., 40” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this handsome contemporary rifle-musket are mostly bright
showing overall speckles of light oxidation staining, fine cleaning
striations around the rear sight and a few scattered light handling marks.
There is faint evidence ahead of the breech flats of a previous rear sight
seat having been professionally-filled and dressed; it is very unobtrusive.
The brass forend cap is a warm goldenrod patina. The breech features
realistic markings including 1857 along with a faux “V / P / (eagle head)”
proof while the lockplate is also dated 1857 with a Federal Eagle on the
primer lid and “U.S. / SPRINGFIELD” ahead of that. The European
walnut stock rates excellent with just a few light handling marks and is
rather striking with its dark straight grain figure. The rear sight is a
long-range type replacement, the front sight and cupped tulip-head
ramrod with threaded end are intact and the action is crisp. Included is a
pine wood hard case with handle and brass corner reinforcements and
locking hasps which fits the rifle-musket very well. (23A10725-2)
{ANTQUE} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

582 Remington Model 1100 Classic Trap Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #R243125V, 12 ga., 30” Target Contour ventilated rib Rem-Choke
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99%
original blue and black enamel finishes with a couple tiny scratches on
the right side of the receiver while the bolt is bright and the trigger
retains all its original gold coloring. The checkered walnut forend rates
excellent while the Monte Carlo capped pistolgrip stock rates very good
plus with a bit of light wear on the toe of the gripcap and high edges of
the comb. The left side of the receiver features a gold-filled eagle
flanked by loose foliate scroll engraving and “REMINGTON MODEL
1100” while the bears “CLASSIC TRAP” above the triggerguard along
with more lose scroll. The barrel is sighted with a white bead at the
muzzle and a silver bead mid-rib and the action appears to function well
mechanically. Included is the manual, choke wrench, and the following
seven Rem-Choke tubes: (3) Singles, (2) Mid-Handicap, (2) Long
Handicap. (23A10637-9) {MODERN} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

583 As-New Henry Repeating Arms Axe .410 Lever Action Firearm
serial #AHFTL01030, .410 bore, 15 1/8” plain Invector-choke barrel with
a pristine bore. This compact firearm remains in as-new-in-box condition
with the only apology a small dent in the left side of the handsome
smooth American walnut forend. The firearm features a 5-round capacity
with both a tube and side-gate feeding system, the Henry logo is
laser-engraved on the bottom of the “axe handle” grip, the barrel is
sighted with a brass bead and the action appears to function well
mechanically. Included is the original box, choke wrench, manual, and a
pair of quick detach sling swivels. (23A10737-39) {MODERN} (650/850)
Est. 650 - 850

584 Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Carbine
serial #4002391, 30-30, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1974-vintage carbine retain about 97% original
blue with some fine brown speckling on the left and right sides of the
receiver, a small spot of loss toning to gray on the left side of the barrel
band and a few scattered speckles of light oxidation. All metal markings
are crisp. The smooth walnut stock and forend rate very good plus to
perhaps excellent with a few very light handling marks. The original
sights are intact and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10736-3) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

585 DPMS A-15 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #FH163692, 5.56 NATO, 16” 1:9 twist barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original phosphate and black
anodized finishes with speckled oxidation staining on the underside of
the barrel and some scattered light handling marks, particularly on the
high edges of the quad picatinny rail forend. The FDE polymer Magpul
MOE pistolgrip, adjustable stock, and vertical foregrip are in excellent
condition. The rifle is optics-ready featuring picatinny rail along the top of
the upper receiver and low-profile gas block; no sights are included.
Rifle also features the standard dust cover, brass deflector, and forward
assist, and appears to function well mechanically. No magazine is
included. A solid rifle that should perform well at the range.
(14A10634-94) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

586 Winchester Model 100 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #9580, 308 Win, 22” barrel with a bright near excellent bore with
some discoloration at the muzzle, possibly jacket fouling. The metal
surfaces retain about 96-97% original blue with light muzzle wear,
scattered freckling, a spot of finish loss on the rear of the receiver due to
cleaned oxidation, and the charging handle was broken and lightly
repaired and reshaped showing exposed gun metal. The checkered
pistolgrip walnut stock is in very good condition with a light rub mark
behind the triggerguard, light to perhaps more moderate wear to the
added finish below the charging handle and on the left side of the stock,
scattered flaking of the finish, and scattered minor dings and light
handling marks. The factory markings remain crisp. The rifle retains the
hooded ramped bead front sight and folding u-notch rear sight, and is
sighted with a Lyman All-Weather scope. Scope is in very good
condition with light oxidation staining and handling marks, the glass is
largely clear but could benefit from a light cleaning, and the scope
features a post and crosshair reticle. The rifle appears to function well
mechanically, and no magazine is included. A classic American
autoloading rifle, manufactured in the first year of production.
(14A10615-19) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

587 Meriden Firearms Co Sidelock Double Shotgun
serial #71297, 16 ga, 28” damascus barrels choked full in both, with
bright very good bores with some scattered light pitting, a ding about
midway in the left bore, and a very light ding about 1 3/4” from the right
muzzle. The barrels retain a wonderful damascus pattern, faded very
light in spots, with some scattered spots of old oxidation and light pitting.
The frame retains wonderful vibrant casehardened color toning to a
silvery casehardened patina on the belly and rear of the right sideplate,
scattered small spots of oxidation, and some remnants of wood finish at
the edges. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and splinter-style
forend are in very good plus condition as lightly refinished with a few
scattered light dings and handling marks and some softening of the
checkering, the pistolgrip featuring a hard rubber gripcap and the forend
a subtle schnabel-style tip. The frame and sideplates are decorated with
splashes of foliate scroll engraving, small game birds in flight at the rear
of both sideplates, the matted rib is maker marked by Meriden Firearms,
the water table is properly marked “D28” for the barrel type and length,
and the barrels and forend are numbered to the shotgun. A bare sliver of
light is visible between the breech and standing breech with the shotgun
otherwise locking up tight, the lever coming to rest right of center, and
features double triggers, an automatic safety, extractors, and is sighted
with a lone brass bead. A fine example of these early 20th century
double guns, made for the Sears & Roebuck Company. (14A10615-11)
{C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

588 Parker Trojan Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #205318, 20 ga on a No. 0 frame, 26” Trojan steel barrels choked
modified in both with a bright very good right bore with scattered spots
of light pitting and a small ding about 3” from the muzzle, and a good left
bore with a more moderate ding about 6 1/2” from the muzzle. The
barrels retain about 50% original blue with more moderate wear along
the barrels, the blue remaining strongest in the protected areas along
the rib, scattered oxidation staining, and some light handling marks. The
frame and triggerguard have worn to a gunmetal gray patina with spots
of light oxidation staining, strong remnants of casehardened color in the
protected areas around the triggers and top lever, and strong remnants
of original blue on the interior of the triggerguard bow. The checkered
pistolgrip walnut stock and splinter-style forend are in very good plus
condition as lightly cleaned with the upper tang lightly proud of the wrist,
a few light handling marks, and the hard rubber buttplate shows a small
chip and crack in the toe; the Parker Bros gripcap is slightly loose, the
screw for which appears to be a later replacement. The sides of the
frame are marked “PARKER BROS”, the concave matted rib is crisply
marked with the Parker Bros barrel address, and the barrels and forend
are numbered to the shotgun. The shotgun locks up tight with the lever
coming to rest at center and features double triggers, an automatic
safety, extractors, 2 3/8” chambers, an about 13 7/8” length of pull with
drops of 1 3/4” and 2 3/4”, and is sighted with dual ivory beads. A solid
small bore Trojan. (14A10615-15) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
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589 German K98K Bolt Action Rifle by J.P. Sauer & Sohn
serial #3436g, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a bright very good to very
good plus bore with scattered very light pitting in the grooves but strong
rifling throughout. The metal surface of this “ce / 41” coded rifle retain
about 95-97% arsenal-quality reapplied blue with the receiver toning to
brown, previous light pitting beneath the finish primarily on the barrel
and bands, and scattered light dings and handling marks; the extractor
and bolt stop are toned to plum, and part of the safety tab shows a
still-bright grind mark at the base. The pistolgrip laminate hardwood
stock is in very good plus condition with the scattered light dings and
handling marks one expects from a military rifle, strong remnants of a
previous finish on the butt and in the sling cut, and some light finish
flaking and loss on the handguard and near the bands; the flat steel
buttplate is slightly proud in spots. The illegible remnants of a waffenamt
proof is present on the inside of the pistolgrip along with a very faint
“4900 / C” on the toeline, a very faint “H” Heer and Eagle proof on the
right side of the butt, and the left side of the butt has been crisply
stamp-numbered to the rifle. The receiver and barrel show the expected
correct firing proofs and waffenamts as well as a small Soviet-capture
“X” on the receiver ring, and the remaining parts are originally numbered
to different rifles with the bolt assembly, bottom metal, and rear sight leaf
electro-pencil renumbered to the rifle; the barrel is import marked by I.O.
Inc.. The rifle retains the standard open sights, the follower has been
modified to remove the hold-open, the lock screws in the guard are
absent, and the rifle appears to function well mechanically. A captured
K98k that should perform well at the range. (14A10551-78) {C&R}
(600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

590 German K98K Bolt Action Rifle by J.P. Sauer & Sohn
serial #6280b/74044, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a very good lightly
pitted bore with strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces retain
about 98-99% arsenal quality reapplied blue finish with a few scattered
light handling marks and scattered previous light pitting beneath the
finish; the bolt assembly and buttplate are polished bright and show
some scattered pinprick to light pitting and a few spots of light oxidation
staining. The pistolgrip laminate hardwood stock is in near excellent
condition as lightly cleaned with a few light streaks to the oil finish, some
light stains on the butt, a few minor handling marks, and the flat steel
buttplate is proud of the stock. The barrel and receiver show the correct
firing proofs and waffenamts, the receiver ring shows what appears to
be a Soviet-capture mark, the bolt assembly and bottom metal are
renumbered to the rifle, and the remaining parts are either unmarked or
numbered to a different rifle; the barrel is import marked. The rifle retains
the standard open sights and appears to function well mechanically. An
attractive refurbished K98k. (14A10551-77) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

591 Remington Model 32 Skeet Over Under Shotgun
serial #5399, 12 ga, 30” Simmons ventilated rib barrels choked improved
modified and full with bright very good plus bores with a few spots of
light pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% professionally
reapplied blue finish with light operational wear beneath the safety, at
the tip of the safety, and edges of the breech, areas toning very lightly
gray on the barrels when viewed under direct light, and a few hints of
previous pinprick pitting beneath the finish; the breech shows attractive
engine turning. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in
near excellent condition with a minor handling mark or two, a flattened
point or two in otherwise robust checkering, and both stock and forend
show attractive grain figure. The stock features a lightly engraved alloy
gripcap showing open flowing foliate scroll and the name “MIKE
WOODSON”, and both stock and forend are internally numbered to the
shotgun. The frame shows the expected factory engraved hunting dogs
left and right, the belly marked “MODEL 32 / (serial number) / SKEET”
below the Remington trademark, and the barrels are numbered to a
different gun; the metal markings all show slight softening. The shotgun
locks up tight with the lever coming to rest at center and the shotgun
features a single selective trigger, automatic safety, ejectors, and is
sighted with a white bead front and small steel bead mid rib. A nicely
customized Model 32 Skeet that should perform well at the range.
(14A10453-11) {C&R} [Sherwood "Skip" Chapman Collection] (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

592 Remington Model 1911 R1S Semi Auto Pistol
serial #RH94714A, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
satin finished stainless steel surfaces are in excellent condition and the
diamond checkered hardwood grip panels are in near excellent
condition with only a very light scratch at the bottom of the left panel,
appearing to barely have breached the finish. The pistol features 3-dot
sights, a flat mainspring housing, short trigger, thumb and grip safeties,
and a lightly beveled magazine well. Included are two stainless 7-round
magazines, factory hardcase end labeled and numbered to the gun,
bushing wrench, manual, and lock. An as-new Remington 1911 R1S.
(14A10690-2) {MODERN} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

593 L.C. Smith Grade 3 Sidelock Double Shotgun
serial #320710, 12 ga, 30” nitro-steel barrels choked improved modified
and full, with some light pitting at the muzzle of the left bore in otherwise
bright excellent bores. The barrels are a mix of gray-blue and a pewter
patina with the majority of the blue remaining in the protected areas on
and alongside the rib. There are areas of mottled oxidation-stained
brown patinas with scattered light handling marks and gray freckling
from previous oxidation. The frame has a case-hardened patina toned
lightly to straw with some light silvering on high edges, the grasping area
showing some light cleaning to bright on the belly, some scattered
pinprick pitting and light handling marks, and some attractive iridescent
color visible in ambient light; the long-tang triggerguard retains about
50% with light wear and oxidation staining. The checkered straight grip
walnut stock and splinter-style forend are in very good condition with two
lightly repaired cracks behind the upper tang and one to the right of the
triggerguard tang, and scattered light handling marks. The forend
features an ebony forend tip insert, the checkering on the wrist appears
refreshed, and the 1 1/4” solid recoil pad is not yet fit to the stock leaving
it proud at all sides, and gives an about 14 5/8” length of pull with drops
of about 1 3/4” and 2 1/2”. The frame and associated parts are
decorated with splashes of the factory Grade 3 foliate scroll and line
engraving, the left sideplate showing an oval game scene with two quail,
the right a pair of ducks, the forend and barrels are numbered to the
shotgun, and the rib is crisply stamped with the Hunter Arms Co.
address. The shotgun locks up tight with the barrels on-face, the lever
coming to rest right of center, and features double triggers, a
nonautomatic safety, extractors, is sighted with a lone ivory bead, and
appears to function well mechanically. A somewhat salty shotgun that
may still perform well today. (14A10453-38) {C&R} [Sherwood "Skip"
Chapman Collection] (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

594 SKB Model 600 Over Under Shotgun
serial #S6615248, 28 ga, 28” ventilated rib barrels choke marked for
modified and full, but gauging modified and improved cylinder, with
bright excellent bores. The barrels retain about 92-95% original blue with
light wear at the sides of the breech toning to pewter and on the left side
of the barrels showing oxidation staining, silvering at the muzzles, and
some scattered light handling marks. The silver finished frame shows a
nicely tarnished patina with protected areas remaining bright, some light
wear on high edges and contact points, and shows full coverage of
factory foliate scroll engraving. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock
and forend are in very good to very good plus condition with some light
abrasions on the comb, a small rudimentary filler-repair on the left side
of the buttstock, and scattered minor dings and light handling marks; the
stock is fit with a White Line ventilated recoil pad giving an about 14 1/2”
length of pull. The shotgun locks up tight with the lever coming to rest at
center and features a single selective trigger, nonautomatic safety,
ejectors, and is sighted with a fiber optic front bead and small steel bead
midrib. The shotgun appears to function well mechanically. A solid small
bore over under shotgun that should perform well at the range or in the
woods. (14A10636-66) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

595 Plainfield Machine Commercial “Paratrooper” M1 Carbine
serial #53180, 30 Carbine, 18” barrel with a bright very good plus bore
with some light oxidation in the grooves but strong rifling throughout.
The metals surfaces retain about 97% original blue with light wear on
high edges and contact points, some light muzzle wear, and a few light
handling marks. The walnut “paratrooper” pistolgrip stock is in very good
plus to near excellent condition with a easily missed professional-quality
small filler repair on the right side of the forend, above the vertical
foregrip, a tight crack forming at the corner of the wire stock recess on
the right side, and a few light handling marks scattered about; the
ventilated steel handguard and wire-frame collapsible stock are in near
excellent condition with a few light operational marks and small spots of
oxidation staining. The carbine is sighted with the standard winged
blade front sight and an adjustable-style commercial production rear
sight, features a rotary safety and round bolt, and appears to function
well mechanically. Included are two 15-round magazines marked “KSG”
and “K.I.”. A fine example of these commercial M1 carbines.
(14A10663-5) {MODERN} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900
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596 Swedish CG-63 Bolt Action Target Rifle by Carl Gustaf
serial #18927, 6.5x55, 29” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 96% arsenal blue finish with some light wear on
the high edges and contact points, a spot of light discoloration about mid
barrel, and scattered light handling marks; the bolt assembly remains
bright with spots of minor oxidation staining and pinprick pitting. The
pistolgrip walnut target stock and handguard are in very good condition
with remnants of a finish on the end of the forend and on the pistolgrip,
and scattered light handling marks consistent with a well-used rifle. The
bolt and shroud are numbered to the rifle with the remaining numbered
parts numbered to different rifles, the receiver ring retains the original
crisp markings and is dated 1903, the left side of the receiver is stamped
with a crowned “C / 65”, and the barrel is import marked by SARCO; the
forward triggerguard screw shows light slot wear. The rifle is sighted with
a Soderin receiver-mounted aperture rear sight, the screw in aperture is
absent, and a globe-style target front sight with post insert. The rifle
appears to function well mechanically. A solid example of these
target-converted former military rifles. (14A10661-12) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

597 Beretta Silver Hawk Featherweight Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #C42636, 20 ga, 26” barrels choke marked modified and improved
modified but gauging cylinder and improved modified, with bright
excellent bores. The barrels and small parts retain about 95% original
blue with light to perhaps more moderate thinning at the breech,
traveling forward and tapering off after about 8”, light wear on high
edges and contact points, some slight silvering at the muzzles, and a
few light handling marks. The satin chrome finished frame is in excellent
condition showing lovely foliate scroll engraving and floral motifs, the
belly of the frame engraved with a hawk in flight above “SILVER HAWK”.
The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and beavertail-style forend are in
very good condition with a 1/4” tight crack on the left stock flat, a 1/2”
crack on the left side of the forend nose, a small ding on the left side of
the butt, and light to more moderate finish wear on the forend, wrist, and
high edges. The factory barrel markings remain clear and easily legible,
the matted rib stamped with the Beretta name and logo, and the barrels
and forend are numbered to the shotgun. The shotgun locks up tight
with the lever coming to rest at center and features double triggers, an
automatic safety, extractors, an about 14” length of pull with drops of
about 1 9/16” and 2 1/4”, is sighted with a long steel bead, and appears
to function well mechanically. An attractive Italian 20 ga showing signs
of fond use. (14A10636-60) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

598 CZ Woodcock Over Under Shotgun
serial #04S0769, 410 Bore, 28” ventilated rib barrels choked improved
cylinder and modified, with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain
about 97-98% original blue with some scattered light thinning along the
barrels and a few minor handling marks, and the casehardened frame
shows flaking and muting to a light brown patina with generous
remnants of color in the protected areas; the sides of the breech are
nicely engine turned. The frame and breech of the barrels are nicely
decorated with splashes of foliate and floral engraving, the top lever
engraved with a double headed eagle, and the belly of the frame reads
“Woodcock” in flowing script. The round-knob checkered pistolgrip
walnut stock and forend are in near excellent condition showing only a
few minor handling marks and a small abrasion to the right edge of the
rubberized buttpad. The shotgun locks up tight with the lever coming to
rest just right of center and features a single selective trigger,
nonautomatic safety, extractors, is sighted with dual brass beads, and
appears to function well mechanically. Included is the factory box, end
labeled and numbered to the gun. A fine Turkish-made small bore over
under shotgun. (14A10584-16) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

599 Ithaca SKB Model 700 Skeet Over Under Shotgun
serial #CM716087, 12 ga, 26” ventilated rib screw-choked barrels with
bright excellent bores with only a small patch of either very light
oxidation or stubborn wad residue about mid bore in the lower barrel.
The barrels retain about 98-99% original blue with a few very minor and
easily missed handling marks. The silver plated frame, triggerguard, and
lever are in very good plus condition showing light attractive silver
tarnish on the sides and belly, the raised areas of the foliate scroll
engraving remaining bright, some light residue at the edges of the frame
and near the safety, that would be remedied with a more detailed
cleaning, and the triggerguard and protected area around the trigger
fully bright with only a few specks of tarnish; the trigger retains all its
gold finish. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in very
good plus condition with an easily missed 1/4” hairline crack at the rear
of the upper tang and a handful of very light handling marks scattered
about, the stock showing some attractive grain figure and featuring an
engraved alloy gripcap with stylized “B” and an unengraved square
monogram plate on the toeline. The barrels show wedges of the same
foliate scroll engraving at the breech, the sides of the breech are nicely
engine turned, the right side of the barrels are choke marked “SK”
beneath the forend, and the barrels and forend are numbered to the
shotgun. The shotgun locks up tight with the lever coming to rest at
center and features a single selective trigger, nonautomatic safety,
ejectors, is sighted with a white bead front and small steel bead midrib,
and appears to function well mechanically. The barrels have been
modified to accept screw in chokes, and included are two Briley S-26
thin wall flush-fit choke tubes marked skeet. An attractive Ithaca over
under that should perform well at the range. (14A10726-15) {MODERN} 
(700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

600 U.S. Model 1903 Bolt Action Rifle by Springfield Armory
Serial #298791, 30-06, serial #298791, 30-06, 24” 10-06 dated
Springfield Armory barrel with a good lightly oxidized bore with evident
rifling throughout. The receiver and bolt shroud retain about 75-80%
original smoky oil quenched case hardening with light wear on high
edges and contact points, light oxidation staining, and scattered spots of
flaking of the case hardened finish. The bottom metal has toned largely
to a light gray-brown patina with some light wear on high edges and
strong remnants of original blue in the protected areas of the
triggerguard, and the barrel and rear sight base retain about 70%
original thinning rust blue with light wear and oxidation staining; the rear
sight base shows some light abrasions beneath the windage knob. The
bolt body retains about 80% original blue with light operational wear and
oxidation staining, the cocking piece toned to a gray patina, and the
remaining metal surfaces show light to perhaps moderate wear and light
oxidation staining. The straight walnut stock is in very good condition as
lightly cleaned with a 2” crack on the left side at the lower barrel band,
two tight cracks at the rear of the receiver, a 3 1/4” non-flexing crack in
the nose of the handguard, and the rear of the receiver is proud of the
stock. Both stock and handguard appear to original to the rifle, and a
faint circled “P” proof is just visible behind the triggerguard. The receiver
and barrel markings are clear and easily legible. The rifle retains the
standard blade front sight and Model 1905 rear sight, the adjustments
for which appear to work; the rifle appears to function well mechanically.
As with all low numbered M1903 rifles this rifle is sold as a collectable
only and no thought should be given to its loading or firing. An early
example of the Model 1903, appearing to remain in original
configuration. (14A10715-1) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900
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601 Ithaca Grade 4 Knick Model Single Barrel Trap Shotgun
serial #400212T, 12 ga, 32” ventilated rib barrel choked full, with a very
good bore with scattered frosting and light pitting and a hint of a ring
about 10” from the muzzle on the right side. The barrel retains about
97% reapplied blue finish with some light wear on high edges and
contact points, a few light handling marks, scattered streaking lightly to
brown under direct light, and hints of previous pinprick pitting beneath
the finish. The remaining metal surfaces have worn to a gunmetal gray
patina with fine surface oxidation, strong remnants of blue on the long
tang triggerguard, and hints of casehardened color in protected areas of
the frame. The checkered Monte Carlo-style walnut stock and
beavertail-style forend are in very good condition with a flake forming at
the rear of the upper tang, a hairline crack at the rear of the forend,
softening of the checkering, some easily missed fabric patterning to the
finish on the left side of the buttstock, and a few light handling marks.
The stock shows attractive grain figure and features a flared gripcap with
diamond monogram plate engraved “N / L / A”, and is fit with a White
Line ventilated recoil pad giving an about 14 1/2” length of pull. The
frame is decorated with the early Grade 4 engraving showing loose
open foliate scroll around a trap shooter on the left and American eagle
on the right with some light border designs; the barrel and forend are
numbered to the shotgun. The bottom screws show light slot damage,
one sitting proud of the frame and another a hardware store
replacement, the lever is loose with about 1/4” of lateral movement and
some vertical play, and the ejector does not kick but extracts. The
shotgun locks up with the barrel on-face, is sighted with a white bead
front and steel bead mid rib, and appears to function mechanically.
(14A10576-4) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

602 Ithaca SKB Model 600 Over Under Shotgun
serial #S5615330, 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib barrels choked modified and
full, with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain about 99% original
blue finish, and the silver plated frame rates very good plus with light
silver tarnish and a few minor handling marks; the trigger retains all its
gold finish. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in near
excellent condition with a few light handling marks, the majority along
the toeline, and the oval monogram plate on the toeline remains
unengraved. The frame, triggerguard, and lever are factory engraved
with attractive open flowing foliate scroll, the factory markings are crisp,
and the barrels and forend are numbered to the shotgun. The shotgun
locks up tight with the lever coming to rest just a hair right of center and
features a single selective trigger, nonautomatic safety, robust ejectors,
inertial hammers, and is sighted with a fiber optic front and white bead
mid rib; the shotgun appears to function well mechanically. Included with
the shotgun is a dark green, canvas covered luggage-style case, lined
with green felt, in excellent condition. A solid Japanese-made shotgun
that should perform equally well at the range or in the field.
(14A10726-28) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

603 Savage Arms Corp. Fox Sterlingworth Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #376586, 16 ga, 28” barrels choked modified and full, with bright
excellent bores. The barrels retain about 95% original blue with some
streaking light wear concentrated primarily on the rear half of the barrels,
scattered light handling marks and specks of oxidation staining, and light
silvering at the muzzles. The frame retains about 80% strong
casehardened color with the carry point showing light wear to a
gunmetal gray patina with light oxidation staining, and some light wear
at the tip of the lever, end of the upper tang, and on the edge of the
fences. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and splinter-style forend
are in very good to very good plus condition with a small 3/16” curling
crack on the left side of the triggerguard tang, a tiny divot at the tip of the
comb, a few light handling marks, and scattered flaking of the varnish.
Both sides of the frame are crisply stamped “FOX STERLINGWORTH”
with zigzag line engraving around the borders, the Savage Arms barrel
address remains crisp on the left barrel, and the barrels and forend are
numbered to the shotgun. The shotgun locks up with a bare sliver of
light visible between the breech and standing breech of the right barrel
but is otherwise tight, the lever comes to rest at center, and the shotgun
features an automatic safety, double triggers, extractors, an about 14
1/4” length of pull with drops of 1 5/8” and 2 3/4”, and is sighted with a
lone steel bead; the shotgun appears to function well mechanically. A
solid 16 gauge double that should serve well in the coming bird
seasons. (14A10636-33) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

604 Browning Auto 5 Light Twelve Skeet Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #6G60115, 12 ga, 26” matted plain barrel choked skeet, with a
bright excellent bore showing a few spots of stubborn wad residue. The
metal surfaces of this Belgian-made shotgun retain about 96-97%
original blue finish with light wear on the upper and lower tangs, some
silvering on high edges, and a spot of light wear on the underside of the
barrel; the trigger retains nearly all its gold finish with only slight silvering
on one edge, and the bolt and carrier are bright. The checkered round
knob pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in very good plus to near
excellent condition with some scattered light handling marks, including a
couple light dings on the right side of the forend, and some very light
crackling of the finish on the bottom of the pistolgrip and part of the
toeline; the 14 1/4” length of pull with drops of 1 5/8” and 2 1/2” is
consistent with a factory configured skeet gun. The receiver is decorated
with the expected Browning Grade I pattern foliate scroll and zigzag
border engraving, the left side marked “Light Twelve” in flowing script,
above the Browning trademark; the factory barrel markings remain crisp.
The shotgun is sighted with a lone ramped steel bead and appears to
function well mechanically. A fine 1966-manufactured Auto 5 Skeet.
(14A10636-80) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

605 U.S. Model 1903-A3 Bolt Action Rifle by Remington
serial #4061873, 30-06, 24” 9-43 dated 2-groove Remington Arms barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98%
arsenal parkerized finish with some scattered light handling marks,
including a couple small spots worn to bright on the left side of the
receiver, some light oxidation staining on the lower band, and some
previous light pitting beneath the finish. The straight grip walnut stock is
in very good plus condition as lightly cleaned with a very small shallow
flake on the left side of the butt and a few light handling marks scattered
about, and the handguard is in very good condition with a lightly
repaired crack in the middle of the rear half, an about 2” crack forming in
the middle of the forward half, and a few light handling marks; the blued
steel buttplate shows scattered light oxidation. The stock is lightly
marked with a boxed “FJA” cartouche and Ordnance Wheel, a strong
“OG” rework mark on the butt, and a partial circled “P” proof behind the
triggerguard. The receiver and barrel markings remain crisp, the front
sight blade is “A” stamped, and the front sight base, upper sling swivel,
magazine cutoff, rear sight, bolt, cocking piece, and safety are all “R”
marked. The rifle retains the standard open sights and appears to
function well mechanically. A solid arsenal refurbished 03-A3 for the
beginning collector. (14A10651-6) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

606 U.S. Model 1903-A3 Bolt Action Rifle by Smith-Corona
serial #4871569, 30-06, 24” 12-43 dated 2-groove Remington Arms
barrel with a speck or two of oxidation in an otherwise bright excellent
bore. The barrel, receiver, and bolt assembly retain about 98-99%
excellent quality reapplied parkerized finish, the receiver having an
almost black tone with the remaining parts showing the more typical
gray-green tone, with a few touches of light operational and high edge
wear and spots of previous light pitting beneath the finish. The bottom
metal and barrel bands retain 99% blue finish showing only a few minor
handling marks, and the magazine cutoff is polished bright on the “ON”
side. The walnut “C” stock is in very good plus condition with a
fingernail-sized flake forming at the rear of the receiver, otherwise
showing only few minor handling marks, and the darker toned walnut
handguard shows three light dings scattered along the top; the stock is
entirely unmarked and shows no signs of loss due to cleaning. The
receiver and barrel markings are crisp, the bolt, cocking piece, and front
sight base are “R” marked, the bolt sleeve “B.P.” marked, and the rear
sight base is marked with a stylized “H”; the range markings on the
windage yoke are clear and highlighted in white. The rifle retains the
standard open sights, the windage adjustments functioning without
tactile or auditory clicks, and the rifle appears to function well
mechanically. An attractive military service rifle, likely with a few more
contemporary parts. (14A10637-5) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
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607 Browning Auto 5 Magnum Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #5V64816, 12 ga, 32” ventilated rib barrel choked full, with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Belgian-made shotgun retain
about 98-99% original blue with a few minor handling marks and some
spots toning lightly brown on the barrel, when viewed under direct light;
the bolt and carrier remain bright. The checkered round knob pistolgrip
walnut stock and forend are in very good plus to near excellent condition
with a light abrasion at the toe, a small line of light dings to the finish at
the left rear of the stock, and some scattered crackling of the finish only
visible when caught in the right light; the factory ventilated recoil pad is
intact. The receiver is nicely decorated with Browning Grade I foliate
scroll and zigzag border engraving, the left side of the receiver marked
“Magnum” above the Browning trademark. The shotgun is sighted with a
lone steel bead and appears to function well mechanically. An attractive
Auto 5 Magnum that has seen little use. (14A10636-49) {C&R}
(700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

608 Browning Auto 5 Magnum Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #43653PP151, 12 ga, 30” ventilated rib Invector choked barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Japanese-made
shotgun retain about 98% original blue finish with some light silvering on
some of the high edges, light muzzle wear, and the receiver is toning
very lightly to a plum-brown under direct light; the trigger retains about
75% of its gold finish and the bolt shows light oxidation staining on the
forward half. Curiously, there is a lightly iridescent colored line due to
some unknown contaminant on the right side of the receiver, which does
not affect the function of this fine shotgun. The checkered round knob
pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in very good condition with a
hairline approximately 2” crack traveling from checkering to checkering
beneath the triggerguard tang, a 1 3/8” crack at the rear of the forend,
and some scattered light handling marks, but the factory ventilated recoil
pad remains intact, and the stock shows the beginnings of some
attractive grain figure. The frame is embellished with the standard
Browning Grade I foliate scroll and zigzag border engraving, the left side
marked “Magnum Twelve” in flowing script above the Browning
trademark, and a Browning buckmark is stamped on the triggerguard.
The shotgun is sighted with a lone steel bead and appears to function
well mechanically. Included is one Browning invector choke marked
“MOD”. A solid 1988-manufactured Auto 5 Magnum. (14A10636-9)
{MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

609 Swedish Model 94/14 Bolt Action Carbine by Carl Gustafs
serial #47961, 6.5x55mm Swedish, 18” barrel with a bright very good to
perhaps very good plus bore with scattered light pitting but strong rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1907-dated carbine retain about
75-80% arsenal blue finish with overall thinning and toning lightly
gray-brown in spots, light wear on high edges, and a few spots of light
pitting and light handling marks. The bolt release lever and lower band
spring retain strong fire blue, the fire blue of the buttplate screws toned
to straw, and the bolt assembly remains mostly bright with scattered
gray freckling. The straight grip European hardwood stock and
handguard are very good plus with a small chip on the right side
woodline, scattered light handling marks, and old bruises. The stock is
inlaid with a brass unit marking reading “I19 / No1323”, and is otherwise
unmarked. The receiver markings remain crisp, Crown proofs are visible
on numerous small parts, and all numbered parts are matching to the
carbine. The carbine retains the standard open sights and the addition
of the bayonet lug. Included is a leather sling in very good condition
showing light wear and verdigris. A nice all-matching example of these
Swedish carbines. (14A10665-5) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

610 U.S. Model 1903 Bolt Action Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #310859, 30-06, 24” 10-16 dated Springfield Armory barrel with a
few hints of pinprick pitting in the grooves in an otherwise bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 60% arsenal blue finish
with light to perhaps moderate wear on the high edges and contact
points with areas toning to gray and brown, the floorplate worn to gun
metal, scattered light dings and handling marks, and previous pinprick
pitting beneath the finish on the receiver; the bolt has largely toned to
gray with areas of light operational wear, pinprick pitting, and the bolt
shroud and cocking piece retain strong smoky oil quenched
casehardening. The straight grip walnut stock is in very good plus
condition with the expect scattered small dings and handling marks of a
military rifle of this age, and the stock shows multiple partial inspectors’
cartouches on the left side, the most legible of which appears to read
“DAW”, and two light “P” proofs, one circled and the other not. The
receiver and barrel markings remain clear and legible, and a small “2” is
stamped on the left side of the receiver ring with “83” stamped on the
right. The rifle retains the standard open sight, the windage and
elevation adjustments on the Model 1905 rear sight appearing to adjust
easily, and the rifle appears to function well mechanically. Included with
the rifle is a 1918-dated W.T. & B. Co leather sling in very good
condition with light flaking and cracking of the leather and points of
flexion, and an oiler, brush, and jag. As with all low numbered M1903
rifles, this rifle is sold as a collectable only and no thought should be
given to its loading or firing. A nice arsenal refurbished M1903, made
prior to the First World War. (14A10665-1) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

611 Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Carbine
serial #1614386, 30 W.C.F., 20” round barrel with a full magazine and a
bright very good plus bore with scattered pinprick to perhaps light pitting
but strong rifling throughout. The barrel and bands retain about 98%
original blue with a touch of silvering at the muzzle, the barrel toning
lightly gray, and scattered light handling marks and specks of oxidation
staining. The receiver retains about 80% original blue with light to
perhaps moderate wear to gunmetal toning to gray-brown on the sides,
light pitting, and light wear on the high edges and contact points, and the
lever and hammer show some light wear on the high edges. The smooth
walnut stock and long forend are in very good condition with scattered
light handling marks, a few light dings, a now vacant sling swivel hole at
the toe, and scattered light finish loss at the butt; the checkered steel
buttplate is intact and with light wear at the edges. The barrel address,
Winchester proofs, and serial number remain crisp. The carbine is
sighted with a ramped bead front sight and a sporting-style
semi-buckhorn rear sight, no front sight hood is present, and appears to
function well mechanically. A solid 1949-manufactured carbine that
should still perform well today. (14A10703-10) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

612 German K98K Bolt Action Rifle by Steyr
serial #802a, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a very good bore with
intermittent light oxidation but strong rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces retain about 75% arsenal blue finish with light wear on high
edges and contact points, a brown patina on the bottom metal and
bands with strong remnants of blue, scattered light wear along the
barrel, and light oxidation staining; the bolt shows a mix of bright metal
and brown patina, scattered old oxidation, the extractor toned to plum
brown, and the bolt shroud retains strong blue finish. The laminated
hardwood stock is in very good plus condition with scattered light dings
and handling marks consistent with a military rifle used in the field, and a
lightly added finish. The stock is numbered to the rifle on the toeline, a
softened “(waffenamt) / C” stamped below the serial number, the exact
number of the waffenamt now illegible. The “bnz / 42” coding on the
receiver remains crisp, a correct “WaA623” waffenamt stamped above it,
the rear sight assembly and barrel bands are numbered to the rifle, the
bottom metal is renumbered, and the bolt is numbered to a different rifle.
The rifle retains the standard open sights, the front sight hood intact,
and appears to function well mechanically. A somewhat salty K98k that
should still perform well at the range. (14A10327-43) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900
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613 Winchester Special Order Model 92 Takedown Lever Action Rifle
serial #931946, 25-20 W.C.F., 24” round barrel with half magazine and a
very good lightly pitted bore with strong rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces of this 1924-made rifle retain about 50% blue finish, mottling to
a blue-brown patina under direct light, with light to moderate thinning
along the barrel, the entire left side and part of the right-side receiver
flats showing evidence of a previous cleaning to gun metal now toned to
gray, and some scattered light handling marks. The left side of the
receiver shows the remnants of four neatly refilled holes slightly below
the upper edge. The smooth straight grip walnut stock and forend are in
very good plus condition as lightly cleaned and refinished with a few
minor handling marks and the tangs, steel forend cap, and crescent
steel buttplate proud in spots. The factory markings remain clear and
easily legible. The rifle is sighted with a small German silver blade front
sight and a sporting-style buckhorn rear sight, a few screws on the left
side of the receiver show minor slot wear and sit somewhat off square,
the takedown feature works correctly, and the rifle appears to function
well mechanically. (14A10703-8) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

614 Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Carbine
serial #1324791, 30 W.C.F., 20” round barrel with full magazine and a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this late 1940’s carbine
retain about 92% original blue with light to moderate wear on high edges
and contact points, the lever wearing nicely to pewter, the lower band
worn to gun metal, scattered old oxidation staining and fine old
oxidation, and some light handling marks and scattered pinprick pitting.
The walnut stock and long forend are in very good condition with a 1
1/2” crack on the left side of the forend tip, a shallow chip next to the
added sling swivel stud on the toeline, and some scattered light handling
marks; the grooved steel shotgun-style buttplate shows scattered old
light oxidation. The factory markings remain clear and easily legible, and
a sling swivel stud has been screwed into the magazine tube,
immediately forward of the forend. The carbine is sighted with a ramped
bead front sight, front sight hood intact, and a sporting-style
semi-buckhorn rear sight, and the carbine appears to function well
mechanically. (14A10703-9) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

615 L.C. Smith Field Grade Featherweight Sidelock Double Shotgun
serial #FWS23134, 20 ga, 28” Armor steel barrels choked improved
modified and full, with bright excellent bores. The barrels have toned to
a light brown patina with undertones of gunmetal gray, the raised matted
rib and underrib retaining strong original blue with scattered spots of
oxidation staining, and a few light handling marks scattered about. The
frame retains about 95% casehardened color, the loss due to light wear
at the edges of the fences and scattered light oxidation staining, largely
at the carry point, and the forend iron and triggerguard show moderate
oxidation staining. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and
splinter-style forend are in very good condition with small shallow
chipping at the rear of the upper tang, a few light dings, and scattered
light handling marks and spots of finish flaking, and some fine crazing of
the period added varnish. The factory barrel markings and “L.C. SMITH”
on the lockplates remain crisp, and the barrels and forend are numbered
to the shotgun. The shotgun locks up tight with the lever coming to rest
just right of center and features double triggers, an automatic safety,
extractors, a 14 1/8” length of pull with drops of about 1 3/8” and 2 1/4”,
and is sighted with a lone brass bead; the shotgun appears to function
well mechanically. (14A10574-81) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

616 Swedish Model 1896 Bolt Action Target Rifle by Carl Gustafs
serial #481347, 6.5x55 Swedish, 29” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 97% arsenal reapplied blue finish with
some silvering on the edges of the triggerguard, thinning on the
floorplate, a few spots of light oxidation staining on the lower band, and
light handling marks scattered along the barrel; the follower and bolt
remain bright, and the barrel band springs and bolt release lever retain
strong fire blue. The European hardwood stock is in near excellent
condition with a few scattered light dings and handling marks and
features a frequently seen added pistolgrip, the rear action screw a later
Allen head replacement; the steel buttplate has toned to a pewter
patina. The right side of the butt shows the expected stock disc,
describing a bore condition of “1”, and a unengraved brass plaque
showing light staining. The original Swedish crest and 1920-date remain
crisp, a Finnish boxed “SA” lightly stamped next to it, all numbered parts
are matching to the rifle and show the correct small crown proofs, and
the barrel is import marked by CAI. The rifle retains the original rear
sight but is sighted with a globe-style target front sight and an Elite 101
diopter target rear sight, and appears to function well mechanically.
Included are additional apertures and front sight inserts, as well as a
brief overview of the use of the sight. A fine example of the rifles once
favored by the Swedish FSR. (14A10648-49) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

617 Custom Springfield Armory Model 1903 Bolt Action Target Rifle
serial #934339, 30-06, 24” 3-38 dated Springfield Armory barrel with a
good lightly oxidized bore with strong rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces retain about 85-90% arsenal parkerized finish toned largely to
gray with light wear on high edges and contact points, spots of more
concentrated wear on the rear sight base and upper barrel band,
scattered previous pinprick pitting beneath the finish, light oxidation
staining; the target style front sight and aperture rear sight retain strong
blue finish with some spots of light oxidation staining. The “scant” style
walnut stock is in very good plus condition with a lightly repaired 3/4”
crack at the base of the handguard and some scattered light handling
marks, the glossy finish showing the subtle but attractive grain figure of
the stock. The Model 1905 rear sight remains intact, the elevation
adjustment knob is absent, and the rifle is sighted with an unmarked
globe-style front sight with globe insert, and a Lyman aperture rear sight
with screw in aperture. The rifle appears to function well mechanically. A
solid off-hand target rifle, likely to still perform well at the range.
(14A10567-16) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

618 U.S. Model 1903 Bolt Action Rifle by Remington
serial #3155001, 30-06, 24” 5-42 dated Remington Arms barrel with a
bright very good bore with scattered light pitting but strong rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces retain about 92% arsenal parkerized
finish with light wear on the rear sight base and buttplate, a small
cleaned spot on the right side of the receiver ring, some light oxidation
staining, and scattered light handling marks. The straight grip walnut
stock is in very good plus condition as lightly cleaned with a shallow chip
at the right side of the heel, a tight crack at the rear of the handguard,
and scattered old handling marks. The faint remnants of a boxed “FJA”
cartouche and Ordnance Wheel are present on the left side of the wrist,
two faint “P” proofs are behind the triggerguard, one circled and one not,
and faint inspection marks are visible ahead of the bottom metal. The
receiver and barrel markings remain clear and easily legible, the upper
barrel band and front sight are “R” marked and the bolt and extractor are
“S” marked. The rifle retains the standard open sights, the windage
adjustment of the Model 1905 only showing a small amount of
adjustment but the elevation screw appears to hold correctly. A solid
WWII production Model 1903. (14A10737-18) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

619 Ruger-57 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #641-59683, 5.7x28mm FN, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
This pistol remains as-new-in-the-box and retains superb condition. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% plus black oxide finish and the polymer
frame rates excellent. This pistol has several features including
ambidextrous thumb safeties, integrated trigger safety, equipment rail,
fiber optic front sight, it is drilled and tapped for optics plate, and has a
fully adjustable rear sight. It includes the original factory hard case that
is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of ten-round
factory magazines, cable lock with a pair of keys, manual, and
paperwork. A low recoil soft shooting pistol for several applications.
(8A10551-16) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

620 Colt Woodsman Sport Model Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #88603, .22 LR, 4 1/2” scarce medium tapered barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1934-manufactured pistol
retain about 94-95% original blue finish showing light to moderate edge
wear, a limited number of stray oxidized pinprick pits, and a few handling
marks, a cluster of three very small impact marks are seen on the right
side of frame. The fully checkered walnut factory grips rate about very
good showing light diamond point wear, and handling marks. This gun
features a serrated ramp front sight, windage adjustable rear sight and
functions mechanically. It includes a single unmarked replacement
ten-round magazine. A very good example of the Sport Model.
(8A10574-169) {C&R}   (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900
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621 Colt New Service Revolver with British Markings
serial #346192, .45 Colt, 7 1/2” barrel with a near excellent bore
showing very light areas of oxidation staining, some with pinprick pitting.
The metal surfaces retain about 95% reapplied blue finish showing very
light old pinprick pitting under the finish in addition to light edge wear
with most of the loss to the backstrap and butt which are toning to gray.
The trigger and hammer are nickel plated replacements that rate
excellent as is the ejector rod, ejector rod head, and extractor. The grips
appear to be Jay Scott faux stag grips with wood backers that rate about
very good showing very little wear although there is a 1 1/2” long check
in the left panel. This gun has British proof marks on the sideplate,
cylinder, and barrel, most remain crisp including the original factory
markings. The revolver functions mechanically with good timing and
lockup but it was observed that the extractor star will need professional
attention as it rotates out of position if handled. This is a fine example of
a commercial prewar 1939 Colt New Service. (8A10574-214)
{MODERN}   (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

622 Smith & Wesson No. 1 First Issue Sixth Type Revolver
serial #7083, .22 RF, 3 3/16” octagon barrel with a lightly pitted and
oxidized bore. This Sixth Type features dual patent dates and remains in
fine condition. The metal surfaces of the barrel retain about 50% silver
plate flaking to a mix of gray and brown with scattered light oxidation
and pitting. The cylinder is an even gray patina with brown overtones
and light handling wear commensurate with its age. The brass frame is a
smooth pleasing ochre with scattered handling marks. The smooth
rosewood factory grips are numbered to the gun with light scattered
scratches. The barrel and cylinder are assembly numbered to the frame,
the hinge screw and hammer nose screw show moderate slot damage.
Barrel to frame fit is surprisingly tight with light side-to-side play, the gun
functions mechanically however the timing, lock up, and the sear
engagement will need attention. Overall, a fine representation of a late
First Issue. (8A10574-96) {ANTIQUE}   (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

623 Smith & Wesson Model 1913 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #5314, .35 S&W Auto, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this sixth type pistol retain about 98% original blue
finish showing a few scattered handling marks, and areas of light
thinning found on the muzzle and grip frame. The smooth walnut factory
grips with metal backing feature gold S&W medallions, they rate about
very good showing multiple scattered dents. This pistol features a grip
safety, rocker style safety on the backstrap, functions mechanically, and
has a front to back bottom magazine catch. The pistol includes a single
unmarked seven-round magazine in excellent condition. A lightly used,
well maintained Model 1913. (8A10574-131) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

624 Smith & Wesson Model 686 Double Action Revolver
serial #AAJ1011, .357 Magnum, 6” full lug barrel with an excellent bore.
This Distinguished Combat Magnum revolver remains in excellent
condition. The stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent showing
minor scattered handling marks. The smooth combat trigger and service
hammer retain full hard chrome finish with minor operational wear. The
checkered goncalo alves factory target grips with silver S&W medallions
feature a speed loader cutout and rate very good showing little wear or
handling marks but the finish has started to craze on most of the
surfaces very lightly. The revolver features a factory red insert front
sight, replacement Millett white outline adjustable rear sight, timing and
lock up are excellent, and it functions mechanically. A great gun for
hunting, shooting, or as an upstart collectible. (8A10647-3) {MODERN}  
(700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

625 Browning BDA-380 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #425PT03866, .380 ACP, 3 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1986-manufactured pistol retain about 98%
original blue and anodized finishes showing limited high edge wear, a
couple of spots with some tiny pinprick pitting,, and handling marks. The
smooth walnut factory grips are missing both medallions but rate about
excellent otherwise. The pistol features fixed sights, ambidextrous slide
mounted de-cockers / safeties, and functions mechanically. The pistol
includes a single thirteen-round magazine. It should make a fine
concealed carry or home defense gun. (8A10647-10) {MODERN}
(600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

626 Smith & Wesson Third Model Single Shot Target Pistol
serial #9942, .22 LR, 10” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol has
been returned to the factory to be refurbished in October of 1926 and
has several modifications to it. The metal surfaces retain about 97%
original factory reapplied blue finish, there are scattered light spots of
oxidation, handling marks, and edge wear. The trigger and hammer
have areas of strong case-hardened colors, the rest has toned to gray
with light freckling and operational wear. The diamond checkered
extended walnut factory target grips are numbered to another gun and
rate about good to very good showing light to moderate wear, a chip
missing off the left panel by the frame and a ding on the edge of the left
butt. The barrel is not numbered, the extractor is numbered to another
gun, and the bottom of the breech block is stamped “CLUB”. Barrel to
frame fit is tight, the mechanism is single action only, and the barrel’s rib
has an unusual 1/2” long solder repair about 3” up from the breech. The
solder filled a void in the rib, and it was buffed and polished leaving a
slight amount of sway back over the repair. The sights consist of a
Patridge front and adjustable factory rear. (8A10675-4) {C&R}  
(700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

627 Colt Police Positive Special Revolver with U.S. Custom Markings
serial #432736, .38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This
1934-manufactured revolver remains in excellent condition, the metal
surfaces retaining about 96-97% original blue, the backstrap has started
to tone to brown under strong light blending to pewter at the heel in
addition to scattered high edge wear most notable along the flutes and
at the muzzle, there are scattered light handling marks, and a few small
dings on the cylinder. The fully checkered walnut replacement factory
grips are not numbered and feature silver Rampant Colt medallions,
they rate about very good showing light diamond point compression and
handling marks. The gun maintains a crisp action with correct timing and
lock up. The backstrap is factory roll marked “U.S. CUSTOMS” and the
butt is stamped “No. 267”. A notation on the consignment agreement
indicates this gun was used at the Ogdensburg-Prescott International
Bridge U.S. Border Crossing station located at Ogdensburg, New York,
on the American side. The other appealing aspect of this gun for the
Law Enforcement firearms collector is the original purple hinged factory
box is provided, something not often seen especially on older guns. It is
correctly end labeled and pencil numbered to the gun with the Customs
rack number next to it. The box rates about good with some of the
purple fabric covering peeling off the front of the cover, moderate edge
wear, three of the four corners are split although the fabric hinge
remains intact, plus a few tape repairs. There is a strip of the purple
fabric covering missing in the center of the cover and on the edge from
careless removal of previously applied tape. The end label rates about
very good although there is a piece of yellowing cellophane tape over it.
A simple gun with a lot of history performing an important job protecting
our borders. (8C10675-8) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

628 Pedersoli Howdah Hunter Percussion Double Hammer Pistol
serial #HP2386, .58 cal., 11 1/4” barrels with bright excellent bores. This
hefty “tiger repellent” pistol appears unfired and remains
as-new-in-the-box with wonderful condition. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original blue, the case-hardened colors on the lockwork,
triggerguard, straps, buttcap, and wedge escutcheons remain in
excellent condition. The sideplates, top tang, and hammers have light
scroll engraving, the left lock features a stalking leopard, the right a
running warthog. The one-piece checkered walnut stock rates excellent.
The gun features crisp locks, a single folding rear sight, bead front sight,
double triggers, and attached swiveling ramrod. It includes the factory
box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun. The
Howdahs are substantial pistols generating considerable power and are
sure to draw attention at your next range session. (8A10681-6)
{ANTIQUE}   (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

629 Colt Peacemaker .22 Scout Single Action Revolver
serial #G163559, .22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. This lovely
1976-manufactured G-series revolver has seen little if any use and
remains in grand condition. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue
and anodized finishes with no perceptible turn ring on the cylinder and
the frame has beautiful swirls of case-hardened colors. The smooth
factory rosewood grips with gold Rampant Colt medallions, gold colored
screw and escutcheon rate excellent. There is some light denting along
a portion of the left grips backstrap edge, but close examination
indicates this is a factory defect from when they cut or finished the
panel. This style grip was offered on these guns but are rare, the
synthetic Eagle style most used. The cylinder is marked “.22 L.R.”, the
barrel is marked “PEACEMAKER .22”, and the action is crisp with
excellent timing and lockup. An excellent example of a late production
Peacemaker {MODERN} (8A10704-2) (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
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630 Smith & Wesson Model 34-1 Double Action Revolver
serial #M96489, .22 LR, 4” pinned barrel with an excellent bore. This
handy little 22/32 Kit Gun remains in superb condition with about 99%
original blue finish showing a tiny wear spot at the muzzle and light turn
ring on the recessed cylinder. The semi-target hammer and smooth
combat trigger retain beautiful case-hardened colors with light
operational wear. The smooth goncalo alves finger groove combat grips
with silver S&W medallions rate excellent. Features a Baughman ramp
front sight, black blade micro adjustable rear sight, and a crisp action
with correct timing and lockup. The revolver includes the original factory
box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, cleaning kit,
manual, and paperwork. Kit Guns remain popular with collectors,
especially fine specimens such as this one. (8A10718-39)  {MODERN}  
(700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

631 Smith & Wesson Model 15-3 Double Action Revolver
serial #11K6694, .38 Special, 4” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
This lovely K-38 Combat Masterpiece retains beautiful condition and
shows minimal use since it left the factory in the mid-1970s. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original blue, the only blemish is a nearly
imperceptible turn ring on the cylinder. The service trigger and hammer
retain the beautiful case-hardened colors that graced the earlier forged
parts. The checkered walnut factory Magna grips are numbered to the
gun, they feature silver S&W medallions and remain in excellent
condition. This K-38 features a Baughman ramp front sight, black blade
micro adjustable rear sight, and a crisp action with correct timing and
lockup. The revolver includes the original factory box that is correctly
end labeled and numbered to the gun and a cleaning kit. The Combat
Masterpiece was popular with law enforcement and the military during
its heyday and is now increasing in interest with collectors.
(8A10718-54) {MODERN}   (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

632 Smith & Wesson Model 28-2 Double Action Revolver
serial #S263461, .357 Magnum, 6” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
This lovely mid-1960s Highway Patrolman revolver retains beautiful
condition. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish
showing a few minor handling marks and light turn ring on the recessed
cylinder. The service trigger and hammer retain bold swirls of
case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The diamond
checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate
excellent and are numbered to the gun. The revolver features a
Baughman ramp front sight, black blade micro adjustable rear sight, and
functions as good as the day it left Springfield. This popular “working
man’s gun” usually saw plenty of use in the field or on the range. Finding
a high a condition Highway Patrolman is refreshing opportunity for the
collector or shooter. (8A10718-18) {C&R}   (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

633 Smith & Wesson Model 28-2 Double Action Revolver
serial #S242906, .357 Magnum, 4” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
This mid-1960s Highway Patrolman revolver remains in excellent
condition showing minimal use. The metal surfaces retain about 99%
original blue finish with a few minor handling marks, a very small
oxidation stain on the knuckle, and a light turn ring on the recessed
cylinder. The service trigger and hammer retain robust case-hardened
colors with light operational wear. The diamond checkered goncalo
alves factory target grips with silver S&W medallions feature an extractor
cut and rate excellent. The revolver features a Baughman ramp front
sight, black blade micro adjustable rear sight, and functions
mechanically with correct timing and lockup. A popular gun with
sportsman and law enforcement, collector interest is steadily increasing.
(8A10718-16) {C&R}   (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

634 Smith & Wesson Model 18-3 Double Action Revolver
serial #1K9540, .22 LR, 4” pinned barrel with an excellent bore. This
nice K-22 Combat Masterpiece revolver remains in excellent condition
showing light honest use. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original
blue finish showing light wear at the muzzle, and a few light handling
marks. The service trigger and hammer retain robust case-hardened
colors with minor operational wear. The checkered goncalo alves factory
target grips with silver S&W medallions feature an extractor cut and rate
about excellent showing a few light handling marks, mostly on the butt.
This gun has a crisp action that times and locks up correctly, it features
a Baughman ramp front sight, black blade micro adjustable rear sight,
and recessed cylinder. The K-22 Combat Masterpiece revolvers are fine
trainers, great woods guns, and retain strong collector interest.
(8A10718-31) {C&R}   (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

635 Smith & Wesson Model 19-3 Double Action Revolver
serial #2K10495, .357 Magnum, 4” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
This respectable Combat Magnum revolver has seen honest use and
remains in excellent condition. The metal surfaces retain about 97%
original blue finish, the muzzle area showing light silvering, scattered
light high edge wear, and handling marks. The service hammer and
trigger retain bold case-hardened colors with operational wear. The
checkered goncalo alves factory target grips with silver S&W medallions
feature an extractor cut that was later modified by cutting away an
added square of wood to allow more clearance. The grips rate about
very good to excellent as modified with light handling marks. This gun
features a Baughman ramp front sight, the micro adjustable rear sight
has been replaced with an early all stainless steel factory Model 67 rear
sight assembly, the gun functions mechanically, and has proper timing
and lockup. This should make a nice shooter or home defense firearm.
(8A10718-34) {C&R}   (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

636 High Standard Military Supermatic Trophy Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #2462100, .22 LR, 7 1/4” fluted barrel with an excellent bore. This
Hamden, Connecticut, made pistol remains in wonderful condition. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish showing a few very
light wear marks on the bottom of the barrel, limited high edge wear, and
two very small and light oxidation blemishes on the side of the barrel,
one showing very light cleaning. The gold colored plate on the thumb
safety, trigger, and magazine catch rate excellent. The checkered
walnut thumb rest right-handed factory grips rate excellent. This gun
features a Patridge front sight, bridge mounted black blade adjustable
rear sight, stippling on the front and backstraps, barrel is drilled and
tapped for barrel weights (not provided), the muzzle is cut for a stabilizer
(not provided), and the barrel features four distinct flutes. The pistol
functions mechanically and includes a single factory ten-round magazine
with metal extension floorplate. An excellent example of the Military
Model 107 pistol. (8A10718-51) {MODERN}   (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

637 Colt Officers Model Match Double Action Revolver
serial #68180, .22 LR, 6” heavy barrel with an excellent bore. This
1954-manufactured revolver retains strong condition with about 97%
original blue finish showing light muzzle and high edge wear, a few stray
spots of freckling, and handling marks. The service trigger and target
hammer retain full blue finish with a few minor stains on the bright sides
of the hammer. The fully checkered first type walnut factory target grips
with silver Rampant Colt medallions rate near excellent showing a few
light handling marks. This revolver features a Patridge front sight, Colt
Accro rear sight, it functions mechanically with correct timing and lock
up. The timing in single action mode will need attention in the future.
This gun will be “at home” filling out a collection, on the range punching
holes in paper, or in the woods pursuing small game. (8A10724-21)
{C&R}   (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

638 Smith & Wesson Model 28-2 Double Action Revolver
serial #N250826, .357 Magnum, 4” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
This mid-1970s Highway Patrolman revolver remains in excellent
condition showing minimal use. The metal surfaces retain about 99%
original blue finish with a few minor handling marks, and limited edge
wear. The .500” target trigger and service hammer retain beautiful
case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The diamond
checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver S&W medallions are
numbered to another gun and rate near excellent showing a few light
handling marks. The revolver features a red insert front sight, white
outline micro adjustable rear sight, recessed cylinder, and functions
mechanically with correct timing and lockup. A popular gun with
sportsman and law enforcement, collector interest continues to grow.
(8A10718-47) {MODERN}   (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900
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639 Britarms / Action Arms Ltd. Model 2000 Mk 2 Semi-Auto Target Pistol
serial #BA92872, 22 LR, 5 7/8” heavy barrel with an excellent bore. This
model was imported by Action Arms sometime in the early 1980’s. This
pistol remains in excellent condition overall and retains about 97%
original satin black and chrome finishes showing scattered light handling
marks, and few very small spots of oxidation on the barrel, a few of
which show light pinprick pitting. The stippled one-piece factory
right-hand wraparound walnut grips feature a thumb and finger rest,
adjustable palm rest, and palm swell. The grips rate about excellent
showing light wear and handling marks. This pistol has many features
including an interchangeable Patridge front sight, adjustable black blade
rear sight, twin charging handles (similar to the Walther GSP), the left
handle has a small lever that can be used to lock the bolt open about
1/4” as a safety (import requirement) preventing contact of the firing pin
with the cartridge or to lock the bolt to the rear for loading and
unloading, trigger curves to the right for better ergonomics, and it uses a
unique five-round detachable box magazine that is inserted from the top
and ejects out the top. This gun includes the factory Styrofoam box and
a pair of five-round factory magazines numbered to the gun with “A and
B” designations. This gun has seen some honest use but remains in
excellent condition overall. Also see our Timed Auction for accessories
related to this make and model gun. (8A10742-10) {MODERN}
(600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

640 Colt Second Generation Model 1851 Navy Percussion Revolver
serial #28280, .36 cal., 7 1/2” octagon barrel with an excellent bore. This
lovely Colt is as-new-in-the-box and retains excellent condition. The
blued surfaces retain 99% plus original blue with beautiful swirls of
case-hardened colors on the frame, hammer, and loading lever. The
silver plate on the grip frame rates excellent and has lightly tarnished to
a pleasing light smoky gray hue. The one-piece smooth walnut factory
grips rate excellent. The wedge, basepin, and cylinder are numbered to
the gun, and it correctly times and locks up. This F-Series gun includes
its original factory foam lined box that is correctly end labeled and
numbered to the gun, and paperwork. It also includes a later added
reproduction percussion cap tin in excellent condition, and a
reproduction .31 caliber pocket pistol powder flask in excellent condition.
A superb example of Colt’s revival of their famed Navy revolver.
(8A10571-2) {ANTIQUE}   (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

641 Ruger Mini-14 GB Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #185-57259, .223 Rem, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this 1988 vintage rifle retain 98% original blue with
the operating rod starting to tone to plum and one small scratch on the
flash hider. The Birch wood stock also rates excellent showing a few
minor handling or impact marks. The rifle features the desirable “GB”
barrel with mid barrel mounted front sight, bayonet lug and flash hider
and includes one 5 round factory magazine. A desirable older
configuration Mini-14 in excellent condition that appears to function well
mechanically. (25A10630-8) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

642 U.S. Marked Winchester Model 52C Bolt Action Rifle
serial #88099C, 22 LR, 28” Heavy Target barrel with a bright excellent
bore with shallow .615 diameter target crown. The metal surfaces retain
about 94% original finish showing some lightly flaking finish on the
triggerguard, the faint oxidized outline of a previously installed palm rest
and some streaking on the barrel. The marksman pistolgrip walnut stock
rates excellent with no cracks, a few scattered handling marks with a
nice even satin finish. The rifle displays “U.S. PROPERTY” electro
penciled on the left side of the receiver with the remnants of a DoD
cartouche on the base of the pistolgrip. The rifle features a 10” Freeland
handstop rail, single target block, sling swivels, White Line rubber
buttpad and is sighted with a Redfield Olympic aperture rear sight with
rubber eyepiece and tunnel sight with post in excellent condition.
Included with the rifle is one Winchester marked single load adapter. A
nice U. S. marked Model 52C not often seen in this condition, as most
saw extensive hard use. (25A10648-35) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

643 Browning Auto-5 Magnum Twelve Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #44169PN151, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib Invector Choke barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Miroku made
shotgun retain about 99% original blue finish with equal gold finish on
the trigger and Browning logo on the triggerguard. The checkered round
knob pistolgrip buttstock and forend remain near excellent with a 1/2”
impact mark and small chip in the gloss finish on the right side of the
forend. The shotgun has a full Invector choke installed and includes an
improved cylinder choke tube. A possibly unfired example of the
Browning Magnum 12. (25A10684-2) {MODERN} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

644 Browning Auto-5 Light Twelve Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #72G15076, 12 ga., 26” ventilated rib barrel choked modified with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Belgian made shotgun
retain about 94% original finish with two areas of loss on the left side of
the barrel due to oxidation removal, a bit of wear loss on the upper tang,
some freckling along the barrel under light with the trigger retaining all of
its gold finish. The checkered pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very
good with no cracks, a few handling marks and fine vertical crazing in
the gloss finish of the buttstock. A very good Light Twelve manufactured
in 1972. (25A10684-1) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

645 Kimber Model 82 Government Bolt Action Rifle
serial #GM017474, 22 LR, 24” heavy target barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The blued metal surfaces of this US marked rifle retain about 98%
original finish with a bit of thinning on the top of the front receiver ring.
This rifle remains in superb condition, the pistolgrip walnut stock rates
near excellent showing a few scattered tiny handling marks. Although no
CMP paperwork is provided for the rifle, a faint razor knife mark is visible
along the left side of the stock as was common to the CMP guns when
opened for government inventory purposes. The cut mark on this rifle is
negligible compared to most seen on the CMP released 82 Government
models. The rifle is equipped with the original Australian made receiver
sight with target knobs including four spare apertures, globe front sight
with circle insert, sling swivel, two barrel mounted scope bases and
technical manual. A wonderful Kimber of Oregon manufactured target
rifle. (25B10637-3) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

646 Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Carbine
serial #1291381, 32 W.S., 20” barrel with a bright, excellent bore. The
metal surfaces on the WWII vintage carbine retain about 80% original
blue that is mixing with areas of light surfaces oxidation and fine pitting
with most of the loss being around the high edges and bearing surfaces.
There are some light handling and tool marks scattered throughout as
well, the factory markings all remain crisp. The walnut stocks rate very
good and have some scattered light dings and other small to more minor
handling marks and most of what appears to be the original finish. The
butt is equipped with a serrated steel buttplate that is mostly a mottled
gray with some minor oxidation and staining. The original front sight with
hood remains intact, the rear sight has been replaced with a Marbles
No.64 semi-buckhorn rear sight. The action appears to function
correctly. A very nice 1941 vintage sporting rifle that would make a fine
fall woods rifle. (4A10327-66) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

647 Parker GH Grade Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #148308, 12 ga. on a No. 1 1/2 frame. 28” unmarked barrels
choked a tight modified and tight full with bright excellent bores, the left
tube showing some remnants of some light oxidation or pinprick pitting,
showing Spanish proof marks on the barrel flats; chambers are 2 3/4”.
The frame is a tarnished pewter patina with the engraving somewhat
softened, more-so on the belly, showing some remnants of light
oxidation staining or perhaps some very minor pinprick pits here and
there. The checkered capped pistolgrip American walnut buttstock rates
very good as lightly cleaned years ago, the checkering likely chased at
that time, showing the overall light dings and handling marks that come
from use afield. The stock cheeks have softened somewhat and the
length of pull to the nearly smooth Parker dog’s head buttplate is 14 1/4”
with drops of 1 5/8” and 2 5/8”. The splinter forend is similar, showing a
repair to chip at the iron, along with some tiny flakes, and the checkering
neatly chased. The barrels seem to lock up tightly with the top lever just
right of center but also showing a thin sliver of light in between, there
seems to be a small hitch in the top lever upon opening but it is actually
easily overcome. Features double triggers, extractors and automatic
safety, the gun seems to function as-designed. The stock actually shows
some very lovely grain figure on the left side, the buttplate now just
slightly proud due to the cleaning. (3A10636-96) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

648 Winchester Model 1897 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #916279, 16 ga., 28” plain barrel choked modified with a bright
excellent bore. This is rather a nice shotgun which shows just a bit of
poor storage and light use. The barrel retains about 95% original blue,
the loss due primarily to light even fading and a few scattered light
handling marks here and there, the magazine tube has drifted more to a
pewter in the rub areas of the action bar and hanger. The receiver
retains perhaps 97% original blue showing a bit of light pitting on the
ovoid area ahead of the receiver flats, a spot on the left which is a bit
more moderate and with a few prominent scars from the action bar from
hasty reassembly. The smooth pistolgrip American walnut stock rates
very fine to excellent with only scattered light handling marks and a nice
checkered Winchester hard rubber buttplate. The grooved forearm is
similar showing a bit less wear. The barrel mounts solidly to the receiver
and the action functions very well. (3A10736-8) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
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649 Winchester Model 1901 Lever Action Shotgun
serial #68290, 10 ga, 25 1/2” neatly shortened barrel choked cylinder
and marked full with a mostly bright very good bore showing some mild
frosting and a small dent 7 1/2” back from the muzzle. The barrel and
magazine of this 1907-made shotgun retain about 65% original blue
appearing stronger under ambient light fading overall to a mild
gray-brown and pewter gunmetal patina more so along the right side
along with some scattered minor dings and freckling. The action retains
about 90% original rust blue showing some high edge wear and mild
thinning with a little old oxidation staining and some minor pinprick
pitting along some of the edges. All markings remain crisp and clear with
nice Winchester monogram along the left side action. The smooth round
knob pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend panels remain about very
good plus with moderate wear to the oil finish and scattered light dings
and handling marks to be expected, the left forend panel with a bit more
wear. The arm is sighted with a single brass bead and the action seems
to function well mechanically. A solid example of these desirable lever
action shotguns. (13A10663-7) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

650 Winchester Model 1892 Lever Action Carbine
serial #373857, 44 Magnum, 20” later replacement factory Model 94
round barrel with full magazine and a bright excellent bore. This
1907-made carbine has been fitted with a later factory barrel that shows
both “WP” and “P” proofs, the “4” in “Model 94” have been curiously
peened out. It is unknown if the gun will even cycle 44 Magnum
cartridges in its current configuration and a competent gunsmith should
be consulted regarding the quality and safety of the work performed.
The barrel and magazine retain about 96-97% original blue showing a
little mild thinning under bright light and a few errant freckles. The action
is pewter gunmetal and gray-brown patina showing some overall old
oxidation and light pitting with evident striations along the sides. The
original barrel bands and magazine end cap were retained and are a
similar patina and the saddle ring hardware has been removed. The
plain walnut stocks remain in about very good condition, the forend with
an added semi-gloss varnish and showing some evident synthetic filler
along the rear edge, the buttstock also with some filler around the tangs
and scattered minor handling marks. The checkered steel buttplate is a
replacement affixed with Phillips head screws and the carbine is sighted
with a Lyman tang sight and silver bead on ramp front. The sight hood is
missing and the rear dovetail is vacant. The action otherwise seems to
function well mechanically. An interesting custom 1892 carbine.
(13A10724-69) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

651 Anschutz Model 54 Match Single Shot Bolt Action Rifle
serial #152903X, 22 LR, 27” heavy round barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1977 proof-dated rifle retain about 97%
original blue showing some scattered light handling marks, a few errant
freckles and some faint thinning under bright light. The bolt body
remains bright and all markings are intact and crisp. The stippled
pistolgrip walnut thumb hole target stock remains in very good condition
showing the expected scattered light dings and handling marks from
light use. An area above the thumb hole has been relieved deeper and
there are two strips of Velcro glued along the right side. Stock features
adjustable hand rest, comb and butt (the butt pad proper not present),
and aluminum rail along underside forend. The receiver is grooved and
there is a trio of target blocks along the barrel. Rifle is equipped with a
fine adjustable trigger and seems to function well mechanically.
(13A10699-20) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

652 AYA Boxlock Double Ejectorgun
serial #135598, 12 ga (2 3/4”), 28”demi-block barrels choked improved
modified and full with bright very fine bores showing a little stubborn
fouling and the left barrel with a little bit of scattered fine pitting. The
barrels of this early 1960’s production shotgun retain about 95% plus
original blue showing some scattered mild handling marks and areas
fading or toning slightly to a pleasant gray-brown patina under bright
light. The action retains about 97% original vibrant case-hardened colors
showing some scattered very minor handling marks and a small area of
mild oxidation along the right fence. The remaining small parts retain a
similar amount of original blue and the action is engraved with light
foliate motifs and geometric bordering, both sides prominently marked
“AYA” in foliate riband. Strangely the triggerguard is mismatched
engraved with the number “135296”. The checkered capped pistolgrip
walnut buttstock and beavertail forend remain in very good plus
condition showing some spotty finish loss and mild staining along the
sides of the butt with some sparsely scattered light dings and handling
marks. The checkering remains mostly intact and strong, there is an
un-engraved monogram plate along the toe line and length-of-pull to the
checkered butt is 14 5/8” with drops of 1 1/2” and 2 1/4”. The arm
features automatic safety, plain bead front sight and single selective
trigger. Lock-up is solid on-face with top lever a bit right of center and
the action seems to function well mechanically with robust ejectors.
(13A10724-70) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

653 Custom Mannlicher Schoenauer Bolt Action Sporting Rifle
serial #10731, 243 Winchester, 24” replacement barrel with a bright
excellent bore. This rifle appears to be based around a Greek military
contract action and fitted with factory set trigger components. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% reapplied commercial blue finish showing a
few light handling marks and some areas taking on a slight plum tone
under bright light. The bolt body is mostly bright with nice engine turning
while the rear bolt piece shows fine matting. The action and curved
butter knife bolt handle are embellished with rather rudimentary but
endearing Germanic oak leaves and acorns amidst a simple shaded
background, the receiver ring with a folksy buck’s head. The left side
receiver wall shows reapplied markings “MANNLICHER SCHONAUER
1930”. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock is a quality replacement in
the classic sporting style with white line spacers and diamond at the
base of the pistolgrip. The stock remains in very fine condition showing a
few lightly chipped points in the checkering and some sparse handling
marks. The stock features a generous semi-rollover left-side
cheekpiece, solid red rubber Pachmayr basketweave pad and Pachmayr
flush mount swivel hardware. A pair of 1” and 1 1/4” swivels are
included. The rifle is sighted with a standing u-notch rear sight with
additional flip-up leaf, target globe front sight with plain bead and a
vintage Kahles Heliavier scope in German-style claw mounts. The scope
retains strong blue with some scattered areas of light pitting and wear
along the edges and features duplex reticle and somewhat cloudy
discolored optics; the adjustment knob may require some mechanical
attention. The action and set triggers seem to function well
mechanically. (13A10669-1) {MODERN} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

654 Smith & Wesson Model 66-1 Wisconsin State Patrol Double Action
Revolver
serial #64K5560, .357 Magnum, 4” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
Like many working guns used by law enforcement, this gun has seen
honest use. The stainless steel surfaces rate about very good showing
scattered holster wear, high edge wear, and handling marks. The
service trigger and hammer retain full hard chrome finishes with slight
operational wear. The checkered goncalo alves factory target grips
feature a speed loader cut, silver S&W medallions, and rate very good
to excellent with later added varnish showing a few minor handling
marks and older marks under the new finish. The toe of the grips are cut
into a small “V” where the two panels meet most likely to clean up a
small chip in that region. This revolver features an early style
all-stainless steel front sight with red ramp insert, white outline micro
adjustable rear sight, the sideplate has a prominent roll stamped
Wisconsin State Patrol shield identifying it to that agencies use, and it
functions mechanically with proper timing and lockup. The Model 66
Combat Magnum revolvers were very popular firearms with police
agencies throughout the U.S. Police firearms collectors will appreciate
the well-cared-for patina of this working gun. (8B10663-4) {MODERN}
(600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
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655 Benelli Super Black Eagle Left Hand Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #U206553, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib Mobil-choke barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The bolt retains 98% original blue with a few
speckles of light oxidation and the balance of metal surfaces and
synthetic furniture retain about 93-95% factory Advantage Timber
hydro-dipped finish showing overall high edge wear, some slight thinning
on the left side of the comb and some scattered light handling marks
from the field. The barrel is sighted with a red fiber optic bead at the
muzzle and a silver bead mid-rib and the action appears to function well
mechanically. Included is a factory plastic hard case, manual, sling with
QD swivels, choke wrench and the following seven Mobil choke tubes:
full, improved modified, modified, improved cylinder, cylinder, H.S. Strut
Undertaker extended extra full and Cabela’s extended modified.
(23A10691-3) {MODERN} (650/850)
Est. 650 - 850

656 Winchester Model 54 High Power Sporter Bolt Action Rifle
serial #17198, 30 WCF, 24” nickel steel barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1928-production rifle retain about
93-95% original blue which is slightly thinning on the barrel ahead of the
forend along with some light silvering at the muzzle, some overall
scattered light handling marks, a few speckles of light oxidation on the
floorplate and light oxidation on the corrugated steel buttplate. All
markings are crisp and the bolt is properly-numbered to the receiver.
The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock with schnabel forend rates very
good with overall scattered dings and light handling marks including a
few lengthy scratches along the forend, a dent on the left side of the
buttstock and some high edge wear. The original sights are intact and
the action appears to function well mechanically. (23A10724-66) {C&R}
(600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

657 Armory USA Model SSR-85C-2 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #B07013168, 7.62x39mm, 16 1/4” chrome-lined barrel with a
bright excellent bore. This interesting AK-style rifle was built in Bulgaria
and imported by TGI who rudimentarily-converted it to accept standard
30-round magazines. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue
and Parkerized finishes with loss due to scattered light oxidation and
light handling and operational wear. The bolt is mostly bright with
speckles of light oxidation on the exposed area around the ejection port.
The left side of the receiver is marked with the Armory USA logo, the
importation mark is ahead of the magazine well and the right side of the
receiver bears “by ISD Bulgaria LTD / Made in Bulgaria”. The bolt, bolt
carrier and rear sight are serialized to the barrel trunnion and the gas
tube is numbered to another rifle. The black polymer US-made
pistolgrip, handguards and NATO-length buttstock rate very good plus
with a few light handling marks. The sights and cleaning rod are intact,
the muzzle is unthreaded and the action appears to function well
mechanically. No magazine is included but they are readily available.
(23A10634-107) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

658 Scarce Winchester Model 52A Target Bolt Action Rifle
serial #41601A, 22 LR, 28” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barreled action, bolt handle and checkered steel buttplate retain about
93-95% original blue with the bolt knob and areas on each side of the
muzzle beneath the front sight ramp toning to gray patina, a small spot
of cleaned pinprick pitting on the top of the barrel near the tip of the
forend and some scattered tiny spots of light oxidation and light handling
marks. The triggerguard and barrel band are toing to a gray-brown
patina with spots of light oxidation throughout and softened pinprick
pitting on the triggerguard and there are remnants of original blue in the
protected areas. All metal markings are crisp. The smooth walnut
pistolgrip stock with accessory rail on the underside of the forend rates
about very good with a 1 1/2” repaired triangular chip at the toe, a 3/8”
rectangular area has been rudimentarily-relieved on the left wood line of
the action, some wear on both sides of the forend near the barrel band
and some scattered handling marks from the years. There is a 5”x1”
rectangle of lighter finish wear on the right side of the action. There is no
rear sight and the barrel features target blocks and a Lyman 17A globe
front sight with insert, one original 5-round magazine is included along
with a moveable sling swivel and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10724-56) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

659 Excellent Winchester Model 64 Lever Action Rifle
serial #1115236, 32 Special, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this handsome rifle retain about 99% excellent
factory-quality restored blue with a few speckles of light oxidation
between the trigger and the lever and a few scattered light handling
marks and fine pinprick pits beneath the finish. All metal markings are
crisp and clear. The smooth walnut stocks rate excellent as
professionally-refinished with a very well done repaired chip to the right
of the widow’s peak of the buttplate, which is only noticeable under
close scrutiny, and perhaps a light handling mark or two. The barrel is
sighted with a Lyman brass bead and sporting rear and the action
appears to function well mechanically. (23A10483-67) {C&R} [Perry
White Collection] (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

660 Winchester Model 55 Takedown Lever Action Rifle
serial #6887, 32 Special, 24” Nickel Steel round barrel with half
magazine and a bright about very good plus bore showing some very
light pitting in the otherwise strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this
1927-production rifle are toning to a lightly-mottled dull gray patina with
a 1 1/4” area of moderate oxidation on the top of the barrel and overall
spots of lighter oxidation throughout. All metal markings are crisp. The
smooth walnut stocks rate about very good as refinished with a 1” crack
in the underside of the forend behind the cap, the left side of the
point-of-comb has been reprofiled making it thinner, there is a short
hairline crack behind the upper tang, a couple scratches on the right
side of the wrist and wood filler may be seen around the perimeter of the
grooved steel buttplate. The barrel is sighted with an oversized Lyman
blade which is missing its bead, the original rear sight is intact and the
takedown feature and action appear to function well mechanically.
(23B10702-2) {C&R}   (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

661 Browning Model 92 Centennial Lever Action Carbine
serial #18788-4207, 44 Mag., 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with scattered specks of fine
oxidation. The action is engraved with loose scroll and is marked
“BROWNING / 1878-1978 / CENTENNIAL” in gold gilt on the left side of
the frame, the saddle ring and trigger retain all their bright gold wash.
The plain straight grip walnut buttstock and forend remain in excellent
condition with a few minor dents and blemishes. The steel buttplate has
toned to a bluish gray patina with modest pitting at the heel. A very good
plus to near excellent Model 92 carbine. (5A10707-3) {MODERN}
(600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

662 Custom Winchester Model 1892 Lever Action “Short Rifle”
serial #184390, 38 CF, 19 1/4” shortened octagon barrel rebored to .36
caliber with a small spot of light oxidation about mid bore, in an
otherwise bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1902-made
rifle retain about 20% original blue, most of the surfaces having toned to
a light brown patina with undertones of gunmetal gray with light wear on
high edges and contact points, a few spots of light pitting, scattered light
oxidation, and strong blue on the lower barrel flats, in the protected area
against the woodline, and on the full magazine tube; the muzzle shows
remnants of cold blue. The straight grip walnut stock and forend are
later replacements and are in near excellent condition with a light
abrasion on the right side of the heel and some synthetic filler where the
wrist meets the receiver, and shows some attractive grain figure; the
grooved hard rubber buttplate is also a later replacement. The factory
markings remain clear and easily legible with the exception of the caliber
marking, which has been marked “357” over the original caliber, and a
few of the screws show minor slot wear. The magazine tube hanger is
mounted in an added dovetail, the original rear sight has been removed
and a blank inserted, and the rifle is sighted with a silver bead front sight
and a Lyman 66A receiver-mounted aperture rear sight; one screw-in
aperture is included. The carbine appears to chamber and cycle 357
Magnum cartridges, but as with all firearms of indeterminant caliber, a
qualified gunsmith should be consulted before loading or firing.
(14A10724-67) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
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663 Winchester Model 43 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #30806A, 22 Hornet, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with some light wear at the
muzzle, a few light handling marks on the triggerguard, and the barrel is
toning lightly gray under direct light; the bolt shows light operational
wear and spots of light oxidation staining. The smooth pistolgrip walnut
stock is in very good to very good plus condition with scattered light
handling marks and a minor ding or two, and an about 2” spot of light
discoloration to the finish on the buttstock, likely from contact with some
contaminant; the stock retains the sling swivels and the forend tip and
toeline, and the checkered steel buttplate. The factory markings are
crisp, and the bolt is lightly numbered to the rifle. The rifle retains the
ramped bead front sight and sporting-style rear sight, and three drilled
and tapped holes have been added to the top of the receiver. Included is
a single detachable magazine. A nice example of these “poor man’s
Model 70” rifles. (14A10724-85) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

664 Browning Model BDA-380 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #425PX05942, 380 ACP, 3 7/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
This lovely pistol remains in excellent condition and shows only light
use. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original nickel plate showing
scattered light handling marks. The synthetic faux ivory grips have the
Browning Buck Mark logo on each panel and rate excellent. The pistol
features a round nickel plated fixed front sight, drift adjustable nickel
plated rear sight, ambidextrous slide mounted safety / de-cockers, and
double / single action mechanism. The pistol includes a single
thirteen-round factory nickel plate magazine in excellent condition. This
would be a fine defensive firearm especially in more humid
environments. (8A10723-8) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

665 Belgian Model 1857 Percussion Rifle-Musket by Tanner & Co.
.69 cal, 40 3/8” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing a couple
of very small areas of mild oxidation and otherwise crisp rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces have mostly toned to a mild
pewter-gunmetal patina showing some scattered old oxidation staining
and minor freckling. The breech retains nice markings with various small
Belgian inspector and proof marks and the center of the lockplate is
maker-marked “TANNER & Cie”. The smooth walnut stock remains in
very fine condition having darkened nicely from the years retaining
strong oil finish and showing a few scattered thin drying cracks, light
dings and handling marks. The stock retains a crisp circled “FA”
cartouche on the right side butt and behind the tang. All proper
hardware is intact and the lock is crisp and seems to function well
mechanically. Essentially a copy of the French Model 1857 rifle-musket,
these Belgian arms were one of many imported into the US during the
Civil War. This is a very nice example that appears to have seen little to
no actual use. (13A10723-7) {ANTIQUE} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

666 Early Frank Wesson Model 1870 Medium Frame Pocket Rifle
serial #8, 32 RF, 15” octagon barrel with an about good bore showing
scattered old pitting and good rifling. The barrel of this first issue pocket
rifle has mostly toned to a mild gunmetal patina with pale gray-brown
undertones, showing some scattered very light old pitting with a few
flakes of original bright blue around the front sight. The rear sight also
retains some scattered flakes of bright blue and the barrel markings
remain intact and strong. The frame retains about 95% original nickel
finish showing some light flaking along the edges, scattered light dings
and old small tool marks. The smooth rosewood grips are
stamp-numbered to the gun and remain in very good plus condition
showing remnants of original varnish, a few old thin chips along the top
edges, and light handling marks. The included brass shoulder stock is
un-numbered and shows some rough fitting at the front and no
provisions for a tension screw, it otherwise appears to be a period piece
and retains about 95% nickel finish and exhibits noticeable play in the
frame dovetail. The barrel is matching the frame and the original target
sights are intact. Barrel-to-frame fit shows some minor play and the
hammer is functional. A very respectable and very early medium frame,
this example is pictured and described in Frank Wesson Gunmaker Vol.
2 by Woods, Littlefield, Rowe et al. on page 173, though it is pictured
with a different stock in the book. (13A10160-20) {ANTIQUE} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

667 Nice Antique Muzzleloading Salute Cannon
This is a quality-made salute cannon with a somewhat unique ignition
design. It is about .70 cal. with a very lightly oxidized bore. The barrel is
10 1/2” to the rear of the cascabel and is a nice goldenrod patina. This
sits on an iron split-trail carriage which shows much original black
enamel showing only some light flaking, the red-painted iron wheels as
well show light flaking but are likely original paint, or an antique repaint
many many years ago. The interesting striker mechanism is mounted to
the rear of the cascabel and is such that a recess in the striker is
actuated by an eccentric on the front of the firing lever, it may be worn or
perhaps the spring is just weak as it does not seem to have sufficient
force currently to set off a percussion cap, were one set on the nipple.
The nipple itself should probably be replaced with a less-eroded
example. The cannon looks wonderful as-is, as a display item if one
were not going to use it as a salute piece. Unmarked but quality-made
throughout, the overall length is 18”. (3A9670-622) {Non-Gun} [David &
Lore Squier Collection]   (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

668 Sharps Model 1A Pepperbox Pistol
serial #34833, 22 RF, 2 1/2” four-barrel cluster with about good bores
showing overall light pitting and oxidation with some bright areas and
strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain about 90% plus original nickel
finish showing some fine bubbling and light flaking to gray-brown patina
along the barrels and the frame with some thinning to ocher brass along
the gripstraps and rear edges of the frame. The “C. SHARPS” stamps
on either side of the frame remain completely intact and crisp, the
address and patent date struck a bit lighter as is commonly seen but
otherwise completely legible. A previous owner has lightly struck him
name in serifed block letters once on the right and two times on the left,
the stamps partially or poorly struck, but obviously “H.G. HUBBELL”.
The hammer has mostly toned to gray with its small parts showing some
pale subtle fire blue. The smooth walnut grips remain in very fine
condition showing a few minor handling marks and retaining excellent fit.
The barrels are matching the frame with very good lock-up and the
action seems to function well mechanically with properly rotating
hammer nose. (13A10729-15) {ANTIQUE} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

669 Harrington & Richardson Topper Model 158 Single Barrel Rifle/Shotgun
Combination Set with Scarce 22 Rem Jet Barrel
20 Ga, 30-30 & 22 Rem Jet, 26” shotgun barrel choked modified with a
mostly bright bore showing some scattered stubborn fouling and 22” rifle
barrels with bright excellent bores. This ensemble appears to be a
composed set of original barrels and a factory box, the action showing
1964 date code (and therefore no serial number) and the two rifle
barrels with mismatched numbers. The shotgun barrel retains about
95% original blue showing a few areas of loss from mild oxidation and
freckling while the rifle barrels retain about 98% original blue showing
some sparsely scattered mild oxidation speckling. The 22 barrel is
numbered “AA7860” and the 30-30 is “9527”, and both rifle barrels are
equipped with flip-up white diamond rear sights, plain front blades and
three drilled at tapped holes at the rear. The action retains about 97%
original cyanide case-hardened colors that are somewhat dark and
muted from the years showing an area of oxidation staining atop the
breech. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend remain in
about very good plus condition showing a thin 2 1/2” scratch on the left
side butt and some other light scuffs, also mostly along the left side. The
H&R monogram red rubber pad is intact and the action seems to
function well mechanically. The shotgun and 22 Rem Jet barrels lock up
and fit the action well while the 30-30 barrel is a bit off-face. The
included factory cardboard box remains in very fine condition showing a
few small tears and scuffs mostly along the edges. The end label
indicates the original serial number was “9106” and the accessory barrel
surcharge label indicates a 20 ga barrel and the 22 Rem Jet barrel
which is listed by matching serial number “7860”. (13A9100-670) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

670 Excellent Colt Police Positive Special Double Action Revolver
serial #928200, 38 Special, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this lovely 1960s revolver retain about 99% plus
original blue showing essentially no signs of use with perhaps just a few
sparsely scattered minor handling marks. The polished sides of the
hammer remain brilliant, the breech face is pristine and all markings
remain crisp. The checkered walnut grips with silver Colt medallions are
grease pencil-numbered to the gun and remain in excellent condition.
The included original factory box with woodgrain paper-covered lid and
red and black bottom remains in very fine condition showing one torn
corner on the lid and a few more minor scuffs. The proper yellow end
label is intact and the base is correctly grease pencil-numbered
matching the revolver. An excellent as-new example for the Colt
collector. (13A9100-1047) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] 
 (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900
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671 Harrington & Richardson Centennial Officers Model 1873 Trapdoor Rifle
serial #142, 45-70, 26” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel of
this excellent rifle retains about 99% original blue perhaps with some
faint subtle thinning under bright light in a few areas. The action,
lockplate and remaining small parts are case-hardened, the colors
somewhat muted overall from the years taking on an attractive smoky
tone with scattered vibrant wisps. The checkered walnut stock remains
in excellent condition retaining essentially all of its oil finish with crisp
checkering and showing just a couple of very tiny handling marks on the
right side butt. The original wooden cleaning rod, brass bead front sight
and tang sight with aperture disc are intact and the action seems to
function well mechanically. The original factory cardboard box with
paperwork and brass centennial plaque is included, the lid showing
some wear along the corners. (13A10483-311) {C&R} [Perry White
Collection] (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

672 Harrington & Richardson Little Big Horn Model 1873 Trapdoor Carbine
serial #LBH2659, 45-70, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This
excellent carbine retains about 99% plus original blue and strong vibrant
cyanide case-hardened colors. The carbine is embellished with some
light etched foliate scroll and “Little Big Horn” in script on the left side
breechblock. The smooth walnut stock remains in excellent condition
showing crisp “P” stamp on the underside. Equipped with checkered
steel pistolgrip, plain blade front sight and Vernier-style sight with
aperture disc mounted atop the wrist. The action seems to function well
mechanically and the arm includes its original Styrofoam container and
cardboard shipping sleeve with matching end label, paperwork and
hardcover copy of “In the Valley of the Little Big Horn” by Robert C.
Kain. (13A10483-312) {C&R} [Perry White Collection] (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

673 Sig Sauer P226 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #U173856, 9mm, 4 3/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
slide, barrel and grip frame of this Herndon, VA-imported West
German-produced pistol retain about 97% original matte black finish with
loss due to light high edge silvering on the frame and operational wear
on the chamber areas of the barrel. The trigger, hammer, magazine
release and various small parts retain 99% original gold-colored finish.
The one-piece Hogue rubber grip rates excellent and all metal markings
are crisp with the chin of the slide date-coded to 1988. The pistol
features factory Tritium three-dot night sights which no longer glow and
includes one factory 15-round magazine and the action appears to
function well mechanically. (23A9100-184) {MODERN} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]   (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

674 Winchester Model 75 Sporter Bolt Action Rifle
serial #69082, 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barreled action retains about 97% original blue with some scattered
spots of light oxidation and a small area of light pitting toning to gray on
the right side of the barrel beneath the sight. The triggerguard and
buttplate retain about 85% original blue with loss due to light wear on
the heel of the buttplate and a narrow 1 1/2” area of cleaned light pitting
toning to gray on the left side of the triggerguard along with some fine
speckles of light oxidation. The body of the bolt is bright and is
properly-numbered to the receiver and the bolt handle retains strong
original blue with a spot of light-moderate oxidation on the rear of the
knob. All metal markings are crisp with “SPORTING” stamped ahead of
the magazine well. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip stock rates
very good plus with perhaps a light coat of added finish over some
scattered light handling marks from the years. The rear sight dovetail
has been filled with a slot blank, the front sight hood is a replacement
and a Lyman 57ES sight with aperture is mounted to the receiver. One
factory 5-round magazine is included and the action appears to function
well mechanically. (23A10648-27) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

675 Excellent Uberti Model 1871 Baby Rolling Block Carbine
serial #10605, 357 Magnum, 22” barrel with a pristine bore. The barrel,
breechblock and trigger of this handsome little rifle retain about 99%
original blue with a fine scratch along the left side of the barrel. The
brass triggerguard and buttplate are a bright goldenrod patina and the
frame and hammer retain all their original smoky case-hardened finish
with some nice colors on the sides of the hammer and the upper tang.
The smooth European walnut stock and forend with slight schnabel tip
rate excellent with a few very light handling marks along the toeline. The
original sights are intact and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10666-2) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

676 Like-New Smith & Wesson Model 37 Chiefs Special Airweight Revolver
serial #J537718, 38 Special, 3” pinned barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This revolver remains in a wonderful state of preservation retaining
99% original blue with the only apology a tiny handling mark on the
backstrap right below the knuckle while the hammer and trigger retain all
their original smoky case-hardened finish. The factory checkered walnut
Magna grips rate as-new with the right panel properly stamp-numbered
to the frame. All the visible numbers match the frame, and the revolver
includes the original factory box, cleaning kit, manual and paperwork
and the action appears to function well mechanically. (23A9100-1374)
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]   (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

677 Sig Sauer P220 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #G151986, 45 ACP, 4 3/8 barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this West-German 1987 date-coded pistol retain about
97% original electroless nickel finish with some small speckles of light
oxidation on the underside of the hammer and either side of the trigger
and some faint staining on the chin of the dust cover. There is minor
silvering on the top of the chamber of the barrel and the checkered black
polymer grip rates excellent. The pistol is equipped with Tritium
three-dot night sights which no longer glow, one factory 7-round
magazine, the original factory box, manual and factory test target. The
action of this Tysons Corner-marked pistol appears to function well
mechanically. (23A9100-694) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection] (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

678 Excellent Smith & Wesson Model 42 Centennial Airweight Revolver
serial #19306, 38 Special, 1 7/8” pinned barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue and black
anodized finishes with loss due some fine scratches on the cylinder and
a hint of light silvering on the left edge of the triggerguard and the trigger
retains all its original case-hardened finish. The factory smooth walnut
Magna grips rate excellent plus and the right panel is correctly
numbered to the gun. Timing and lock-up is excellent and the gun
appears to function well mechanically. Included is an unlabeled blue
factory box with metal corner reinforcements. (23A9100-1376) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]   (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

679 Smith & Wesson Model 30-1 Double Action Revolver
serial #H5777, 32 S&W Long, 3” pinned barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original nickel finish with a few
scattered very light handling marks and the hammer and trigger retain
99% plus original case-hardened finish with the colors on the trigger
quite vibrant. The factory checkered walnut Magna grips rate excellent
plus and the right panel is properly stamped-numbered to the frame.
Timing and lock-up are excellent and the action appears to function well
mechanically. Included is the original silver-colored two-piece box
properly end-labeled and numbered to the gun and a cleaning kit.
(23A9100-638) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]   (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

680 Smith & Wesson Model 12-3 Military & Police Airweight Revolver
serial #3D66344, 38 Special, 4” pinned barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue and black
anodized finishes with some very light silvering at the muzzle and on the
high edges on the front of the cylinder, a small scuff on the knuckle of
the frame and a few light handling marks on the heel of the back strap.
The trigger and hammer retain nearly all their original case-hardened
finish with a few fine speckles of light oxidation staining. The factory
checkered walnut Magna grips are numbered to another revolver and
rate about very good plus with some overall light handling marks and
some light finish wear on the bottom of the left panel. Timing and
lock-up are excellent and the action appears to function well
mechanically. Included is the original factory box, manual and
paperwork. (23A9100-635) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]   (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

681 Excellent Smith & Wesson Model 10-5 Double Action Revolver
serial #C672397, 38 Special, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This
handsome revolver retains 99% original nickel finish with a few scattered
very light handling marks and the trigger and hammer retain 99%
original case-hardened finish with some particularly vivid colors on both.
The factory diamond-checkered walnut grips rate excellent plus. Timing
and lock-up are excellent and the action appears to function well
mechanically on this fine Model 10 that has seen very little use.
(23A9100-348) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]   (550/750)
Est. 550 - 750
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682 Smith & Wesson M&P Airweight Hand Ejector Revolver
serial #C261446, 38 Special, 2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this desirable Pre-Model 12 with alloy frame and
cylinder retain about 99% factory-refurbished blue and black anodized
finishes with some faint pinprick pitting and fine handling marks beneath
the finish. The trigger and hammer retain nearly all their original
case-hardened finish with very light oxidation staining on the top of the
hammer. The factory checkered walnut Magna grips rate about very
good plus with some scattered light handling marks from the years with
the right panel properly stamp-numbered to the frame. All the correct
parts are serialized to the frame which shows a “12-70” refurbishment
date on the left side of the heel and refurbishment mark on the
underside of the barrel and this early revolver features an upper
sideplate screw with locking screw. The Smith & Wesson logo is
softened but legible and the action appears to function well mechanically
on this early Pre-Model 12. (23A9100-55) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]   (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

683 Scarce Smith & Wesson 32 Safety Hammerless Bicycle Revolver
serial #95491, 32 S&W, 2” ribbed round barrel with a bright very good
plus bore showing some tiny patches of light pitting in the otherwise
strong rifling. The barrel and frame of this Second Model revolver retain
about 90-93% original blue with scattered small spots of light flaking to
gray patina along with a few scattered speckles of fine pinprick pitting
and light handling marks. The cylinder retains about 70% original blue
with loss due to mild flaking to gray-brown patina and the trigger retains
a strong case-hardened finish which is muting to a pewter patina on the
face. The checkered hard rubber grips rate excellent retaining sharp
checkering and a crisp patent date on the bottom of the left panel while
the right panel is properly scratch-numbered to the frame. All the correct
parts are numbered to the gun, timing and lock-up are excellent and the
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A9100-435) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

684 Weatherby Mark XXII Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #31269, 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue and anodized finishes with a spot or
two of fine oxidation at the muzzle, the engine turned bolt remains
bright. The high-gloss Monte Carlo walnut stock remains in very good
condition with patches of water staining mainly on the buttstock, stock
features skip-line checkering and a left side cheekpiece. The original
sights minus the sight hood remain in place along with two piece scope
bases and a single magazine. A very good plus Italian made Mark XXII
rimfire rifle. (5A9949-141) {C&R} [Dr. James D. Morgan Collection]
(600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

685 Weatherby Mark XXII Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #J-26437, 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces on this KTG of Japan made rifle retain 97-98% original blue
with sparsely scattered specks of fine oxidation, the engine turned bolt
remains bright. The high-gloss Monte Carlo walnut stock rates near
excellent with a handful of light marks and blemishes, stock features
skip-line checkering and a left side cheekpiece. The original sights
minus the sight hood remain in place along with a single magazine.
Mounted atop the receiver is a Weatherby Mark XXII 4x50 scope with
crosshair reticle and clear optics. An excellent early Japanese Mark XXII
rifle. (5A9949-93) {C&R} [Dr. James D. Morgan Collection] (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

686 Weatherby Custom FN Mauser High Power Bolt Action Rifle
serial #10954, 300 Weatherby Magnum, 24” barrel with an excellent
bright bore. The metal surfaces on this 1961 Southgate, CA made rifle
retain about 90% original blue with minor wear atop the barrel and along
the muzzle and edges, majority of loss due to gripping wear on the
floorplate. The bolt retains much original blue and is unnumbered. The
checkered left hand Monte Carlo walnut stock features a right side
cheek piece, rosewood forend tip and white diamond inlay gripcap. The
stock remains in good to very good condition with scattered handling
marks and modest edge wear along the forend, the buttstock shows
areas of water staining and light crazing and flaking on the cheekpiece.
A solid, early Southgate rifle that has served it previous owners well.
(5A9949-126) {C&R} [Dr. James D/ Morgan Collection] (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

687 High Standard Model H-D Military Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #145619, 22 LR, 4 1/2’ barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 97-98% original blue with some very light wear
along the muzzle, high edges and gripping areas on the frontstrap. The
checkered hard rubber grips remain in excellent condition. Included with
the pistol is a worn factory hinged carboard box with separated corners,
single magazine, instruction and parts sheet. An excellent H-D Military
pistol. (5A9100-M19) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

688 Smith & Wesson Model 43 22/32 Airweight Kit Gun Revolver
serial #M39756, 22 LR, 3 1/2” pinned barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue and anodized finishes, the
majority loss being operational wear on the ejector rod and grip wear
along the underside of the frame and top of the frontstrap. The service
hammer and trigger retain 99% original case-hardened finish, the colors
quite brilliant in areas. The diamond checkered factory walnut grips
remain excellent but are numbered to another revolver on the interior of
the right grip. The lock remains tight, and the action appears to function
well mechanically. (5A9100-650) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]   (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

689 Colt Agent Double Action Revolver
serial #AB09277, 38 Special, 2” shrouded barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces on this 1986 second issue revolver retain 98% plus
original matte finish with a light cylinder ring and some sparse light
storage marks. The aluminum hammer shroud retains 99% dark
anodized finish with some fine scuffing along the right edge. The Spegel
smooth cocobolo finger groove grips remain in excellent condition
showing minimal wear. An excellent condition second issue Agent
revolver. (5A9100-1205) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]   (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

690 Early Colt Commando Double Action Revolver
serial #635, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1942 production revolver retain about 95% original
parkerized finish with most of the loss due to high edge and muzzle
wear, the butt has toned to grayish brown. The checkered walnut grips
remain in very good condition under a heavily added varnish. The right
grip shows modest wear along rear edge and butt. A solid near excellent
condition Commando revolver. (5A9100-400) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]   (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

691 Colt 357 Double Action Revolver
serial #14687, 357 Magnum, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 95% original blue, the loss due to edge and
muzzle wear along with some sparse fine staining. Equipped with
standard service hammer and trigger, the hammer side show fine
staining mainly along the spur. The fully checkered factory walnut grips
remain in excellent condition, the points sharp and defined. The gun
locks up and seems to function properly. A very good plus to near
excellent 1958 made 357 revolver. (5A9100-274) {MODERN} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]   (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

692 SKB Model 600 Skeet Boxlock Over Under Shotgun
serial #S5359047, 12 ga, 26” ventilated rib barrels choked skeet in both
with light to perhaps more moderate oxidation at the muzzles and in the
chambers, in otherwise bright excellent bores. The barrels retain about
96% original blue finish with specks of light oxidation scattered the
length of the barrels and rib, a touch of silvering at the muzzles, and
some light thinning on the forward half of the barrels; the breech faces
show overall light oxidation staining, and the jeweled sides of the breech
show light operational wear and a few spots of oxidation. The silver
finished boxlock frame is in very good condition with scattered specks of
light oxidation and possible tiny flaking of the silver plate, more
concentrated on the right side of the frame, and some light tarnishing in
the recessed areas; the trigger retains nearly all its gold finish, with only
light freckling showing. The frame is nicely decorated with factory foliate
scroll engraving and embellishments on the bolsters. The checkered
capped pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in very good condition
with a few light dings and abrasions, the majority concentrated on the
right side of the buttstock, and the factory ventilated recoil pad remains
supple with minor wear at the heel and toe. The shotgun locks up tight
with the lever coming to rest right of center and features a single
selective trigger, nonautomatic safety, robust ejectors, is sighted with a
white bead front and small steel bead midrib, and appears to function
well mechanically. (14A10680-2) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
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693 H&R Model 171 Deluxe Trapdoor Carbine
serial #SA2712, 45-70 Govt, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with only the slightest
wear mark on the barrel, near the breech, and the lockplate, hammer,
triggerguard, breech, breech block, and barrel band are all decorated
with splashes of factory foliate scroll engraving. The smooth straight grip
walnut stock is in excellent condition with a clear circled “P” stamped on
the toeline, and the steel buttplate shows vibrant case colors. The
lockplate shows the expected Federal Eagle and “U.S. /
SPRINGFIELD”, and the H&R barrel markings remain crisp. The carbine
is sighted with the expected carbine rear sight and blade front sight, and
retains the saddle ring and bar. Included is the Styrofoam shipping
sleeve, end labeled and numbered to the carbine, without the outer
cardboard sleeve but with instruction pamphlet. A new-in-box H&R
trapdoor carbine that will fit well in a collection. (14A10483-307)
{MODERN} [Perry White Collection] (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

694 Winchester Model 12 Trap Slide Action Shotgun
serial #Y2025058, 12 ga, 30” ported ventilated rib barrel choked full,
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99%
original blue with a spot toned to brown at the top of the receiver and a
few minor handling marks, and the receiver extension retains 99%
professionally reapplied blue with a few remnants of light pitting beneath
the finish; the bolt and cartridge lifter are nicely jeweled and in excellent
condition. The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are
in near excellent condition showing attractive grain figure with a light
ding on top of the wrist, tiny chipping at the forend tip, and a tiny scuff on
the other side of the forend tip; the stock is fit with a Morgan-style
adjustable buttplate with spacers, featuring a Pachmayr ventilated recoil
pad giving an about 13 7/8” length of pull. The barrel address, correctly
off-set Winchester proofs, and serial number remain crisp and the
receiver extension has been lightly renumbered to the gun. The shotgun
is sighted with a white bead front and small steel bead mid rib and
appears to function well mechanically. (14A10455-111) {C&R} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

695 Scarce Harrington & Richardson Model 1880 Double Action Revolver
serial #605, 38 CF, 3” round barrel with a bright very fine bore showing a
few small areas of mild oxidation and otherwise strong rifling throughout.
This is a very fine example of H&R’s first double action revolver retaining
about 94% original nickel finish showing scattered fine flaking, one spot
of light pitting and some dings on a cylinder flat and a few small tool
marks along the left side frame. The hammer retains some vibrant
case-hardened colors throughout while the trigger is more of a muted
straw tone and the left side barrel markings remain crisp and clear. The
black hard rubber grips with foliate and sunburst motifs are both
scratch-numbered to the gun and remain in excellent condition retaining
perfect fit. All of the serialized parts are matching and the action seems
to function well mechanically with solid timing and lock-up. Only about
4000 of these revolver were made over the course of three years and
apparently proved too expensive to make and sell. (13A10729-31)
{ANTIQUE} [The Richard Littlefield H&R Collection]   (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

696 Harrington & Richardson Experimental Double Action Revolver
serial #AT127320, 32 S&W Long, 3” slab-side barrel with a bright
excellent bore. This is an interesting one-off revolver from 1979
chambered in 32 with a short slab-side bull barrel, swing out cylinder,
and flat butt showing Gardner address. The metal surfaces retain about
99% original blue showing just some very mild operational wear along
the cylinder and perhaps a couple of tiny handling marks. The hammer
remains polished bright and the cylinder and barrel are numbered
matching the frame. The smooth walnut grips remain in excellent
condition showing a few small scattered flakes in the varnish and minor
handling marks. Equipped with adjustable square notch rear sight and
simple blade front, the action seems to function well mechanically with
solid timing and lock-up. An excellent example for the H&R or modern
American arms collector. (13A10729-27) {MODERN} [The Richard
Littlefield H&R Collection]   (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

697 Scarce Harrington & Richardson Model 940 Double Action Revolver
serial #AG41414, 22 RF, 6” ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1970-made revolver retain about 98%
original blue showing some mild thinning along the frontstrap, a few
errant freckles and sparse handling marks. The alloy ventilated rib
retains a similar amount of its black enamel finish showing some very
light flaking along the high edges and the polished hammer remains
mostly bright showing a little gray speckling. The checkered walnut grips
with left-side thumb rest remain in very fine condition showing some light
dings and a small chip in the left diamond. The revolver features
adjustable square notch rear sight and plain blade front and the action
seems to function well mechanically with solid timing and lock-up. This
model also features the peculiar and rather short-lived locking safety
feature in the butt by which a key is utilized to screw in the safety thus
blocking the hammer and trigger. The original H&R-branded key is also
present. A fine and interesting example, these models essentially the
precedent to Smith & Wesson’s later and much lambasted internal lock.
(13A10729-26) {C&R} [The Richard Littlefield H&R Collection]  
(400/500)
Est. 400 - 500

698 Rare Harrington & Richardson “No Name” Double Action Revolver
serial #30979, 32 S&W, 4 1/2” round barrel with a bright near excellent
bore. This is one of those peculiar H&R revolvers that is unmarked
beyond its cartridge stamp, made for another retailer on special request
in the early 1920’s. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original bright
blue showing some fine flaking to mild gray-brown patina, scattered
minor freckling and a rough grind mark along the frontstrap where the
serial number was removed. Naturally the original serial number still
remains intact on the frame beneath the grip. The hammer retains
vibrant case-hardened colors throughout muting to a pleasant smoky
patina. The black checkered hard rubber extended target grips remain in
very fine to near excellent condition showing a few scattered tiny dings
and toning to a deep brown patina. The scratched numbers are difficult
to discern though their fit is very good overall. The action seems to
function well mechanically with very good timing and lock-up. A very fine
example of these interesting variants also in a rare configuration built
around the America No. 3 frame. (13A10729-36) {C&R} [The Richard
Littlefield H&R Collection]   (400/500)
Est. 400 - 500

699 Harrington & Richardson Premier Double Action Revolver with Original
Box
serial #324824, 22 RF, 3” ribbed round barrel with a bright very fine bore
showing crisp rifling. The metal surfaces on this scarce and desirable 22
caliber revolver retain about 97% original nickel finish showing some
sparsely scattered tiny flakes and minor freckles, a few more noticeable
flakes toning to gray-brown along the cylinder and toe of the butt. The
trigger and triggerguard retain a similar amount of original bright blue
with some light handling marks while the hammer retains vibrant
case-hardened colors throughout. The black checkered hard rubber
grips remain in excellent condition, barrel-to-frame fit is solid and the
action seems to function well mechanically with solid timing and lock-up.
The original blue paper-covered box is ink stamp-numbered matching
the revolver along the base and remains in good condition showing
some scattered scuffs and loose corners, some darkening from oil and
one small tape repair. The end labels are mostly intact showing a few
small flaked areas and “223P” written in grease pencil and the interior lid
instruction sheet is intact. A nice little revolver with seldom seen original
box and also rather scarce in the 22 RF chambering. (13A10729-37)
{C&R} [The Richard Littlefield H&R Collection]   (400/500)
Est. 400 - 500

700 Harrington & Richardson Model 922 Double Action Revolver with
Original Box
serial #B9767, 22 RF, 6” lightweight round barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 98% original blue
showing a little mild operational wear and a couple tiny flaked areas
toning to mild brown along the cylinder. The polished sides of the
hammer remain brilliant while the base surface shows nice
case-hardened colors and all markings remain crisp. The checkered
mottled brown rubber grip remains in excellent condition. The revolver is
equipped with tall brass blade front sight and the action seems to
function well mechanically with good timing and lock-up. The revolver
includes its original and rather scarce light blue paper-covered box
grease pencil-numbered to the gun along the base that rates very good
showing some moderate oil staining along the top of the lid and flaking
along the edges. The end label shows a few small tears but is otherwise
intact and the box contains the original instruction sheet that shows
some overall staining and small tears, original factory inspection slip in
fine condition dated 1948 and wooden cleaning rod. A fine example with
seldom seen original full sky blue box. (13A10729-55) {C&R} [The
Richard Littlefield H&R Collection]   (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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701 Brown Manufacturing Co. Southerner Deringer
serial #4056, 41 RF, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with a moderately oxidized
bore showing otherwise strong rifling. The barrel of this pistol has mostly
toned to a mild gunmetal patina showing some scattered minor pinprick
pitting or oxidation staining, the markings otherwise remaining mostly
strong and completely legible with just a few softened letters. The frame
is a very nice deep ocher patina showing some scattered light handling
marks, the hammer a smoky gray with a wisp of case-hardened color
along the back surface and the edges of the barrel screw with some
faint fire blue. The smooth rosewood grips remain in very fine to near
excellent condition showing somewhat worn finish and just a few minor
handling marks, retaining excellent fit. All numbered parts are matching,
barrel-to-frame fit is very good and the hammer seems to function well
mechanically. A handsome Southerner deringer for the antique arms
collector. (13A10729-2) {ANTIQUE]   (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

702 Harrington & Richardson Model 999 Sportsman Double Action Revolver
serial #78973, 22 LR, 6” barrel with a bright very fine bore showing a
little stubborn fouling and strong rifling. This revolver shows H&R
Gardner address but still with earlier style Rice frame and No. 4 target
grip. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue showing a little bit of
mild oxidation staining at the muzzle and breech along with a few minor
handling marks. There are a few tiny pits at the muzzle that appear to be
from some slight metal flaws and are unobtrusive. The hammer shows
remnants of smoky case-hardening along with a few minor pinprick pits
and all markings are crisp and clear. The checkered walnut grip remains
in very good plus condition showing some scattered lightly chipped
points and slight darkening from the years. Equipped with standard
adjustable sights, barrel-to-frame fit is solid and the action seems to
function well mechanically with solid timing and lock-up. (13A10729-39)
{MODERN} [The Richard Littlefield H&R Collection]   (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

703 Harrington & Richardson Model 922 Double Action Revolver with
Original Box
serial #L36041, 22 RF, 6” lightweight round barrel with a bright near
excellent bore showing a few small factory imperfections in the rifling.
The metal surfaces of this 1951-made revolver retain about 96% original
blue showing some scattered fine flaking to a deep gray-brown patina,
some sparse minor freckling and minor operational wear along the
cylinder. The polished sides of the hammer remain mostly bright
showing a little mild gray speckling while its back surface shows strong
case-hardened colors. The barrel retains crisp markings and the
checkered mottled brown rubber grip remains in very fine condition
showing some light handling marks and some small holes along the
bottom edges possibly from insect damage. The action seems to
function well mechanically with very good timing and lock-up. The
included gold and brown box is grease pencil-numbered to the gun
along the base and remains in very good condition showing a couple
small tears and flaking mostly along the sides and edges of the lid, all
lettering otherwise intact and legible. The interior holds an original
simple hardwood cleaning rod. (13A10729-49) {C&R} [The Richard
Littlefield H&R Collection]   (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

704 American Arms Silver I Over Under Shotgun
serial #FSA11187, 28 ga., 26” ventilated rib barrels choked improved
modified and full with bright about excellent bores. The barrels, top lever
and triggerguard of this Italian-produced shotgun retain about 98%
original blue with a hint of high edge silvering on the triggerguard, a spot
of light oxidation on the right side of the ventilated mid-rib at the muzzles
and a few very light handling marks. There is a tiny factory flaw in the
face of the right side of the mid-rib that does not affect the muzzles of
the barrels. The frame remains bright and features attractive foliate
scroll engraving and the single selective trigger retains all its original
gold coloring. The checkered European walnut pistolgrip stock and
forend with schnabel tip rate about excellent with a very tiny and
unobtrusive flake in the high gloss finish on the underside of the forend
near the frame and perhaps a very light handling mark or two. The
buttstock provides a 14 1/4” length of pull with drops of 1 1/4” and 2”.
The shotgun features extractors, a gold bead at the muzzle, a
non-automatic safety and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10699-29) {MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

705 Austrian Boxlock Double Shotgun by Franz Sodia
serial #1159, 20 ga (2 1/2”), 29” Krupp Prima Gewehrlaufstahl barrels
choked modified in both, the left barrel mostly bright and very good
showing some spots of minor oxidation and a few tiny dings, and the
right barrel similar but showing an evident bulge about mid-bore. The
barrels of this 1924 proof-dated shotgun retain about 90% of an older
restored rust blue finish thinning and toning to a mild plum-brown patina
with scattered light handling marks and some small areas of old light
pitting. The action is mostly a pewter gunmetal patina showing some
areas of light pitting along the fences and is embellished in near full
coverage in typical Germanic-style relief with oak leaves, acorns and
game scenes with a pair of duck on the right side, hare on the left and
buck on the bottom. There are a few hints of original case-hardened
colors in the very protected areas. The checkered capped pistolgrip
walnut buttstock and forend remain in very good condition showing a
tiny crack at the toe and some scattered light dings and handling marks.
There is a filled sling swivel hole along the toe line and the left side butt
shows typical European cheekpiece. The replacement Old English black
solid rubber pad provides a 14 1/2” length-of-pull. The shotgun features
cocking indicator pins, automatic safety, double triggers, extractors and
a pair of rather large replacement silver bead sights, the front somewhat
loose. Lock-up is by dual under-bites and hidden Greener crossbolt with
side clips. Lock-up is solid showing a sliver of light along the top edge of
the breeches and the top lever is a bit left of center. The action
otherwise seems to function normally. (13A10636-35) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

706 Beretta AL390 Sport Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #X01457E, 12 ga., 30” ventilated rib custom-ported Mobilchoke
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel was ported by Seminole
Gunworks and retains about 99% original blue, the receiver retains
97-98% original black anodized finish with a few light scratches on the
left side and a touch of wear behind the loading port, the bolt retains
99% original chrome-plate with some light handling marks on the front of
the charging handle and the trigger retains all its original gold coloring.
The checkered walnut forend rates about excellent while the pistolgrip
stock rates very good plus with a tiny ding in the toe of the grip and
some scattered light handling marks. The Beretta Trident-logoed recoil
pad shows some light wear to the texturing on the toe and heel and
provides a 14 1/2” length of pull. The barrel is sighted with a white bead
at the muzzle and a gold bead mid-rib, one improved modified
Mobilchoke tube is included and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10574-71) {MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

707 Century Arms Centurion 39 Sporter Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #39NC08509, 7.62x39mm, 16 1/4” chrome lined barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this US-produced carbine
retain about 99% original Parkerized finish with a few scattered light
handling marks while the quad rail aluminum handguards retain about
95% black anodized finish with the forward edge of the upper rail
appearing to have been sanded exposing the natural alloy beneath
along with a few spots of high edge silvering. The textured black
polymer pistolgrip and fixed “NATO length” buttstock rate excellent.
There is a slight bend in the rear sight and the carbine features a milled
receiver, ambidextrous charging handles, enlarged magazine release,
A1style flash hider, combination gas block and front sight, Tapco G2
trigger group and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10634-108) {MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

708 Colt .22 Frontier Scout Single Action Revolver
serial #151379F, .22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This lovely
little Scout revolver has seen light honest use since leaving the factory.
The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue and anodized finishes
showing light edge wear, and scattered handling marks. The checkered
plastic factory grips with Rampant Colt monograms rate excellent. This
little revolver features light scroll roll mark on the butt (first year applied
on this model), flat muzzle, and it correctly times and locks up. The
revolver includes a factory two-piece woodgrain box that is correctly end
labeled to the gun, the grease pencil serial number is no longer visible,
and paperwork. The box rates fair to poor with numerous cellophane
tape repairs, moderate edge wear, and handling marks. The gun also
has a factory letter indicating it shipped from the factory as described on
October 28, 1961, it was sent to Sandrose Merchandise Co. 5th &
Weiler St., Chester Pennsylvania in a two-gun shipment. This gun saw
only occasional use and remains in excellent condition. (8A10206-36)
{C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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709 Colt Lightning Small Frame Slide Action Rifle
serial #72974, 22 RF, 24” octagon barrel with a frosted and lightly-pitted
bore with evident rifling. The metal surfaces retain about 99%
professionally-restored blue with a hint of light silvering at the muzzle,
some fine speckles of light oxidation on the barrel and a few light
handling marks. The barrel markings remain clear and legible. The
smooth walnut straight grip stock with smooth steel buttplate rates fine
with an added finish and a short hairline crack behind both tangs and
few light handling marks while the forend rates very good plus with a few
nicely-repaired cracks, one of which bisects the forend through the
screw escutcheon. The sights are intact and the action appears to
function well mechanically. (23A10658-1) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

710 Contemporary Flintlock Brass Barrel Blunderbuss
about .94 cal flaring to 2 1/2” at the muzzle, 10 5/8” part round part
octagon barrel with a bright near excellent bore. This is a rather nicely
made more modern blunderbuss, the brass barrel and other hardware
toned to a mild goldenrod patina showing some scattered light dings and
handling marks, the barrel decorated with a cast-in light foliate motif
along the breech flats. The lockplate is a pewter gunmetal patina
showing some scattered areas of light oxidation, the frizzen exhibiting a
little bit of play. The hardwood stock remains in very good condition
showing a small crack behind the tailpipe, scattered light dings and
handling marks, with a few small areas of synthetic filler around some of
the hardware. The stock features a fluted comb and there is a steel
ramrod present. The lock is crisp and seems to function well
mechanically. (13A10706-3) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

711 Custom Springfield Armory Trapdoor “Forager”
serial #167247, 45-70 Govt., shortened 22” smoothbore barrel with a
mostly bright bore showing evident machining and tool marks
throughout. This custom firearm started life as a Model 1879 Trapdoor
rifle and has been neatly shortened into a carbine-length forager. The
barrel, bands and triggerguard retain about 90-95% original blue with
loss due to some light thinning of the finish along the top of the barrel to
a blue-gray patina under bright light and overall scattered speckles of
old light oxidation. The buttplate shows some wear toning to gray on the
toe and heel, the receiver and lockplate retain strong original blue and
the 1873-dated lockplate and barrel tang have aged to a pewter-gray
case-hardened patina with remnants of original colors remaining in the
protected areas. The American black walnut stock rates very good plus
to perhaps fine as shortened in the forend with the ramrod channel
neatly filled with a closely-matched piece of walnut, a tiny chip in the
underside of the forend behind the band and a few light handling marks.
All markings remain clear including the 1889-dated inspection
cartouche, “G.B.” inspection mark, circled “P” firing proof and “10” on the
heel of the comb. The rear sight has been removed and its holes filled
while the added bead front sight is missing leaving a vacant hole. The
action remains strong and crisp. (23A10679-1) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

712 Custom Surplus Ammo & Arms Model LOW15 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #SA10783, 5.56 NATO, 16” DPMS M4-profile barrel with a 1:9”
twist and a bright about excellent bore. This is a nicely-assembled rifle
built on a LOW15 pictogram lower receiver utilizing quality components.
The metal surfaces retain about 97% original Parkerized and black
anodized finishes with speckles of light oxidation on the Parkerized
barrel and numerous tool marks on the castle nut. The Ruger-branded
polymer carbine buttstock and Magpul MIAD grip rate near excellent
with some light ingrained soiling on the grip. The carbine features an
Aero Precision C.O.P. (Continuous Optics Platform) monolithic upper
receiver and handguard, which free floats the barrel and features a full
length Picatinny rail at the 12 o’clock position, and interchangeable rail
panels at the 3, 6, 9 o’clock positions with a quick detach sling swivel
socket, and two half length Picatinny rails included. The barrel has been
drilled for a front sight block which is no longer present and a low-profile
gas block installed in its place and a Troy Ind. Medieval muzzle brake is
installed on the threaded muzzle. The upper receiver also outfitted with
a Spikes Tactical complete bolt carrier group and an oversized charging
handle. The lower receiver features a four-position receiver extension,
Magpul ASAP end plate, BAD lever on the bolt release and MOE
enhanced triggerguard, GI trigger group and a Spikes Tactical ST-T2
carbine buffer. One quick detach swivel is included, no magazine is
included but they remain readily available and the action appears to
function well mechanically. (23A10634-98) {MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

713 CZ Model 527 American Bolt Action Rifle
serial #C169463, 22 Hornet, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this scaled down Mauser action rifle retain about 99%
original blued and anodized finish. The bolt body and trigger are
polished bright showing only the slightest of operational wear. The
checkered pistolgrip Turkish walnut stock rates excellent with a few tiny
handling marks requiring diligent inspection to find. The rifle features a
detachable five round magazine, adjustable trigger, hammer forged
barrel and includes a set of factory rings and mounts and owner’s
manual. A near new example of this highly regarded rifle in a terrific
small game or target shooting chambering. (25A10666-4) {MODERN}
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

714 Diamondback Firearms Model DB-15 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #DB1701879, 5.56 NATO, 16” barrel with a 1:9” twist and a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original Parkerized
and black anodized finishes with a few scattered spots of high edge
silvering and a few light handling marks. The A2 pistolgrip and ATI
carbine buttstock rate excellent. The carbine features a 10” quad rail
free float handguard, A2 flash hider and a Nitride bolt and bolt carrier.
No magazine is included but they remain readily available and the action
appears to function well mechanically. (23A10634-99) {MODERN}
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

715 DPMS Model A-15 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #F196354, 5.56 NATO, 16” barrel with a 1:9” twist and a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original
Parkerized and black anodized finishes with a few scattered light
handling marks, a touch of high edge silvering on the quad rail
handguard and a few speckles of light oxidation on the A2 flash hider
and around the interface of the castle nut and end plate. The DPMS
Pardus black polymer buttstock and Blackhawk! textured rubber
over-molded grip rate excellent. The carbine features a railed low-profile
gas block and flat top upper receiver ready for the sights or optic of your
choice, a six-position receiver extension, GI charging handle and trigger
group and the action appears to function well mechanically. No
magazine is included but they remain readily available. (23A10634-101)
{MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

716 DPMS Model A-15 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #FFA058443, 5.56 NATO, 16” barrel with 1:9” twist and a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original Parkerized
and black hard coat anodized finishes with a few scattered light handling
marks. The DPMS Pardus buttstock, Glacier Guards handguards and
A2 pistolgrip rate near excellent with a few scratches on the
handguards. The carbine features an A2 flash hider, Picatinny
low-profile gas block and a flat top upper receiver for the optics of your
choice, a six-position receiver extension, standard charging handle and
trigger group and complete bolt carrier group. No magazine is included
but they remain readily available and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A10634-100) {MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

717 Excellent Remington Model 591M Bolt Action Rifle
serial #1024607, 5mm Rem Magnum, 24” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple tiny
spots of light oxidation along the barrel. The smooth walnut-finished
hardwood Monte Carlo capped pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with
a small handful of tiny chips in the finish primarily around the perimeter
of the buttplate and perhaps a light handling mark or two. The
red-swirled grip contrasts nicely with the stock and bears “Remington /
5MM / Magnum”. The front sight is a Lyman white-beaded blade, the
original rear sight is intact, one original 4-round magazine is included
and the action appears to function well mechanically. Please see the
5mm Rem Magnum ammunition available for this collectable rifle in the
timed auction. (23A10729-20) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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718 Frank Wesson Model 1870 Small Frame Pocket Rifle
serial #6, 22 RF, 15” octagon barrel with an oxidized bore showing
evident rifling. This is a late production 5th type pocket rifle made after
the new serial number range was initiated at the end of production. The
barrel is mostly a plum-brown patina showing some scattered light dings
and freckling retaining a strong maker address and somewhat softened
but legible patent date. The frame retains about 94% original nickel
finish showing some light flaking along the edges, some scattered light
tool marks and dings; a screw head has broken off one of the small
screws on the left side frame. The hammer retains some hints of smoky
case-hardening and the stock retains about 95% original nickel finish
and is matching the frame. The smooth rose wood grips remain in very
good condition showing some light handling marks and the left panel
with a 1 1/2” crack along the top edge. The barrel is matching the frame
as well and the extractor handle is an old ad-hoc replacement. The
sporting rear sight retains some strong fire blue and the front sight
appears to be an older replacement and is a generous plain blade.
Barrel-to-frame fit exhibits some play and the hammer is functional.
Formerly of the Frank Pellett collection, this pocket rifle is pictured on
page 169 of Frank Wesson Gunmaker Vol. 2. (13A10729-24)
{ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

719 Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight Ducks Unlimited 40th Anniversary Slide
Action Shotgun
serial #40DU0537, 12 ga., 30” ventilated rib barrel choked full with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original
blue with a few scattered spots of light oxidation and a bit of very light
operational wear on the magazine tube and the trigger is bright. The left
side of the receiver features the Ducks Unlimited 40th Anniversary logo
flanked by cattails while the right shows the DU shield and “1937 Four
Decades of Conservation Pioneering” in riband. The checkered deluxe
walnut capped pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good plus to near
excellent with a few scattered light handling or storage marks. There is a
40th emblem on the gripcap and the factory recoil pad provides a 13
3/4” length of pull. The barrel is sighted with a white bead at the muzzle
and a silver bead mid-rib and the action appears to function well
mechanically. Included is a factory hard case with red baize interior and
silver locking clasps and corner reinforcements in excellent condition
containing the original manual and keys. This collectable shotgun
appears to have seen little if any use. (23A10574-221) {MODERN}
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

720 Ithaca Model LSA-55 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #550-120273, 243 Win, 23” Bofors steel barrel with a bright
excellent bore. Produced by Tikka of Finland for Ithaca, the metal
surfaces of this excellent condition rifle retain about 99% plus original
blue while the bolt is bright and properly numbered to the receiver. The
checkered European hardwood Monte Carlo capped pistolgrip stock with
right hand palm swell rates near excellent with a narrow strip of finish
wear along the edges of the buttplate and a tiny ding to the right of the
magazine well. The rear sight is not present and its holes are filled with
filler screws, the front sight is intact and the action appears to function
well mechanically. (23A10703-4) {MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

721 Marlin Victor Deringer Pistol
serial #933, 38 RF, 2 3/4” part round part octagon barrel with a lightly
oxidized bore showing scattered bright areas and strong rifling. The
barrel of this pistol shows remnants of some older reapplied blue now
mostly toned to a deep gray and plum-brown patina with some sparsely
scattered minor pinprick pitting. The barrel retains strong markings
throughout with address and patent date on the right flat and bold
“VICTOR” on top. The frame is a medium ocher patina showing a few
scattered light dings and handling marks, the hammer and trigger a
smooth gray. The smooth rosewood grips remain in very fine condition
showing a few minor scuffs and handling marks with perhaps a little
older added finish. The left panel is stamp-numbered matching and their
fit is very nice. Barrel-to-frame fit is very good and the hammer is crisp
and seems to function well mechanically. (13A10729-4) {ANTIQUE}
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

722 Miroku Reproduction Brown Bess Flintlock Musket
serial #3770, .75 cal., 42” barrel with a mostly bright very good plus bore
showing overall light oxidation staining. The barrel and lock of this
quality Japanese reproduction of a Second Pattern Brown Bess are
toning to a light gray patina with pinprick pitting around the vent and
overall speckles of light oxidation staining along with some fine cleaning
striations along the barrel and a few tiny impact marks near the tip of the
forend. The brass mountings are toning to a warm goldenrod patina with
some scattered light handling marks. The left side of the breech is
stamped with the Miroku proof mark and the serial number, the barrel
tang is stamped “JAPAN” and the lockplate is marked “TOWER” behind
the cock and with a “(crown) / GR” ahead. The walnut buttstock rates
good with a screw-repaired partial break atop the wrist, some short
scratches on the left side of the wrist and comb, a narrow chip around
the barrel pin above the tailpipe on the left side of the forend and other
scattered handling marks from honest use. The forend cap is missing,
the frizzen has been relined with the heads of the fasteners protruding
from the front of the frizzen, the pan features a flash shield, a
button-head ramrod with threaded end is included along with a factory
box numbered to another musket and the action is robust and crisp.
(23A10725-3) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

723 Palmetto State Armory Model PA-15 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #LW334446, 5.56 NATO, 16” M4-profile nitride barrel with a 1:7”
twist and a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99%
original nitride, Parkerized and hard coat anodized finishes with a few
scattered light handling marks. Both the lower and upper receivers
feature the PSA crossed cannons logo on their left sides. The flat dark
earth Magpul MOE SL handguards and MOE pistolgrip and buttstock
rate near excellent with a touch of light ingrained soiling. The carbine
features a Parkerized bolt carrier group with the bolt made from
Carpenter 158 steel, A2 flash hider, F-marked front sight base and
flattop upper receiver and standard charging handle and trigger group.
No magazine is included but they remain readily available and the action
appears to function well mechanically. (23A10634-97) {MODERN}
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

724 Remington Model 1100 Skeet Grade B Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #L415349X, 20 ga., 21” un-date coded barrel (27” including Cutts
compensator and Lyman modified choke) with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and black anodized
finishes with a few speckles of light oxidation on the compensator and
the bolt is bright. The both sides of the receiver feature gold-filled
wedges of foliate scroll with “SKEET-B” on the right side above the
triggerguard. The fleur-de-lis checkered B-grade walnut pistolgrip stock
and forend rate excellent with both sides of the buttstock showing lovely
feathercrotch grain figure running over the comb. There is a small
un-engraved shield-shaped monogram plate on the toeline showing
wear to its gold finish exposing the brass beneath and the Pachmayr
White Line pad provides a 14 1/4” length of pull. The barrel is sighted
with a white bead on the compensator and a silver bead mid-rib and the
action appears to function well mechanically. Please see the
modified-choke 28” ventilated rib barrel available for this shotgun in the
timed auction. (23B10699-13) {MODERN}   (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

725 Remington Model 700 BDL Bolt Action Rifle
serial #258446, 222 Rem, 24” barrel with a bright very good bore with
scattered light pitting but strong rifling throughout. The barreled action
retains about 95% original blue with thinning and light wear at the
muzzle, scattered specks of oxidation, and a few spots of finish loss and
light handling marks. The aluminum triggerguard and floorplate are in
very good plus condition with some light handling marks and high edge
wear, the bolt body shows some gray freckling, and the bolt shroud has
light wear and oxidation staining. The press-checkered capped pistolgrip
walnut stock is in very good to very good plus condition with one or two
light dings and some scattered light handling marks, and features an
ebony forend tip, left side cheekpiece, and sling swivels; the checkered
aluminum Remington buttplate is intact. The factory markings remain
clear and easily legible, and the bolt is numbered to the rifle. The rear
sight has been removed, as has the front sight blade, and the receiver is
factory drilled and tapped. A solid Model 700 needing only our choice of
sighting device. (14A10615-20) {MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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726 Ruger M77 Varmint Bolt Action Rifle
serial #71-42714, 220 Swift, 26” heavy-profile pre-warning barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1975-production rifle
retain about 97% original blue and black enamel finishes with a streak of
light wear toning to gray on the bolt handle, a tiny spot of pinprick pitting
on the barrel and a few scattered light handling marks including a short
scratch on the bow of the triggerguard. The body of the bolt is mostly
bright with some speckles of light oxidation staining and is properly
serialized to the receiver. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip stock
rates very good with a small dent on the toeline behind the grip, a small
chip behind and a narrow 1/2” chip to the left of the upper tang and a
few light handling marks from the field. There is some wear to the toe
and heel of the rifle pad, a pair of Ruger rings is included and the action
appears to function well mechanically. (23A10684-3) {MODERN}
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

727 Smith & Wesson 32 Hand Ejector Revolver
serial #364993, 32 S&W Long, 4 1/4” barrel with a bright very good bore
showing patches of light pitting in the otherwise strong rifling. The metal
surfaces of this Third Model revolver retain about 97% original nickel
finish with scattered spots of light oxidation and pinprick pitting while the
hammer and trigger retain most of their case-hardened finish with some
speckles of light oxidation staining and modest case-hardened colors on
the sides of both. The unmarked mother-of-pearl grips rate near
excellent with a tiny and unobtrusive chip on the upper edge of the right
panel. All metal markings are crisp and all the appropriate parts are
serialized to the frame. Timing and lock-up are excellent and the action
appears to function well mechanically. (23A10634-134) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

728 Smith & Wesson Model 559 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #A750041, 9mm, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This lovely pistol
appears to be as-new-in-the-box and remains in excellent condition. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes
showing minor wear marks on the right grip screws and the lower left
edge of the sight ears. The checkered Delrin factory grips with S&W
monogram rate excellent. This gun has a Baughman ramp front sight,
fully adjustable rear sight with protective ears, features a wide short
extractor, and a single slide mounted safety / de-cocker. The pistol
includes the original factory box that is correctly end labeled and
numbered to the gun, a pair of fourteen-round magazines, cleaning kit,
manual and paperwork. This model was produced from 1980-1983 with
a total production of just over 10,600. They were generally working guns
and finding one as-new is a treat for the collector. (8A10455-1)
{MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

729 Smith & Wesson Model 60 Double Action Revolver
serial #ACT7859, .38 Special, 1 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This
lovely Chiefs Special revolver is as-new-in-the-box. The stainless steel
surfaces rate excellent. The smooth combat trigger and service hammer
retain full hard chrome finish. The checkered walnut factory round butt
Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate excellent. This little
J-frame revolver functions as good as the day it left Springfield. The
revolver includes the original factory box that is correctly end labeled
and numbered to the gun, cleaning kit, manual and paperwork. A fine
self-defense gun or a great collectible for your J-frame collection.
(8A10455-22) {MODERN}   (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

730 Smith & Wesson Model 60 Double Action Revolver
serial #ADZ2942, .38 Special, 1 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This
wonderful Chiefs Special revolver is as-new-in-the-box and remains in
excellent condition. The stainless steel surfaces rate excellent. The
smooth combat trigger and service hammer retain full hard chrome
finish. The checkered walnut factory round butt Magna grips with silver
S&W medallions rate excellent. The functioning of this fine J-frame
revolver is excellent with correct timing and lockup. The revolver
includes the original factory box that is correctly end labeled and
numbered to the gun, cleaning kit, manual and paperwork. The Chiefs
Specials were well regarded by law enforcement and civilians alike. This
would be an excellent acquisition for your Smith & Wesson collection.
(8A10455-6) {MODERN}   (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

731 Smith & Wesson Model of 1905 Military & Police Hand Ejector Revolver
serial #389203, 38 Special, 5” barrel with a bright very good bore
showing patches of light pitting in the otherwise strong rifling. The metal
surfaces of this Fourth Change revolver retain about 97-98% factory
refurbished nickel finish showing some slight clouding on the grip straps,
a few tiny spots of light oxidation on the barrel along with scattered light
pitting beneath the finish. The hammer and trigger retain about 95%
later added gold-colored finish with loss due to operational wear on the
left sides of each. All metal markings are clear with all appropriate parts
numbered to the frame which shows a 1964 refurbishment date on the
left grip strap. The unmarked mother of pearl grips rate very good plus
with a tiny chip at the heel of the left panel and some scattered light
handling marks. Timing and lock-up are excellent and the action
appears to function well mechanically. (23A10634-133) {MODERN}
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

732 U.S. Model 1816-Style Flintlock Musket with Whitney Lock
.69 cal., 42” barrel with an oxidized bore. This Type I musket has been
reconverted to flint using a Whitney lock with original internal parts,
frizzen spring, and detachable brass pan while the remaining lock parts
appear to be aged replacements. The barrel, bands, triggerguard and
buttplate have aged to a light-moderately oxidized antique brown patina
with light pitting around the breech of the barrel, pinprick pitting around
the muzzle and a small area of vise “bite” marks on the left side of the
breech. The double band and rear barrel bands appear to be later
replacements and retain modest remnants of original blue and the brass
pan has aged to a warm goldenrod patina. The lockplate is marked “N.
HAVEN” in ribband ahead of the cock and is not dated while the left side
of the breech is stamped “P M”. The American black walnut stock rates
very good with the forend modified to accept the double band, a chip in
the left side of the buttstock at the buttplate and a few drying cracks
around the buttplate and the expected dings and handling marks. There
is a small gap in the fit of the lockplate to the stock at the rear, the
ramrod is a later replacement, the fit of the frizzen and pan to the barrel
is excellent and the lock remains strong and crisp. (23A10645-2)
{ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

733 U.S. Model 1868 Trapdoor Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #2697, 50-70, 32 1/2” barrel with a bright about fine bore showing
a few small areas of light pitting in the strong rifling. The barreled action
and bands are toning to a lightly-oxidized gray-brown patina with a
series of tiny impact marks along the right side of the barrel ahead of the
upper band and a small area of light-moderate oxidation just above the
right wood line about midway down the barrel. The triggerguard and
nosecap are toning to gray and the Model 1870 breechblock retains
strong arsenal blue with scattered spots of old light oxidation overall.
The barrel is serialized to the receiver and also marked “X 5882” on the
right side of the breech, the lockplate is dated 1863 and the breechblock
is stamped “MODEL / 1870 / (eagle head) / (crossed arrows) / U.S.” The
American black walnut stock rates perhaps very good with a lengthy
flexing crack running diagonally from the left side front of receiver toward
the triggerguard, a couple moderate dents on the right side of the comb,
four parallel bruises on the underside of the forend and the other typical
signs of military service. There are two small nail holes on the top of the
comb along with a carved “VII” just ahead of the buttplate tang and the
faint remnants of two inspection cartouches on the left stock flat. The
cleaning rod is missing, the original sights are intact and the action is
strong and crisp. (23A10483-346) {ANTIQUE} [Perry White Collection]
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

734 U.S. Model 1879 Trapdoor Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #195452, 45-70 Govt., 32 5/8” barrel with a mostly bright about
very good bore showing patches of light oxidation throughout the strong
rifling. The metal surfaces have aged to a lightly-oxidized brown patina
with scattered remnants of original blue and strong original
case-hardened colors on the underside of the 1873-dated breechblock.
The metal markings are all correct and while softened, fully legible. The
American black walnut stock rates about very good to very good plus as
lightly cleaned with a touch of added finish, a few scattered tiny chips
around the metal components and the typical handling marks from the
years. The stock markings have been softened but are mostly visible
though the last digit of the dated inspection cartouche is unclear and
there is a circled “P” firing proof behind the triggerguard. The rear
lockplate screw and cleaning rod are missing, the original sights are
intact and the action is strong and crisp. (23A10702-8) {ANTIQUE}
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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735 U.S. Model 1899 Krag Bolt Action Carbine by Springfield Armory
serial #362256, 30-40 Krag, 22” barrel with an about very good bore
showing light oxidation throughout the strong rifling. The metal surfaces
are toning to a dull gray patina with overall scattered spots of old light
oxidation. All metal markings are crisp and the American black walnut
stock and Model 1902 handguard rate very good as lightly cleaned with
a coat of added finish, some areas of oxidation leeching around the
action and numerous dings and handling marks from service. There is
the faint remnant of a 1901-dated inspection cartouche on the left side
of the action and a soft but clear circled “P” firing proof around the
triggerguard. The sights are intact including the correct C-marked Model
1901 rear sight and the action appears to function well mechanically.
Though not specifically listed by serial number, this carbine does fall
within the range provided by SRS of carbines issued to Squadron A of
the New York National Guard. (23A10483-249) {C&R} [Perry White
Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

736 U.S. Model 1903-A3 Bolt Action Rifle by Smith-Corona
serial #4820640, 30-06, 24” 2-44 dated 2-groove Remington Arms barrel
with a bright excellent bore showing a hint or two of pinprick pitting in the
grooves and strong rifling throughout. The barreled action and bolt retain
about 98% dark gray-green arsenal parkerized finish with some light
operational and high edge wear, scattered light freckling, and some light
handling marks, and the bottom metal and barrel bands retain about
99% blue finish with only minor handling marks. The straight grip walnut
stock is in about very good condition as lightly cleaned and refinished
with a few light handling marks and a lightly repaired curving crack in the
wrist, traveling about 3 1/2” rearward from the receiver before curving
back to meet the rear of the triggerguard, the crack showing remnants of
filler at the widest point and narrows to a hairline as it reaches the
triggerguard. The left side of the stock is marked with a clear “FJA”, the
remnants of “RA (ordnance wheel)” appearing immediately to its left, two
“P” proofs, one boxed one circled, are stamped behind the triggerguard
with a partial stamp overlapping one, a faint rework stamp is present on
the right side of the stock, and the remnants of inspection stamps are
visible ahead of the floorplate. The rifle retains the standard open sights,
the windage and elevation adjustments moving freely, and the rifle
appears to function well mechanically. An arsenal refurbished rifle that
should make a fine shooter, once a paired with a new stock.
(14A10651-8) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

737 Very Fine Harrington & Richardson Self-Loading Pistol with Original Box
serial #3917, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a bright near excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this attractive little pistol retain about 96% original
bright blue showing scattered very tiny flakes and freckles with a few
small areas of mild oxidation staining along the backstrap and top of
slide that are mostly unobtrusive. The triggerguard and extractor remain
mostly bright showing a little gray speckling and the safety retains
brilliant fire blue. All markings are crisp and clear and the black
checkered hard rubber grips remain in excellent condition. One original
nickel-plated magazine is included and the action seems to function well
mechanically. The included original blue paper-covered box is
ink-stamp-numbered on the base “3907”, perhaps a factory error, and
remains in perhaps good condition. The box shows one missing end flap
along the label side of the lid, moderate flaking overall and old glue and
tape repairs along the edges and corners. The green end label is intact
along the base as is the interior lid label and there are some old pencil
scribbles along the lid that humorously read “Loaded Look Out”. A very
nice example seldom seen with its box. (13A10683-4) {C&R}   (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

738 Winchester Model 101 Trap Single Barrel Shotgun
serial #104122, 12 ga. 32” ventilated rib barrel choked improved
modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
1967-vintage shotgun retain about 93-95% original blue with some mild
flaking to brown patina on the top lever and triggerguard, some fine
speckles of light oxidation on the lower edges of the frame and a few
scattered light handling marks. All metal markings are crisp, the forend
and barrel properly-numbered to the frame and the frame, top lever and
triggerguard are adorned with splashes of loose foliate scroll engraving.
The checkered walnut Monte Carlo capped pistolgrip stock and forend
rate about very good with a short hairline crack behind the upper tang, a
lengthy scratch in the left side checkering on the forend and scattered
overall light handling marks. The Winchester recoil pad is proud at the
heel and provides a 14 3/8” length of pull with drops of 1 3/8” and 2”.
The barrel is sighted with silver beads at the muzzle and mid-rib, the
ejector is robust and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A10635-21) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

739 Winchester Model 52 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #6984, 22 LR, 28” standard weight target barrel with a bright
excellent bore. This 1926 vintage rifle remains in original configuration
retaining about 85% original finish with scattered loss on the bottom
metal, operational wear on the bolt, the barrel band toning to brown and
a small circle of loss around the receiver proof mark, most likely from
scope bell contact. The walnut finger groove stock rates very good with
no cracks, the expected abrasions and dings on a competition rifle of
this vintage, showing generous amounts of original varnish. The rifle
features two steel target blocks, matching serial numbered bolt, a
perfectly fitted original checkered steel buttplate and the original ladder
rear and blade front sights. The rear receiver lug is not cracked on this
specimen as was common with the early rifles. The rifle includes an
original two rib 1919 patent date magazine with “22 Long.R.” stamped
on the follower and an unmarked leather 1907 style sling in very good
condition. An attractive early rifle that somehow escaped alteration for
Small Bore competition. (25A10483-33) {C&R} [Perry White Collection]
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

740 Winchester Model 54 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #23221A, 30-06, 24” barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore
with strong rifling throughout. The barreled action retains about 96%
original blue finish with some light operational wear on the receiver, light
to perhaps more moderate thinning along barrel, and some light
handling marks. The bottom metal and bolt handle retain 99% reapplied
blue finish with previous light pitting visible beneath the finish, and the
bolt body is nicely jeweled. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock is in
near excellent condition with a few very minor handling marks, the
added solid recoil pad shows light crackling at the heel and toe and light
wear around the edges, and gives an about 13 1/2” length of pull. The
stock features a schnabel forend tip and factory screw-eyes at forend tip
and on the toeline. The factory markings on the receiver and barrel all
remain clear and easily legible, and the underside of the bolt is very
lightly numbered to the rifle. The rifle retains the gold bead front sight,
folding 2-leaf Lyman rear sight, and a Lyman aperture rear sight with
screw-in aperture present, and the rifle appears to function well
mechanically. A solid example of Winchesters predecessor to the
venerable Model 70. (14A10703-13) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

741 Winchester Model 61 Slide Action Rifle
serial #150821, 22 S, L, LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 93-95% original blue with some scattered
spots of light oxidation, a few scratches and impact marks along the
barrel and magazine tube, an area of fine scratches on the upper tang
and some operational silvering. All metal markings are crisp. The
smooth walnut pistolgrip stock and grooved forend rate about very good
plus with a coat of added finish and some overall light handling marks.
The front sight is missing its bead and the action appears to function
well mechanically. (23A10528-8) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

742 Winchester Model 70 Carbine Bolt Action Rifle
serial #G1696999, 308 Win, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this push feed rifle retain 97-98% original blue with a
few handling marks and small areas of light brown patina visible under
bright light. The checkered walnut stock rates excellent with a few
scattered handling marks, the impressed checkering points remaining
sharp. The rifle features a jeweled bolt, knurled bolt knob, sling swivel
studs with no provisions for sights. The rifle is sighted with a Ultralux
6x42mm scope with clear optics mounted in Weaver style rings and
bases. A nice New Haven produced handy carbine in a versatile caliber,
ready for the Fall hunting season. (25A10593-73) {MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

743 Winchester Model 88 Lever Action Rifle
serial #95457, 308 Win, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue with the majority of loss on
the lever which is toning in areas to gray along with a few spots of loss
on the barrel and some scattered light handling marks and speckles of
light oxidation. The bolt is mostly bright with some speckles of light
oxidation staining and all metal markings are crisp. The checkered
walnut capped pistolgrip stock rates about very good with a worn coat of
added finish and overall dents, dings and light handling marks from the
field. The Pachmayr White Line recoil pad provides a 13 3/8” length of
pull, the original sights are intact except for the front sight hood, one
factory “concave arrow” magazine is included and the action appears to
function well mechanically. (23A10630-4) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700


